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Abstract 
 
In the 21st century, the internationalisation of education, expansion of China, 
increasing Chinese student mobility and world-wide interest in Mandarin constitute a 
fertile landscape for the development of international partnerships to promote the 
teaching and learning of the Chinese language and culture. Partnerships that 
incorporate student volunteer programs have the potential to increase the supply of 
suitable candidates for initial teacher education as Chinese language teachers in 
countries such as Australia. The investigation of teacher identity within international 
student volunteer programs is an unexplored area of research, which this study 
addressed.  
 
This research was a case study investigating teacher identity through the experiences 
of 15 international higher degree research students participating in a NSW-China 
partnership implemented through a model of Research Oriented School Engaged 
Teacher Education (ROSETE), the case. ROSETE required these students from 
mainland China to volunteer in primary and secondary schools to support the teaching 
and learning of Chinese (Mandarin) language and culture. Teacher identity, the 
theoretical framework for this case study, was informed by concepts of becoming and 
I-positions, the latter a contribution of Dialogical Self Theory (DST) (Hermans & 
Hermans-Konopka, 2010).  
 
The focus of investigation was on how the participants enacted and constructed a 
teacher identity through weekly engagement in Australian schools. Data collected 
through semi-structured interviews were interrogated using Gee’s (2011, 2014a) 
approach to descriptive discourse analysis as well as the coding and identification of 
categories and themes. 
 
This study found that participants engaged in a dialogical process of continuously 
positioning and repositioning different I-positions, or voices within the self (Hermans 
& Hermans-Konopka, 2010) in response to their emotional states, school contexts and 
relationships with significant others. Enacting and constructing a teacher identity 
emerged as an interwoven, inseparable element of participants’ experiences as 
becoming teachers, involving discourse and practice. They used language to enact 
   
ix 
 
multiple I-positions as a kaleidoscopic experience particular to each individual. Their 
accounts of practice illuminated their teacher identity construction as a process of 
learning how to teach in Australia, realised through skills development, increasing 
confidence and exercise of agency. A professional learning network, theorised using 
Wenger’s (1998) notion of a community of practice, provided support and dialogical 
relationships that enabled participants to identify with the local community of teachers. 
Participants responded to new, unfamiliar and confusing educational contexts in 
Australian schools by mobilising their personal-cultural and linguistic histories to 
achieve coherence in their identity experiences. Moreover, their discourse emerged as 
a powerful, agentive learning process through which cognitive and cultural dissonance 
between past and present experiences and understandings of education were 
confronted and understandings transformed. 
 
This study makes important contributions to knowledge about the dynamic and 
idiosyncratic processes that becoming teachers experience within the context of 
innovative models of international teacher education. The in-depth analysis of teacher 
identity in the lived experiences of ROSETE participants provides rich context-
dependent knowledge to underscore the value of the ROSETE Model as a preliminary 
phase of initial teacher education in Australia. Furthermore the findings illuminate the 
potential contribution of international partnership programs to expanding the supply 
of suitable teachers of Chinese (Mandarin). 
 1 
 
Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
1.0 Introduction  
This Australian research explored teacher identity through the experiences of 15 
international higher degree research students from mainland China, who volunteered 
in primary and secondary schools to support the teaching and learning of Chinese 
(Mandarin) language and culture. These student volunteers were participants in the 
Ningbo Student Volunteer Program, a partnership between the New South Wales 
(NSW) Department of Education (herein the Department), the Western Sydney 
University (herein the University) and the Ningbo Municipal Education Bureau, the 
People’s Republic of China (herein Ningbo). This NSW-Ningbo Partnership was 
formalised through a series of Memoranda of Understanding (MOU) across a decade 
and implemented through Research Oriented School Engaged Teacher Education 
(ROSETE), the case in this case study. In this study participants’ discourse illuminated 
their lived experiences of teacher identity, enacted and constructed through an 
unfinished, dialogical process of becoming. Furthermore, the study established 
ROSETE as a model of professional learning worthy of recognition as a preliminary 
phase of initial teacher education. 
 
This chapter is organised in sections. In Section 1.1 teacher identity, the theoretical 
framework or object of study, the participants, and ROSETE, the case or subject of 
study, are introduced and contextualised. Section 1.2 specifies the focus of the study, 
outlines the research questions and defines key terms used in this and the following 
chapters. Section 1.3 outlines the scope and significance of the study and Section 1.4 
provides an overview of research design and methods. Section 1.5 provides a summary 
of the chapter and an overview of the chapters that follow. 
 
1.1 The research context   
This section introduces the theoretical framework and intellectual context for this 
research, which are further elaborated in Chapters 2 and 3. Locating this research 
within scholarly literature involved contextualising three aspects of the study, namely 
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teacher identity, the object of study, the participants, and the ROSETE Model of 
teacher professional learning, the subject. The use of object and subject reflects the 
application of Thomas’ (2011) typology of case study design, outlined in Chapter 4, 
in which object refers to the theoretical framework and subject refers to the case.  
 
Teacher identity, the object of this case study, is contextualised in literature spanning 
fields of psychology, philosophy, linguistics and the social sciences from the 20th and 
early 21st centuries. Identity, or one’s view of oneself, has been theorised as coherent 
and unitary (Erikson, 1968; Mead, 1934), as well as a continuous state of becoming 
(Bakhtin, 1981), linked to practice (Wenger, 1998), multiple and shifting from one 
context to another (Gee, 2001), and positioned and repositioned in response to 
dialogue within the self and with others (Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010). 
Within the field of educational research, teacher identity is typically theorised as 
dynamic, discontinuous, shifting and conflicted, linked to emotions, enacted and 
constructed through language and practice (Alsup, 2006; Beauchamp & Thomas, 
2009; Beijaard, Meijer, & Verloop, 2004; Day, Kington, Stobart, & Sammons, 2006; 
Stronach, 2010; Trent, 2011, 2013; Varghese, Morgan, Johnston, & Johnson, 2005). 
In relation to language teachers, Varghese, Morgan, Johnston and Johnson’s concepts 
of “identity-in-practice” and “identity-in-discourse” provides a theoretical perspective 
on the interrelated experiential and linguistic components of identity relevant to this 
study (Varghese, Morgan, Johnston, & Johnson, 2005, p. 39).  
 
Pre-service teachers’ identity construction has been conceptualised as a process of 
learning how to teach strongly influenced by supportive relationships with significant 
others (Izadinia, 2015, 2016a, 2016b). Many studies highlight emotional struggle, 
complexity and ambiguity as experiential elements of pre-service and early career 
teachers’ identity, conceptualised as a process of becoming (Alsup, 2006; Stronach, 
2010; Timoštšuk & Ugaste, 2012). The discursive expression of becoming highlights 
the transformative impact of language (Alsup, 2006; Stronach, 2010). The concept of 
identity experienced as becoming provided a particularly useful analytical lens 
employed in this study. 
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The notion of becoming and the theory of identity provided by Dialogical Self Theory 
(DST) (Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010) are important conceptual tools which 
sharpened the theoretical framework for this research. DST (elaborated in Chapter 3) 
theorises identity using the concept of I-position and contends that human experience 
of identity involves multiple, conflicting I-positions which are positioned and 
repositioned in response to circumstances and dialogue within oneself or with others 
(Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010). Dialogue, a key aspect of DST, is constituted 
as an active learning process in which participants are able to recognise and respond 
to the perspectives of others, adapting and developing their own views and thereby 
introducing new elements to the self (Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010). DST 
provides a framework for resolving the tension between the notion of teacher identity 
as unitary and continuous on the one hand and multiple and discontinuous on the other 
(Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010). The dialogical relationship between different 
I-positions is motivated by the desire to maintain a coherent sense of self (Akkerman 
& Meijer, 2011). Thus, teacher identity is not an end state but a continuous process of 
negotiating and synthesising multiple I-positions to maintain a “more or less coherent” 
sense of one’s teacher self throughout the variable contexts, relationships and 
influences encountered in one’s career (Akkerman & Meijer, 2011, p. 315). This 
allows us to understand the varying perspectives of teachers, and also to recognise the 
sense of being one and the same teacher throughout complex and changing educational 
landscapes (Akkerman & Meijer, 2011).   
 
DST is situated within the context of globalisation which is particularly relevant to this 
study since the participants were international students from mainland China. 
Increasing cultural contact across different groups as well as within the experience of 
an individual person and the related intercultural processes result in the emergence of 
multiple identities (Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010). Examples provided by 
Hermans and Hermans-Konopka (2010) include “a business representative educated 
in a French school system but working for a Chinese company, and English-speaking 
employees living in India but giving technical training courses via the internet to 
adolescents in the United States” (Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010, p 29). There 
is resonance between these examples and the participants of this study who were 
graduates from Chinese universities undertaking higher degree research in an 
Chapter 1: Introduction 
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Australian university and at the same time volunteering in Australian primary and 
secondary schools to support the teaching of Chinese language and culture. In the 
context of globalisation the different voices or I-positions within the self of such  
individuals engage in negotiations, renegotiations, tensions and conflicts that reflect 
the variety of personal, social and cultural experiences the individuals participate in 
(Akkerman & Meijer, 2011). The interactions between I-positions may result in 
heightened levels of uncertainty, increasing the need for dialogue between individuals 
and groups (Hermans, 2012). DST provides insights into the complexity, uncertainty, 
ambiguity and emotional dissonance experienced within the context of globalisation 
and also characteristic of teachers’ experience in the pre-service and early career years. 
DST poses a dialogical response to coping with uncertainty and distress by “going 
into” the uncertainty, engaging in an exchange within the self and with others, leading 
to a repositioning of I-positions and a new phase of temporary certainty (Hermans & 
Hermans-Konopka, 2010, p. 46).   
 
The concepts of becoming and I-position both have theoretical foundations in the work 
of Bakhtin (1981). Resonance between the process of becoming a teacher, analysed in 
educational research by Alsup (2006), Stronach (2010) and others, and the contribution 
of DST to understanding teacher identity (Akkerman & Meijer, 2011), justifies the 
employment of these theoretical perspectives to frame data analysis in this research 
(see Chapter 3). 
 
The importance of supportive relationships and dialogue foregrounds the influence of 
professional learning networks in pre-service teachers’ becoming. Wenger’s (1998) 
concept of community of practice provided insights to assist in understanding the 
nature of the ROSETE professional learning network and its influence in participants’ 
teacher identity construction. A community of practice is one in which participants 
mutually engage in common undertakings through a shared repertoire of actions, 
events, artifacts, tools and Discourses (Wenger, 1998). Individuals construct identities 
in relation to the various communities of practice they engage in through active 
participation and negotiation of meaning (Wenger, 1998). In this research analysis of 
participants’ engagement in the ROSETE professional learning network (Chapter 6) 
provided justification for theorising the latter as a community of practice (Chapter 7).  
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Chinese language teacher identity is a somewhat recent focus in literature (Moloney 
& Wang, 2016). Studies focusing on Chinese language teachers in school and 
university contexts abroad suggest that teachers’ conceptions of teaching and 
classroom practices are strongly influenced by past experiences as teachers and 
students in China (Liao, Yuan, & Zhang, 2017; Packevicz, 2015; Sun, 2012; Lihong 
Wang, 2015a; Li Wang & Du, 2014; Yue, 2017). 
 
The research reported in this thesis focuses on the identity experiences of student 
volunteers from mainland China who support the teaching and learning of Chinese 
language and culture abroad within the ROSETE context. Former studies of ROSETE 
participants within the first six years of implementation suggest that teacher identity 
construction involves a complex process of learning how to teach, influenced by past 
education in China and present school experience in Australia (H. Chen, 2011; Y. Li, 
2010; M. Zhang, 2010) and challenged by pedagogical and intercultural issues (Z. 
Chen, 2015; Z. Chen & Yeung, 2015).  
 
This study builds on this research on teacher identity in the experiences of Chinese 
student volunteers. The research participants were 15 international students, 
representing five cohorts of ROSETE who undertook higher degree research and 
volunteered in primary and secondary classrooms within the first six years of 
implementation, from July 2008 to June 2014. These student volunteers were all 
graduates of universities in mainland China. Their undergraduate programs 
represented a range of majors including English, Chinese, Finance and 
Communication. They were recruited by Ningbo using eligibility criteria linked to the 
MOU, including acceptance into the Western Sydney University higher degree 
research program, willingness to undertake weekly volunteering in schools for the 
duration of their academic program and an International English Language Test Score 
exceeding 6.5. Previous teaching experience was not a criterion for selection. However 
findings of this study presented in Chapters 5 to 7 indicate that some participants had 
previous experience teaching Chinese language during their undergraduate years.  
 
Ningbo student volunteers were both products and participants of interconnected 
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local/global processes: the increasing mobility of Chinese students, resulting from the 
internationalisation of education and economic expansion of China (Guo & Guo, 2016; 
Liu & Liu, 2016; Mazzarol & Soutar, 2002; Lihong Wang, 2015b). As transnational 
learners, they were challenged by teaching and learning cultures vastly different from 
those they experienced in China. At university they were called on to contribute to 
building new knowledge and concepts of scholarship (Ryan, 2016), by applying their 
cultural and linguistic knowledge to inform their critique and theorising within their 
higher degree research (Singh, 2017; Singh & Han, 2010; Singh & Huang, 2012; Singh 
& Meng, 2011).  
 
ROSETE was the model of implementation of the Ningbo Student Volunteer Program. 
The core, reciprocal aims of the Partnership, reflected in MOUs signed in 2007, 2012 
and 2016, were to support the research, teaching and learning of Chinese (Mandarin) 
language and culture in western Sydney schools, and build the capacity of the Ningbo 
teaching service for research and second language acquisition. The development of 
ROSETE represented a localised NSW response to Australian Government policies 
that prioritised the teaching of Asian languages in schools (Asia Education 
Foundation, 2011; Australian Curriculum Assessment and Reporting Authority, 2017; 
Australian Government, 2012; Lo Bianco, 2014; Ministerial Council on Education, 
2008). As a model of teacher professional learning, ROSETE integrated research 
engagement and regular school experience, informed by reforms in curricula and 
teacher professional standards (Australian Curriculum Assessment and Reporting 
Authority, 2017; Australian Federation of Modern Language Teachers Associations, 
2005, 2008; Australian Institute of Teaching and School Leadership, 2011). The core 
components of the ROSETE Model are outlined in Appendix 1. 
 
The NSW-Ningbo Partnership pre-dated the 2011 establishment of another partnership 
to support the teaching and learning of Chinese (Mandarin) language and culture in 
NSW government schools. The NSW Confucius Institute (CI) is a partnership between 
the Department and Jiangsu Provincial Department of Education. CIs hosted by 
educational institutions in a range of countries are forums for teaching and learning 
Chinese language and culture outside China. Sponsored by the Chinese central 
government through its Office of the Chinese Language Council International, known 
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as the Hanban, CIs operate within local infrastructure (Zhao & Huang, 2010) whilst 
maintaining Hanban’s reporting and approval requirements (Lim & Furze, 2017). The 
NSW CI, the first of its kind to be established in a government department is managed 
by the Department, operates within departmental policies and is funded jointly by the 
Department and Hanban (Lim & Furze, 2017). Research on the spread of CIs suggests 
their role in China’s foreign policy is to generate soft power (Hartig, 2012; D. Wang 
& Adamson, 2015; Zhao & Huang, 2010). Anxiety and scepticism relating to the link 
between CIs and Beijing have led to the recent closure of a number of CIs in the United 
States, Canada and Europe, and calls for a review of that within the NSW Department 
of Education (Lim and Furze, 2017). The influence of Hanban and the NSW CI’s co-
existence with the NSW-Ningbo Partnership are contextual factors in this study. 
However, analysis of the NSW CI and comparison between the two models are outside 
the scope of this research. 
 
The NSW-Ningbo Partnership’s contribution to teacher professional learning is a 
central focus of this study. This is underscored by the ROSETE Model’s emphasis on 
research informing and being informed by classroom practice. Evidence of ROSETE 
participants’ enactment and construction of a teacher identity in western Sydney 
schools reinforced the NSW-Ningbo Partnership’s potential as a preliminary phase of 
initial teacher education. The specific research focus and questions are introduced in 
the following section. 
 
1.2 Research focus and questions  
Increased Chinese student mobility and international interest in Chinese (Mandarin) 
provide fertile contexts for the development of international partnerships. These may 
include student volunteer programs to support the teaching and learning of Chinese 
language and culture in schools. Such student volunteer programs present innovative 
ways of increasing the supply of suitable candidates for undertaking initial teacher 
education as Chinese language teachers in countries such as Australia. This research 
recognised international partnerships and student volunteer programs as rich sites for 
researching teacher identity, an unexplored area of research. The case study being 
reported here, defined by the following questions, contributes to this gap in knowledge. 
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1.2.1 Research questions 
Main research question: 
How did ROSETE participants enact and construct a teacher identity in Australian 
schools? 
 
Contributory research questions: 
1. What I-positions were enacted in ROSETE participants’ discourse? 
2. How were ROSETE participants’ experiences of teacher identity 
construction represented in their accounts of practice? 
3. What factors enabled and constrained ROSETE participants’ experiences 
of teacher identity? 
 
The key terms embedded in these research questions are defined in the sub-section that 
follows.  
 
1.2.2 Definition of key terms  
Identity understood as a multiplicity of I-positions 
This study drew on the theoretical framework provided by DST (Hermans & Hermans-
Konopka, 2010) in which identity is understood as the dynamic interplay of multiple 
I-positions. I-positions are views of or voices within the self; in human experience of 
identity, multiple I-positions are continuously positioned and repositioned in response 
to circumstances and dialogue within oneself or with others (Hermans & Hermans-
Konopka, 2010). I-positions may be internal to the self, external pertaining to the self 
within its extended domain, or a combination of both (Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 
2010). Using the experiences of participants of this study internal, external and 
combined I-positions may be exemplified as: ‘Chinese’, ‘student’, ‘volunteer’ 
(internal); ‘my family’, ‘my research supervisor’, ‘my mentor’ (external); ‘Chinese 
student in an Australian university’, ‘volunteer in a primary school’ (combination of 
internal and external). For the individual, realising coherence of identity within human 
experience involves the ongoing processes of negotiating and renegotiating, 
organising and reorganising, enacting and synthesising the multiplicity of I-positions 
(Akkerman & Meijer, 2011). 
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Teacher identity experienced as becoming 
Teacher identity, or the kind of teacher one enacts and is recognised as being, is 
defined here as part of an ongoing, holistic experience of becoming. Use of this term 
reflects the synthesis of research in which the concept is applied to the experiences of 
teachers, particularly in the pre-service and early career years (Alsup, 2006; 
Beauchamp & Thomas, 2011; Stronach, 2010; Trent, 2014). Becoming is influenced 
by past, present and imagined future school contexts, life and professional 
circumstances, and dialogue within the self and with significant others. In this study, 
becoming was used as a verb to refer to the processes of enacting and constructing 
teacher identities, as well as an adjective to locate research participants’ status and 
experiences in the continuum of teacher professional development, as becoming 
teachers. 
 
Together, the concepts of becoming and I-position were important analytical lenses 
which helped to focus the theoretical framework of this research. 
 
Enactment of teacher identity in discourse 
Enactment of teacher identity in discourse here refers to the use of language to be, or 
portray an identity related to the role of a teacher (Gee, 2011). This was particularly 
important in this research in which participants’ language use provided the data for 
analysis. Gee’s (2014a) approach to discourse analysis was used to generate evidence 
of their experiences of teacher identity. Recognising teacher identity as a discursive 
construct allows for the influence of language-in-use and Discourses in the experience 
of identity (Trent, 2013; Varghese et al., 2005). In this thesis, discourse (with a lower 
case d) refers to stretches of language-in-use extracted from interview transcripts, 
while Discourses (with an upper case D) refers to distinctive ways of language use that 
are consistent with distinctive ways of acting and thinking (Gee, 2014a). See Chapter 
4 for further elaboration of this distinction.  
 
Construction of teacher identity in practice 
Construction of teacher identity in practice here refers to the participative processes of 
learning how to teach (Izadinia, 2015), by identifying with the practices of the local 
community of teachers through Wenger’s (1998) modes of engagement, imagination 
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and alignment (Varghese et al., 2005). The exercise of agency is recognised as an 
important element of teacher identity construction (Beauchamp & Thomas, 2009, 
2011; Beijaard et al., 2004; Izadinia, 2013; Trent, 2013). 
 
Notions of identity in discourse and identity in practice represent a way of theorising 
components of a language teacher’s experience of identity (Varghese et al., 2005). In 
this study, enactment of teacher identity in discourse and construction of teacher 
identity in practice referred to interconnected elements of the ongoing, holistic 
experience of becoming. Language-in-use illuminated and elaborated the reflective 
processes underlying the experience of learning how to teach. Learning how to teach 
involved the discursive enactment of multiple I-positions.   
 
Enablers and constraints in the experience of teacher identity 
Research identifies a range of factors which influence an individual’s enactment and 
construction of a teacher identity.  Enablers are defined as those factors which have 
positive impacts on the individual’s experience of identity, whilst constraints are 
defined as those that inhibit or adversely impact on the identity experience. Enablers 
and constraints are situated in time and space and may vary across individuals, 
contexts or circumstances. The dynamic process of becoming suggests that the initial 
impacts of enablers and constraints may be built upon by later experiences.  
 
Research highlights supportive relationships as a positive influence on pre-service and 
early career teachers’ identity (Beauchamp & Thomas, 2009; Izadinia, 2013, 2015, 
2016a; McNally, Blake, & Reid, 2009; Stronach, 2010), whereas relationships that 
emphasise power differences may constrain the identity experience (Hermans & 
Hermans-Konopka, 2010). Good dialogue in which different perspectives are 
considered as part of an active learning process (Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010) 
is an enabler in teacher identity construction whilst interactions which stifle the two-
way sharing of perspectives may constrain identity construction. Structures and 
experiences which allow pre-service teachers to identify with the community of local 
teachers through engagement, imagination and alignment are enablers of teacher 
identity (Varghese et al., 2005; Wenger, 1998).  
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1.3 Scope and significance of research  
1.3.1 Scope of the study  
This study investigated the lived experiences of 15 Ningbo Student Volunteers 
between 2008 and 2013. Analysis of their language-in-use extracted from interview 
transcripts revealed their teacher identity experiences as ROSETE participants in 
Australian primary and secondary schools. The focus on these 15 participants 
generated rich, context dependent knowledge about ROSETE. This scope limits the 
generalisation of the findings of this study to other contexts. 
 
1.3.2 Significance of the study  
The significance of this study lies in the evidence it reveals about the discursive and 
experiential aspects of Chinese student volunteers’ teacher identities. The theoretical 
framework which employed the concepts of becoming and I-positions, and the 
application of discourse analysis enabled the generation of deep knowledge about: the 
complexity and struggle involved in participants’ identity experiences; the importance 
of dialogue within themselves and with others in a community of practice; and their 
mobilisation of personal-cultural histories to maintain coherence of identity in 
unfamiliar and confusing environments. Thus, the study contributes to a more complex 
understanding of the dynamic and idiosyncratic processes that becoming teachers 
experience within the context of innovative models of international teacher education. 
Furthermore, evidence of participants enacting and constructing teacher identities 
emphasises the potential value and contribution of international partnership programs 
in expanding the supply of suitable teachers of Chinese (Mandarin). 
 
1.4 Research design and methods  
This research was conducted as a local knowledge case study informed by an 
interpretivist paradigm in which investigation of local experience illuminates and 
influences practice (Thomas, 2013a). The case, or subject of study was ROSETE, the 
implementation model of the Ningbo Student Volunteer Program, an international 
partnership between NSW and China introduced at the beginning of this chapter. The 
theoretical framework, or object of study, was teacher identity particularly informed 
by the concepts of becoming and I-positions,  the latter provided by DST (Hermans & 
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Hermans-Konopka, 2010).  
 
Constituting the research as a local knowledge case study was justified by the 
researcher’s involvement in the development and implementation of the NSW-Ningbo 
Partnership and ROSETE, throughout the years of study. The Partnership was 
established in 2007 by the then Regional Director of the former NSW Department of 
Education Western Sydney Region. As a School Development Officer within the 
Western Sydney Region from 2007 to 2013, under the leadership of three successive 
Regional Directors, the researcher had responsibility for managing the planning, 
implementation and evaluation of the Partnership. During those years the Partnership 
was framed in the Region’s strategic plan as the Western Sydney China Strategy and 
later Bridges to Understanding, with oversight from a steering committee chaired by 
the Regional Director. The researcher’s role involved ongoing liaison with Ningbo, 
the University, student volunteers, as well as participating and prospective schools to 
plan, monitor and support volunteers’ school experience. The researcher also managed 
the allocation of successive cohorts of volunteers to schools, delivered annual training 
for school-based mentors, collaboratively developed documentation to guide schools 
in the implementation of the school experience component, and collected and reported 
on annual participation data. As the Department’s representative on the ROSETE 
team, the researcher participated in the design and delivery of weekly professional 
learning for student volunteers. In 2013 the Department underwent a system 
realignment which saw the dismantling of regional structures and abolition of School 
Development Officer positions. From 2014 to the present, the NSW-Ningbo 
Partnership has been managed centrally, by senior executive of the Department, 
University and Ningbo. In 2014, the responsibility for managing ROSETE school 
experience was transferred to individual school principals under the Department’s 
Local Schools Local Decisions priority, with support to principals provided by the 
University and a Department Director of Schools. In late 2016, the researcher was 
returned to the role of managing the implementation of ROSETE in schools. 
 
The research approach was qualitative, exploratory and flexible; the research purpose 
and questions, data analysis strategies and final directions of the study were 
continually refined through literature review and early data collection, and informed 
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by trends emerging from analysis (Swanborn, 2010). The purpose which evolved 
through these processes was to explore and interpret Ningbo Student Volunteers’ 
teacher identity through their lived experiences of ROSETE. This purpose and the 
research questions introduced in Section 1.2.1 emphasised the study’s focus on 
participants’ teacher identities interpreted through their ROSETE school experiences.  
 
The participants were 15 Ningbo Student Volunteers who commenced the Program in 
2008 (n=3), 2009 (n=3), 2010 (n=4), 2012 (n=2), and 2013 (n=3). They were recruited 
between January 2012 and September 2013 through an email (Appendix 2) with 
attached information (Appendix 3) sent to all participants of ROSETE during the first 
six years (n=46). Those who agreed to participate signed a participant consent form 
(Appendix 4). 
 
Data were collected through semi-structured interviews of approximately one hour’s 
duration, conducted in English, in Sydney (n=9), in China (n=5), and by Skype (n=1) 
between May 2012 and April 2014. The variation in physical environments for 
interviews was offset by a common contextual environment. The latter was the 
ROSETE Model, which was common to all participants and shared with the 
researcher, an embodied participant in the study due to her membership of the 
ROSETE leadership team (Alby & Fatigante, 2014). In order to protect the reliability 
of the process and validity of data, one set of 18 scripted questions (Appendix 5), 
provided a consistent focus for all interviews. Audio recording provided verbatim 
records of both interviewer and interviewee contributions, which were later transcribed 
and repeatedly interrogated. Further, the assistance of a Chinese national listening to 
tapes and checking transcripts allowed cultural nuances to be identified and considered 
in analysis.  
 
Data collection and early analysis revealed language as a powerful medium to 
illuminate the experience of teacher identity. In order to capture participants’ depth of 
experience, data analysis included a combination of category-centred and case-centred 
procedures (Riessman, 2016). Category-centred analysis involved first and second 
cycle coding of interview data and analysis of categories and themes (Miles, 
Huberman, & Saldana, 2014; Saldana, 2009). Case-centred analysis involved the use 
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of descriptive discourse analysis of segments of text extracted from interview data 
(Gee, 2011, 2014a, 2014b). The latter focused on participants’ choice and flow of 
language and how these illuminated their enactment and construction of teacher 
identities.  
 
1.5 Overview of research presentation  
This section previews each of Chapters 2 to 8 and summarises Chapter 1, to provide a 
view of the research presentation in its entirety.  
 
1.5.1 Preview of Chapter 2: Global Forces and Local Challenges: Research 
Oriented School Engaged Teacher Education in Context  
Chapter 2 uses global forces and local challenges as organisers for the review of 
literature that informed the intellectual contexts for ROSETE, the case, and Ningbo 
Student Volunteers, the participants in this study. As international students from 
mainland China, the participants were products of the internationalisation of education 
and expansion of China, and represented the rapidly increasing mobility of Chinese 
students. ROSETE represented a NSW attempt to harness these global forces to 
address local interest in teaching and learning Chinese (Mandarin) language and 
culture, articulated through Government policies and partnerships. ROSETE also 
represented a strategy to address the issues relating to teaching Chinese in Australian 
schools, through sustained research oriented school experience.   
 
1.5.2 Preview of Chapter 3: Teacher Identity As Becoming In A Context Of 
Globalisation: A Theoretical Framework For Data Analysis   
Chapter 3 presents a detailed exposition of the theoretical framework for this research, 
through review of scholarly literature relating to the self, identity, and teacher identity. 
This review includes elaboration of the discursive and experiential components of 
teacher identity focusing on the pre-service and early career years. Examination of 
DST provides an analytical lens for defining identity as multiple I-positions, 
influenced by dialogue within the self and with significant others (Hermans & 
Hermans-Konopka, 2010). Synthesis of literature reviewed in Chapter 3 provided 
justification for conceptualising research participants’ teacher identities as becoming 
and their status as becoming teachers. 
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1.5.3 Preview of Chapter 4: Research Design and Methods  
Chapter 4 provides a detailed justification for choosing case study as the design frame 
for this research, including examination of the purpose, approach and advantages of 
this choice. This chapter also outlines the participants, procedures for recruitment, and 
strategies employed to ensure ethical relationships between participants and 
researcher. Category-centred and case-centred methods of data analysis are explained 
in detail, foregrounding their application in the evidentiary chapters that follow. 
 
1.5.4 Preview of Chapter 5: Transitional Identities: ROSETE Participants’ 
Experience of Teacher Identity Enacted Through Discourse  
Chapter 5, the first of three evidentiary chapters, presents analysis of data to answer 
the first contributory research question: What I-positions were enacted in ROSETE 
participants’ discourse? Discourse analysis of segments of interview transcripts as well 
as themes in coded data provided evidence to suggest that ROSETE participants’ 
becoming involved the kaleidoscopic experience of multiple I-positions, many 
conceptually linked to the notion of teacher, and all linked by the common context of 
the ROSETE Model.  
 
1.5.5 Preview of Chapter 6: The Process of Becoming: ROSETE Participants’ 
Experience of Teacher Identity Construction in Practice  
Chapter 6 presents analysis of data to answer the second contributory research 
question: How were ROSETE participants’ experiences of teacher identity 
construction represented in their accounts of practice? This chapter includes 
presentation of discourse analysis of extended segments of three participants’ 
interview transcripts, as well as analysis of themes emerging from transcripts of all 15 
participants. Evidence suggested that teacher identity construction involved 
interrelated processes of developing skills in planning and classroom practice, 
increasing confidence, engaging in a professional learning network, and agency, and 
that through these processes participants identified with the local community of 
teachers. 
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1.5.6 Preview of Chapter 7: Personal-Cultural Histories and Community: 
Sources of Enablement and Constraint in Becoming  
Chapter 7, the third and last evidentiary chapter, presents analysis of data to answer 
the third contributory research question: What factors enabled and constrained 
ROSETE participants’ teacher identities? Data analysis revealed evidence of enabling 
and constraining influences of participants’ personal-cultural and linguistic histories 
and the ROSETE professional learning network, theorised as a community of practice.  
 
1.5.7 Preview of Chapter 8: The Dialogical Self in Becoming a Teacher: Findings, 
Conclusions and Recommendations  
Chapter 8 reports on the findings, conclusions and recommendations of this case study. 
Findings provide a synthesis of evidence drawn from the previous three chapters and 
are presented as responses to the contributory research questions. Conclusions are 
presented as responses to the main research question: How did ROSETE participants 
enact and construct teacher identities in Australian schools? This chapter also presents 
implications of this research for programs using the ROSETE Model, limitations of 
the study and recommendations for future research. A closing statement summarises 
the study’s contributions to knowledge in the areas of teacher identity in discourse and 
practice and emphasises the value of the ROSETE Model and its potential as a 
preliminary phase of initial teacher education. 
   
 
1.5.8 Summary of Chapter 1: Introduction  
In summary this chapter provides an introduction to this research, a case study of 
teacher identity in the experience of participants of ROSETE. The object of study, 
teacher identity, the research participants, 15 Ningbo Student Volunteers, and the 
subject, ROSETE, are each contextualised within relevant literature in Section 1.1. 
Section 1.2 outlines the specific research focus and questions and definitions of key 
terms. In this section, the exploration of teacher identity within the context of 
international partnerships and student volunteer programs is identified as a knowledge 
gap which this research seeks to address. Section 1.3 provides statements on the scope 
of the research, bounded by the experience of 15 ROSETE participants, and its 
significance, through the contribution of rich, context dependent knowledge about the 
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discursive and experiential aspects of teacher identity. An introduction to case study 
as the design frame, underpinned by an interpretivist paradigm and qualitative, flexible 
approach is provided in Section 1.4. This section also provides an overview of 
participants and methods for data collection and analysis employed in this study. 
 
The introduction outlined in this chapter is built upon in the seven chapters that follow, 
providing a systematic and comprehensive report on this case study.  Chapter 2 
provides a detailed examination of the intellectual and policy contexts for the study, 
framed as global forces and local challenges. Examination of global forces includes 
the increasing internationalisation of education, related Chinese student mobility, 
contributions of transnational learners, and Chinese government policies to expand the 
teaching and learning of Mandarin language and Chinese culture internationally. The 
local challenges relate to the effective implementation of Australian government 
policies for teaching and learning Mandarin in primary and secondary schools. The 
purpose of Chapter 2 is to explicitly situate the ROSETE Model and 15 research 
participants within relevant, recent, international and local research as well as 
government policies in China and Australia.  
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Chapter 2: Global Forces and Local Challenges: Research 
Oriented School Engaged Teacher Education in Context 
 
2.0 Introduction  
This chapter presents an overview of the intellectual and policy landscape to 
contextualise Research Oriented School Engaged Teacher Education (ROSETE), the 
subject of this case study. ROSETE, introduced in Chapter 1, is the model of 
implementation of a NSW-China Partnership. It was developed within the context of a 
complex array of global influences and local policies, practices and challenges, all of 
which impacted on implementation. Through a review of selected literature as well as 
Australian and Chinese policy directions, this chapter presents an elaboration of the 
ROSETE Model in context, with reference to the local and global influences that 
shaped its development and implementation during the first six years, 2008 to 2013. 
The literature reviewed relating to global forces and local challenges tends to be general 
and representative, providing the broad context for the study.  
 
The chapter is organised in four sections. Following this introduction, Section 2.1 
presents an overview of the global context: the internationalisation of education over 
the late 20th and early 21st centuries and related increase in Chinese student mobility; 
contributions and challenges of Chinese international students as transnational learners; 
and the expansion of Chinese (Mandarin) teaching through Chinese government 
policies and international partnerships, and related experience of teachers delivering 
Chinese as an international language. These global forces of mobility through 
education pose local challenges for educating students from China and for educating 
local students about the Chinese people with whom they are interacting. Section 2.2 
situates ROSETE within the local Australian context: Australian government policies 
relating to teaching and learning Mandarin in primary and secondary schools; issues 
relating to the suitability of Mandarin teachers for Australian classrooms; and the recent 
development of professional standards for teachers. Section 2.3 presents a summary of 
the contextual factors and their relevance to ROSETE to tightly bind the case in this 
study within its context. Section 2.4, the conclusion, provides a link with the following 
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chapter, which focuses on teacher identity, the object of this study. 
 
2.1 Trends and influences in international education: Chinese student 
mobility, transnational learning, and partnerships in Chinese 
(Mandarin) teaching  
The early 21st century has positioned education as a valued commodity by 
unprecedented numbers of international students enrolling in universities outside their 
country of residence to obtain a degree they view as superior to those on offer at home. 
Lihong Wang (2015b) described student mobility as “a new norm in this increasingly 
connected world” (p. 1). Various scholars exemplify this international trend using 
economic terms, referring to the international student market. Liu and Liu (2016) 
describe the transnational mobility of students as “an important part of international 
trade in education services” (p. 85) and Mazzarol and Soutar (2002) contend that 
international education has been realised as “a global industry” (p. 130).  
 
The internationalisation of education has directly impacted on three core elements of 
ROSETE: ROSETE participants were Chinese international students; these Chinese 
international students were engaged in transnational learning; and the focus of their 
learning and of the NSW-China Partnership they represented, was the teaching of 
Chinese (Mandarin) language to students in Australian schools. In this section, each of 
these elements is elaborated with reference to literature.   
 
2.1.1 Chinese student mobility  
The research participants in this study represented a rapidly increasing trend of Chinese 
students undertaking higher education outside their homeland. China has become the 
largest source country of international students globally, with Chinese students 
studying in more than 100 countries (Guo & Guo, 2016). Over the years reported on in 
this research, the highest proportion of overseas student enrolments in Australian 
universities represented students from China, increasing from 22% (65,149) in 2008 to 
28% (94,085) in 2013 (Australian Government Department of Education and Training, 
2016).  
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Analyses of Chinese student mobility suggest that the rapid increase in Chinese 
students studying abroad was linked to the opening up of China to the world, and by 
implication, the world to China. After the establishment of the People’s Republic in 
1949 there was a rapid increase in the numbers of Chinese students studying overseas, 
a strategy to strengthen the development of China on their return (Y. Zhang, Sun, & 
Hagedorn, 2013).  
 
Before the 1970s, Chinese students abroad were concentrated in the United States, 
Britain, France, Japan and Russia (Liu & Liu, 2016). In 1978 Den Xiaoping proclaimed 
his support for “increasing the number of students studying abroad” specifying that 
they should be “mainly engaged in natural sciences” (Liu & Liu, 2016, p. 89). Thus, 
the advent of the open door policy initiated the upward trend of Chinese student 
mobility that continues today. Prior to the 1980s the movement of Chinese students 
was almost entirely controlled by government policy. The government specified the 
purpose of overseas study, selected students and bore the cost, and students regarded 
overseas study as a means of serving their country (Liu & Liu, 2016). Prior to the turn 
of the century, Chinese international students represented an elite group: wealthy 
families who could afford overseas study or Government scholarship holders (Liu & 
Liu, 2016). However the early 21st century has seen a gradual change in the 
composition and study choices of Chinese international students, “as ordinary people 
have begun to displace elite groups”, and the arts, human sciences and education, 
including teacher education, have grown in popularity (Liu & Liu, 2016, p. 86). 
Furthermore, Australia, the United Kingdom, the United States of America and Canada 
have increased as destinations of choice, with 70% of students studying abroad 
undertaking programs in these countries (Liu & Liu, 2016). 
 
The idea that Chinese international students are ambassadors for their country and a 
source of soft power is a recent focus of research. The notion of soft power, originally 
used in the context of United States influence in the post-Cold War era, is defined as 
“the ability to affect others through the co-optive means of framing the agenda, 
persuading, and eliciting positive attraction in order to obtain preferred outcomes” 
(Nye, 2011, cited by Bislev, 2017, p. 85). The Chinese Government Ministry of 
Education’s directive on the soft-power role of Chinese international students in 
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strengthening the “Propagation of the Chinese Dream Abroad” refers to harnessing “the 
patriotic capabilities of overseas students” as part of: 
an overseas propaganda model which uses people as its medium and the 
sharing of personal ideas as its instrument … where every individual acts 
as a people-to-people ambassador, and where every sentence uttered easily 
reaches the hearts and minds [of foreign publics]. (Ministry of Education, 
2016, cited byBislev, 2017, p. 82) 
 
International students’ role as soft-power resources may be considered from the 
perspective of both the sending and receiving countries. The soft power of sending 
nations may be constituted as international students acting as ambassadors, who 
influence others’ ideas about their home country. From the perspective of the countries 
receiving international students, soft-power may be constituted as the numbers of 
students these countries receive each year, thereby yielding benefits for the countries 
concerned (Bislev, 2017). Ane Bislev’s (2017) study of three Danish students studying 
in China and twelve Chinese students planning to study abroad led her to question the 
assumption that these students automatically represent soft-power resources. Whilst the 
Chinese government and host nations claim Chinese international students as soft-
power resources, analysis of the extent and outcomes of their influence is complicated 
by the vagueness of the concept of soft power (Bislev, 2017). Bislev (2017) found that 
if soft power is regarded broadly as “the power of attraction” measured by improved 
attitude towards a given nation, then international students do constitute a soft-power 
resource (p. 104). Bislev’s (2017) study also provides evidence that both Chinese 
students planning to study abroad and Western students studying in China see 
themselves as student ambassadors of their home countries. Furthermore, in focus 
groups Bislev (2017) observed that while Chinese students “had internalised certain 
narratives about their future host countries, they possessed nuanced opinions that 
transcended the simplified process of first liking and then supporting these nations” (p. 
105). Bislev (2017) concluded that increased intercultural understanding expected to 
be experienced by Chinese international students cannot be automatically translated 
into soft-power gains.  
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Research suggests that a dynamic interplay of educational, cultural, and demographic 
factors influence Chinese students’ study-abroad decision making. For increasing 
numbers of Chinese families, studying overseas is synchronous with the economic 
growth of China and has become embedded in cultural tradition (Y. Zhang et al., 2013). 
Furthermore, their motivations for seeking study-abroad opportunities in Australia, 
Canada, the United Kingdom, and United States include the perceived quality of 
educational experience, personal growth and cultural enrichment, as well as 
opportunities to improve English, gain future employment and career betterment, costs 
and safety, to be common influential factors (Gong & Huybers, 2015; Lihong Wang, 
2015b; Wu, 2014; Yang, 2007; Zwart, 2013). In an investigation focusing on 96 
Chinese female undergraduates, Zhang et al (2013) found that those who are less 
satisfied with university in China, only children and those who have lower levels of 
English proficiency, are more likely to choose to study abroad. Further, these 
researchers observed that a higher proportion of students deciding to study abroad have 
parents with higher levels of education than those not choosing to study abroad (Y. 
Zhang et al., 2013).  
 
Cultural tradition and family also emerge as factors influencing study-abroad decision 
making. Results of a survey of 2,485 students across Taiwan, China, India and 
Indonesia, undertaken by Mazzarol and Soutar (2002) on behalf of the Australian 
Government identify recommendations from family and friends as a factor influencing 
study-abroad decision-making. In a more recent study, Bodycott and Lai (2012) 
investigated 95 mainland Chinese students’ decisions to undertake cross-border study 
in Hong Kong and found that for 65% of students, the decision on the country, program 
and/or university was made by parents. Whilst, “98% percent of students expressed 
dissatisfaction with aspects of the decision-making process and/or the outcome … all 
obligingly or somewhat reluctantly accepted the decision” (Bodycott & Lai, 2012, p. 
265). Bodycott and Lai (2012) argue that behaviours evident in their findings are in 
keeping with Confucian roles and expectations, including children’s respect for family 
authority and unquestioning obedience to parents.  
 
The link between Chinese students’ experiences and Confucian tradition is also 
foregrounded in a number of studies of international students’ understanding of 
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teaching and learning and their adjustment to overseas study. The next sub-section 
examines literature to situate research participants as Chinese international students 
engaged in transnational learning. This includes discussion of the concept of cultures 
of learning and their influence on international students’ adjustment to new educational 
environments. 
 
2.1.2 Chinese international students engaged in transnational learning  
The internationalisation of education makes way for increased mobility of both 
students and knowledge. Research on Chinese international students suggests they take 
with them attitudes, beliefs and values that influence their interpretations of their 
educational experience abroad. The notion of cultures of learning (also referred to as 
learning cultures), attributed to Cortazzi and Jin (Cortazzi & Jin, 1996, 2013; Lihong 
Wang, 2015b; Yuan & Xie, 2013), is defined as: 
socially transmitted expectations, beliefs and values about what good 
learning is, what constitutes a good teacher and a good student and what 
their roles and relationships should be; about learning and teaching styles, 
approaches and methods; about classroom interaction and activities; about 
the use of textbooks; about what constitutes good work. (Cortazzi & Jin, 
cited by Yuan & Xie, 2013, p. 24) 
 
In a study of Chinese graduates undertaking initial teacher education in an Australian 
university, Scrimgeour (2010) found that Australian cultures of learning in schools 
pose challenges for pre-service teachers during their practicum. 
 
There has been much scholarly debate around the concept of cultures of learning as it 
relates to Chinese learners. Studies of Chinese international students’ adjustment to 
overseas study position cultures of learning as resources that assist students to negotiate 
the challenges of new and unfamiliar educational contexts. For example, Qi Wu (2015) 
found that Chinese students studying in Britain initially exhibit learning behaviours 
which suggest that they deal with challenges using pre-existing knowledge and skills. 
However she also found that entry into a new context provides opportunities to adopt 
new practices to harmonise the contradictions between their own learning goals and 
abilities and external demands on them (Wu, 2015). In addition, Lihong Wang (2015b) 
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found that Chinese students studying in Britain employ “coping resources from their 
inherited learning culture on the one hand and negotiating new ways of learning on the 
other” (p. 117). She concluded that “Chinese students do adjust to the Western teaching 
and learning culture through mobilising and negotiating the adjustive resources of their 
inherited culture of learning on the one hand, and constantly assimilating and 
accommodating to the new values and practices on the other hand” (Lihong Wang, 
2015b, p. 199).  
 
These findings suggest that the challenges encountered in unfamiliar educational 
contexts cause Chinese students to re-examine their own beliefs and conceptions about 
learning. In Gillian Skyrme’s (2014) research “Chineseness” is used to refer to traits 
and discourses students recognise and use to associate themselves as belonging to the 
community of Chinese students. Skyrme’s (2014) analysis of the discourses of Chinese 
students studying in New Zealand revealed that whilst their Chineseness was important, 
the students experienced encounters which unsettled their views of themselves, 
reducing their sense of agency. Understandings of what it meant to be a student were 
not applicable in the new environment and students needed to re-examine their values 
and construct a third space identity, “which represented neither where they had 
originally come from nor by any means fully New Zealand identities” (Skyrme, 2014, 
p. 322). Similarly, in a study of mainland Chinese students training as English teachers 
in Hong Kong, Gu (2013) found that these pre-service teachers recast their cultural 
identities in response to local influences, some assuming a bi-cultural identity, a 
process which in turn influenced their construction of a professional identity as a 
teacher. Furthermore, Zhang’s (2015) study of native Chinese-speaking language 
teachers in a Danish university, explicated the complexity of identity construction. 
Relationships with Danish students presented challenges which required these teachers 
to use intercultural capabilities to mediate based on their past experiences, and at the 
same time show a willingness to question their traditional values in interaction with 
others (C. Zhang, 2015). 
 
In contrast to the studies reviewed above, in which cultures of learning are positioned 
as resources that international students draw on to assist them in their adjustment to 
new and unfamiliar learning contexts, another body of research examines Chinese 
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cultures of learning in relation to preferred learning styles linked to the influence of 
Confucian heritage. Studies emphasise contrasts between so-called Eastern and 
Western attitudes to and practices of learning, “explored through the lens of cultural 
knowledge and assumptions” (Wu, 2015, p. 753). Studies focus on Chinese students as 
passive learners (Turner, 2013), their use of rote learning and memorisation as 
Confucian based strategies (X. Li & Cutting, 2011; J. Wang, 2013), and the influence 
of cultural metaphors in students’ interpretation of, and attitudes to, teaching and 
learning (Jin & Cortazzi, 2011a, 2011b). Junju Wang’s (2013) study provides evidence 
of some shifts in student attitudes away from traditional views of teaching and learning. 
However, Jin and Cortazzi argue that whilst the: 
external landscape of the current system and organisation of education in 
China can be characterised by the enormous scale of mass learning with 
widespread enthusiasm and a series of recent developments, changes and 
reforms … the internal landscape of the cultures of learning in China has 
arguably changed much less. (Jin & Cortazzi, 2011a, p. 113) 
 
Linking learning styles and preferences with Confucian heritage runs the risk of 
promoting stereotypical views of Chinese learners and their learning practices, and the 
presumption of a deterministic relationship between cultural background and 
individual teachers’ and students’ practices, thereby ignoring individual agency (Yuan 
& Xie, 2013). The application of binary views of Western and Chinese cultures of 
learning is resisted on the basis of claims this risks essentialising and pathologising 
particular groups of students, thereby ignoring the diversity within and between cultural 
groups (Ryan, 2013) and devaluing the potential contributions of transnational learners 
(Singh, 2017; Singh & Huang, 2012; Singh & Meng, 2011). Furthermore characterising 
Chinese students based on western preconceptions represents a stereotypical approach 
that constructs the Chinese learner as a “reduced Other” (Grimshaw, 2007, p. 299) and 
preferences western academic knowledge and skills (Ryan, 2016). In an attempt to 
counter these views, Cortazzi and Jin (2013) argue that with mediation, learning 
cultures can be resources for professional learning leading to cultural synergy or 
“reciprocal learning through reflection” (Cortazzi & Jin, 2013, p. 2). 
 
Wu (2015) presents contrasting essentialist and constructivist views of students from 
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Confucian heritage backgrounds. From an essentialist perspective Chinese learners 
may present as passive learners, reluctant to speak up in class, relying heavily on rote 
learning, lacking critical thinking, respecting the authority of the teacher and expecting 
to be spoon fed (Wu, 2015). On the other hand, a constructivist perspective attributes 
to Chinese learners the ability to modify their learning strategies in accordance with 
their learning environment and desired learning outcomes (Wu, 2015). Wu (2015) 
cautions against assumptions that initial challenges will be with students forever and 
that their beliefs about learning will be the only determinants of their progress, 
constraining their adaptation. This is consistent with Tang Heng’s (2016) findings 
based on a study of 18 Chinese students in the United States. Heng (2016) found that 
reporting the challenges students face without investigating why, foregrounds 
difference and makes it easy to essentialise Chinese learners. Further, Heng (2016) 
argues for questioning our assumptions about Chinese learners, accepting that attitudes, 
behaviours and values are not static, and recognising that learners exercise agency in 
new educational contexts.  
 
Findings of Wu (2015), Wang (2015b), Heng (2016) and Skyrme (2014) suggest that 
overseas experience impacts on Chinese international students’ sense of identity. The 
American psychologist Hubert Hermans (2012) argues that the diversity of cultures, 
beliefs, attitudes and values being confronted in the experience of individuals is an 
impact of globalisation, which results in multiple identities being continuously 
positioned and re-positioned in dialogue within the self and with others. Here 
globalisation is defined as the increasing world-wide demographic, economic, political, 
educational and military interconnections (Hermans, 2012). In his analysis of what is 
universal, uniform and common, French philosopher Francois Jullien (2014) argues 
that recognition of cultural divergence provides the basis for active dialogue between 
cultures.  
 
International education partnerships have been foregrounded as a context for dialogue 
between cultures and the generation of reciprocal learning. Michael Singh (2009) 
recognises international higher degree researchers as transnational learners and the 
potential for two-way knowledge flows enabled by transnational education 
partnerships, as well as the disruption to conventional understandings of Australian 
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teacher education, which privilege knowledge produced largely in English. A body of 
research by Singh (2010a, 2011a, 2011b) and his colleagues recognises the 
contributions transnational research students make to the internationalisation of 
education, through their application of non-western concepts as tools for critique and 
theorising (Singh & Huang, 2012; Singh & Meng, 2011), making way for post-
monolingual research methodologies (Singh, 2017) that challenge Western intellectual 
dominance and contribute to building new knowledge, understandings and notions of 
scholarship (Ryan, 2016). Thus, the application of concepts in Chinese to theorise 
international higher degree research students’ experiences in Australian schools poses 
challenges for contemporary models of assessment and interrupts the notion of quality 
in teacher professional learning (Singh & Tamatea, 2012).    
 
The next sub-section, 2.1.3, presents an examination of literature focusing on China’s 
policies to promote the teaching and learning of Mandarin language and Chinese 
culture internationally.  
 
2.1.3 Chinese government policies for embedding Chinese (Mandarin) teaching 
and learning in Australian schools  
The last sub-section positioned Chinese international students as transnational learners 
and contributors to knowledge flows within this age of globalisation. Inherent in the 
increased flows of people and knowledge, as indicators of the “global age”, are the 
increased flows of languages (Lo Bianco, 2011, p. xv).  
 
The NSW-Ningbo Partnership was established within a global context of China’s 
economic and cultural expansion and influence in relationships with the West (Keith, 
2009; Qi, 2014). Whilst China’s rapid and continuing expansion, the related mobility 
of Chinese Mandarin speakers internationally, the West’s increasing interest in learning 
the Chinese language, and the diversity of the Chinese language diaspora, together 
justify viewing Chinese Mandarin as an international language (Lo Bianco, 2011), 
policy development in China reinforces the notion of Chinese as a foreign language. 
The development of Chinese as a Foreign Language (CFL) policy is acknowledged by 
China’s Ministry of Education as “an integral part of China’s reform and opening up 
drive”, providing foreigners with access to Chinese people and their culture (Ministry 
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of Education, 2005, cited in Zhao & Huang, 2010, p. 130). 
 
Whilst the Chinese language has a history of more than 3,000 years, the first CFL 
course was offered in China in 1951. In 1952 the first Chinese teachers were sent 
abroad to Bulgaria and North Korea (Zhao & Huang, 2010). In 1987 the Chinese 
government established the Office of the Chinese Language Council International, 
known as Hanban, to oversee and direct international Chinese language and cultural 
policy and practice. Confucius Institutes (CI), situated in universities, colleges and 
schools, operating as much as possible through existing education infrastructure, are 
Chinese government-sponsored forums for teaching and learning Chinese language and 
culture outside China (Hartig, 2012; Zhao & Huang, 2010). Citing the China Daily, 
The Guardian reports that there are 1,076 Confucius Classrooms in schools and 516 
CIs in universities worldwide (Lim & Furze, 2017). In 2011 the NSW Department of 
Education (the Department) became the first government department in the world to 
sign an agreement to establish a CI (Lim & Furze, 2017). In partnership with Jiangsu 
Provincial Department of Education, the NSW CI is operated through a network of 
Confucius Classrooms in 13 primary and secondary schools staffed by Chinese 
language volunteers recruited by Hanban. 
 
The emergence of CIs in numerous countries is evidence of China’s efforts to promote 
its language and culture internationally and thereby shape its image (Hartig, 2012; 
Scrimgeour & Wilson, 2009; Zhao & Huang, 2010). Unlike counterparts in European 
nations, CIs represent a central strategy of Chinese cultural diplomacy and as such, an 
important aspect of foreign policy (Hartig, 2012). Hartig (2012) identifies three 
operational modes for CIs: wholly managed by Hanban; joint ventures with local 
institutions; and locally managed offices licensed by Hanban. According to the 
Hanban, the benefits for partner institutions hosting CIs include increasing “academic 
collaborations, to boost their connection with China, enhance their own language and 
Chinese studies programmes” (Hanban, 2012, cited by D. Wang & Adamson, 2015, p. 
226). Identification with the name of Confucius is intended to generate positive views 
of engagement with China (Nogayeva, 2015). The growth of CIs is described by Zhao 
and Huang (2010) as “a new manifestation and version of soft power generated by 
economic growth and the CFL policy that influences and attracts people around the 
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world” (p. 140).  
 
Analyses of CIs present diverse views of their purpose, policies and operation. Based 
on discourse analysis of media reports, Wang and Adamson (2015) present contrasting 
views of CIs in China and the United States. In China, CIs are viewed as a source of 
national and international prestige through showcasing China’s soft power and 
“enhancing pride in the Chinese language” (D. Wang & Adamson, 2015, p. 229). In 
the United States, whilst CIs are recognised as opportunities for US-China engagement, 
there is also anxiety and fear relating to CIs’ answerability to the Chinese Communist 
Party (D. Wang & Adamson, 2015). Furthermore, the spread of Chinese language 
through CIs is seen as a challenge to the status of English as a lingua franca (D. Wang 
& Adamson, 2015).   
 
In an earlier study of CIs, Zhao and Huang (2010) report on discourse analysis of CFL 
policy and curriculum development evident in “web sites, hyperlinks of Hanban, CI 
headquarters, individuals and Chinese teachers who have taken up posts with them, 
whose blogs can be candid and open, and quite frank about their experiences” (p. 133). 
These scholars report that the CI curriculum presents a structured and staged approach 
to Chinese language learning which integrates cultural learning through calligraphy, 
traditional music, festival celebrations and Chinese philosophy (Zhao & Huang, 2010). 
They also point out that a shortage of qualified Chinese language teachers is addressed 
through the initiation of a national volunteer scheme (Zhao & Huang, 2010). Zhao and 
Huang’s findings read as a validation of CIs as global forces to promote world unity 
and harmony, based on the contention that “All the home pages and the links available 
on the internet state that CIs make connections between countries, cultures, institutions, 
communities, and individuals” (Zhao & Huang, 2010, pp. 138-139). A limitation of 
this study is that it does not include analysis of views of students of CIs, or counter 
evidence provided by academic voices in China and host countries that question and 
critique CI policies and organisation. However Zhao and Huang (2010) consider their 
findings reassuring, arguing that the inclusion of data from journalists and academic 
observations strengthens their evidence “so as not to be liable to a whitewash” (p. 143).  
 
In contrast to Zhao and Huang’s (2010) reporting on the CI curriculum, Australian 
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researchers Scrimgeour and Wilson (2009) present a counter view on its 
appropriateness for Chinese language teaching and learning in Australian schools. In 
2008 Hanban published an International Curriculum for Chinese Language Education 
(ICCLE) “to organise and describe objectives and content for a standardised Chinese 
language curriculum around the world” (Scrimgeour & Wilson, 2009, p. 1). The aims 
of the ICCLE, to provide a reference for planning, assessment of students’ language 
competence and resource development, are linked to the mastery of linguistic 
competencies, comprised of linguistic knowledge (phonology, characters, words), 
linguistic skills (reading, writing, speaking and listening), strategies and cultural 
awareness (Scrimgeour & Wilson, 2009). The appropriateness of the ICCLE for 
Chinese teaching and learning programs in Australian schools is questionable on a 
number of grounds, particularly in the way it conceptualises language and culture, 
which is at odds with contemporary understandings of second language education 
embedded in Australian curricula. Language is presented as a code through lists of 
grammatical items, characters and words ordered according to frequency of use, with 
no acknowledgement of learners’ backgrounds, perspectives, needs and diversity 
(Scrimgeour & Wilson, 2009); and culture is presented as an additional and optional 
component, through facts and information, reflecting a static view (Liddicoat, 2002). 
 
Scepticism appears to be growing in respect to China’s motives in the spread of CIs. 
Criticism includes suggestions of attempts to: extend political control activities to 
western universities; promote propaganda associated with a drive for global 
dominance; influence teaching activities at host universities; and deliver a Communist 
Party agenda in the name of Chinese culture (Hartig, 2012). In addition, CIs are 
criticised for presenting cultural stereotypes which do not represent the complexity of 
the Chinese civilisation (Hartig, 2012). Like their counterpart culture institutes such as 
the Goethe Institute or British Council, CIs are committed to their government sponsor. 
However unlike their counterparts, the authoritarian nature of China’s government 
means that CIs lack detachment from the state and consequently remain silent on issues 
officially regarded as sensitive, such as Taiwan’s status, independence in Tibet and the 
history of Tiananmen (Hartig, 2012).Wang and Adamson (2015) report that in the 
United States CIs are seen as a threat to academic freedom whilst in China they are 
criticised for the amount of government expenditure they attract. The Guardian reports 
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that five universities in the United States, France, Sweden and Canada have closed 
down CIs, while the National Association of Scholars calls for all United States 
universities to do so (Lim & Furze, 2017). In Australia, recent criticism and calls for a 
review of the Department’s CI, constituted as a Chinese government-affiliated entity 
embedded within a NSW state government department, arises from broader concerns 
relating to China’s influence in Australian institutions (Lim & Furze, 2017). 
 
The view of CIs as conveyors of China’s soft power implies that teachers of Chinese 
within CIs are ambassadors of China’s expansion. Xiuli Ma and Xuesong Gao (2016) 
studied 68 pre-service teachers of Chinese as an international language at a university 
in Beijing. These scholars found that the metaphors used by these pre-service teachers 
revealed the mediation of culture and tradition in their beliefs about teaching and views 
of themselves (Ma & Gao, 2016). Many used metaphors related to guiding students, 
including “lighthouse”, “compass”, “captain”, “helmsman”, which the authors claim 
“displayed pedagogical beliefs different from those associated with teacher-centred 
teaching” (Ma & Gao, 2016, pp. 7-8). Views of a teacher as a guide to students are also 
reflected in Michael Packevicz’ (2015) study of Chinese language teachers at two 
universities in the United States. Packevicz (2015) describes teachers’ classroom 
practice as student-focused, informed by Confucian concepts of teachers as guides, but 
not student-centred in the Western sense.  
 
Ma and Guo (2016) refer to the Chinese government’s commitment to expanding its 
“soft, ‘cultural’ power” as justification for teachers becoming familiar with 
sociopolitical Discourses related to Chinese language education and traditional Chinese 
culture “in order to promote and disseminate Chinese language and culture in diverse 
contexts” (p. 3). Furthermore, based on a study of one CI in a United States university, 
Wang (2015a) found that teaching overseas does not automatically lead teachers to 
change their beliefs about teaching. Rather, she found that CI teachers tend to link their 
beliefs to the characteristics of the Chinese language and past successful experience in 
China (Lihong Wang, 2015a).   
 
Whilst the NSW-Ningbo Partnership is separate from the Department’s CI, some 
schools’ choice to host both Ningbo Volunteers and Hanban Volunteers may give rise 
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to pedagogical tensions which remain unexplored. Furthermore, the Hanban’s 
increasing interest in the NSW-Ningbo Partnership, through allocation of funds in 
recent years, reflects an expansion of China’s influence which could complicate the 
ROSETE landscape and may have implications for future implementation. Scrimgeour 
(2014) notes that the “self-assured stance in relation to what China has to offer through 
the Hanban and the likelihood of success for both learners and China’s soft power goals 
has for the most part gone unchallenged and many fundamental issues have been 
overlooked” (p. 165). He calls for local education systems to recognise and respond to 
the challenges posed by ‘Chinese fever’ in “ways appropriate to the local context and 
which show a sensitivity to the learner’s perspective, recognition of learner diversity in 
the classroom, and an understanding of the distinctive needs of each learner group and 
their learning pathways in school-based contexts” (Scrimgeour, 2014, p. 165). 
 
The next section focuses on the local context through an examination of Government 
policies related to Asian languages, issues affecting the teaching and learning of 
Chinese (Mandarin) in Australian primary and secondary schools and the development 
of professional standards for teachers. 
 
2.2 Australian Government policies for Chinese (Mandarin) teaching 
and learning in schools  
ROSETE was developed at a time when increasing the numbers of students learning 
Mandarin in schools was a policy imperative of state and federal Governments in 
Australia. The symbolism underpinning the declarations of the final report of the 
Australia 2020 Summit, “By 2020 Asian studies and the teaching of Asian languages 
will be commonplace” and “By 2020 every student from kindergarten to year 12 
should be fluent in an Asian language”, contextualised the study of Mandarin within 
an ambitious policy rhetoric (Australia 2020 Summit Final Report cited in Lo Bianco, 
2014, p. 66). This continued in the Melbourne Declaration on Educational Goals for 
Young Australians, which represented agreement across Commonwealth, State and 
Territory jurisdictions, and paved the way for the inclusion of Asian languages in 
school curricula across the nation (Ministerial Council on Education Employment 
Training and Youth Affairs, 2008). A national statement on Asia literacy (Asia 
Education Foundation, 2011) and the development of the Australian Curriculum which 
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includes Asia and Australia’s engagement with Asia as an across curriculum priority 
(Australian Curriculum Assessment and Reporting Authority, 2017), continue the 
articulation of a policy landscape built on broadening and deepening our understanding 
of Asian cultures and languages, becoming Asia literate and Asia capable (Australian 
Government, 2012). The Gillard Government’s Australia in the Asian Century White 
Paper (Australian Government, 2012) elaborated Asia literacy and capability through 
an unfunded (and somewhat less ambitious) recommendation, that by 2025 all 
Australian students “will have access to at least one priority Asian language”, of which 
one was Mandarin (p. 16). 
 
Any notion that the status of Chinese (Mandarin) as a priority language is reflected in 
increased numbers of students and highly effective programs is mitigated by 
acknowledgement of fragility in Asian languages “at all phases of [Australian] 
schooling” (Australian Curriculum Assessment and Reporting Authority, 2011, p. 5). 
In respect of Chinese language teaching and learning, Jane Orton’s (2008) seminal 
report highlighted student participation and suitability of teachers as interrelated issues 
impacting on the implementation of Chinese language programs. The reported 94% 
attrition of students before year 12, entirely made up of second language learners, 
underpins Orton’s (2008) assessment of Chinese language learning in the senior years 
as “Chinese teaching Chinese to Chinese” (p. 4). In 2010, the number of primary and 
secondary students learning Chinese in Australia was 90,000, fewer than students of 
German (127,000), Indonesian (200,000), French (207,000), Italian (322,000) and 
Japanese (340,000) (Orton, 2016). By 2016, the number of Chinese learners had 
increased to 172,000, but the number in year 12 (4,500) had decreased since 2007, and 
only 400 of these year 12 students were not of Chinese origin (Orton, 2016). In relation 
to the suitability of teachers, Orton (2008) reported that 90% of native speaker teachers 
of Chinese experience pedagogical and intercultural difficulties that impact on the 
delivery of programs, also affecting their ability to relate to students, parents and 
colleagues. The challenges for non-native speaker teachers relate to, but are not limited 
to, their language proficiency.  
 
Simultaneously, educational reforms in Australia and abroad focused on developing 
professional standards to define and assess quality teaching at all levels of the teaching 
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profession. The Australian Federation of Modern Language Teachers Associations’ 
(2005) standards for accomplished teaching of languages and cultures provide an 
aspirational framework to guide language teachers’ professional learning throughout 
their career. Language specific annotations related to the teaching of Chinese, 
published in 2008, acknowledge the diversity of Chinese teachers and learners in 
Australian schools and the need for teachers of Chinese to understand the role of 
language and culture in human interaction and identity (Australian Federation of 
Modern Language Teachers Associations, 2008). The Australian Professional 
Standards for Teachers provide a framework of standards, indicators and descriptors 
expected of teachers at all levels of the profession (Australian Institute of Teaching 
and School Leadership, 2011). Akkerman and Meijer (2011) suggest that a limitation 
of assessing teacher learning based on professional standards is the presupposition of 
linearity in teacher development. Moreover, of particular relevance to this study is the 
Australian Professional Standards’ failure to explicitly acknowledge the importance 
of teachers’ cultural identities in their teaching practice. In an analysis of professional 
standards in five countries including Australia, Ninetta Santoro and Aileen Kennedy 
(2016) focus on how the standards make explicit knowledge about culturally and 
linguistically diverse students and culturally responsive practice. They concluded that 
the Standards use a “discourse of inclusivity” without acknowledging, let alone 
making explicit, “the complex and specific knowledge and skills needed for culturally 
responsive teaching” (Santoro & Kennedy, 2016, pp. 217-218). Furthermore, Santoro 
and Kennedy (2016) note the lack of any mention in the standards of the need for 
teachers to acknowledge how their own ethnic and cultural identities shape their 
practice. They are critical of this omission which suggests that teachers’ cultural 
identities are not of central importance in the practice of teaching (Santoro & Kennedy, 
2016).   
 
Examination of teacher identity in the experience of Chinese language teachers is a 
recent focus in research literature (Moloney & Wang, 2016). Prior to the current 
research, ROSETE participants’ self-studies examined their teacher identity 
construction in Australian schools as a struggle influenced by past and present 
experiences of education (H. Chen, 2011; Y. Li, 2010; M. Zhang, 2010). These studies 
resonate with findings of overseas research. In a Danish study of immigrant Chinese 
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language teachers, Wang and Du (2014), found that teachers’ beliefs about their roles 
and teacher-student relationships were shaped by their past experiences as teachers 
and students in China, and their experiences in their Danish school contexts. These 
teachers experienced identity transformation from “Chinese Chinese teacher” to 
“Danish Chinese teacher”, a process which involved struggle (Li Wang & Du, 2014, 
p. 447). Furthermore, Sun’s (2012) study of an immigrant Chinese language teacher 
in a secondary school in New Zealand found that this teacher’s knowledge and identity 
were entwined, her cultural heritage having a strong influence in shaping her teaching 
practice.  
 
Additional research on the experiences of Chinese language teachers in schools outside 
of China, reflects Orton’s (2008) findings and highlights pedagogical and intercultural 
difficulties that pose challenges for teachers’ experiences in schools. Liao, Yuan and 
Zhang (2017) analysed the reflective journals of 14 novice Chinese language teachers 
in their first two years of teaching in schools in the United States. Liao, Yuan and 
Zhang (2017) found that challenges facing their participants include classroom 
management, development of instructional strategies, student assessment and 
addressing the diverse needs of learners. However these scholars also found that 
teachers’ attention to particular challenges transforms over time and with experience, 
influenced by their background experiences, school contexts and ongoing learning 
(Liao et al., 2017). In another study of nine Chinese language teachers in K-12 schools 
in the United States, Yue (2017) identified challenges relating to instructional design, 
pedagogy, classroom management, and aspects of the Chinese language. Yue (2017) 
argues that the challenges experienced by Chinese language teachers reflect an inner 
conflict between educational values and beliefs underpinning schools in China and 
those of schools in the United States. In an Australian study Zhu Chen (2015) 
identified unfamiliar educational cultures, unmotivated learners, insufficient 
understanding of students and learning, limitations in English proficiency for teaching, 
limited time in classrooms, and perceptions that local teachers are indifferent to 
Chinese, as common issues confronted by ROSETE participants in local schools. In a 
separate study by Chen and Yeung (2015), culture, responses of other teachers, student 
motivation, responses and characteristics, and ROSETE participants’ proficiency in 
English are also identified as factors that influence participants’ self-efficacy in 
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teaching their first language in Australian schools. Consideration of these studies here 
serves to contextualise this case study within research on Chinese language teachers’ 
experiences teaching abroad.   
 
The next section of this chapter draws together the contextual influences on ROSETE 
examined in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 above. 
 
2.3 Summary: Binding the case (ROSETE) within its global and local 
contexts  
The research and policies reviewed in this chapter serve to contextualise ROSETE. 
The Ningbo Student Volunteer Program represented an initiative that harnessed 
Chinese student mobility and related transnational knowledge flows, stemming from 
the internationalisation of education within the global age. Ningbo Volunteers were 
participants and products of globalisation, transnational contributors to intercultural 
dialogue and knowledge construction through a Western Sydney University higher 
degree by research in the field of Chinese language education.  
 
Situating ROSETE participants as transnational learners acknowledges their 
understandings of teaching and learning informed by their past education in China as 
well as their application of cultural and linguistic knowledge to theorising their 
experience within their research in Australia. Their research experience informed and 
was informed by volunteer service in schools for up to 10 hours per week. Reading 
research about teaching informed participants’ school experience and the latter 
generated and informed their engagement in doing higher degree research projects at 
Master of Philosophy and Doctoral levels (Borg, 2009). This integration of research 
and school engagement was formalised through the partners’ statements of 
cooperation within the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU).  
 
The MOU included a two-fold purpose of promoting and supporting the teaching and 
learning of Chinese language and culture in western Sydney schools and building the 
capacity of the Ningbo teaching service. The ROSETE Model (Appendix 1) provided 
participants with engagement in research and teaching in Australia, as well as 
professional learning to prepare them for future employment as teachers on their return 
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to China. The value of the ROSETE Model in building the capacity of Ningbo teachers 
is evident in the incidence of participants employed as teachers on their return to 
China. Figure 4.4.1 on page 102 indicates that 11 out of 15 participants in this study 
returned to teaching positions following their ROSETE experience. Three undertook 
initial teacher education in Australia and one pursued other employment opportunities.  
 
However, the ROSETE Model does not have formal recognition as a phase of intial 
teacher education in Australia. Therefore professional labels of pre-service teacher and 
student teacher could not be formally used to describe the status of participants. Their 
status as defined by the MOU was student volunteer and their role was to support 
teaching and learning. Interpreting the role and expectations of student volunteers gave 
rise to dilemmas and contradictions for participants and those who supported them. 
These were in part alleviated by a role statement which included broad suggestions of 
classroom activities Ningbo Student Volunteers could participate in, such as working 
with small groups of students within the classroom and team teaching with the 
classroom teacher. However the dichotomies inherent in the role of a student volunteer 
supporting teaching and learning remained an ongoing challenge. 
 
Despite the challenges of implementation, the NSW-Ningbo Partnership was 
positioned as a response to both Australian Government priorities to expand Asian 
languages in schools and China’s drive to expand its influence through the Chinese 
language and culture internationally. As a fine-grained, localised response to 
addressing the issues related to Chinese teaching and learning in participating western 
Sydney schools, the Partnership was recognised by Orton (2008) as an “enormously 
positive collaboration … between all involved in the schools, the Regional Office, the 
University and the very outgoing Chinese participants themselves” (p. 21).  
 
Previous research relating to ROSETE participants and the experiences of Chinese-
born language teachers teaching abroad add to the intellectual context for this study. 
In relation to China’s policies for expanding the teaching and learning of Mandarin 
language and culture, the Hanban’s increased interest through allocation of funding to 
ROSETE and the establishment of a CI in NSW, also auspiced by the Department, add 
complexity and imply tensions that remain unexplored.  
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2.4 Conclusion  
Chapter 2 sets ROSETE and the research participants into relevant global and local 
contexts. The internationalisation of education, increasing Chinese student mobility, 
the expansion of China, Chinese and Australian government policies to promote the 
teaching and learning of Chinese (Mandarin) language and culture, the development 
of professional teaching standards and the issues and challenges relating to teaching 
Chinese in Australian schools all contribute to the complex landscape surrounding this 
case study.  
 
The study is bound by 15 ROSETE participants’ experiences of teacher identity 
examined through their individual perspectives, evident in their language-in-use. 
Where individuals’ language reflects influences of the contextual factors discussed in 
this chapter, these are acknowledged and included in analysis presented in Chapters 5 
to 7. However, detailed analysis of the relative impacts of particular contextual factors 
on teacher identity construction is not within the scope of this research. 
 
The next chapter presents a detailed exploration of research on identity, and in 
particular teacher identity, to define the theoretical framework, or object of this case 
study. Through analyses of participants’ discourse this case study presents evidence 
that builds on earlier research and contributes to knowledge about teacher identity and 
how it is enacted and constructed in the experience of Chinese higher degree research 
students volunteering in Australian schools as part of an international partnership 
program.  
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Chapter 3: Teacher Identity As Becoming In A Context Of 
Globalisation: A Theoretical Framework For Data Analysis  
 
3.0 Introduction  
The last chapter presented an outline of the global and local contexts impacting on the 
design and implementation of Research Oriented School Engaged Teacher Education 
(ROSETE), the subject of this case study. The core components of ROSETE, the 
research orientation and school engagement, are interconnected; participants develop 
a teacher-researcher orientation to their school engagement through reading, reflecting 
on and doing research that is then applied in their school experience.  
 
As discussed in the previous chapter, the development and implementation of 
ROSETE was set in a global context of interrelated factors of:  
1. internationalisation of education; 
2. economic expansion of China and rapidly increasing numbers of Chinese 
students studying abroad; 
3. growth in world interest in teaching and learning Mandarin. 
In the Australian context, whilst government policies established teaching Chinese 
(Mandarin) language as an educational priority, issues relating to student retention and 
the availability of teachers with pedagogical practices suitable for Australian learners 
presented local challenges for education systems and schools (Orton, 2008, 2011). 
 
This chapter addresses the theoretical framework or object of this case study, teacher 
identity. The chapter is organised in sections that reflect the stages of literature review 
and simultaneous refinement of research questions that led to the identification of a 
theoretical perspective from which to approach data analysis. Section 3.1 presents a 
brief overview of Western theories of the self and identity in the areas of philosophy, 
psychology and social sciences which have informed educational research in the early 
21st century and provide a broad base on which to build the theoretical framework for 
this research. Section 3.2 introduces Dialogical Self Theory (DST) (Hermans & 
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Hermans-Konopka, 2010) which is particularly linked to the influence of globalisation 
on individuals’ experience of identity, providing a direct conceptual and contextual 
relationship to the subject of this case study, ROSETE. In contrast, Section 3.3 presents 
a brief overview of Confucian theories of the self and identity, providing a cultural 
reference point from which to consider ROSETE participants’ identities. Section 3.4 
presents a review of research on teacher identity to contextualise notions of the self 
and identity within the work of teachers, with particular reference to areas of teaching 
that reflect ROSETE participants’ experience, namely language teacher identity, pre-
service or student teacher identity and identity enacted by teachers in the early years 
of professional practice. Section 3.5 draws together key concepts from the literature to 
explain how they relate to this research. In particular, this discussion justifies the use 
of the notion of becoming to describe ROSETE participants’ enactment of teacher 
identities, and DST as an analytic lens in this case study. Section 3.6, the conclusion 
to this chapter, presents a consolidation of the theoretical framework for this research 
using the metaphor of a journey.  
 
3.1 Western theories of the self and identity   
In the Western world, the self and identity have been widely theorised across 
philosophy, psychology and the social sciences. Theories reflect different historical 
phases and, according to Gülerce (2014), are “highly sensitive to the particularities of 
each disciplinary practice and to everyday life” (p. 247). In this section, the purpose is 
to provide a brief overview of a selection of theories that have been acknowledged in 
research as underpinning views of teacher identity in the early 21st century and that 
are pertinent to this study. 
 
Whilst identity is a term widely used in literature in the present day, it had its origin in 
studies of the self. Taylor (1994, cited in Gee, 2001), suggests that the modern need 
for recognition and “an individualized identity, one that is particular to me and that I 
discover in myself …”  emerged at the end of the 18th century (p. 112). During the 
early 20th century notions of identity were embedded within theories of the self and 
individual development. For example, American philosopher George Mead (1934) 
described the self as distinct from the body. Key concepts in Mead’s (1934) theory of 
the self are I, me and generalised other. According to Mead (1934), the self develops 
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and experiences unity through interactions within an organised social group, the latter 
referred to as the “generalised other” (p. 154). The “I” refers to the individual’s 
subjective response “to the attitudes of others” and the “me” refers to “the organised 
set of attitudes of others” which the individual assumes for her/himself (Mead, 1934, 
p. 175). Thus, Mead’s (1934) view of self recognises individual unity existing in and 
influenced by social context.   
 
Use of the term identity emerged in the area of psychology. Erikson’s theory of 
identity, defined as “a subjective sense of invigorating sameness and continuity”  
focused on the development of the individual (Erikson, 1968, p. 19). However, his 
elaboration suggests the influence of community and culture: “a unity of personal and 
cultural identity (p. 20) … ‘located’ in the core of the individual and yet also in the 
core of his communal culture” (p. 22). For Erikson (1968), identity formation is: 
a process of simultaneous reflection and observation … taking place on all 
levels of mental functioning, by which the individual judges himself in the 
light of what he perceives to be the way in which others judge him in 
comparison to themselves and to a typology significant to them; while he 
judges their way of judging him in the light of how he perceives himself 
in comparison to them and to types that have become relevant to him. (pp. 
22-23) 
Thus, Erikson’s (1968) description of the process of identity formation underscores 
the emphasis on the individual, whilst clarifying the relationship between the self and 
others.  
 
The notion of identity as continuously developing and the important role played by 
language emerge as themes in the writing of the Russian philosopher of language, 
Mikhail Bakhtin (1981). Bakhtin (1981) refers to the “ideological becoming of a 
human being” as dialogical, “the process of selectively assimilating the words of 
others” (p. 341). According to Bakhtin, “voices of others become woven into” the 
voice of the self, and become “part of” the self (Bakhtin, cited in Akkerman & Meijer, 
2011, p. 314), giving rise to individuals speaking “words of the groups, social class, 
or society to which they belong” (Hermans and Kempen, 1993, cited in Akkerman & 
Meijer, 2011, p. 314). Thus, from a Bakhtinian perspective, identity is defined as 
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continuously developing through the dialogical use of language whereby the voices or 
words of others are assimilated into one’s sense of self. 
 
This notion of identity as becoming is further developed by other scholars. For 
example, according to Swiss educational theorist Etienne Wenger (1998), identity “is 
not an object, but a constant becoming … always going on” (p. 153-154). The 
emphasis in Wenger’s (1998) theory of identity is on “a profound connection between 
identity and practice” (p. 149). The “experience of identity in practice is a way of being 
in the world”, involving ongoing negotiation of membership of communities, and “the 
interplay of participation and reification” of experience (Wenger, 1998, p. 151). For 
Wenger (1998), belonging within communities of practice is realised through three 
modes:  
1. engagement, the negotiation of meaning through interactions, relationships, 
shared practices and learning 
2. imagination, the exploration of images of the self, the world, past experiences 
and future possibilities, and  
3. alignment, the Discourses, experience of coordinated styles and practice, and 
compliance within communities.  
Thus, Wenger’s (1998) conception of identity is defined with explicit reference to 
practice. 
 
Foregrounding the link between practice and identity, Wenger’s (1998) concept of 
communities of practice is defined through the occurrence of: interactions and 
relationships, referred to as mutual engagement; common undertakings, referred to 
collectively as joint enterprise; and common language use, styles, actions, events and 
routines, referred to as shared repertoires. Whilst Wenger acknowledges the 
importance of language as a way for people to think about and express themselves and 
describe others, he argues that who we are, our identities, lies in the way we live, our 
practices, of which discourse is only a part (Wenger, 1998).  
 
Criticism of Wenger’s (1998) model of communities of practice includes claims of 
imprecision relating to its components, and failure to make explicit the role and 
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significance of language in the negotiation of meaning. Wenger’s (1998) definition of 
discourse as a “social, interactive resource for constructing statements about the world 
and coordinating engagement in practice” (p. 289) implies it is peripheral to processes 
of negotiating meaning and learning within communities of practice (Keating, 2005). 
Linguists Barton and Hamilton (2005) contend that “theories of language, literacy, 
discourse and power” are “central to understanding the dynamics of communities of 
practice” but “are not brought out in Wenger’s formulations” (p. 14). For example, in 
describing the concept of reification, or giving form to experience, Wenger (1998) 
refers generally to language-based processes including “stories, terms and concepts … 
naming, encoding, and describing” but fails to elaborate the language theories that 
underpin them (p. 59). Furthermore, American researcher and linguist James Paul Gee 
points out that the notion of community inherent in Wenger’s (1998) concept of 
communities of practice carries connotations of “belongingness” and membership 
which may not apply in many social contexts (Gee, 2005, p. 214). As an alternative 
notion, Gee (2005) proposes the notion of affinity spaces, or semiotic social spaces 
with shared content, internal and external organisation, in which interaction and 
learning occur.  
 
Conceptualising an individual’s identity as fundamentally linked to practice 
underscores the important influence of context. Gee (2001) defines identity as the 
“kind of person” one enacts and is recognised as being within given contexts and 
acknowledges that at any time and within any context one may enact and be recognised 
as several “kinds” at once (p. 99). Further, the “kind of person” one is recognised as 
“being … can change from moment to moment in the interaction, can change from 
context to context, and, of course, can be ambiguous or unstable” (Gee, 2001, p. 99). 
He argues that the sense of people having multiple identities is linked not to their 
“internal state” but rather to their performance in society, whilst also acknowledging 
the presence of “a core identity” in each of us “that holds more uniformly, for ourselves 
and others, across contexts” (Gee, 2001, p. 99). Gee (2001) offers four ways of viewing 
identity: the N-identity, referring to nature; the I-identity, referring to a position, 
authorised by an institution; the D-identity, referring to the identity recognised through 
the discourse or dialogue of others; and the A-identity, which is enacted through access 
to and sharing in distinctive practices of an affinity group. He stresses that “these four 
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perspectives are not separate from each other”, rather they are “four strands that may 
very well all be present and woven together as a given person acts within a given 
context” (Gee, 2001, p. 101). Each perspective represents what Gee (2001) refers to 
as an “interpretive system underwriting the recognition of that identity” (p. 106). 
Further, he foregrounds human agency as a factor in identity construction, by pointing 
out that people can actively construe identity traits in different ways, negotiating from 
which perspective others view certain traits (Gee, 2001). Gee (2011, 2014a, 2014b) 
regards the enactment of identity as one of the core functions of language-in-use. In 
this review, the importance of Gee’s (2001) theory of identity lies in his recognition 
of the experience of a unitary, “core identity” (p. 99) as well as multiple identities, 
shifting in response to contextual influences. Also important is his explanation of 
identity being enacted through language, a counter view to that of Wenger (1998), and 
his foregrounding of the role of human agency in the enactment of identity. 
 
The notions of individuals enacting identity through language and actively construing 
identities are interconnected. Jerome Bruner’s (2004b) theory of the self as created 
through narrative, emphasises the importance of language and context in constructing 
identity. Bruner (2004b) proposed that “there is no such thing as an intuitively obvious 
and essential self to know ... Rather, we constantly construct ourselves to meet the 
needs of the situations we encounter …” guided by “memories of the past and our 
hopes and fears for the future” (p. 4). Bruner’s position presents identity construction 
as an active process, involving language and influenced by contexts experienced in the 
past, present and imagined future. 
 
The following points provide an interesting meta-framework within which to situate 
specific definitions of identity. Hermans and Hermans-Konopka (2010) identify three 
models of the self, emerging from different historical phases: the “traditional self , 
characterised by a distinction between a lower and imperfect existence on earth and a 
higher and perfect existence in the after-world” (p. 4); the modern self, linked to 
autonomy and individualism, and sharp boundaries between the internal view of self 
and the external other; and the post-modern self, which highlights difference, 
otherness, local knowledge and fragmentation experienced through feelings of 
discontinuity and flux. The theories of self and identity discussed in this section 
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broadly reflect a shift in emphasis over the course of the 20th century, from a 
predominant focus on the individual in the theories of Mead (1934) and Erikson (1968) 
to an increased focus on the individual’s relationship to others and groups in the 
theories of Bakhtin (1981), Wenger (1998), Gee (2001) and Bruner (2004a). The 
theories discussed in this chapter reflect the development from modern to post-modern 
models of self in Western thought and reveal tensions between the notions of identity 
as singular and multiple, and identity enacted through language and enacted through 
practice. These areas of tension are represented as crooked lines in Figure 3.1. 
 
Figure 3.1. Key concepts and inherent tensions in identity theories 
 
The next section examines a theory of identity that seeks to combine modern and post-
modern models of the self and thereby resolve the tensions inherent in theories of 
identity such as those discussed so far in this chapter.  
 
3.2 Dialogical Self Theory  
Consideration of Hermans and Hermans-Konopka’s (2010) conceptions of the modern 
and post-modern views of self leads to the realisation of an enduring tension between 
the notion of identity as singular, unique and continuous and that of identity as 
multiple, unstable and shifting. Dialogical Self Theory (Hermans, 2012; Hermans & 
Hermans-Konopka, 2010) seeks to combine the unity and singularity of the modern 
model of self, reflected in theories of identity that focus on the individual, and the 
multiplicity of the post-modern model, reflected in theories of identity that highlight 
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difference, otherness and the influence of context. Inspired by the work of Bakhtin 
(1981) and Mead (1934), DST maintains that society is “populated, stimulated and 
renewed by individuals in development” and that “dialogical relationships are required 
not only between individuals, groups and cultures, but also within the self of one and 
the same individual” (Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010, p. 1). Definitions of key 
concepts of DST are presented in detail in the discussion that follows. 
 
3.2.1 Identity as I-positions   
According to Hermans and Hermans-Konopka (2010), both unity and multiplicity of 
self and identity are combined in “the notion of I-position” (p. 9). The multiplicity of 
I-positions within an individual’s experience are thought of as different “voices” in the 
self (Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010, p. 9) which function like interacting 
“characters in a story or movie” (Hermans, 2012, p. 8). Within this view, people are 
continuously “positioning and repositioning not only in relation to other people but 
also in relation to themselves” (Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010, p. 7). Sanne 
Akkerman and Paulien Meijer (2011) build on the work of Hermans and Hermans-
Konopka, by examining teacher identity from the perspective of DST. Akkerman and 
Meijer contend that multiple identities or I-positions, are continuously “taking turns”, 
in a “dialogical relationship of inter-subjective exchange and temporary dominance” 
(Akkerman & Meijer, 2011, p. 312). 
 
3.2.2 Identity and social context: Dialogue within the self and with others   
The notion of I-positions being positioned and repositioned in relation to themselves 
and other people underscores the role of dialogue in identity construction. Dialogue as 
the key to communication and understanding is reflected in Hannah Arendt’s insights 
on the sameness and difference of human beings: “If people were not different, they 
would have nothing to say to each other. And if they were not the same, they would 
not understand each other” (Arendt, 1958, cited in Hermans, 2013, p. 81).  
 
However, within a dialogical view of self, dialogue is seen in a particular light, as 
distinct from communication; in other words, communication exists which is not 
dialogue. Hermans and Hermans-Konopka (2010) define “good dialogue” as an active, 
innovative, learning process, in which “participants are able and willing both to 
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recognise the perspective of the other party in its own right, and to adapt, revise, and 
develop their initial stand-points by taking the preceding verbal and nonverbal 
messages of the other into account” (p. 175). Further, they describe good dialogue as 
“a developmental process and an active learning-via-interchange that gives impetus to 
the self”, introducing new and valuable elements to the self (Hermans & Hermans-
Konopka, 2010, p. 175). Participants engaged in good dialogue, of which 
misunderstandings are a feature, sense the emergence of a “dialogical space” in which 
they “feel the freedom to express their experiences from their own point of view” 
(Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010, p. 181). Some circumstances may restrict the 
enactment of good dialogue. For example, whilst differences between individuals, 
groups or cultures provide “a fertile basis for engaging in a dialogical relationship”, 
power differences between parties may constrain the dialogue (Hermans & Hermans-
Konopka, 2010, p. 186). In addition, formal relationships may limit the positions 
which are able to be expressed within dialogue (Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010). 
In summary, good dialogue is active, developmental and reciprocal, and provides the 
basis for positioning and repositioning of I-positions. Further, the concept of good 
dialogue provides a theoretical perspective to inform analysis of research participants’ 
experiences of dialogue in this study. 
 
Within a dialogical view of self, the other is conceptualised as both separate and part 
of the self. Hermans (2013) defines the other “not as an outside reality to which the 
self relates as a separate entity, but as an intrinsic feature of the self as extended to the 
social environment” (p. 82). In relation to the self and others, he uses the metaphor of 
“society of mind” (p. 84), “a dynamic multiplicity of I–positions, or voices in the 
landscape of the mind, intertwined as this mind is with the minds of other people” 
(Hermans, 2013, p. 83). This process reflects Bakhtin’s (1981) theory of the 
importance of dialogue in the process of human becoming, in which voices of other 
individuals and social groups become assimilated into the self. In addition, Mead’s 
(1934) notion of the “generalised other” (p. 154), is also relevant, in that it places 
“social rules and conventions in the Me” (Mead, 1934, cited in Akkerman & Meijer, 
2011, p. 314). Akkerman and Meijer (2011) argue that the generalised other influences 
identity development by introducing “particular ways of thinking, speaking and 
acting” (p. 314) and also by presenting contrasting positions “that are part of what I 
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am not” (p. 315). Thus the notion of other, a key concept in relation to dialogue both 
within the self and within groups, helps to define a dialogical view of identity. 
 
The relationship between the voices of the self, others and social groups allows for 
repositioning of I-positions according to situation. Akkerman and Meijer (2011) argue 
that the notion of multiple I-positions allows for identity changes according to “the 
type of situation one finds oneself in” with certain situations evoking “particular parts 
of the self, because these are most appealed to in that situation” (p. 312). This argument 
resonates with Gee’s (2001) insights on identity as changing “from context to context” 
(p. 99), discussed in the last section. Furthermore, Akkerman and Meijer (2011) point 
out that one’s identity at a particular moment in time reflects not only the answer to 
“who am I at this moment?”, but also includes a responsive answer to the people and 
things attended to at that moment” (Akkerman & Meijer, 2011, p. 312). Thus, within 
a dialogical view of self, social context influences the enactment of identity.  
 
The recognition that social contexts influence the enactment of identity highlights the 
connection between the psychological and social domains of DST. Annese and Traetta 
(2017) recognise limitations in current methodologies for examining the relationship 
between “voices of the self and others in an interpersonal dialogue, as well as to 
explore the situated voices of significant others emerging in social relations” (Annese 
& Traetta, 2017, p.189). Annese and Traetta (2017) extended Positioning Network 
Analysis, a variation of Social Network Analysis, by incorporating discourse analysis 
to investigate participants’ identity negotiation within communities, informed by 
Wenger’s (1998) concept of Communities of Practice. They found that membership of 
social communities through identification with collective experiences is an essential 
resource for the dialogical construction of identity (Annese & Traetta, 2017). This 
research highlights the dynamic nature of the dialogical self within the community. 
 
3.2.3 Multiplicity and unity of self  
The idea of multiple I-positions operating within the self of a single individual suggests 
a dichotomy between the self as inherently responsive to others and also unique. 
Within DST this dichotomy is resolved by viewing the dialogical movement of I-
positions as a process of striving for coherence. According to Akkerman and Meijer 
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(2011) the coherence of self “resides in the continuous attempt to synthesise the 
different parts” and that the “natural desire of people to maintain a consistent and 
coherent sense of self is what motivates a self to create a dialogical space between 
different I-positions” (p. 312). Furthermore, Akkerman and Meijer (2011) explain that 
others can “inform or be the basis of I-positions within the individual’s self, while at 
the same time, individuals are unique and transcendent agents precisely because of 
their multiple, dialogically related I-positions” (p. 315). They argue that whilst shifts 
in I-positions suggest discontinuity, a sense of continuity is maintained through 
personal narratives, the alignment of the individual’s past, present and future, and 
processes of cultural and historical mediation (Akkerman & Meijer, 2011). These 
insights provide important theoretical background from which to consider research 
participants’ identities in this study. 
 
The uniqueness of the individual whilst participating in and being influenced by a 
group is defined by her/his relationships to the multiple other groups to which she/he 
belongs. Akkerman and Meijer (2011) contend that uniqueness is maintained within a 
community by the individual’s positioning as both a participant of a group, but also 
“culturally and historically informed with positions related to others and other groups” 
(p. 315). They also point out that being both a social participant and a unique individual 
means that “people can introduce new voices into the communities in which they 
participate”, voices that reflect affiliations with other groups, and add to the 
development of those communities (p. 315). Simultaneously, participation in 
communities allows individuals to develop new I-positions “by appropriating the 
communities’ discourse as their own” (Akkerman & Meijer, 2011, p. 315). Thus, the 
“multiplicity of a person is ‘held together’ in a unitary self” through continuous self-
dialogue (Akkerman & Meijer, 2011, p. 315). This work provides important concepts 
to inform the analysis of the I-positions enacted by ROSETE participants in Australian 
schools.  
 
3.2.4 Identity, culture and the impact of globalisation  
Cultural mediation, previously alluded to as an influence in maintaining continuity of 
self and also informing an individual’s participation in communities, leads us to a 
deeper consideration of the relationship between culture and identity. Hermans and 
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Hermans-Konopka (2010) link a dialogical view of the self to the impact of 
globalisation, defined as the “increasing demographic, economic, ecological, political, 
and military interconnections on a global scale” (p. 21). They contend that 
globalisation has resulted in “different cultures, including their different traditions, 
values and practices, … meeting each other in the life of one and the same individual” 
and a self that “emerges with a complexity that reflects the contradictions, oppositions, 
encounters, and integrations that are part of the society at large and, at the same time, 
answers to these influences from its own agentic point of view” (Hermans & Hermans-
Konopka, 2010, p. 2). Further, Hermans (2012) argues that the context of globalisation 
means that “different individuals and groups can no longer avoid the necessity of 
dialogue”, a point which suggests particular relevance to this study in which research 
participants are Chinese international students in an Australian university (p. 12). 
 
Consideration of dialogue between cultures and groups emphasises the complexity of 
globalisation. In a dialogical view of the self, identities conceptualised as different I-
positions “reflect different social and cultural origins” (Akkerman & Meijer, 2011, p. 
312) giving rise to the possibilities of: “bicultural identity”, partly rooted in a person’s 
local culture, and partly attuned to the global situation; or “a hybrid identity, 
successfully combining elements of global and local situations in a mix” (Hermans & 
Hermans-Konopka, 2010, p. 27). Bakhtin (1981) describes “hybrids” as having two 
voices, languages and consciousnesses and being situated at “the collision between 
differing points of view on the world”, “profoundly productive historically” and 
“pregnant with potential for new world views” (p. 360). Furthermore, Jullien (2014) 
proposes “new conditions for a self-reflection of the human” as an outcome of dialogue 
between cultures (p.xiii). The exploration of difference within the context of 
globalisation creates tension brought about by recognition of divergence, “revealing 
the extent of the possibilities and disclosing the diversity of cultures as so many 
resources to exploit” (Jullien, 2014, p. xiii). Evidentiary chapters of this study present 
analyses of the tension and complexity involved in research participants’ enactment 
and construction of teacher identity. 
 
3.2.5 Responding to uncertainty in the context of globalisation  
The context of globalisation as described above suggests heightened levels of tension 
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and uncertainty relating to the experience of the self and relationships with others and 
social groups. Van Meijl (2012) argues that the rapid cultural changes associated with 
globalisation and paradoxical revival of cultural traditions lead to young people 
“increasingly caught in dilemmas between tradition and (post)modernity” (p. 40), 
“sometimes leading to identity confusion but often also lifting the self up to a hybrid 
level of integration” (p. 41). Hermans and Hermans-Konopka (2010) argue that 
uncertainty arising from globalisation is not merely a positive or negative emotion, but 
rather “an experiential feature of a self in action” (p. 4).  
 
This experience of uncertainty can lead the individual to question her/his belief system. 
Referring to teachers, Fecho (2013) examines uncertainty arising from transactions 
between the global and local and notes that individuals’ efforts to “make sense of 
contradictions posited by other belief systems” cause their own belief systems to 
“wobble” (p. 119). Fecho (2013) uses wobble as an analogy, in the sense of drinks 
wobbling on a tray or a car wheel wobbling, both of which would provoke a response. 
In relation to teachers’ belief systems, Fecho (2013) describes the experience of 
wobble as “a calling to attention” that “marks a liminal state, a state of transition” (p. 
119), and argues that the changes marked by wobble are not construed in “dramatic 
and finite terms” but rather as “finer, nuanced, and complex changes … the minute by 
minute substance of our experience” (p. 119-120).  
 
The experience of uncertainty is a fundamental notion within a dialogical view of the 
self. Within DST, the experience of uncertainty has four characteristics:  
1. complexity, referring to a great number of positions of the self, with an 
increased number of possible relations;  
2. ambiguity, referring to a suspension of clarity, as the meaning of one position 
is determined by the flux and variation of the other ones;  
3. deficit knowledge, referring to the absence of a superordinate knowledge 
structure that can resolve the contradictions between the positions; and  
4. unpredictability, implying a lack of control of future developments in the 
content and organization of the position repertoire. (Hermans, 2012, p. 13)  
Individual efforts to reduce the experience of uncertainty present as various responses. 
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Hermans and Hermans-Konopka (2010) categorise these as five possible responses, 
which provide a theoretical framework for analysing research participants’ responses 
to uncertainty in this study.  
 
Firstly, there is a response which seeks to diminish uncertainty. This can be achieved 
by “a reduction of the number and heterogeneity of positions in the repertoire” 
(Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010, p. 44). Hermans and Hermans-Konopka (2010) 
argue that this response is observable in “people who retreat to a simple form of life 
or a quiet place to find peace of mind or recover an inner calm they had long lost” in 
response to increasing discomfort and doubts arising from periods of heightened 
activity (p. 44).  
 
Secondly, there is a response which recognises and attends to a dominant position. 
This is explained by Hermans and Hermans-Konopka (2010) as “giving the lead to 
one powerful position that is permitted to dominate the repertoire as a whole” (p. 45). 
This response is exemplified when people who encounter divergent and contradictory 
positions and transfer responsibility to an authority such as a religious leader, in order 
to reduce their “burden of uncertainty” (Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010, p. 45). 
According to Hermans and Hermans-Konopka (2010) this response typically reflects 
an hierarchical ordering of positions, in which one or few dominate others 
monologically, in other words eliminating the possibility of dialogue. However, 
Hermans and Hermans-Konopka (2010) distinguish the latter response from one in 
which people “organise their lives around one or a limited amount of positions that are 
of great personal value to them” (p. 45), for example a stable job or relationship, 
arguing that such a state of deep, personal commitment is dialogical, that there is place 
for agreement, disagreement, support and criticism which serve to further develop the 
position that has been given dominance (Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010).  
 
A third response to uncertainty is defined in relation to an individual’s positioning of 
self in relation to others. Hermans and Hermans-Konopka (2010) explain that 
uncertainty “can be minimised by sharpening the boundaries between oneself and 
other positions and between in-group and out-group” statuses (p. 46). In this response 
a person identifies her/himself as a member of a group (in-group) which is placed 
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above the others (out-groups), thereby minimising uncertainty and increasing pride 
and self-esteem through the reassurance of “We are not like them” (Hermans & 
Hermans-Konopka, 2010, p. 46).  
 
Paradoxically, a fourth response to uncertainty is through attention to additional 
positions. Hermans and Hermans-Konopka (2010) argue that “adding instead of 
diminishing the number of positions in the self” provides a person with “a temporary 
hold in the otherwise fleeting and transitory position repertoire” and may provide 
stability, structure, solace and pleasure (p. 46). This response is exemplified by a 
person starting a new job or entering a new relationship enabling them to see 
themselves in a new light.  
 
Finally, the fifth response to uncertainty is identified as a dialogical one. Hermans and 
Hermans-Konopka (2010) argue that dialogue copes with uncertainty by “going into 
this uncertainty rather than avoiding it” (p. 46). They point out that the experience of 
uncertainty and the associated dialogical exchange within the self and with others leads 
to “the relative dominance of one position over the others or to a new combination of 
existing positions” giving rise to, albeit temporary, certainty (Hermans & Hermans-
Konopka, 2010, p. 28). Further, Hermans (2012) argues that dialogue “both within 
oneself and with others, is a way to cope with uncertainty and even to make productive 
use of it” (p. 16). 
 
This discussion of uncertainty suggests the experience of dialogue can evoke a range 
of responses, not least of which is discomfort. The experience of emotion is an element 
of a dialogical self. Hermans and Hermans-Konopka (2010) contend that the 
relationship between the self and emotion is “bi-directional”, emotion both 
influencing and being influenced by the self (p. 254). Furthermore, they argue that 
different I-positions have particular affective connotations and also “can become ways 
of positioning” (p. 257), or “temporary self positions” (Hermans & Hermans-
Konopka, 2010, p. 14).  
 
In summary, this section has examined key concepts of DST, a development which 
reflects Western thought and seeks to combine the complexity and multiplicity of post-
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modern views of the self and identity with the unitary view of self, inherent in modern 
traditions. DST is responsive to the impact of globalisation in contemporary society. 
Within this context, the previous discussion emphasised the importance of dialogue 
in: identity construction, through positioning and repositioning of I-positions; 
communicating with others, both individuals and groups; and understanding different 
cultures, beliefs and traditions.  Dialogue is key to the enactment and construction of 
identity. Dialogue with others extends the individual’s experience of external I-
positions through encounters with the views and voices of others. This leads to self-
reflection and internal dialogue which challenges the existing positioning of and 
relationships between I-positions. Dialogue within the self plays out as dynamic and 
continuous interaction between I-positions leading to agreement and disagreement, 
negotiation and renegotiation, positioning and repositioning. Within a dialogical view 
of self it is the interplay between different I-positions in an individual’s experience 
which characterises her/his identity. 
 
However, Gülerce (2014) contends that notions of self and identity, exemplified in 
DST, ignore non-Western cultural influences. In order to strike a balance, and 
acknowledging that the participants in this case study are citizens of The People’s 
Republic of China, the next section examines Eastern views of the self and identity, 
exemplified by Confucian tradition.  
 
3.3 Confucian theories of the self and identity  
In this section, Confucian views of the self and identity are explored as 
acknowledgement of the cultural backgrounds of participants in this case study. The 
purpose here is to allow for recognition of, and interpretation based on, Confucian 
views of self and identity if and when they arise in research participants’ discourse. 
However, it should be noted that essentialising research participants through detailed 
analyses of the similarities and differences between Western and Eastern theories is 
not an aim of this section. Focusing on dichotomies contradicts Jullien’s (2014) 
analysis of dialogue between cultures in which divergence is regarded as a key to 
understanding what is common among humans and to realising the potential of cultural 
resources.  
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In this section, where elements of Confucian theory of self and identity suggest 
particular resonances with or apparent distinctions from theories discussed in Sections 
3.1 and 3.2, these are noted as observations only. The superficiality of these 
observations is acknowledged as is the lack of scrutiny and depth a detailed analysis 
would warrant.  
 
The processes of theorising the self and identity are ongoing. Just as the Western 
theories of the self and identity examined in Section 3.1 reflect development over time 
and the influence of historical phases, the conception of the self in Confucian tradition 
is not static, but “is subject to change through time” (Yao, 1996, p. 179). Yao’s (1996) 
exposition of Confucian philosophy relating to self and identity is drawn upon here to 
assist in understanding these notions. 
 
Chinese characters used to represent aspects of the self help to illuminate the notion as 
it is understood in Confucian philosophy. Yao (1996) identifies four characters which 
refer to the self, represented here using alphabetic script or pinyin: wo,  ji, shen and si. 
Wo, as subject in a sentence, and its related object wu and possessive yu function as 
pronouns and refer to “what is intrinsic to one’s being, activities and thoughts, 
containing everything that is part of one’s self and yet referring to the whole of the 
parts” (Yao, 1996, p. 180). According to Yao (1996) these characters align to the 
notion of I in Western theories of self. This all-encompassing notion of I does not 
appear to align with the Western post-modernist notion of multiple I-positions in DST, 
but rather resonates more with the unitary model of the self reflected in modernist 
thought. The Confucian I is both active and passive, private and public; it is cultivated 
and matures through life (Yao, 1996). Gülerce (2014) refers to this cultivation of the 
self as a “lifelong dynamic cultivation process of spiritual development” which 
“requires a symbiosis of selfhood and otherness” (p. 246). He identifies a distinction 
between the “greater self”, “ta wo”, referring to “concerns for society at large and 
humanity” and “smaller self”, “hsao wo”, “referring to one’s desires and actions for 
one’s self” (Gülerce, 2014, p. 247).  
 
A moral dimension to the self emerges in the second of the self-referring characters 
identified by Yao (2014). According to Yao (1996), ji is related to “initiating and 
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motivating moral behaviour … being scrutinized in moral reflection or cultivation … 
and … relating an individual to others, or a mirror reflecting the stage of one’s moral 
cultivation in relation to others and to social communities” (p. 181). The third 
character, shen, embodies notions of “unity between one’s mind and body” and 
represents the holistic view of self “as person or agent or reality” (Yao, 1996, p. 181). 
Finally, si refers to that which is “private to oneself”, which is considered “something 
to be controlled or contained … so that the good nature of a person can be manifested” 
(Yao, 1996, p. 181). Yao’s (1996) elaboration of the four self-referring characters 
underscores distinctly moral and ethical dimensions of the self in Confucian tradition.  
 
Confucian ethics are interconnected with the concept of self. Chen (2014) describes 
Confucian ethics as “self-based ethics” (p. 68); ethics are realised in the self, and the 
self is created and realised through living an ethical life. The self “is the starting point 
of a constructive process” of “cultivating one’s moral character that can be completed 
only in one’s engagement in social and righteous causes” (Yao, 1996, p. 186). To this 
end the Confucian self has a strong zhixiang or “committed ethical aspiration and 
ideal” (X. Chen, 2014, p. 67). Chen (2014) elaborates: “To establish a zhixiang is to 
establish a self’s subjectivity, individuality, and autonomy” (p. 70). The relationship 
between such a self and others is junzi, “an authentically ethical person who is in 
harmony with others but does not lose himself/herself in others” (X. Chen, 2014, p. 
67). The ethical, moral and spiritual elements of the self in Confucian philosophy 
suggest slightly similar motives to the traditional model of self in Western thought, 
described by Akkerman and Meijer (2011) as concerned with contrasting the “lower 
and imperfect existence on earth” with “a higher and perfect existence in the after-
world” (p. 4). 
 
In Confucian tradition, the notion of identity emerges from the combined internal and 
external aspects of self. According to Yao (1996), “the Confucian answer to the 
question of personal identity comes not only from one’s image perceived by oneself 
but also from one’s image perceived by others” (p. 184). This view has some resonance 
with that of Gee (2001) who includes one’s own perception of self as well as 
recognition by others within his definition of identity. Further, Yao (1996) explains 
that identity “is not merely the present state” but is “extended from the present to the 
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past and to the future”, linking questions of “Who am I?”, “Where am I from?” and 
“Who will I be?” (p. 186).  
 
The idea of moral self-cultivation and the continuity reflected in the notion of identity 
as linking past, present and future underscores a spiritual dimension to the self in 
Confucian tradition. The relationship between the self and Heaven is evident in the 
words of Mencius (cited in Yao, 1996, p. 187): “To fully develop one’s heart/mind is 
to understand one’s own nature, and to know one’s own nature is to know Heaven. By 
retaining one’s heart/mind and nurturing one’s nature one is to serve Heaven”. 
According to Yao (1996), “Confucian arguments on human unity with Heaven paved 
the way to generating a ‘becoming’ conception of the self” (p. 187) which “gives rise 
to a self-developing or self-constructive process” (p. 188). This notion of becoming 
appears different to that referred to by Bakhtin (1981). Whilst the Bakhtinian notion 
implies continuous development, the Confucian idea carries a particular motive and 
sense of responsibility not explicit in Bakhtin’s (1981) work. In Confucian philosophy, 
the motive for this becoming, or process of self-development, “comes from the fact 
that the self originates in the family” (Yao, 1996, p. 189). Therefore, in Confucian 
tradition respecting one’s self is a responsibility “not only for manifesting one’s own 
nature and for manifesting the virtues of the family, but also for setting an example of 
integrity for others and for creating an environment in which every self can be brought 
to maturity” (p. 189).  
 
This overview of Confucian views of the self and identity provides a broad cultural 
reference point for consideration in data analysis in this case study. In summary, 
notions of the self and identity in Confucian tradition are underpinned by ethical, moral 
and spiritual dimensions and reflect self-cultivation throughout one’s life. In the next 
section, research on teacher identity is reviewed in order to locate notions of the self 
and identity within the work of teachers, with particular reference to language teacher 
identity, pre-service or student teacher identity and identity enacted by teachers in the 
early years of professional practice. 
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3.4 Theories of teacher identity  
The previous three sections of this chapter present a selection of theories of the self 
and identity, pertinent to this research and generated from some strands of philosophy, 
psychology, linguistics and education. In this section, the focus is sharpened by 
considering identity as it is theorised in relation to teachers. Over the last two decades, 
teacher identity has become an explicit focus of educational research. This section 
presents a review and discussion of conceptions of teacher identity, language teacher 
identity and student teacher identity, including influences on identity construction 
evident in research findings.  
 
3.4.1 Review of theories of teacher identity  
A common theme in studies which seek to increase understanding of the nature of 
teacher identity is the elusiveness of a clear definition (Akkerman & Meijer, 2011; 
Beauchamp & Thomas, 2009; Beijaard, Meijer, & Verloop, 2004). Beauchamp and 
Thomas (2009) emphasise the complexity inherent in the notion of teacher identity in 
their summary of the range of interconnected issues which arise in any attempt to 
define it:  
One must struggle to understand the connection between identity and the 
self, the role of emotion in shaping identity, the power of stories and 
discourse in understanding identity, the role of reflection in shaping 
identity, the link between identity and agency, the contextual factors that 
promote or hinder the construction of identity, and ultimately the 
responsibility of teacher education programs to create opportunities for the 
exploration of new and developing teacher identities. (p. 176) 
Despite the complexity inherent in the concept, the notion of teacher identity suggests 
an important interconnectedness with the individual. Akkerman and Meijer (2011) 
ascribe the value of studies of teacher identity to their holistic “interest in what it means 
to be a teacher” (p. 308). Such research “goes beyond the tradition of merely focusing 
on teachers’ acquisition of assets, such as knowledge, competencies, or beliefs as the 
basis of professional development”, an approach which “stresses the importance of 
desired learning outcomes” and reflects recent global moves to assess teacher learning 
based on professional teacher standards (Akkerman & Meijer, 2011, p. 308). 
According to Akkerman and Meijer, an important limitation of the latter approach is 
the presupposition of “accumulation and linearity in moving from novice to expert” 
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(Akkerman & Meijer, 2011, p. 308). In contrast, the value of studies explicitly focused 
on teacher identity lies in their consideration of identity from the perspective of the 
teacher (Akkerman & Meijer, 2011). Further, understanding of the processes of 
teacher development is informed by teachers’ “representations of their experiences” 
(Cohen, 2010, p. 473).  
 
Theories of teacher identity emerging from research in the early 21st century reflect a 
postmodern stance. Studies typically theorise teacher identity as:  
1. dynamic and shifting, “shaped and reshaped in interaction with others in a 
professional context” (Beauchamp & Thomas, 2009, p. 178) 
2. unstable and conflicted, “discontinuous, fragmented, and subject to turbulence 
and change in the continuing struggle to construct and sustain a stable identity” 
(Day, Kington, Stobart, & Sammons, 2006, p. 613) 
3. an “ongoing process of interpretation and re-interpretation of experiences … ” 
consisting of “sub-identities” related to and shaped by different contexts and 
relationships (Beijaard et al., 2004, p. 122), and 
4.  “constructed, maintained and negotiated primarily through discourse” 
(Varghese et al., 2005).  
Whilst conceptions of teacher identity listed above may also reflect the experience of 
language teachers, the additional lens of language teachers working in an intercultural 
space adds further complexity to the notion of identity. Reflecting this complexity, 
Barkhuizen’s (2017) conceptualisation of language teacher identities comprises 
“cognitive, social, emotional, ideological, and historical …” elements “… inside the 
teacher and outside in the social, material and technological world” (p. 4). 
Furthermore, language teacher identities are “being and doing, feeling and imagining 
and storying … struggle and harmony” (Barkhuizen, 2017, p. 4). This view of 
language teacher identities (plural) underscores the dynamism and multiplicity of 
language teachers’ experience of identity as well as the performative and discursive 
components, and the interrelationship between the individual teacher and their social 
and professional contexts.  
 
Varghese, Morgan, Johnston and Johnson (2005) examined language teacher identity 
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from three theoretical perspectives and identified interrelated themes of identity as: 
multiple, shifting and conflicted; related to social, cultural and political context; and 
constructed and maintained through discourse. These scholars conceptualise “identity-
in-practice” and “identity-in-discourse” as two components of a framework for 
theorising identity in relation to language teacher education (Varghese et al., 2005, p. 
39). Furthermore, Varghese et al (2005) distinguish between the nature of agency as it 
is exercised within these two conceptions of identity: “In ‘identity-in-practice’ teacher 
agency is seen as action-oriented and focusing on concrete practices and tasks in 
relation to a group and mentor(s). In ‘identity-in-discourse’, agency is discursively 
constituted, mainly through language, focusing primarily on critical reflexivity” (p. 
39). Agency and the situated nature of identity are reflected in Donato’s (2017) 
definition of language teacher identity as “the simultaneous enactment of an agent’s 
subjectivity in real-time discursive (semiotic) processes situated in local, social, and 
historical circumstances” (p. 26). 
 
Practice, discourse and agency are highlighted in literature as key considerations in 
framing language teacher identity. Building on Varghese et al’s (2005) conceptions of 
identity in practice and identity in discourse, John Trent (2013) proposes an integrated 
framework of teacher identity which includes both participative and discursive 
components. In Trent’s (2013) model, identity is conceptualised as practice, through 
Wenger’s (1998) modes of belonging to communities, and process, through language. 
Within this model, agency reflects the interaction between the experiential component 
of identity as practice, and the discursive process of identity, expressed through 
language, and represents the individual’s capacity to continually position and 
reposition identities, influenced by the Discourses in which she/he engages (Trent, 
2013).  
 
Examination of the nature of language teacher identity foregrounds the socio-cultural 
aspects of language teachers’ work. Pennington and Richards (2016) identify 
particular components of language teachers’ identity derived from narratives which 
reflect dimensions of teacher learning. In summary these components relate to: the 
teacher’s proficiency in the target language; teaching skills and capabilities; 
knowledge of students and teaching contexts; ability to theorise from practice; and 
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membership of the professional community of language teachers (Pennington & 
Richards, 2016).  
 
The postmodern stance reflected in many theories of teacher identity developed in the 
early 21st century is questioned in recent studies. For example, whilst Akkerman and 
Meijer (2011) acknowledge the value of recognising the dynamic and continuously 
constructed view of identity, they contend that important questions are left 
unanswered. For example, in a de-centred characterisation of identity, one in which 
people are “in continuous flux, how can it be that we are recognised as ‘one and the 
same’ person as we were yesterday?” (p. 310); if identity shifts “according to others 
and with social participation, how is it that persons can still act as ‘unique individuals’, 
showing agency moving beyond the given context?” (p. 310). Their investigation of 
these questions informed by a framework of DST leads them to propose a dialogical 
conceptualisation of teacher identity: 
…‘someone who teaches’ or ‘teacher identity’, cannot be seen as an end 
point, but instead should be defined as an ongoing process of negotiating 
and interrelating multiple I-positions in such a way that a more or less 
coherent sense of self is maintained throughout various participations and 
self-investments in one’s (working) life. (Akkerman & Meijer, 2011, pp. 
317-318)  
According to Akkerman and Meijer (2011), a dialogical view of teacher identity helps 
us to understand the varying perspectives of teachers and at the same time recognise 
the unity of identity, “the feeling of being one and the same person throughout various 
situations” (p. 312). Akkerman and Meijer (2011) argue that this dialogical approach 
to teacher identity “brings into doubt the way we situate the construct of teacher 
identity itself” (p. 315). They suggest that conceptualising identity as different I-
positions enacted in different contexts, may allow the personal and professional to be 
distinguished by context (Akkerman & Meijer, 2011). Akkerman and Meijer (2011) 
contend that:  
… a teacher is discontinuous in the form of being an active participant with 
a specific identity at a particular moment in a specific context, as well as 
historically continuous in the form of the teacher being a transcendent self 
recognisable through time (p. 315) 
 
However, they also point out that “when simultaneously accepting the self as unitary 
in terms of personal and cultural continuity and in terms of self-dialogue between 
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different I-positions, boundaries between the personal and the professional context 
become indistinct” (Akkerman & Meijer, 2011, p. 316). 
 
This dialogical representation of teacher identity involves the continuous positioning 
and repositioning of I-positions. Teachers continuously “construct and negotiate their 
identity in relation to the various people they meet and the communities they are or 
become engaged in” (Akkerman & Meijer, 2011, p. 314). A dialogical conception of 
teacher identity is reflected in Cohen’s (2010) finding relating to teachers’ talk, which 
reveals that identity is constructed, reconstructed, defined and redefined in 
conversations with colleagues. As foregrounded in Section 3.2, this view of identity is 
set within a context of globalisation. According to Fecho (2013) contradictions 
between global experiences and local contexts challenge teachers’ belief systems 
causing them to be destabilised or to wobble. Whilst acknowledging that dialogue can 
be a space inhabited by paradoxes, Fecho (2013) argues that experiences of wobble 
are markers of transition and his call to teachers is to embrace uncertainty, to “become 
comfortable with that which is uncomfortable, to find tranquility in the chaos, to seek 
stability in wobble” (p. 125). Furthermore, Yue (2017) recognises the importance of 
dialogue within the self and with others to assist Chinese language teachers in United 
States schools reconcile conflicts between educational beliefs, values and experiences 
in China with their experiences as teachers in the United States. 
 
The influence of globalisation and intercultural learning on language teacher identity 
is analysed in Wang and Du’s (2014) examination of immigrant Chinese language 
teachers’ perceptions of their professional identity in the context of their teaching 
practice in Denmark. Of the four participants in this study, two had experience of 
teaching in China before moving to Denmark (Li Wang & Du, 2014). Wang and Du 
(2014) found that teachers’ perceptions of being a teacher reflected their past 
experiences of working or schooling in China as well as present organisational and 
pedagogical factors in Denmark. Further, these scholars observed a change in the 
teachers’ conceptions of teaching “from a more teacher-centred approach to one 
focusing more heavily on the role of the student” (Li Wang & Du, 2014, p. 443).  
 
In relation to language teacher identity, consideration of the impact of globalisation 
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has particular relevance to this case study. The increasing numbers of Chinese 
international students enrolled in Australian universities, combined with the growth in 
local interest in Chinese language teaching and learning represents a bringing together 
of global and local influences in the identity experiences of Chinese language teachers 
in Australia. In the case of teacher-researchers studying abroad, Jackson (2017) 
acknowledges that they “may assert different aspects of themselves in diverse social 
and cultural contexts and circumstances, whether in their home environment or 
abroad” (p. 116). The narrative of Liang, a native-speaker Chinese language teacher 
in Australia exemplifies the role of her Chinese identity and past education and 
experiences in shaping the values which underpin her teaching (Liang & Moloney, 
2013). This includes “becoming a global citizen”, elaborated as: 
Just as I have benefitted from intercultural learning, I want my students to 
experience a sense of ‘global’, in an expanded classroom, as part of their 
Chinese learning. … I include the exploration of my Australian students’ 
languages and cultures, as part of understanding their response to their 
Chinese learning. We are learning about each other, together. (Liang & 
Moloney, 2013, p. 126) 
Liang’s narrative underscores the view that “language teaching and learning focus not 
only on acquisition of a language, but on the interaction and development of a holistic 
and intercultural identity” (Moloney & Wang, 2016, p. 3).  
 
Emerging from the theories examined in this section are notions of teacher identity as 
multiple and dynamic, in a state of continuous construction, enacted in practice and 
through discourse and dialogue. Uncertainty and contradiction, impacts of 
globalisation evident in theories of teacher identity, are also themes in theories of 
identity in pre-service and early career teachers, discussed in the next section.  
 
3.4.2 Teacher identity in the pre-service and early career years  
This section reviews a range of studies focused on teacher identity within the 
continuum from teachers participating in initial teacher education through to those in 
the first two years of professional experience. Studies of pre-service and early career 
language teachers within this continuum are also included in this review.  
 
There appears to be general agreement across a variety of studies that developing a 
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professional identity is an important aspect of becoming a teacher. Malderez, Hobson, 
Tracey and Kerr (2007) define becoming a teacher as “actualising an already identified 
potential, or … undergoing a transformation of self in order to ‘change into’ a teacher” 
(p. 230). In a similar vein, Beauchamp and Thomas (2011) contend that for beginning 
teachers, realising a professional identity involves notions of “not only Who am I? but 
also of Who am I as a teacher? and What does this identity mean for how I teach?” (p. 
6). In a study of a pre-service language teacher’s professional identity, Kayi-Aydar 
(2015) concluded that “becoming a certain type of teacher is deeply rooted in the 
identities created in the past and present” (p. 156). This view resonates with Bukor’s 
(2015) finding, based on a study of three English language teachers, which contends 
that identity “is deeply embedded in one’s personal biography”, including 
relationships between family, prior education, career, and belief systems (p. 305). This 
association between identity and biography also reflects Liang’s conceptualisation of 
her identity experience (Liang & Moloney, 2013). These studies underscore the 
importance of prior experience in becoming a language teacher. 
 
Research on beginning teachers’ professional identities draws its data from individual 
experience. According to Akkerman and Meijer (2011) the value of explicit 
investigation of professional identity questions shifts the focus from being about 
teachers, towards the teacher’s perspective as the starting point in understanding 
professional development. However, in earlier research Korthagen (2004) suggests 
that teacher identity is slow to emerge and is experienced later in one’s career. He 
contends that identity change is “a difficult and sometimes painful process, and often 
there seems little change at all in how teachers view themselves” (Korthagen, 2004, p. 
85). 
 
Studies that examine pre-service and early career teachers’ experiences of teacher 
identity present their analyses using a variety of orientations, which inform the 
organisation of the discussion in this section. Acknowledging that the sub-sections 
below are not mutually exclusive and that studies reviewed in each may relate 
conceptually to more than one sub-section, this section is organised as follows: 
1. Pre-service and early career teacher identity enacted through narrative and 
discourse (Alsup, 2006; Kayi-Aydar, 2015; Ruohotie-Lyhty, 2013; Stronach, 
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2010; Trent, 2011; Van Rijswijk, Akkerman, & Koster, 2013). 
2. Experiential components of pre-service or student teacher identity such as 
emotion, agency, voice, and confidence (Izadinia, 2013; Pillen, Beijaard, & 
Brok, 2013; Sutherland, Howard, & Markauskaite, 2010; Timoštšuk & Ugaste, 
2012).   
3. The process of identity construction in teachers’ pre-service years and early 
careers, including the influences of contexts and relationships with others 
(Coward et al., 2015; Henry, 2016; Izadinia, 2016b; Trent, 2013, 2015).  
 
Pre-service and early career teacher identity enacted through narrative and 
discourse 
Studies of pre-service and early career teachers’ discourse and narratives highlight the 
complexity of identity, enacted and recognised through language. The relationship 
between identity and discourse, foregrounded in the writings of Bakhtin (1981), 
Bruner (2004a) and Gee (2001) is an increasing emphasis in research. Beijaard et al 
(2004) note, in line with Bakhtin (1981) and Gee (2001), “the relationship identified 
between teachers’ personal practical knowledge, i.e., stories and narratives, and 
professional identity … seems to be a sound theoretical basis for researching teachers’ 
professional identity” (Beijaard et al., 2004, p. 126).  
 
Research focusing on beginning teachers’ discourse and narratives reveal the 
transformative potential of language-in-use. In her study of pre-service teachers’ 
identity, Janet Alsup (2006) analysed the discourse of six students training to be high 
school English teachers. She conceptualised “borderland narrative discourse” as the 
expression of ongoing dialogue within the self and with others in which personal and 
professional identities are merged and refined (Alsup, 2006). 
 
Borderland discourse facilitates and reflects “cognitive and emotional dissonance 
between multiple cultural-contextual understandings of ‘teacher’, personal beliefs and 
experiences, and understandings of professional expectations and responsibilities” 
(Alsup, 2006, p. 126). Alsup (2006) contends that pre-service teachers’ engagement in 
borderland discourse involves more than critical thinking and reflective practice. On 
the contrary, borderland discourse involves “a meta-awareness of thought and action 
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that can incorporate the personal as well as the professional, and multifaceted, 
contextual, and sometimes contradictory ideologies and situated identities” (Alsup, 
2006, p. 125). Alsup (2006) argues that the expression of borderland discourse is 
transformative, enabling the eventual integration of past and present ideologies, 
multiple subjectivities and development of a professional identity. She resists as 
simplistic the implication that ‘borderland’ signifies a crossing over from one 
discursive space to another, or learning a new set of behaviours (Alsup, 2006).  
Accordingly: 
…the student becoming a teacher must carve out an identity space for him- 
or herself. Often this space is in the so-called borderland space between 
identity positions or situated discourses, and is a space of continual 
becoming rather than an endpoint culminating a singular identity 
construction. (Alsup, 2006, pp. 6-7) 
Alsup (2006) emphasises that “reaching the in-between ground, the place of becoming, 
the space of ambiguity and reflection is the goal – this is the space with which we want 
our preservice teachers to experiment” (p. 9). These ideas resonate with Fecho’s 
(2013) view that teachers should embrace uncertainty and ambiguity and seek stability 
in that which is uncomfortable and challenging.   
 
In more recent research on borderland discourse Van Rijswijk, Akkerman and Koster 
(2013) examined the discourse of 10 student teachers participating in a post-graduate 
teacher education program, to investigate what dialogical strategies they used in their 
discourse and how they referred to significant others. Based on the theoretical 
framework of a dialogical view of conceptualising teacher identity, these researchers 
identified internally persuasive borderland discourse as texts and conversations in 
which student teachers consider the question of “who am I as a teacher?” (Van Rijswijk 
et al., 2013, p. 47). In relation to the dialogical strategies used by participants, Van 
Rijswijk et al (2013) identified four categories of discourse: 
1. Personal discourse in which student teachers link their personal traits to teacher 
skills 
2. Intentional discourse in which being a teacher is linked to personal ambitions 
3. Developmental discourse in which becoming and being a teacher are linked to 
continuous growth, perseverance and reflection, and 
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4. Non-fit discourse in which teachers acknowledge the obstacles and challenges 
in their work.  
In relation to significant others, Van Rijswijk et al (2013) found that their participants 
referred to the voices of significant others for authorisation, as embodiment of the 
nature of teaching and as a marker of good teaching.  
 
These ideas suggest that transformation is an aspect of the discursive expression of 
identity in pre-service teachers. As explained by Alsup (2006), borderland discourse, 
as “a transformative type of teacher identity discourse, reflects a view of teacher 
identity that is holistic – inclusive of the intellectual, the corporeal, and the affective 
aspects of human selfhood” (p. 6). Thus, the notion of borderland discourse 
encompasses complex relationships between personal and professional subjectivities 
including the interplay between emotions and identity and the roles of reflection and 
agency in understanding identity (Alsup, 2006).  
 
Analyses of individuals’ discourse and narratives suggests that becoming a teacher is 
an ambiguous and conflicted process. Based on interview data from a study of the 
early professional learning of teachers in Scotland and England, Ian Stronach (2010) 
examined beginning teacher development with a focus on teachers’ becoming, or how 
professional identity is “created in the first two years of occupational experience” (p. 
102). Based on teachers’ “mini-narratives of self-identification; unstable, shifting, 
sometimes contradictory or expressed as conflicts”, Stronach (2010) argues that the 
notion of “the professional” is a false singularity, and that the professional mobilises 
“a complex of occasional identifications in response to shifting contexts” (p. 75). This 
idea, whilst not explicitly aligned with a dialogical conceptualisation of teacher 
identity, echoes the notion of multiple I-positions of one who teaches, proposed by 
Akkerman and Meijer (2011) and discussed in Section 3.4.1. Stronach (2010) found 
that teachers’ becoming involves an enigmatic view of time and simultaneous 
disordering of memory. Referring to data from his study, he describes the time of 
becoming as: 
…strange and uneven, moments of liminality interspersed with 
breakdowns and breakthroughs. School time may be metronomic, marked 
by bells, periods and timetables, but new teacher time is mercurial: ‘days 
going in a blur’, ‘It feels like I have been here forever’, ‘time is actually 
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flying by’, ‘can’t believe it’s October’. (Stronach, 2010, p. 102)  
In addition to the dynamic, unstable experience of identity and mercuriality of time 
and memory, Stronach (2010) found that in the early years of teaching “doing and 
becoming are in peculiar dialectic” (p. 108); teaching practice involves 
experimentation and improvisation, trial and error as a rehearsal for a future 
professional self. Further, Stronach (2010) argues that becoming is an emotional 
process, a task of invention, motivated by interconnected experiences of: an increasing 
sense of responsibility; care, which is often expressed as “love of teaching” (p. 111); 
relationship building and growing reputation as a teacher; costs, in terms of time and 
emotional effort; and progress marked by recognition of improvement and realisation 
of a new, provisional teacher identity. He argues that progress is characterised by a 
shift in the beginning teacher’s concerns from being predominantly focused on 
discipline and classroom management to pedagogy, curriculum and relationships 
(Stronach, 2010). 
 
Discourse and narrative methods also reveal insights into the identity of pre-service 
and early career language teachers. For example, Trent (2011) used discourse analysis 
to examine how six ethnic Chinese pre-service English language teachers constructed 
their teacher identities at the end of their teacher education program in Hong Kong. 
He drew on theoretical foundations provided by Varghese et al’s (2005) notions of 
identity in practice and identity in discourse and Wenger’s (1998) theory of identity as 
experience of belonging to communities. Trent (2011) found that this group of pre-
service teachers’ construction of identities in practice was reflected in their repertoire 
of classroom activities and understanding of students. Their discursive construction of 
identities revealed rigid views about teaching and a sharp distinction between 
themselves as “modern teachers” and others they classified as “traditional” (Trent, 
2011, p. 540). Trent (2011) suggested that this rigidity may lead to future antagonistic 
relationships between beginning teachers and their more experienced colleagues. 
 
The influence of contexts and experiences on identity in pre-service and early career 
years is evident through individual narratives of practice. For example, from Ruohotie-
Lyhty’s (2013) study of the narratives of two language teachers in their first year of 
professional experience emerged two opposing examples of beginning teacher 
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experience. In the experience of one teacher, Suvi, her initial identification as a teacher 
aligned with the realities of her school context in which she was able to readily exercise 
agency and further develop her teacher identity (Ruohotie-Lyhty, 2013). However, for 
the other, Taina, her school reality challenged her belief in herself as a language 
teacher, leading her to enact two separate identities in her narrative: “ideal and forced 
identity that are in constant conflict” (Ruohotie-Lyhty, 2013, p. 127). Unlike Suvi, 
Taina’s agency was severely restricted (Ruohotie-Lyhty, 2013).  
 
The two narratives referred to above provide snapshots of the two language teachers’ 
identities at a point in their professional chronologies, shaped by personal, contextual 
and experiential factors. Scarino (2013) emphasises the importance of narrative in 
foregrounding relationships that are fundamental to language teacher development, 
notably: “language, culture and learning as the foundational concepts of the learning 
area; and the fundamental processes in learning within the learning area – narration, 
identity-formation and learning” (p. ix). Scarino argues that narrative “has the power 
to inform people’s understanding of themselves”, linking the present with a “social 
and cultural past constructed and represented through language” (Scarino, 2013, p. x). 
She elaborates that “In the mental archives of each narrator, the processes of 
remembering, forgetting and re-interpreting operate continuously to form a ‘new’ 
identity that is always in formation and never finalisable” (Scarino, 2013, p. xi). This 
suggests that, in the case of the two beginning language teachers in Ruohotie-Lyhty’s 
(2013) study, narrating was an integral part of their construction of identity, a process 
which Scarino (2013) suggests is ongoing. Similarly, for Liang, an experienced 
Chinese language teacher in Australia, the process of constructing her narrative helped 
her to reflect on past experiences and deepen her understanding of the connections 
between socio-cultural factors, family, values and teaching practice (Liang & 
Moloney, 2013).  
 
The following discussion suggests that the development and enactment of language 
teacher identity involves the integration of the individual teacher’s perspectives on 
socio-cultural contexts, personal values, background experiences, teacher knowledge 
and capabilities which occurs through an holistic and intercultural process. Pennington 
and Richards (2016) contend that “when novices enter the field of language teaching 
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they become engaged in many different dimensions of learning” (p. 6) involving “not 
only discovering more about the skills and knowledge of language teaching but also 
what it means to be a language teacher” (Singh & Richards, 2006, cited in Pennington 
& Richards, 2016, p. 6). Much of the research on language teachers’ professional 
identity reflects a focus on the experience of teachers of English (Li Wang & Du, 
2014). However, the current study is focused particularly on the identity experience of 
Chinese language teachers in the Australian context, an area which Moloney and Wang 
(2016) acknowledge has only recently emerged as an area of research. They endorse 
self-study narrative as both a methodology and a process which confirm “the role of 
investigation of personal experience in the shaping of identity, values, attitudes and 
practice …” (Moloney & Wang, 2016, p. 13). 
 
Whilst ROSETE is not an initial teacher education program, a number of participants 
have reported their identity experiences in theses at Master of Philosophy level (H. 
Chen, 2011; Y. Li, 2010; M. Zhang, 2010). It should be noted that these self-studies 
are not included in data collection and analysis in this case study, which focuses on 
research participants’ discourse from interview transcripts. Further, former ROSETE 
participants whose theses presented evidence of their enactment of identity were not 
necessarily research participants in this study.  
 
In self-studies undertaken by former ROSETE participants (independently of this case 
study) they position themselves as teachers. For example, Li (2010) explored how her 
identity as a second language teacher was “constructed, negotiated and developed 
through teaching, studying and living in Australia” (p. 207). She describes her identity 
construction in relation to her adaptation and development of teacher knowledge and 
skills within a supportive community of practice (Y. Li, 2010). However, for Li, 
language underpinned the breadth of her experience, “as my ability to teach in an L2 
influenced many of my thoughts and actions” (Y. Li, 2010, p. 212). Li’s reflections on 
her use of language illuminate her teacher identity construction as an intercultural 
process in the following excerpts. The first segment recorded in February 2009 reveals 
her discomfort and inhibitions in the use of emotive words to give feedback to 
students: 
When students said ‘dao’ clearly and correctly, I appreciated their first 
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good try and wanted to encourage them. However I found that I could only 
say ‘good’ and ‘great’. I found that I could not give students immediate 
and suitable (English and Aussie like) comments, such as fantastic, 
brilliant, fabulous when they did what I told them, because it was hard for 
me to express these words that were too emotional for me … I felt strange 
and uncomfortable when I spoke like this although I knew it was a normal 
expression for English speakers (03/02/09). (Y. Li, 2010, p. 200) 
The next segment recorded in September 2009 reveals her intercultural development 
relating to the use of emotive words and expressions.  
Today I made a presentation for the Ningbo Delegation, who came to 
Australia to give us scholarships. … My presentation was in Chinese. 
Since university I have not given a presentation in Chinese. … But this 
time, in order to show our respects, we decided to give a Chinese 
presentation.  
Then I found a strange thing. I had grown used to using some emotional 
word in English, such as appreciate, amazing, fantastic, dear, sincere, and 
so forth. I was used to expressing my thoughts. However, when I had to 
say similar things in Chinese, I felt really strange and awkward. Why did 
I feel this way? Then I realized, in Chinese culture, people are not used to 
expressing feelings like this. We feel uncomfortable saying “I love you”, 
“I miss you”, or offering praise publicly. Some words that are common in 
English made me feel weird in Chinese. 
As I understand, when people are learning a foreign language, it is 
inevitable for them to learn about and adapt to the related culture. I have 
learned English for a long time. But before I went to Australia to teach I 
did not feel this because I did not actually use this language when I was in 
China, even though I studied at an English-speaking university. However, 
when I started teach here, I had to use English and learn how to speak or 
use it in an English way. I gradually got used to these expressions and 
thought it was common to hear emotional words as I mentioned before. 
When I was saying those words and expressing in an English way, I did 
not treat myself as the same person who speaks Mandarin. As I was talking 
in English, I set up a different scene for myself, so that I could behave or 
even think in a more English way. So I could express this in English but I 
felt strange expressing it in Mandarin (22/09/09). (Y. Li, 2010, pp. 203-
204)   
In her analysis of these reflections Li (2010) contrasts her “original self” who “would 
never speak like this, using emotional words and expression” with her self “in a 
different place, so that I could behave or even think in a more English way” and 
explains the latter self as “I was wearing a mask when I spoke in English” (p. 204). 
Li’s (2010) analysis reveals her positioning and repositioning of I-positions consistent 
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with DST (Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010) discussed in Section 3.2. 
 
Whilst ROSETE participants’ official role is a volunteer supporting teachers, the 
experiences of Li (2010) and others suggest that volunteers’ enactment of identity is 
related to the process of becoming a teacher. Initially this appears at odds with Trent’s 
(2014) suggestion in relation to English language teaching assistants in Hong Kong 
schools, that “One possible effect of positioning TAs as providers of ‘support’, ‘aid’ 
or ‘service’ is to distance them from teachers and teaching” (p. 29). However, Trent 
(2014) found that his participants conceptualised their identity as English language 
teaching assistants “as a transitory phase of identity construction, ‘one step along the 
way to being a teacher’ (Sarah)” (p. 36), a finding which resonates with Li’s (2010) 
experience discussed above.  
 
This discussion of pre-service and early career teacher identity enacted through 
narrative and discourse emphasises the complexities and conflicts inherent in 
becoming a teacher. Discourse and narratives are point in time representations of the 
processes of constructing and enacting a teacher identity, which are ongoing and 
integrated in practice. For language teachers, volunteer language teachers and 
language teacher assistants, discourse and narratives reflect the intercultural aspects of 
their experience of identity. For all pre-service and early career teachers, discourse has 
the capacity to be empowering, to mobilise their meta-awareness and thereby 
transform their practice. The next sub-section of this review of research focuses on the 
components of pre-service teacher identity. 
 
Experiential components of pre-service teacher identity 
Concepts of pre-service or student teacher identity discussed thus far reveal it as both 
a process and a product linked to an individual’s experience of teaching. Mahsa 
Izadinia (2015) conceptualises professional identity construction as a “learning-to-
teach process” which occurs through interaction “with significant others such as their 
teacher educators” (p. 2). Informed by a review of 29 empirical studies, Izadinia (2013) 
defines student teacher identity as student teachers’ “perceptions of their cognitive 
knowledge, sense of agency, self-awareness, voice, confidence and relationship with 
colleagues, pupils and parents, as shaped by their educational contexts, prior 
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experiences and learning communities” (p. 708).  
 
Emotion, agency, confidence and teacher’s voice are recurring and interrelated 
concepts in studies of pre-service and early career teachers’ experience of identity. 
Studies that investigate emotion as a component of teacher reveal a range of positive 
and negative emotional experiences which influence teachers’ experiences of identity. 
For example, Timoštšuk and Ugaste (2012) found that positive emotions of joy, 
admiration and excitement, associated with relationships with students and 
contentment with career choice, link to a positive sense of professional development. 
In contrast, negative emotions including disappointment resulting from criticism by 
school and university supervisors, anxiety resulting from student and supervisor 
relationships, and insecurity relating to subject knowledge and pedagogy, reflect 
negatively on the experience of identity (Timoštšuk & Ugaste, 2012). Similarly, 
Coward et al (2015) found that positive and negative emotions are associated with pre-
service teachers’ framing of success and difficulty.  
 
Pre-service teachers’ emotional experiences have the potential to inform their 
becoming in positive ways. Pillen et al’s (2013) study of professional identity tensions 
experienced by beginning teachers, identified intense negative emotions of 
helplessness, frustration and anger. These emotions accompanied tensions associated 
with: “(1) the change in role from student to teacher, (2) conflicts between desired and 
actual support given to students, and (3) conflicting conceptions of learning to teach”, 
the third referring to conflicts arising from different approaches of university and 
school or mentor teachers (p. 674). Despite the emergence of negative emotions, Pillen 
et al (2013) suggest that professional identity tensions be harnessed as a “positive 
‘tool’ for teacher learning”, that “those who educate and mentor beginning teachers … 
recognise tensions and make them visible and observable” so that “beginning teachers 
know they are not the only ones to experience such tensions” (p. 675). The idea of 
recognising tensions and making them visible to beginning teachers aligns with a 
dialogical approach in which uncertainty and ambiguity is embraced (Fecho, 2013). 
 
Research findings also suggest agency is an influential factor in pre-service and early 
career teachers’ development and enactment of teacher identity. Defined as 
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“empowerment to move ideas forward, to reach goals or even to transform the context” 
(Beauchamp & Thomas, 2009, p. 183), agency implies that “teachers have to be active 
in the process of professional development” (Beijaard et al., 2004, p. 122). Identified 
by Izadinia (2013) as a component of beginning teacher identity, agency is also 
emphasised in findings of Beauchamp and Thomas’s (2011) investigation of identity 
in graduating teachers. Beauchamp and Thomas (2011) observed the emergence of 
agency as “a way to externalise an identity, as the outward expression of one’s identity 
and an influence in the ongoing shaping of an identity” (p. 7). These scholars link 
agency with the active construction of identity, suggesting that without it a teacher’s 
experience may be one of assuming “an imposed identity stemming from societal or 
cultural conceptions of teachers” (Beauchamp & Thomas, 2011, p. 7). Thus, through 
the exercise of agency, pre-service teachers construct and define their teacher identity. 
 
Discourse and narrative studies examined in the sub-section 3.4.2a provide insights 
into the interconnectedness of professional identity and agency. For example, Kayi-
Aydar’s (2015) narrative study of a pre-service language teacher’s personal and 
professional experience both as a language learner and teacher reveals that her agency, 
exemplified through her ability to make choices, was constantly influenced by 
interactions and contexts. The teacher’s perceptions of her own development and 
recognition of her competence by others were sources of identity negotiation and 
formation. This study emphasises identity and agency as dynamic, interrelated 
phenomena. It also underscores the influence of interactions with others and contexts 
in identity construction, concepts which are also embedded in a dialogical view of self 
and teacher identity.  
 
Related to agency, increase in confidence is identified as an aspect of teacher identity 
construction. In another study Izadinia (2016a) investigated changes to eight student 
teachers’ identity following a four-week practicum and reported participants’ 
increased confidence and (for five out of eight) a change in the image of the teacher 
they wanted to be. Based on a self-study of her own development as a teacher, Izadinia 
(2012) reported increased confidence and emergence of her teacher voice which 
encouraged her to “adopt a more favourable view about my teacher self” (p. 188).  
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The notion of voice as a component of teacher identity relates to increased confidence 
and agency and is the means of articulating the teacher-self. Sutherland, Howard, and 
Markauskaite (2010) examined 270 first year postgraduate students’ understanding of 
their work as teachers evident through their contributions to an online discussion 
forum based on course readings. Emerging from this research is the construct of a 
teacher’s voice, defined by Sutherland et al (2010) as “a measure of the extent to which 
a person can articulate a personal practical identity image of himself/herself as a 
teacher” (p. 458). According to Sutherland et al (2010) a teacher’s voice includes the 
articulation of belonging to the professional community of teachers and also reflects 
an understanding of the complexities and ethical responsibilities of teaching. 
Furthermore, Sutherland et al (2010) point out that a teacher’s voice is not a stable 
entity, but is used by teachers as “a way of explaining and justifying experiences to 
themselves and using this justification to monitor and direct their own professional 
development” (p. 458). The latter point serves to both emphasise and clarify the link 
between voice and agency.  
 
The concept of voice as it is used here requires further clarification. Sutherland et al’s 
(2010) notion of teacher’s voice (with apostrophe) emphasises the personal nature of 
this component of identity. The notion of teacher voice (without apostrophe), used in 
earlier research, relates to teacher authority, “the authority that allows teachers to talk 
about their practices” (Izadinia, 2016a, p. 132). In Izadinia’s (2012) self-study of her 
development as a teacher she observed that her voice emerged as she felt listened to 
and acknowledged within relationships with her supervisors and other students, 
empowering her to become an active participant in dialogue. Whilst her reference to 
voice is not explicitly linked to either notion of teacher’s voice or teacher voice, 
Izadinia (2012) relates the emergence of her voice to personal empowerment 
experienced through active participation in knowledge construction within a pedagogy 
of dialogue, resulting in a “different version of me: a confident, critical and caring me” 
(p. 191).  
 
In this sub-section agency, confidence, voice and emotion emerge as interrelated 
components, concepts which help to define teacher identity in the experience of those 
commencing their practice as teachers. The next sub-section focuses on pre-service 
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and early career teachers’ process of identity construction. 
 
The process of identity construction and influence of relationships and contexts 
in teachers’ pre-service years and early careers 
As an initial point of clarification, it is necessary to justify the use of the term identity 
construction in this study. Theories of teacher identity examined thus far consistently 
conceptualise it as multiple, dynamic, shifting and an ongoing process. However, there 
is a lack of consistency in concepts applied to the nature of identity shifts and changes. 
In Beauchamp and Thomas’ (2009) review of literature they acknowledge a range of 
terms used to characterise the shaping of identity. Included are shaping, development, 
construction, formation, building, creation, and architecture, each one adding a slightly 
different nuance to the interpretation of a teacher’s progress (Beauchamp & Thomas, 
2009). In this sub-section references to studies of identity change reflect the 
terminology used in the original source texts. However, the use of identity construction 
in the heading above aligns to evidentiary chapters of this study in which construction 
is the term used to refer to the ongoing process of realising a teacher identity. Whilst 
other terms listed above may have been equally appropriate, the use of construction is 
intended to imply a proactive process involving the exercise of agency; a process in 
which the teacher is empowered and in control.  
 
Theories of teacher identity discussed in this chapter, whilst varied, all emphasise the 
relational, dialogical and contextual aspects of teaching. In her review of literature, 
Izadinia (2013) identified relationships, educational contexts, prior experiences and 
learning communities as significant influences in the experience of student teacher 
identity (p. 708). The practicum is a common focus of investigation of professional 
identity in pre-service teachers (Coward et al., 2015; Henry, 2016; Izadinia, 2016a; 
Korthagen, 2004; Trent, 2013). Coward, Hamman, Johnson, Lambert, Indiatsi and 
Zhou (2015) describe the student teaching experience as a dichotomous one, “being a 
student but also a teacher; being a novice but expected to exhibit expertise; and 
showing care to students yet also finding ways of maintaining instructional focus” (p. 
198). However, Akkerman and Meijer (2011) take a dialogical approach to locating 
student teachers, acknowledging their agentive abilities by suggesting that they:  
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…are not merely novices that have to adopt the norms, values and common 
practices of the school. Increasingly, student teachers are also conceived 
of as brokers who open up possibilities for experienced teachers and 
schools to learn, for example, by asking critical questions or bringing new 
pedagogical ideas and insights into the school. (p. 315) 
Akkerman and Meijer (2011) argue that “beginning teachers start with only local 
language as their primary ‘identity kit’…based on their own experiences as students, 
and normative ways of talking and thinking in their particular school environment”  
(p. 313). These scholars contend that this local language is built upon through teacher 
education, resulting in beginning teachers’ developing a professional language 
(Akkerman & Meijer, 2011).  
 
The practicum provides pre-service teachers with supported teaching experiences and 
a basis for reflection on their teacher selves. Using a grounded theory method to 
investigate the emergence of professional identity in 18 student teachers during their 
final year practicum, Coward et al (2015) developed a process model of student teacher 
identity. Coward et al’s (2015) model has three components:  
1. enactive experiences, referring to “any event or incidence … related to their 
experience of becoming a teacher and their student-teaching experiences, 
including teaching experiences and interactions with others, such as 
cooperating teachers or students”  
2. framing success and difficulty, referring to the “evaluation and interpretation 
of interactions and outcomes that participants felt somehow reflected on 
themselves as teachers”, and  
3. motivation, referring to goals and self-determination, including notions of 
confidence, sense of belonging and autonomy, or the degree to which they felt 
control over actions and the results of actions. (Coward et al., 2015, pp. 205-
206).  
Research suggests that the time of identity development is indefinable. This was 
foregrounded earlier in this chapter with reference to Stronach’s (2010) research, in 
which early career teachers’ time of becoming is described as mercurial and enigmatic. 
The timescale of pre-service teacher identity development is the focus of Henry’s 
(2016) research. He used a combination of DST and Complex Dynamic Systems 
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Theory (CDST) to investigate the inner dynamics of identity shifts in the experience 
of a single pre-service teacher during the practicum (Henry, 2016). Whilst the 
practicum was the time scale for examination of identity shifts for research purposes, 
Henry (2016) explains that “there is no scale that is the scale for development … 
Rather, timescales are interconnected. Consequently, identity development needs to 
be studied across a range of time scales” (p. 295). In this study Henry (2016) combined 
analytical approaches at micro- and macro- levels, the former providing in-depth 
insights into identity formation relating to specific classroom events and the latter 
focusing on patterns over longer time periods, including day-to-day and for the 
duration of the practicum. He concluded that identity transformation processes take 
place on multiple time scales (Henry, 2016). For Henry’s (2016) participant, “the shift 
from not seeing herself as a teacher (and the concurrent experiences of self-doubt and 
disillusionment), to perceiving herself as someone capable of working with and 
helping students could take place in a matter of minutes” (p. 303). 
 
The importance of relationships with others in pre-service and early career teachers’ 
identity construction is a recurring theme in research. Research findings of Timoštšuk 
and Ugaste (2012) and Izadinia (2012) reviewed earlier in this chapter highlight the 
impact of relationships with students and university supervisors on student teachers’ 
development of teacher identity. McNally, Blake and Reid (2009) found that 
supportive relationships with colleagues contribute to beginning teachers’ becoming, 
the emergence of teacher identity. In addition, Stronach’s (2010) findings emphasise 
the importance of supportive relationships with colleagues and mentors in identity 
development or becoming in the early years of professional experience. 
 
The influence of mentoring by experienced teachers during the practicum is also an 
important research focus with relevance to this case study. Studies of mentoring 
practice focus on the importance of a dialogical relationship between mentor and pre-
service teacher (Coombs, Goodwin, & Fink, 2013), collaborative strategies for 
mentoring pedagogical knowledge (Hudson, 2013), and the multiple roles of mentor 
and pre-service teacher within a mentoring relationship involving relational, 
developmental and contextual components (Ambrosetti, Knight, & Dekkers, 2014).  
Mentoring has been found to influence identity change during the practicum. Izadinia 
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(2016a) examined the identity development of eight pre-service teachers during a four-
week practicum. In particular, this study aimed to investigate: 1) the perceived changes 
in the pre-service teachers’ identity after a four week practicum; 2) the factors the pre-
service teachers considered important in facilitating changes in identity; and 3) the 
contribution to identity change made by the relationship between pre-service teachers 
and mentor teachers (Izadinia, 2016a). In relation to the first point, the perceived 
changes in their identity during the practicum, the pre-service teachers identified 
increased confidence, change in vision or the image of the teacher they wanted to be, 
and development of a teacher’s voice (Izadinia, 2016a). In earlier research she 
identified these variables as components of student teacher identity (Izadinia, 2013). 
Thus, Izadinia (2016a) concluded that “… the perceived changes in participants’ 
confidence, teacher voice and vision are indicative of development of their teacher 
identity” (p. 136). In relation to the second aim, factors considered important in 
facilitating changes to identity, Izadinia (2016a) found that negotiation of feedback, 
described as “detailed” and “generous”, was recognised as important in helping pre-
service teachers identify weaknesses and overcome them (p. 137). Furthermore, a 
positive relationship with mentor teachers, which instilled “a sense of confidence and 
engendered their enthusiasm for the job” was also identified as a contributing factor in 
identity development (Izadinia, 2016a, p. 137). In relation to the third aim of this study, 
the contribution to identity change made by the mentoring relationship, Izadinia 
(2016a) concluded that mentoring relationships are positive influences in pre-service 
teachers’ “perceptions and understanding of themselves as teachers and created 
positive changes in their teacher identity” (p. 137). 
 
This sub-section on the process of identity construction and influence of relationships 
and contexts focuses on the pre-service and early career teachers’ experience of 
identity change. Construction of a teacher identity in the pre-service and early career 
years involves the complex interaction of emotional, motivational and agentive 
responses to experience and the individual’s reflective framing of her/his progress 
within an indefinable timescale. Supportive relationships and professional contexts 
emerge as important influences in the process of identity construction. The next section 
explains how the concepts examined in this chapter relate to this research. 
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3.5 Using a dialogical view of self to explore teacher identity as 
becoming enacted within globalised educational contexts   
The theories and research reviewed in this chapter, whilst covering a diverse range of 
concepts, have common themes. This section discusses two concurrent themes evident 
in the review of literature, which provide a consolidation of the theoretical framework 
for this case study. The themes are: the application of DST (Hermans & Hermans-
Konopka, 2010) as an analytic lens through which to consider research participants’ 
enactment of identity in this study; and the notion of teacher identity as becoming, 
which encapsulates the processes of constructing and enacting teacher identity and the 
status of individuals engaged in these processes.  
 
3.5.1 Summary and justification for applying DST as an analytical lens in this 
case study  
Literature reviewed in this chapter presents Western theories of the self and identity, 
including teacher identity, which typically reflect a post-modern stance of being 
multiple, dynamic, shifting and conflicted. Such a stance is inconsistent with the view 
of a coherent, unitary sense of self. DST provides a theoretical framework which 
combines both the conception of identity as unitary and continuous and the conception 
of identity as discontinuous (Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010). Drawing insights 
from Bakhtin (1981) and Mead (1934), DST conceptualises identity as consisting of 
multiple I-positions continuously being positioned and repositioned in response to 
dialogue within the self and with others (Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010). 
Coherence is maintained by historical and cultural alignment as well as by the 
individual’s attempts to synthesise the multiplicity of I-positions within her/his 
experience (Akkerman & Meijer, 2011). Whilst this view of identity is founded on 
Western thought, and Eastern philosophies, including Confucianism, maintain 
different perspectives on identity, the link between DST and globalisation makes it a 
particularly applicable analytical lens for this study. The latter statement is justified by 
the research participants’ status as Chinese international students enrolled in higher 
degree research programs at an Australian university. These international students 
support schools to teach Chinese language and culture. Whilst their cultural traditions 
are acknowledged, it is their status as products of and participants in a global world 
and the related impact on their enactment of teacher identity which have direct 
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relevance to this study. Thus, DST is regarded as an appropriate lens through which to 
consider their experiences of teacher identity in the evidentiary chapters of this thesis. 
 
3.5.2 Summary and justification for using becoming to refer to both the process 
and status of research participants’ development as teachers  
Literature reviewed in this chapter uses the notion of becoming to refer to both the 
process and status of pre-service and early career teachers’ development. The notion 
of becoming, like DST, has its origins in the writing of Bakhtin (1981). The notion has 
spatial connotations in Alsup’s (2006) work, in which she describes pre-service 
teachers’ experience as “the place of becoming” (p. 9). Beauchamp and Thomas 
(2011) use becoming as an adjective, describing teacher education graduates about to 
enter their first professional teaching role as “becoming teachers” (Beauchamp & 
Thomas, 2011, p. 7). Stronach (2010) links the notions of professional identity and 
becoming, the latter described as how professional identity is “created in the first two 
years of occupational experience” (p. 102). Further, Trent (2014) extends the use of 
becoming to refer to the professional identity construction of English language 
teaching assistants. In addition, a range of literature emphasises the important 
influence of agency, voice, emotion and relationships in teachers’ experience of 
becoming (Beauchamp & Thomas, 2011; Izadinia, 2012, 2016a; Kayi-Aydar, 2015; 
Sutherland et al., 2010). Of particular relevance to this study, literature suggests that 
language teachers’ becoming reflects an ongoing, holistic and intercultural identity 
experience enacted through discourse and narratives of practice (Moloney & Wang, 
2016; Scarino, 2013). In this case study, the analyses of ROSETE participants’ 
discourse presented in Chapters 5 to 7, situates their identity experiences within the 
space of becoming. Thus, in this thesis use of the term is justified, as a verb to refer to 
research participants’ becoming, defined as the processes of constructing and enacting 
teacher identity, and as an adjective to refer to their status as becoming teachers. 
 
3.6 Conclusion  
The important concepts informing data analysis in this study can be consolidated as an 
overarching theoretical framework, using the metaphor of a journey. The experience 
of becoming is an ongoing personal-professional journey through multiple contexts, 
involving the interaction of human responses and teaching experiences, guided by 
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dialogical relationships within the self and with multiple others. At any point in time 
the coherence of one’s becoming is defined by the particularity of the journey and the 
influences from the past, present and imagined future.  
 
The next chapter outlines the research design and methods used in this investigation 
of teacher identity within ROSETE. 
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Chapter 4: Research Design and Methods 
 
4.0 Introduction  
This research is framed by theories of identity, and in particular teacher identity 
conceptualised as multiple I-positions being positioned and repositioned in a 
continuous state of becoming. As discussed in the last chapter, the application of this 
framework is justified by: the explicit link between a dialogical view of the self and 
identity and the impact of globalisation, providing a contextual link to this study; and 
the development of the notion of becoming in literature that examines the discursive 
enactment of identity by teachers in pre-service years and early career.  
 
This chapter presents a comprehensive examination of the research design and 
methodology used in this investigation of teacher identity enacted in the discourse of 
participants of ROSETE, the implementation model of the Ningbo Student Volunteer 
Program, a partnership between Western Sydney University (University), the NSW 
Department of Education (Department), and the Ningbo Municipal Education Bureau, 
People’s Republic of China (Ningbo). Section 4.1 presents the research purpose and 
design, followed in Section 4.2 by an outline of the research participants, including the 
researcher as embodied participant. In Section 4.3 the strategies used to ensure ethical 
conduct of this study are outlined. Sections 4.4 and 4.5 focus on data collection 
methods and procedures used for analysis of data respectively.  
 
4.1 Research design  
This section focuses on the approach to this research, including the considerations that 
influenced the choice of a case study as the design frame for the project. 
 
4.1.1 Approach  
The approach taken in this study was guided by the researcher’s initial interest in 
exploring the ROSETE Model, resulting in the selection of an interpretivist paradigm 
for the research. The intention was not to predict or explain participants’ experiences 
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using pre-conceived variables as might be the approach used within a positivist 
paradigm. Rather, this study investigated participants’ thoughts, perceptions and 
feelings about their ROSETE school experience. Describing interpretive research, 
Thomas (2013b) argued that it makes “no grand claims about generalisability or 
causation” but rather illuminates local experience and influences the practitioner-
researcher’s developing practice (p. 110). The researcher was a member of the 
ROSETE team during the years studied, therefore Thomas’ description aptly applies 
to this research, a local knowledge case study. 
 
The research questions, introduced in Chapter 1, are reiterated below: 
Main research question: How did ROSETE participants enact and construct a 
teacher identity in Australian schools? 
Contributory question 1: What I-positions were enacted in ROSETE 
participants’ discourse? 
Contributory question 2: How were ROSETE participants’ experiences of 
teacher identity construction represented in their accounts of practice? 
Contributory question 3: What factors enabled and constrained ROSETE 
participants’ experience of teacher identity? 
 
These research questions called for a qualitative approach, described by Miles, 
Huberman and Saldana (2014) as one which emphasises people’s lived experiences, 
the meanings they make of experiences, processes and events, and how they connect 
these meanings to the social contexts within which they move. 
 
Throughout the project flexibility was maintained as is typical of exploratory research 
designs. Swanborn (2010) describes exploratory designs as those in which research 
questions, data collection and analysis strategies, and final directions of the study 
evolve throughout the research journey, informed by monitoring of early data 
collection, and categories, themes and trends emerging from data analysis. Whilst the 
purpose of the study was continually refined through processes of literature review, 
data collection and data analysis, the focus remained on ROSETE participants’ 
interpretations of their lived experiences of the Ningbo Student Volunteer Program 
and the connections emerging from their collective experience. This focus was 
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justified by drawing on Seidman’s (2013) argument that the primary way a researcher 
can investigate an educational organisation, institution, or process is through the 
experience of the individual people who make up the organisation. By drawing on the 
identity experiences of ROSETE participants, this research highlighted the Model’s 
potential contribution to pre-service teacher education. 
 
4.1.2 Case study  
In this study, the interpretivist paradigm informed the choice of design frame as the 
case study. Thomas (2013a) argues that in the social sciences case study is not a 
method but a design frame, which may draw on a range of methods. Writing about 
case study in the field of education, Thomas cites Simons in defining case study as “an 
in depth exploration from multiple perspectives of the complexity and uniqueness of a 
particular project, policy, institution, program or system in a ‘real life’ context” 
(Simons, 2009, cited in Thomas, 2013a, p. 591). In this case study, the case was 
ROSETE, the model of implementation of the NSW-Ningbo Partnership, outlined in 
Chapter 2. The multiple perspectives from which ROSETE was investigated were the 
individual experiences of 15 ROSETE participants from cohorts enrolled between 
2008 and 2013 inclusive. Their accounts of their lived experiences provided the data 
in this case study.  
 
Further, justification of the choice of case study as the design for this research was 
enhanced by the use of a framework. Thomas’ (2011) typology of case study design, 
including elements of subject, object, purpose, approach, and process provided a 
comprehensive framework for this research design. Thomas (2011) argues that a 
typology assists in the organisation of a case study, unfurling the decisions made in 
the design phase. However, representing decision making as a typology consisting of 
separate elements belies the complexity of the actual design process. Thomas 
acknowledges that the elements that comprise his typology may imply a sequential 
order of separate design choices, but he points out that in reality design decisions are 
made simultaneously (Thomas, 2011). Simultaneity in decision making to establish 
the design of this case study was the reality, as was recognition of the interconnections 
between decisions, reinforcing the complexity of the design process. Based on 
Thomas’ (2011) typology, the following outline of this case study design includes 
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explanations of the connections between particular elements as they arose in decision 
making.  
 
Subject and object 
The researcher’s interest in exploring the ROSETE Model through the experiences of 
participants was directly related to professional involvement in the Ningbo Student 
Volunteer Program since its inception. Thomas’ (2011) typology identifies three kinds 
of cases that may attract a researcher’s interest: key cases or particular examples of the 
object of investigation; outlier cases which illuminate the focus of investigation 
through its difference to the object of investigation; and local knowledge cases or those 
with which the researcher is familiar. In this study, ROSETE was a local knowledge 
case. 
 
Identifying this case study as an exploration of ROSETE leaves it open to criticism of 
looseness, simply a description of the Model without the robustness and analysis 
required of research. Thomas (2011) cautions that giving primacy to the case itself, 
which he describes as the subject, reinforces such a view. To establish a focus of 
analysis within a case study requires identification of an object, described as the 
analytical or theoretical frame (Thomas, 2011). Similarly, in Swanborn’s (2010) 
overview of case study design he refers to the focus of analysis as the phenomenon. In 
other words, a case study is more than a description of a case. The case has to be a case 
of something, and the something is the object or phenomenon, which is the focus of 
analysis. In the ongoing discussion of this case study design Thomas’ (2011) 
terminology of subject and object are used to refer to the case and analytical frame. 
 
Establishing the object of investigation in this case study was not a straightforward 
process. The flexible, emergent research design allowed for reflection, refinement and 
adaptation in the early stages of data collection and analysis, which helped to focus the 
study and determine the object as teacher identity. During data collection the focus 
was articulated as ROSETE participants’ contributions to teaching and learning of 
Mandarin language and Chinese culture in schools. However, interview questions 
(Appendix 5) encompassed the breadth of their experience of the Ningbo Student 
Volunteer Program, including background knowledge, skills and experiences that 
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influenced their decisions to apply for the Program, perceptions of their development 
as beginning teachers, and experiences in schools. Early coding and analysis of 
categories and themes in interview data suggested ROSETE participants interpreted 
their professional development with reference to their identity or sense of self as a 
teacher, in some cases indicating a change in identity throughout the duration of their 
school experience. In addition, participants’ language use in interviews revealed 
enactment of various identity positions, articulation of the influence of background 
knowledge, skills and experiences on their school practice, and description of the 
nature of challenges they encountered and how they drew on aspects of the ROSETE 
Model in addressing them. Ongoing analysis combined with review of the empirical 
literature informed revision and refinement of research questions and the decision to 
establish teacher identity as the object, the theoretical frame for analysis in this case 
study. As discussed in Chapter 3, this theoretical framework was further sharpened by 
interpreting identity as I-positions in a continuous state of becoming.  
 
To summarise thus far, this study is focused on teacher identity in the experience of 
participants of ROSETE, a local knowledge case.  
 
Purpose 
Establishing the purpose of this case study occurred simultaneously with decision 
making about the object of study. Thomas’ (2011) typology describes the purpose as 
“intimately linked to the object of the study: The understanding that is required, the 
explanation that is needed will be related to the reason for doing the study, that is to 
say, the purpose” (p. 515-516). The initial purpose for undertaking this study was 
exploratory, to gain insight into ROSETE participants’ experiences. However, as data 
collection and analysis progressed, an interpretive purpose emerged, advancing the 
study beyond description, to explaining and theorising ROSETE participants’ identity 
experiences (Savin-Baden, 2013). 
 
Approach 
The approach used in this case study was also linked to the object. Thomas (2011) 
identifies theory-building, theory-testing, illustrative and descriptive approaches in 
case study design. Research in the areas of teacher identity, pre-service teacher identity 
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and language teacher identity provided lenses through which to interpret and theorise 
evidence of individuals’ enactment and construction of teacher identity. 
 
Process 
Decision making about the process for this case study occurred simultaneously with 
identification of the case, or subject of study. Thomas’ (2011) notion of process is 
linked to the parameters used to define the case. Identifying ROSETE as the case, or 
subject of study implies a singularity, which belies the complexity of the decision-
making processes, which were influenced by early data collection and analysis. 
Seidman’s (2013) view of the importance of participants’ lived experiences in 
investigations of educational programs, highlights the status of ROSETE participants 
in this case study. ROSETE, the case, was defined by the experiences of the 15 
research participants. Analysis of their interpretations of the experience of teacher 
identity, collectively illustrated the incidence of this phenomenon in ROSETE.  
 
4.1.3 Realisation of advantages of case study research   
This section explains how the advantages of case study as a research design were 
realised, and the work undertaken to mitigate the challenges. Advantages of this 
particular case study included its flexibility of design, capacity for depth of 
investigation, thoroughness of data analysis, proximity and responsiveness to 
participants’ realities, and a wide appeal to both scholars of teacher identity and 
organisations considering embarking on educational partnerships (Savin-Baden, 
2013). In this study the flexibility of design allowed for the progressive refinement of 
the literature review, in the light of data collection and analysis. The use of both 
category-centred and case-centred research methods allowed for depth of investigation 
of teacher identity through thorough, focused analysis of the complexity of ROSETE 
participants’ experiences. These research methods are defined and further elaborated 
in Section 4.4.2.  
 
Careful, respectful recruitment processes based on informed consent (outlined in 
Section 4.2.1) mitigated any intrusion and potential harm to participants, 
acknowledged as challenges of case study research (Savin-Baden, 2013). Further 
concerns include the risk of a simplistic, incorrect world view being promulgated 
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through case study, dependence on a single case, the boundedness of the case and the 
eclectic nature of case study (Savin-Baden, 2013). The underlying purpose of this 
study was linked to the boundedness of the local knowledge case, through the 
experiences of 15 ROSETE participants. Their experiences illustrated the integrity of 
the case, the ROSETE Model. 
 
The strength of this case study lay in its particularity of focus and depth of 
investigation. The conventional wisdom about case study research, which resists the 
value of case studies in and of themselves, and limits their usefulness to the preliminary 
stages of an investigation, is “so oversimplified as to be grossly misleading”, 
undermining the theory, reliability and validity of case study as a scientific method 
(Flyvbjerg, 2006, p. 220). Table 4.1.3 details how this case study mitigated the five 
misunderstandings identified by Flyvbjerg (2006). The use of italics in Table 4.1.3 is 
consistent with the original text. 
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Table 4.1.3 Attributes of this case study to mitigate misunderstandings of case study research 
Misunderstandings of case study research (source: Flyvbjerg, 
2006) 
Attributes of this case study to mitigate misunderstandings of case study 
research  
“Misunderstanding 1: General, theoretical (context-independent 
knowledge) is more valuable than concrete, practical (context-
dependent) knowledge” (Flyvbjerg, 2006, p. 221).  
This study provided concrete, context-dependent knowledge through 
participants’ discourse, which, according to Flyvbjerg, is “more valuable 
than the vain search for predictive theories and universals.” (Flyvbjerg, 
2006, p. 224). 
“Misunderstanding 2: One cannot generalise on the basis of an 
individual case; therefore, the case study cannot contribute to 
scientific development” (Flyvbjerg, 2006, p. 221). 
 
“Misunderstanding 3: The case study is most useful for generating 
hypotheses; that is, in the first stage of a total research process, 
whereas other methods are more suitable for hypothesis testing 
and theory building” (Flyvbjerg, 2006, p. 221). 
Generalisation of findings to other contexts and hypothesis testing were not 
within the purpose of this study. The boundedness of the case highlighted its 
depth and “force of example” which Flyvbjerg states “is underestimated” in 
scientific inquiry (Flyvbjerg, 2006, p. 228).  
 
 “Misunderstanding 4: The case study contains a bias toward 
verification, that is, a tendency to confirm the researcher’s 
preconceived notions” (Flyvbjerg, 2006, p. 221). 
  
This case study’s proximity to the reality of participants and the researcher’s 
active collaboration in the interview process allowed for deep learning about 
participants’ experience of teacher identity suggesting “a greater bias 
toward falsification of preconceived notions than toward verification” 
(Flyvbjerg, 2006, p. 237). 
“Misunderstanding 5: It is often difficult to summarise and 
develop general propositions and theories on the basis of specific 
case studies” (Flyvbjerg, 2006, p. 221). 
The development of general propositions was not an aim of this study. 
Rather, discourse analysis uncovered the complexities, ambiguities and 
contradictions of ROSETE participants’ experiences. To attempt to 
summarise their individual interpretations of their lived experience would 
belie the complexity of their realities, a view supported in Flyvbjerg’s 
correction to misunderstanding 5 that “Good studies should be read as 
narratives in their entirety” (Flyvbjerg, 2006, p. 241). 
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The particularity of the case in this research, the ROSETE Model, and the context-
dependent knowledge drawn from it, provided this case study with its strength and 
validity, as context-dependent knowledge has a fundamental role to play in human 
learning (Flyvbjerg, 2006). The closeness of this case study to real life situations 
allowed for “the development of a nuanced view of reality” (Flyvbjerg, 2006, p. 223). 
This is important because in the study of human affairs, predictive theory simply does 
not exist in social science (Flyvbjerg, 2006) and is lacking on the experience of teacher 
identity. The analyses of individual participants’ discourse provided a view of the 
reality of teacher identity experienced by ROSETE participants and addressed the 
common criticism of misunderstanding 1 (Table 4.1.3).  
 
The selection of the case, the ROSETE Model, and purpose to explore and interpret 
teacher identity through the experiences of 15 participants, highlighted the depth and 
“force of example” provided by this study, which is undervalued (Flyvbjerg, 2006, p. 
228). Through the force of example, this study’s value lay in the generation of a rich 
body of knowledge about participants’ lived experiences of teacher identity. Whilst 
this study was not concerned with generating and testing of hypotheses, even though 
this would have been possible, the research activities reported here illuminated the 
experience of teacher identity among ROSETE participants.  
 
This case study’s boundedness and proximity to the lived experiences of ROSETE 
participants mitigated any risk to validity posed by the researcher’s preconceived 
notions. The flexible research design allowed for responsiveness to themes that 
emerged in data analysis and the identification of the most significant findings from 
interview data. The application of discourse analysis as a method allowed evidence 
about teacher identity to be driven by the participants’ themselves and counter-
evidence to emerge from that process. Therefore, the emergent design, flexibility and 
research methods made it possible to minimise any tendency towards verification 
inherent in misunderstanding 4 (Flyvbjerg, 2006). Case study and other qualitative 
methods allow more room for researchers’ subjective and arbitrary judgements and so 
are regarded as less rigorous than quantitative methods (Flyvbjerg, 2006). This critique 
highlights the importance of researcher reflexivity. The rigour of this case study was 
realised through the interrogation of participants’ lived experiences, views and events 
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as they occurred in practice and the questioning of categories and themes that emerged 
through analysis. The proximity to participants’ realities and the researcher’s active 
collaboration in the interview process, elaborated in Section 4.2.2, reinforced the 
capacity of this study for deep learning about ROSETE and its participants and 
interrupted any tendency for verification of researcher’s preconceived notions. The 
proximity to reality involved in case study research and the depth of learning it 
generates for the researcher, often lead to the researcher “casting off preconceived 
notions and theories” (Flyvbjerg, 2006, p. 237).  
 
In this case study the combination of category-centred and case-centred methods of 
data analysis revealed the deep complexities, ambiguities and contradictions of 
ROSETE participants’ experiences, that are desirable in a case study report (Flyvbjerg, 
2006). To attempt to summarise participants’ interpretations of their lived experiences 
would have been counterproductive, undermining the complexity of their realities. The 
perceived difficulty in summarising and developing general propositions and theories 
on the basis of specific case studies (misunderstanding 5), is refuted by the narrative 
component often contained within case studies (Flyvbjerg, 2006).  
 
This discussion of the advantages and challenges of case study research has 
illuminated the strengths of this case study as: 
• Flexibility of design, refined through literature review, early data collection 
and analysis 
• Particularity of focus through the boundedness of the local knowledge case 
balanced by the depth of investigation 
• Strength and validity enabled through the generation of context-
dependent knowledge  
• Capacity to generate deep learning about the complexities, ambiguities and 
contradictions of ROSETE participants’ experiences through the study’s 
proximity to their reality and the researcher’s active collaboration in the 
interview process as an embodied participant. 
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4.1.4 Summary  
In summary, this research investigated teacher identity through the experiences of 
participants of ROSETE, a local knowledge case in which the researcher had an 
interest and involvement since it commenced. In this study the purpose evolved, 
influenced by data collection and analysis. The initial exploratory purpose, of gaining 
insight into the 15 ROSETE participants’ experiences, expanded to incorporate a focus 
on interpretation and theorising, based on evidence of their enactment and construction 
of teacher identities. The approach was to generate and interpret evidence of 
individuals’ identity experiences, through the application of a theoretical framework 
provided by research. This focus on interpreting the experiences of individuals 
underscored the interpretive paradigm that guided this research. The particularity of 
this case study, its depth and proximity to participants’ lived experiences of ROSETE 
provided its depth and rigour. 
 
4.2 Participants  
In this section the focus is on the participants in this research, and the processes which 
guided their recruitment and protection. Included in this section is discussion of the 
researcher’s role in the study and the reflexive measures taken to maintain the validity 
of research design and findings. 
 
4.2.1 Recruitment of research participants  
Research participants were recruited between January 2012 and September 2013, from 
six cohorts of ROSETE (n=46). Recruitment occurred through emails to student email 
accounts for those ROSETE participants in Australia at the time, and email addresses 
provided to the University for those who had returned to China (n=16). The email 
included a letter of invitation to participate in the research and an information sheet 
(Appendices 1 and 2). Follow up discussions or further information through email 
were offered to clarify particular aspects of the study if required.  
 
The number of participants in each cohort, number who responded to invitations to 
participate in the research, and final number of research participants are outlined in 
Table 4.2.1. 
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Table 4.2.1 Number of ROSETE participants in each cohort, number who responded 
to invitations to participate in research and number included as research participants 
 
In Table 4.2.1, the disparity between numbers of ROSETE participants who initially 
responded to invitations and numbers included in the final study being reported was in 
part due to communication issues and in part to the refinement of the research focus in 
the early stages of data collection and analysis. Making contact with participants in 
ROSETE 1 and 2 who had returned to China proved difficult due to changed email 
addresses or the use of more than one email address, with some checked only 
occasionally. A second round of emails was sent to participants in China as a further 
attempt to establish contact. Whilst eight ROSETE 1 and 2 participants initially 
responded to invitations, contact with two was lost, resulting in interviews with only 
six. One participant in ROSETE 3 and two in ROSETE 4, who initially agreed to be 
interviewed, later declined, offering to provide written responses to interview 
questions. One participant in ROSETE 5 and one in ROSETE 6 were practicing 
teachers in China prior to their selection to undertake ROSETE. They were 
interviewed but the data was not included in the final corpus due to the decision to 
focus on teacher identity in ROSETE participants’ experiences as beginning teachers. 
The final number of research participants in the study being reported was 15, 
representing five cohorts of ROSETE from 2008-2013 inclusive. 
 
ROSETE 
cohort 
Year of 
commencemen
t (July) 
Total number 
in cohort 
Number who 
responded to 
invitation to 
participate in 
research 
Final number 
of research 
participants in 
study 
ROSETE 1 
(R1)  
2008 7 4 3 
ROSETE 2 
(R2) 
2009 10 4 3 
ROSETE 3 
(R3) 
2010 9 5 4 
ROSETE 4 
(R4) 
2011 3 2 0 
ROSETE 5 
(R5) 
2012 9 3 2 
ROSETE 6 
(R6) 
2013 8 4 3 
Total 2008-2013 46 22 15 
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All 15 participants signed consent forms (Appendix 4) including agreement to audio 
recording of interviews. To ensure confidentiality, anonymity and protection of 
participants’ identities, numerical attribute codes and later pseudonyms were applied 
for data management and reporting purposes.  
 
4.2.2 The researcher as embodied participant  
In Section 4.1 of this chapter the researcher’s professional interest and involvement in 
ROSETE that inspired this research was discussed. Establishing ROSETE as a local 
knowledge case was acknowledgement of the close connection between researcher and 
case study subject. As a representative of the NSW Department of Education 
(Department), the researcher was part of the ROSETE leadership team from the 
commencement of the Ningbo Student Volunteer Program to December 2013. During 
those years the researcher developed professional relationships with successive 
cohorts of ROSETE participants through weekly seminars focusing on teaching in 
western Sydney schools and in the latter years, intercultural language teaching and 
learning. Establishing ROSETE in the early years was an experience the Department, 
University and ROSETE participants shared intimately; the Model was built 
collaboratively.  
 
This shared knowledge and the professional relationships between interviewer and 
interviewees situated the researcher as an embodied participant in this research. Alby 
and Fatigante (2014) argue that within such situated research practice, collaboration 
and mutual trust are grounded, not only in the formal agreement of the interview, but 
also in the commonality, enabling the interviewer to see things in the ways the 
interviewees see them. They further argue that “the latter conceptualisation matches 
the literal meaning of inter-view as an interchange between two persons in which both 
make their perspectives mutually accessible” (Alby & Fatigante, 2014, p. 251). Table 
4.2.2 provides examples from interview transcripts that demonstrated the interviewer 
as embodied research participant, emphasised through the use of italics. 
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Table 4.2.2 Extracts from interview transcripts that demonstrate shared knowledge 
and understandings between interviewer and interviewee 
Participant  Extract from transcript 
Chun Zhen 
(R1) 
Interviewer 
OK. … Tell me how you managed students’ learning and their 
behaviour. 
Female 
Mmm. At the beginning, student behaviour is, like, my headache! 
(Laughter). 
Interviewer 
Yes. It was, wasn’t it! I remember that! (Laughter) 
Guang 
(R2) 
 
Interviewer 
Tell me about your development and the significant milestones or 
turning points. 
Female 
Well, I feel every time I attended the class is a turning point for 
me, because I always learning new knowledge and skills, through 
every class. It’s really hard to say which one is most important. I 
described fifteen narratives in my dissertation and these fifteen 
narratives are critical instance or moment for me. I feel 
emotionally shocked in mainly three aspects - the are classroom 
management and organisations; teaching preparations and 
knowledge of students; and pedagogical content knowledge. 
These three aspects are the main area I feel I developed more and 
more professional in teaching Mandarin. 
Interviewer 
I remember your thesis and those narratives and they were 
extremely powerful … powerful accounts, I think, of your 
development, so well done! 
Ya Fu 
(R6) 
 
Interviewer 
OK. After you arrived in Sydney and before you started 
volunteering in schools, how did you prepare for participating in 
the program? So think about those couple of weeks between when 
you arrived and when you went into schools. Do you remember 
that? 
Female 
Yeah. We had workshop and well, I think that helps a lot…at least 
gives us some idea how school would be like, what we probably 
would expect and also, because remember at that point, you are 
here as well. We actually covered the intercultural thing and also 
Sam’s scaffolding theory - the thing he is working on - and at least 
for me personally, that gave me some idea what I will 
probably...the direction I will probably head into and also 
honestly that make me feel less stressful. Because, at the 
beginning, I’ve got no idea what I’m going to face ... what the 
school is probably like... 
Tu Liang 
(R6) 
 
Interviewer 
How do you decide what to teach each week? 
Female 
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Participant  Extract from transcript 
Like you said, you are asked to have the broad topic, but 
sometimes I just … sometimes we have … how do you say it … 
in Kalilia Public School we have the scope - according to the 
scope, I will choose … 
Interviewer 
… a topic … 
Female 
… yes, a topic … different from … it depends on their studying 
level and their stage year. 
 
The familiarity between interviewer and interviewees enabled interviews to be 
conducted using a conversational tone, in which shared knowledge and understandings 
were acknowledged and intimacy built on the norm of reciprocity in relationships 
(Alby & Fatigante, 2014). Rather than exposing data to the negative threat of mutual 
influence, the perspective of the interviewer influencing the interviewee’s responses, 
and the interviewee’s responses influencing the interviewer’s line of inquiry, resulting 
in “colouring of data” (Yin, 2014, p. 112), this methodological style enabled 
interviewees’ insights and experiences to be actively constructed in collaboration with 
the interviewer. The insights researchers bring to the design and conduct of research 
has been acknowledged by many scholars as a positive influence. Abductive reasoning 
acknowledges the processes researchers engage in when they bring their intellectual, 
theoretical and tacit knowledge and imagination to find useful explanations for 
observed facts (Mowbray, 2010). Gubrium and Holstein (2012) conceptualise the 
interview process as an active, narrative project in which interviewer and interviewee 
jointly formulate and shape the accounts that emerge. Within this conceptualisation, 
interview subjectivity is transformed from a traditional approach in which participants 
are passive, the interviewer “prospecting” for true facts without shaping the 
information received  and the respondent taking the role of the “vessel of answers” 
(Gubrium & Holstein, 2012, p. 32), to an active approach in which interviewer and 
respondent are constructive practitioners who work together, the respondent “a 
wellspring of narrative knowledge” who generates detailed accounts and the 
interviewer a “narrative partner in the co-production of accounts” (Gubrium & 
Holstein, 2012, p. 33). According to Gubrium and Holstein (2012) the complexities of 
active interviewing require attention to the contingencies of whats and hows. The 
whats relate to the circumstances of the research project, in particular the interview 
environment. Analysis must take the environment into account so that results are not 
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coded without regard for context but are considered for circumstantial and cultural 
resonances. The hows refer to the development of interview narratives, which is not 
incidental but a constitutive part of the meanings that emerge from the interaction 
between interviewer and interviewee as partners in the interview conversation. 
Consideration of the hows requires reflection on whether the emerging accounts 
belong to the individuals telling them or the institutions to which those individuals are 
aligned (Gubrium & Holstein, 2012).  The issue of interviewer reflexivity in this study 
can be partly addressed through a discussion of the whats and hows, including the 
specific strategies employed during and following interviews of ROSETE participants. 
 
Whilst the physical environments within which interviews were conducted varied 
across the 15 interviews, the contextual environment, ROSETE was constant. Within 
this contextual environment, the shared knowledge and professional relationship 
between interviewer and interviewees were common to all 15 participants. To reduce 
threats to reliability of process and validity of data, specific strategies were 
implemented to manage the interview process. The semi-structured nature of the 
interviews, using one set of 18 scripted interview questions (Appendix 5), established 
a consistent focus and direction for all interviews. The script did not constrict 
participants’ responses however, as the open-endedness of questions allowed for 
responses which captured the individuality of participants’ perspectives and 
experiences. Audio recording enabled verbatim records of both interviewer and 
interviewee contributions, which were later transcribed and repeatedly interrogated. 
The collaboration of a Chinese national with no relationship to ROSETE, listening to 
all audio tapes and checking transcripts, allowed for cultural nuances to be identified 
and considered in analysis. The use of discourse analysis applied to excerpts of 
interview transcripts provided a deeper level of analysis to complement and triangulate 
with the condensed data from the entire corpus (see Section 4.4). 
 
Recognition of the researcher’s involvement in this research underscored the 
importance of ethical conduct. Despite strategies to reduce risks to the validity of this 
study, Weber points out that “all research is contaminated to some extent by the values 
of the researcher” (Weber, 1946, cited by Silverman, 2005, p. 257). This solemn 
reminder of the interconnectedness of researcher and research emphasises the 
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importance of ethical conduct, discussed with reference to this case study in the next 
section. 
 
4.3 Ethics  
“The relationship between researchers and research participants is the ground on which 
human research is conducted” (National Health and Medical Research Council, 
Australian Research Council, & Australian Vice-Chancellors' Committee, 2015, p. 9).  
 
The National Statement on Ethical Conduct of Research (National Health and Medical 
Research Council et al., 2015) identifies trust, mutual responsibility and equality as 
the markers of an ethical relationship between a researcher and research participants, 
a relationship founded on respect for human beings, research merit and integrity, 
justice and beneficence. Consistent with these values, in this case study ROSETE 
participants were research “participants” rather than “subjects” (National Health and 
Medical Research Council et al., 2015, p. 9). The researcher’s stance was one of 
embodied participant in the practice of interviews, enacting ethical listenership that 
preserved and respected the interviewees’ viewpoints (Alby & Fatigante, 2014). The 
involvement of human participants in research is only ethically justifiable in research 
projects which have merit (National Health and Medical Research Council et al., 
2015). The merit and integrity of this study were reflected in its design and conduct as 
a genuine exploration of teacher identity (the object) through the experiences of 15 
participants of ROSETE (the subject). After almost ten years of ROSETE, this study 
presented evidence of its potential as the preliminary phase of initial teacher education, 
for scrutiny by the wider academic and education communities in Australia and China.  
 
Uncompromised respect for ROSETE participants enacted in the design and methods 
further demonstrated the merit of this case study. Respect for research participants 
underpinned all decision-making during the design, implementation and reporting 
stages. Participants were recruited fairly, demonstrating the procedural value of justice 
in research and the principle of informed consent (National Health and Medical 
Research Council et al., 2015). All former and current participants of ROSETE across 
six cohorts (commencing 2008 to 2013 inclusive) were invited to participate through 
a common letter of invitation (Appendix 2) with attached information sheet (Appendix 
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3). All were offered further information as required. ROSETE participants who 
declined the invitation were respected for their decision and no further discussion was 
had with them. The decisions of ROSETE participants who accepted the invitation and 
later declined the interview were also respected. The conduct of interviews allowed 
for flexibility in location, with five interviews conducted face to face in China, one by 
Skype and the remainder face to face at the Kingswood Campus of Western Sydney 
University. The decision to exclude interview data provided by two practicing teachers 
from China was fair and just, linked solely to the refinement of the object of study, 
teacher identity in ROSETE participants as beginning teachers. As experienced 
teachers, they did not fit in the same category of participants as others, who were all 
new graduates.    
 
The ROSETE Model has a profile within the School of Education at the University. 
At the time of data collection, the research participants were familiar to academic staff, 
many of whom supervised their research. Due sensitivity to the welfare and interests 
of participants and the wider ROSETE community, as well as to the social and cultural 
implications of individual experiences, a priority throughout the research, 
demonstrated the value of beneficence in the study. To protect individual identities, 
confidentiality and security were observed in the collection, transcription and 
management of data, and anonymity in analysis and reporting. Numerical attribute 
codes were used to organise data from interviews in early stages of data collection and 
analysis, and later pseudonyms were applied to humanise reporting. Pseudonyms were 
also applied to University personnel, Department and school staff and school names 
to ensure anonymity of all involved in the research. 
 
Respect for research participants and recognition of the importance of their individual 
interpretations of their ROSETE experience, reflected in the ethical conduct of this 
research, is further highlighted in the procedures for data collection and analysis 
discussed in Section 4.4 that follows. 
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4.4 Procedures for data collection, management and analysis  
4.4.1 Data collection and management  
Data were collected through semi-structured interviews of approximately one hour’s 
duration, between May 2012 and April 2014. The interviews were conducted in 
English and audio recorded. Figure 4.4.1 presents an outline of participants’ location 
and occupation at the time of interview, illuminating their spatial and temporal 
relationship to ROSETE, a factor considered in data analysis. 
 
Key to Figure 4.4.1: 
I: Black vertical line represents time of interview 
Red bar: ROSETE candidature Master of Education (Honours) 
Yellow bar: Extended ROSETE candidature Doctor of Philosophy 
Blue bar: Employment as a teacher in China 
Green bar: Master of Teaching at Australian university 
Orange bar: Doctor of Philosophy research at Australian university 
Purple bar: Working in Australia (non-teaching) 
Grey bar: Gap in progression or activity unknown 
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Figure 4.4.1. ROSETE participants’ spatial and temporal orientations to the Ningbo Student Volunteer Program at the time of interview 
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In this study interview questions were designed to encourage detailed recounting and 
elaboration of participants’ school experience. Specifically, interviews included 18 
predominantly open-ended questions (Appendix 5), focusing on participants’ school 
experience, including perceived successes and access to assistance; perceptions of 
their development as beginning teachers, including milestones and indicators of 
progress; motivations for applying for the Ningbo Student Volunteer Program and the 
background knowledge skills and experiences that they perceived influenced the 
decision to apply and progress throughout ROSETE; experiences related to lesson 
planning, delivery, learning and behaviour management and assessment of learning. 
The final two questions invited participants to add further, optional comments, and a 
Chinese concept summarising their experience of ROSETE. 
 
The interview recordings were transcribed by a professional transcriber using 
intelligent verbatim protocol which has minor edits for ‘ums’, ‘ahs’, false starts, 
repetitive interjections, such as ‘like’ and ‘you know’, and minor grammatical errors, 
consistent with Australian Standard English. Participants’ identities were not recorded 
on transcripts. Transcripts were stored electronically in a secure file, password 
protected and accessible only to the researcher. 
 
Following transcription, the researcher repeatedly listened to recorded interviews to 
check transcripts and amend if necessary. In addition, as a measure to strengthen 
validity of data the assistance of a native speaker of Mandarin was enlisted. She had 
neither a relationship to ROSETE, or knowledge of research participants. She listened 
to recorded interviews with the researcher and provided advice on the accuracy of 
transcription and any nuances relating to the participants’ Chineseness.  
 
4.4.2 Procedures for data analysis – overview  
It became evident through continual reading and reflection on the object of this study, 
ongoing refinement of research questions and focused analysis of interview data that 
individual participants’ language was a powerful medium to illuminate their 
experience of identity. To capture the depth of participants’ experience, category-
centred and case-centred methods were applied in parallel, yet interrelated processes. 
Riessman (2016) defines category-centred methods of analysis as those in which 
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interview data are segmented, coded thematically, grouped and compared to similar 
segments from other interviews in order to generate theoretical concepts. In contrast, 
she defines case-centred methods of analysis, as the preservation and interrogation of 
particular sequences of an interview transcript, on how participants negotiated 
language to generate the account, the purpose and function of the account and what it 
accomplishes for the speaker (Riessman, 2016). In this study category-centred 
analysis focused on the complete data corpus and followed Miles, Huberman and 
Saldana’s advice in the application of first and second cycle coding and identification 
of categories and themes (Miles et al., 2014; Saldana, 2009)(add references). Case-
centred analysis focused on the choice and flow of participants’ language use in 
interview responses. The ways these methods were applied in this study are clarified 
in Sections 4.4.3 and 4.4.4 that follow. 
 
4.4.3 Category-centred analysis  
To identify categories and themes in the data corpus, transcripts were copied onto 
Excel spreadsheets and four distinct coding traditions were used over two cycles. “A 
code in qualitative research is most often a word or short phrase that symbolically 
assigns a summative, salient, essence-capturing, and/or evocative attribute for a 
portion of language based or visual data”, thereby capturing the primary content and 
essence of the data (Saldana, 2009, p. 3). Coding therefore involved careful reading 
and re-reading in each cycle, as well as revision and refinement of previously used 
codes, to summarise, condense and consolidate the key data emerging from transcripts 
as evidence relating to research questions. Following Saldana (2009), attribute codes 
were initially assigned as a management technique to link data anonymously to 
respondents, for example R.1.1 represented ROSETE, cohort 1, participant 1. 
Secondly, to sort data and obtain a “grand tour” overview (Saldana, 2009, p. 48), 
structural codes were assigned linked to the interview questions (Appendix 6). As a 
third stage of first cycle coding, open coding was used as a strategy to attune the 
researcher to participants’ perspectives emerging from the data.  
 
In the second cycle of coding, the researcher’s reflection on interview transcripts, as 
well as structural and open codes, informed the identification of pattern codes. Saldana 
(2009) described the latter as meta-codes or categories that identify similarly coded 
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data, to both organise the corpus and assign meaning to the organisation. This second 
step yielded 11 categories of data reflecting the collective experience of the 15 
ROSETE participants (Appendix 7).  
 
4.4.4 Case-centred analysis   
The interview process allowed participants to reflect on, interpret and tell stories to 
exemplify the diversity and individuality of the ROSETE experience. As a method of 
condensing and highlighting, the data collected from individuals were extracted from 
transcripts, and cleaned to eliminate repetition. In the data cleaning process, 
inaccuracies of English grammar were retained to preserve the authenticity of the 
language use. The sequence and flow were then rechecked against the original 
transcript to ensure the integrity of data. These ‘condensed data profiles’ were 
organised using structural codes as sub-headings and provided extended excerpts of 
language from each participant’s interview responses. By way of illustration Appendix 
8 includes Guang’s condensed data profile (R2). 
 
Ongoing consideration of individuals’ condensed data profiles inspired a deeper level 
of analysis that focused on the language individual participants used to interpret and 
describe their experiences. Participants’ language provided the data for this case-
centred analysis, which complemented and extended on the category-centred method 
described in Section 4.4.3. Data for case-centred analysis were selected to illustrate 
the variety of I-positions enacted by individuals, the nature of their experiences and 
the insights the excerpts of data provided into participants’ experiences of teacher 
identity construction. Consideration was also given to selecting excerpts of data from 
different ROSETE cohorts and excerpts which provided a sufficient level of detail to 
enable a depth of analysis.  
 
Themes emerging from data categories were exemplified and deeper insights into 
individuals’ interpretations of their experience of teacher identity were obtained. 
These insights contributed to a richer understanding of the collective ROSETE 
experience and the potential of the Model to effect identity change. The analysis of 
ROSETE participants’ language use was informed by Gee’s (2011, 2014a) guidance 
on discourse analysis, the application of which is elaborated in the following 
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discussion. 
 
Discourse analysis 
Before discussing the interpretation and use of discourse analysis in this study, it is 
important to briefly acknowledge the various interpretations of, and approaches to, 
discourse analysis used in the literature, as influenced by the theoretical positions of 
the users. Within linguistics, discourse analysis may refer to the analysis of language 
use in an extended segment of text beyond the sentence level, or the context of 
occurrence of a certain utterance, for example the discourse of religion. Social 
psychologists and Critical Discourse analysts combine linguistics and cultural theory, 
and focus on how power relations shape texts and utterances, resulting in, for example, 
discourses of racism (Mills, 2004). Paltridge (2012) argues that linguistic and social 
orientations to discourse analysis are not incompatible as segments of language 
“studied under a textually oriented view of discourse are still socially situated and 
need to be interpreted in terms of their social meanings and functions” (p. 6). Paltridge 
(2012) summarises discourse analysis broadly as the examination of: 
… patterns of language across texts and the relationship between language 
and the social and cultural contexts in which it is used. Discourse analysis 
also considers the ways that language presents different views of the world 
and different understandings. It examines how the use of language is 
influenced by relationships between participants as well as the effects the 
use of language has upon social identities and relations. It also considers 
how views of the world, and identities, are constructed through the use of 
discourse. (p. 2) 
The role of language in constructing and construing social and cultural realities and 
identities is emphasised by Gee (2011, 2014b). Gee describes discourse analysis as 
the study of language-in-use and defines discourse (with a lower case d) as “stretches 
of language” (Gee, 2011, p. 34). In contrast, Gee defines Discourse (with an upper 
case D) as a distinctive way of using language “coupled with distinctive ways of 
acting, interacting, valuing, feeling, dressing, thinking and believing” (Gee, 2014a, p. 
183). Gee’s (2011, 2014a) convention in the use of lower case d and upper case D 
were employed in this study to distinguish between discourse and Discourses referred 
to in later chapters. 
Further discussion of the interpretation and use of discourse analysis in this study 
needs to be framed within a broader discussion of the interconnected informative, 
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performative and identity functions of language-in-use. Through language humans 
enact certain socially recognised practices and engage in, and recognise, different 
identity positions. A particular segment of language enables the speaker/writer to 
simultaneously ‘say’ (provide information), ‘do’ (perform an action) and ‘be’ (enact 
an identity position) (Gee, 2011). For example, ‘Today we are going to start new work 
on reptiles’, spoken by a teacher to a class in a primary school, simultaneously serves 
the interconnected functions of informing the class they are going to learn about 
reptiles, commencing a new unit within the teacher’s program and enacting the 
identity of a teacher. Concurrently this segment of language enables the speaker to 
engage in instruction, the socially recognised practice of a teacher. The same segment 
of language spoken in a different context, such as a veterinary clinic in a zoo, would 
have different informative, performative and identity functions. As illustrated in this 
example, the social contexts within which language is produced are key to using and 
understanding language-in-use.  
 
In this study, the social contexts of participants’ language production are the research 
interview and the ROSETE Model, with an emphasis on the school experience 
component. Gee refers to the reflexivity between language and context: “language 
simultaneously reflects context (what is out there in the world) and constructs 
(construes) it to be a certain way” (Gee, 2011, p. 101).  Considering language-in-use 
within social contexts gives rise to what Gee refers to as “building tasks”, areas of 
reality which language “builds” or enacts in the world. Gee identifies these areas as: 
significance, practices, identities, relationships, politics, connections, and sign 
systems and knowledge (Gee, 2011, pp. 17-19). Applied to the previous example of a 
teacher’s language, one could say that the teacher is using language to build the 
significance of reptiles in the students’ future class work, her instructional relationship 
with students and her identity as a teacher.  
 
By following Gee’s (2014a) guidance in discourse analysis, the researcher was able to 
gain deeper insight into participants’ identities, as enacted through their language, and 
to consider these within the broader lens of teacher identity. Consistent with this 
purpose, the focus of analysis was on four areas of reality, namely identities, 
relationships, practices and significance.  
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Gee offers 28 “tools of inquiry” which can be used to reflect on the operation of areas 
of reality within specific stretches of language (Gee, 2011, p. 28), of which 11 
informed the analysis of ROSETE participants’ discourse in this study. Appendix 9 
provides an explanation of these 11 tools of inquiry from Gee’s (2014a) repertoire, 
and includes illustration of each tool using excerpts from interview data. The focus 
areas of reality enacted through language and their relevance to this case study are 
summarised in Table 4.4.4.  
 
Table 4.4.4 Areas of reality and relevance to this study 
Areas of reality 
enacted through 
language 
Relevance to this case study 
Identities: use of 
language to position 
oneself and be 
recognised as a 
particular identity.  
As the object of this study was ROSETE participants’ 
experience of teacher identity, the identities enacted 
through participants’ language use were a central focus of 
analysis. 
Relationships: use of 
language to signal the 
kinds of relationships 
one has or wants to 
have with the listener 
and others about whom 
one is communicating. 
Research outlined in Chapter 3 indicates that supportive 
relationships are influential in teachers’ experiences of 
professional identity. Relationships are also of interest due 
to particular contexts within which language use is set. 
Consideration of the ROSETE Model as a context gave 
rise to the analysis of relationships with teachers, mentors, 
supervisors and peers, and how these influenced 
participants’ construction and enactment of teacher 
identity.  The research interview as context gave rise to the 
analysis of the influence of institutional allegiances or 
researcher effect on relationships. 
Practices: use of 
language to enact 
socially recognised, 
institutionally or 
culturally supported 
activities in specific 
ways. 
Analysis of social, institutional and cultural practices 
enacted through ROSETE participants’ language provided 
insight into the interrelationship between practices and 
identities.  
Significance: use of 
language to 
communicate the 
significance or 
changing significance 
of things. 
Like relationships and practices, analysis of significance 
related to participants’ experience of teacher identity. 
Specifically, their enactment of significance related to 
their interpretation of their development as beginning 
teachers and the influence of background knowledge skills 
and experiences in the decision to apply for the Ningbo 
Student Volunteer Program.  
Adapted from Gee (2011, 2014a) 
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Thus, discourse analysis, a case-centred method, enabled in-depth interrogation of 
participants’ language-in-use. This approach complemented and illuminated the 
themes identified through category-centred methods of coding and the identification 
of categories and themes in the interview data. 
 
4.5 Conclusion  
This chapter presents an in-depth discussion of the research design and methods used 
in this study. Underpinned by an interpretivist paradigm, the design frame constituted 
a local knowledge case study of ROSETE, the subject or case. The object or analytical 
lens for the study was teacher identity, as interpreted in the experience of 15 ROSETE 
participants. The challenges and threats to reliability and validity of case study design 
were discussed and a claim made for the strength of this study in its depth of 
examination of individual experience. Discussion of participants and recruitment 
processes included acknowledgement of the researcher as an embodied participant 
with shared knowledge and understanding illuminated in interview transcripts. This 
aspect, and the particularity of the ROSETE case, highlighted considerations of 
research ethics. In the latter sections of this chapter data collection through semi-
structured interviews, and data analysis drawing on category-centred and case-centred 
approaches were explained and justified. 
 
The next chapter presents an analysis of data relating to the identity positions enacted 
in ROSETE participants’ discourse.  
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Chapter 5: Transitional Identities: ROSETE Participants’ 
Experience of Teacher Identity Enacted Through Discourse 
 
5.0 Introduction  
This, the first of three evidentiary chapters, presents an analysis of data to answer the 
contributory research question: What I-positions were enacted in ROSETE 
participants’ discourse? The chapter is organised in three sections. The first section, 
5.1, presents an overview of the organisation of data analysis and describes 
characteristics of respondents. Section 5.2 presents case-centred analyses of extracts 
from interview transcripts, informed by discourse analysis and Dialogical Self Theory 
(DST) (Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010). The selection of data in this section 
illustrates the variety of I-positions experienced by individuals and the depth of 
individual experience. Section 5.3 presents category-centred analysis of data from all 
15 participants in order to examine evidence and counter evidence of participants’ 
enactment of teacher identity, in relation to research on teacher identity. The 
conclusion provides a summary of the argument presented in this chapter and links it 
to the following chapter.  
 
5.1 Overview of data analysis and characteristics of participants  
This section provides an overview of the methods and theories which informed data 
analysis and summarises relevant attributes about the respondents. The purpose of this 
section is to briefly describe, explain and justify the systematic and careful application 
of the research methods. 
 
5.1.1 Organisation of data analysis   
In this study, category-centred and case-centred methods were used to analyse data 
(Chapter 4, Section 4.4.2). The research question, which this chapter seeks to answer 
(see introduction above) was not an explicit focus of data collection but emerged and 
was consolidated through data analysis. Category-centred analysis identified self-
development as a category and teacher identity as a theme in the data. Thus, teacher 
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identity, the object or analytic lens in this case study, emerged through this category-
centred analysis of interview data.  
 
To allow a deeper level of analysis, discrete segments of text referred to here as 
discourse, defined by Gee (2011) as “stretches of language” (p. 34), were extracted 
from interview transcripts and interrogated using Gee’s (2014a) discourse analysis 
tools (Appendix 9). In this chapter, the central focus of discourse analysis is on how 
participants used language to enact identities.  
 
The case-centred analysis of the I-positions evident in ROSETE participants’ 
discourse was also informed by key concepts from research on identity, teacher 
identity and language teacher identity. DST (Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010) 
provided particular insights to assist in understanding participants’ processing of 
identities in their experience. Within this theoretical framework, the notion of identity 
as comprising multiple “I-positions” being continuously positioned and repositioned, 
in relation to other people and also in relation to oneself. The interactions between 
different I-positions are played out as dialogues between different voices in the self. 
The case-centred analysis of data examined the I-positions evident in individual 
ROSETE participants’ discourse and how these interacted with each other within 
individual experience and with others. DST also informed the interpretation of 
participants’ experiences of uncertainty, emotion and their dialogue within 
relationships of power (Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010). Akkerman and 
Meijer’s (2011) application of DST to an examination of teacher identity also provided 
important theoretical insights for the analysis of ROSETE participants’ identity 
experiences. Cultural mediation emerging in the enactment of I-positions, recognised 
by Hermans and Hermans-Konopka (2010) as a way of maintaining continuity of self, 
was also considered in this analysis with reference to Wang’s (2015b) examination of 
the culturally mediated beliefs and values Chinese students bring to overseas study.  
 
The multiplicity of I-positions within a dialogical view of the self resonates with 
research on teacher identity which reveals it as being dynamic, shifting and responsive 
to changing contexts (Beauchamp & Thomas, 2009; Beijaard et al., 2004; Varghese et 
al., 2005). In relation to language teacher identity, Varghese et al. (2005) identified 
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interrelated themes of language teacher identity as: multiple, shifting and conflicted; 
related to social, cultural and political context; and constructed and maintained 
through discourse. These scholars developed a framework of language teacher identity 
as being enacted through discourse and practice (Varghese et al., 2005), further 
insights which are useful in the analysis of data in this study. Additionally, Varghese 
et al. and others (Beauchamp & Thomas, 2009; Beijaard et al., 2004; Izadinia, 2013; 
Trent, 2011; Varghese et al., 2005) emphasise the link between teacher identity and 
agency, defined as the “empowerment to move ideas forward, to reach goals or even 
to transform the context” (Beauchamp & Thomas, 2009, p. 183). 
 
The importance of dialogue and discourse, inherent in a dialogical view of identity, is 
also underscored in studies of teacher identity. Akkerman and Meijer (2011) argue 
that the value of research on teacher identity lies in its focus on the teacher’s 
perspective, a view shared by Cohen (2010) who contends that “accounting for 
teachers’ representations of their experiences through talk is essential to our 
understanding of their professional identities” (p. 473). Dialogue with others is also 
emphasised in Beauchamp and Thomas’s (2009) review of issues relating to teacher 
identity. They state: “A teacher’s identity is shaped and reshaped in interaction with 
others in a professional context” (p. 178). As an inspiration for a dialogical view of 
identity, Bakhtin’s (1981) philosophy emphasises the importance of dialogue in one’s 
identity development, conceptualised as “ideological becoming” (p. 341). This notion 
of becoming, elaborated in studies of pre-service and early career teacher identity 
development by Alsup (2006), Kayi-Aydar (2015), Trent (2011) and Stronach (2010), 
provides a point of departure for this study. According to Trent (2011), teacher identity 
formation as becoming “underscores the importance of formation and transformation” 
(p. 529).  
 
Henceforth, ROSETE participants’ identities are conceptualised through the I-
positions evident in their discourse (Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010) and their 
construction and enactment of a teacher identity are described as their becoming. In 
this study, becoming is used as a verb to refer to the process of becoming, and an 
adjective to describe their status as becoming teachers. 
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5.1.2 Presentation of descriptive characteristics of respondents   
Research participants were citizens of The People’s Republic of China who graduated 
from universities in their homeland and were subsequently selected to voluntarily 
support the teaching of Mandarin language and Chinese culture in western Sydney 
schools whilst undertaking post-graduate study at Western Sydney University. 
According to the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to which the Western 
Sydney University (University), the NSW Department of Education (Department) and 
Ningbo Municipal Education Bureau (Ningbo) are signatories, participants were 
student volunteers and their role was to support teaching and learning. As 
foregrounded in Chapter 2, interpretation of this role resulted in dilemmas for all 
concerned, and dichotomies in the experience of ROSETE participants. During data 
collection in this study participants were referred to as beginning teachers, a label 
chosen to avoid widely-used terms such as pre-service teacher and student teacher, yet 
one that acknowledged their contributions to teaching and the commencement of their 
school engagement in Australia.  
 
The ROSETE participants in this study were both participants in and products of 
globalisation. In a world that is ever becoming increasingly connected 
demographically, economically, politically, ecologically, militarily and educationally, 
these Chinese international students brought with them social and cultural knowledge, 
values and experiences with the potential to influence the individuals and school and 
research communities in which they engaged. Acknowledging the context of 
globalisation as the reality of research participants gives rise to the question of its 
impact on their experiences of identity, and in particular teacher identity. Hermans and 
Hermans-Konopka (2010) contend that the reality of globalisation has resulted in 
“different cultures, including their different traditions, values and practices … meeting 
each other in the life of one and the same individual”, and further that “a self emerges 
with a complexity that reflects the contradictions, oppositions, encounters, and 
integrations that are part of the society at large and, at the same time, answers to these 
influences from its own agentic point of view” (p. 2). From this perspective, 
consideration of ROSETE participants’ experiences of identity gives rise to questions 
of the influence of culture on their school experience, and poses the risk of 
essentialising these participants by applying a cultural lens to the analysis of data. The 
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central focus of the analysis presented in this chapter was on participants’ language-
in-use and how this was used to enact or represent identities in their school experience 
in Australia.  
 
Interview transcripts were reconstructions of ROSETE participants’ experiences. The 
spatial and temporal perspectives from which these reconstructions occurred varied 
across the 15 research participants. At the time of interview, five had been employed 
as teachers in China for durations of one to three years since they completed ROSETE, 
so their initial identity experiences were between three and four years past. Seven had 
completed between two semesters and two years of school experience, the latter 
having extended their candidature to undertake doctoral study. Figure 4.4.1 in Chapter 
4 provides details of individual participants’ orientation to ROSETE at the time of 
interview. In this and the following evidentiary chapters research participants are 
identified by their pseudonym, and in the first instance, their ROSETE cohort in 
brackets. ROSETE cohorts are defined by the year they commenced the Ningbo 
Student Volunteer Program. In this study the cohorts represented and their years of 
commencement were as follows: ROSETE 1 (R1) commenced in 2008, ROSETE 2 
(R2) in 2009, ROSETE 3 (R3) in 2010, ROSETE 5 (R5) in 2012, and ROSETE 6 (R6) 
commenced in 2013. Thus, reference to ‘Ya Fu (R6)’ indicates that Ya Fu was a 
participant in the sixth ROSETE cohort, which commenced in 2013.  
 
The following section presents case-centred analyses of segments of discourse 
extracted from five individuals’ interview transcripts. For each segment, commentary 
includes interpretation of language informed by descriptive discourse analysis based 
on Gee’s (2014a) tools (Appendix 9) and interpretation of identity informed by DST 
(Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010).  
 
5.2 Individual experiences of identity: Case-centred analyses of the I-
positions evident in ROSETE participants’ discourse  
In this section, the data for analysis focuses on five individual cases, selected to 
illustrate the variety and nature of individuals’ experiences of identity. These case-
centred analyses of individual participants’ discourse are presented under headings, 
which are their pseudonyms. Most segments are divided into sections, referred to here 
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as stanzas, reflecting Gee’s (2014a) stanza tool (Appendix 9). This is an organisational 
tool to assist in the interpretation and commentary on the data. In this section, the 
presentation of each segment of discourse as data is organised as follows:  
1. heading including pseudonym and key idea or theme evident in segment of 
discourse; 
2. introduction to participant and statement of I-positions revealed in segment of 
discourse; 
3. extract of discourse indented and presented in stanzas;  
4. analysis of the participant’s enactment of identity in the segment of discourse 
informed by selected tools from Gee (2014a) (Appendix 9) and key concepts 
of DST (Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010).  
 
5.2.1 Annchi: Identity situated in time and space  
Annchi (R1) was interviewed in 2012. Her early I-positions of volunteer and Mandarin 
teacher were situated in different classroom contexts and influenced by her 
relationships with teachers in these settings, and the institutional structure of 
ROSETE. In the segment of discourse below, by foregrounding the presence of a 
Chinese teacher, she built the significance of her I-position as a volunteer in the 
secondary school, and lessened the significance of her concurrent I-position, and 
contribution as a Mandarin teacher in the primary schools. 
1. I provided voluntary Mandarin courses to secondary schools and to primary schools.  
2. There is a Chinese teacher in the secondary school, so at the beginning, I observed his 
class ... his lessons, and took some notes and supported the teacher, when it is 
necessary.  
3. As my teaching skills and my English skills improved, the teacher invited me to co-
teach with him. 
4. There was no Mandarin teacher at the two primary schools, so I taught the whole 
lessons, since the very beginning.  
5. In the primary schools, the classroom teachers were very supportive. They give me 
their feedback and suggestions of my teaching practice. One of the classroom teachers 
is my mentor teacher. She give me the most valuable suggestions and advice.  
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In stanza 1, by referring to her role as “providing voluntary Mandarin courses” Annchi 
positioned herself as a volunteer, her official title within ROSETE. In stanza 2, 
Annchi’s volunteer I-position was enacted as observer of, and support to the Chinese 
teacher. In stanza 3 she positioned herself as a learner. Annchi’s discourse in stanzas 
2 and 3 suggests her identity in the secondary school was determined by the Chinese 
teacher’s perception of her role and status, placing her in a deficit position, as the 
passive recipient within a one-way flow of learning. From the perspective of DST this 
situation and the power difference between the two individuals had the potential to 
constrain dialogue (Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010). Annchi was a novice and 
the Chinese teacher was the expert; she was a Chinese volunteer and he was a Chinese 
teacher; she was female and he was male. A dialogical perspective allows for cultural 
mediation of I-positions (Hermans and Hermans-Konopka, 2010), suggesting that 
Annchi’s deference to the Chinese teacher may have been influenced by culturally 
mediated attitudes of humility and respect for the Chinese teacher, reflecting Wang’s 
(2015b) findings relating to Chinese students’ views of learning. The influences of 
power difference and cultural mediation constrained her Mandarin teacher I-position 
in the secondary school, which was contingent upon her acquisition of teaching skills 
and improvement in English ability. Her use of the words “invited to co-teach” 
suggested this was a privilege and reinforced the power imbalance between Annchi 
and the Chinese teacher.  
 
In stanza 4 agency emerges as a force in Annchi’s discourse. Through the ordering of 
clauses she down-played her role as a Mandarin teacher, by positioning her claim of a 
teacher I-position as conditional on there being no Mandarin teachers in the primary 
schools. However, her declaration “I taught the whole lessons” assertively raised the 
profile of her I-position as the Mandarin teacher in primary schools, suggesting she 
exercised agency in these settings. By qualifying her identity claim with the deictic 
phrase “since the very beginning” she positioned this I-position as retrospective and 
continuous, as distinct from “at the beginning”, used in stanza 2 to refer to her 
volunteer I-position, which suggested a static past occurrence.  
 
Annchi’s discourse highlights relationships as key influences in her experiences of 
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identity. In stanza 5, her reference to the giving and receiving of feedback suggests 
Annchi shared a dialogical relationship with classroom teachers in primary schools, 
one that empowered her to enact her I-position as Mandarin teacher. Stanzas 4 and 5 
reinforce the contrast between relationships enacted in the secondary and primary 
settings. In primary schools Annchi was supported by teachers, whereas in the 
secondary school she provided support to the Chinese teacher. The lack of Mandarin 
teachers in the primary schools and her dialogical relationships with classroom 
teachers emerged as enabling factors in Annchi’s experience.  
 
Annchi’s discourse was her meaning making, an account of the I-positions she 
encountered in her experience, and as such a glimpse into her becoming. Her discourse 
reveals the influences of relationships and the voices of others in her enactment of 
identity. Mandarin teacher emerged as the dominant I-position in the discourse. 
Despite her foregrounding of her volunteer status and deference to the Chinese teacher 
early in the discourse, by ending the discourse with a claim of Mandarin teacher 
identity “from the very beginning” she laid the foundation for further elaboration of 
her teacher identity in later discourse.  
 
5.2.2 Bai Jiao: Growing up as a beginning teacher  
Bai Jiao (R1) participated in ROSETE in 2008-2009. She was interviewed in 2012 and 
in the intervening time she had been employed as a teacher in China. In the segment 
of discourse analysed below she enacted I-positions of a student “on the way to 
become a teacher”, a teacher-researcher and a beginning teacher.  
1. At the beginning, I did not actually identify myself as a beginning teacher. I think that 
I’m more like a student, a student who is learning to teach. 
2. So, at the beginning, when we learn the teaching methodology or the teaching context 
in Australia, I feel like that I’m on the way to become a teacher and that is the first 
identification for me, because we learn how to teach and somebody teach us to teach.  
3. Secondly, when I’m doing the research, because I did the self-reflections and after 
maybe one month or two months, I read what I wrote in a diary and see what my 
reflections are and, when I read those reflections, I was thinking, “How can I progress 
and avoid some maybe bad situations?”  
4. This self-study, this methodology is really helpful for me to reflect my growing up or 
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my development as a beginning teacher, so I think that research have more deep, deep, 
deep and deeper significance for me, because if I just teach and then teach one day or 
two days a week and then do nothing for this teaching, I won’t get such development 
as a beginning teacher.  
In stanza 1, using “At the beginning” to establish temporal distance, she claimed an I-
position situated in Australia two years past. Her elaboration in stanza 2 situated this 
past I-position in her institutional status as a university student. She did this by 
explicitly linking the I-position of “a student who is learning to teach” to components 
of her professional learning program. By referring to “the teaching methodology or 
the teaching context in Australia” as objects of her “learning”, Bai Jiao positioned 
herself as a passive learner, further intensified by her reference to “somebody teach us 
how to teach”. In terms of DST, this early I-position as a student was related to her 
situation, reflecting Akkerman and Meijer’s (2011) argument that certain situations 
evoke “particular parts of the self, because these are most appealed to in that situation” 
(p. 312). 
 
Stanza 3 signals a shift in the theme of the discourse, foregrounding the significance 
of the I-position of researcher in Bai Jiao’s experience. Her self-dialogue 
simultaneously built the significance of her researcher I-position, lessened the 
significance of her student I-position, and also signalled the emergence of agency, 
demonstrated in her question “How can I progress and avoid some maybe bad 
situations?”. In stanza 4, by foregrounding the self-study as subject in the first 
sentence, Bai Jiao emphasised its significance to her teacher identity development, 
described as her “growing up or my development as a beginning teacher”. She added 
further intensity through her use of “really” and repetition in “deep, deep, deep and 
deeper significance”. Through her discourse, Bai Jiao explicitly built a connection 
between her practice as a researcher and her development as a beginning teacher, 
reflexively reinforcing the institutional context of ROSETE and suggesting an 
additional I-position of teacher-researcher. Bai Jiao dialogically defined the I-position 
of “beginning teacher” through her practice as a teacher-researcher. 
 
Bai Jiao’s initial identification as a “student learning to teach” foregrounded in the 
previous segment of discourse, was underscored by the following admission:  
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At the beginning, I did not identify myself as a teacher, so sometimes I felt a little bit 
awkward in standing at the front of the students and I was not competent. 
Her feelings of awkwardness, brought about by her perceived lack of competence, 
were further elaborated in the following segment:  
… at the beginning I’m not very comfortable with doing these activities in the schools, 
because that is not the way that I was taught, but I also taught that this is way that 
Australian schools are working, maybe that this is more working with the Australian 
students. 
The use of “at the beginning” suggests her feelings of discomfort and awkwardness 
were transitional. This is supported by a dialogical view of the self which 
conceptualises emotions as temporary self-positions linked to particular situations 
(Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010). This segment of discourse provides an 
example of Bai Jiao’s dialogical processing of her situation. In her self-dialogue she 
linked her discomfort to unfamiliar pedagogies, “activities” in the Australian 
classroom, which differed from her past experience of education. However, she 
reasoned that “activities” were a core component of a teacher’s practice in Australia 
and worked for Australian students. Bai Jiao’s account of her experience resonates 
with Akkerman and Meijer’s (2011) argument that beginning teachers start with “local 
language based on their own experiences as students, and normative ways of talking 
and thinking in their particular school environment” (p. 313), in Bai Jiao’s case her 
experience of education in China. Her discourse illustrates the contrast between her 
‘local language’ as prior experience and her new experience in Australia and reflects 
her initial uncertainty. Her concession that “maybe that this is more working with the 
Australian students” implied her readiness to cope with the uncertainty dialogically, 
by “going into” it rather than avoiding it (Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010, p. 
46). Hermans and Hermans-Konopka (2010) argue that dialogue copes with 
uncertainty by opening “a range of possibilities that are not fixed at the beginning but 
remain flexible and susceptible to change during the process itself” (p. 46). Bai Jiao’s 
discourse highlights practice as an important theme in her becoming, which will be 
further evident in the next chapter. 
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5.2.3 Chun Zhen: Like opening a new door for me…  
Chun Zhen (R1), who had been teaching in China for more than two years at the time 
of interview in 2012, enacted I-positions of a teacher, Mandarin teacher or “a real 
teacher of Chinese”, a “beginner teacher”, and a teacher-researcher, and recognised 
external I-positions of mentor and Australian teacher.  
 
To assist the reader, due to its length the analysis of an extended stretch of Chun 
Zhen’s discourse relating to her enactment of identity is presented as three separate 
segments. However, cohesive ties such as sequencing, pronoun referencing and 
semantic links define all three segments as one stretch of discourse. 
 
In describing the successes of her ROSETE school experience, Chun Zhen assertively 
identified herself as a teacher of Chinese.  
1. First I got real teaching experience. On a weekly basis, I teach students. I teach them 
Chinese, I learn my lesson plans and I think about how to teach them. 
2. There are mentors for me to talk about my lesson plans. After the class, they will 
comment on my lessons ... how I delivered my lessons. They observed my lessons, so 
they give me feedback.  
3. That’s very important for me to grow as a beginner teacher.  
 
In stanza 1 Chun Zhen enacted her identity by positioning herself as subject in her 
discourse, the actor/agent, building the significance of a teacher I-position. Her 
reference to real teaching experience, a claim of authenticity of her experience, was 
intensified by reference to frequency, On a weekly basis. The first sentence of stanza 
2 signals a change in subjectivity and recognition of an ‘other’ significant in her 
experience, the I-position of mentor. The use of “There are” to introduce the mentor 
I-position suggests she regarded mentoring as a part of the institutional context of her 
experience. In stanza 2 Chun Zhen built the significance of the mentor I-position in 
her experience as a teacher. In stanza 3 she articulated the importance of mentoring, 
associating it with her enactment of the I-position of “beginner teacher”. This 
discourse is evidence of Chun Zhen’s dialogical positioning of I-positions of mentor 
and beginner teacher in relation to one another; her I-position as a beginner teacher 
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was defined in dialogue with the mentor.  
 
In the continuation of this stretch of discourse Chun Zhen elaborated on the I-position 
of “beginner teacher”. 
1. Especially, I think, the contexts are quite different from Chinese education to the 
Australian teaching context, because we have different teaching ideas and I was 
educated in a very different way, compared with my students who I taught in 
Australia.  
2. So, at the very beginning, it’s very hard for me to think about how to do group work, 
how to do individual teaching and how to give them very positive feedback and how 
to engage them.  
3. At that time, I think it’s very hard for me to do that and my mentors give me that 
professional guidance. Also, my supervisors encouraged me a lot. That built up my 
confidence to do that.  
 
Cohesive devices at the start of each stanza linked the ideas with those in the previous 
segment of discourse and within this one, providing deeper insight into Chun Zhen’s 
experience as a “beginner teacher”. In stanza 1 her use of “Especially” provided a link 
to the last segment, in particular the importance of mentor feedback in her growth as 
a beginner teacher. Through “Especially” she also built the significance of her 
perception of the different contexts and “teaching ideas” between Chinese education 
and Australian education, as the reason for her difficulty “to think about” unfamiliar 
classroom practices referred to in stanza 2. Her use of “at the very beginning” in stanza 
2 implied that these difficulties were transitional. A fifth I-position emerged in this 
segment of discourse, that of Australian teacher defined by reference to pedagogies of 
“group work”, “individual teaching”, “positive feedback” and student engagement. 
The discourse in stanza 3 highlighted the contrast between the I-positions of Australian 
teacher and “beginner teacher” in Chun Zhen’s experience. This discourse suggests 
that, as a “beginner teacher” Chun Zhen’s dialogue with her mentor and supervisors 
provided her with the “professional guidance” and confidence to enact the I-position 
of Australian teacher.  
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Continuing her discourse, Chun Zhen introduced the I-position of teacher-researcher 
in her experience. 
1. The second success, I think that teaching practice is guided by research.  
2. After reading a lot of articles and journals, I started to understand the ideas more 
deeply and also I think it’s like a scientific system. I do a little bit research and 
internalise what teaching’s about.  
3. It’s not someone, like, instill this idea to me, so I have to do this. No! It’s how I 
understand the idea ... like, constructivism. I gradually understand more deeply about 
it. Then, I start to agree with it. I mean, I’m still critical about it, but some parts give 
me a new concept, a new insight for the education.  
4. It’s just like opening a new door for me to see, “Oh, there is another way to do it!” I 
start to reflect ... I use the research to guide my teaching practice and I think that 
benefit me a lot.  
 
In stanza 1 Chun Zhen referred to the principle underpinning ROSETE. In stanza 2 by 
foregrounding “reading a lot of articles and journals” she established the basis of her 
I-position as teacher-researcher, enacted through the interaction between reading and 
deepening understanding, and using the simile of “like a scientific system”. Her 
elaboration in stanzas 3 and 4 intensified her enactment of this iI-position. Her 
repeated positioning of herself as subject in these stanzas and her self-dialogue 
emphasised her empowerment and active agency as a teacher-researcher. 
 
The segments of Chun Zhen’s discourse analysed above reveal that she dialogically 
positioned multiple I-positions in relation to herself and others, including “real 
teacher”, Mandarin teacher, “beginner teacher”, mentor, teacher-researcher, and 
Australian teacher. As explained by Akkerman and Meijer (2011), these multiple I-
positions were “taking turns”, in Chun Zhen’s discourse, in a “dialogical relationship 
of inter-subjective exchange and temporary dominance” (p. 312). The “beginner 
teacher” I-position was enacted in dialogue with her mentor while the I-position of 
teacher-researcher was enacted through self-dialogue. Her enactment of the latter I-
position suggested empowerment and dominance. Chun Zhen’s recognition of the I-
position of Australian teacher early in her experience was further developed later in 
the interview and is analysed in the next chapter.  
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5.2.4 Dequan: A very good teacher  
Dequan (R2) extended his candidature and school experience to undertake a PhD. He 
was interviewed in 2012, during this extended ROSETE experience. In the segment 
of discourse analysed below his initial I-position as “a very good teacher” was 
revealed in dialogue with a teacher colleague.  
1. I still remember that, at the very beginning, when I started teaching, I met a very 
supportive classroom teacher. She is in charge of a Year 5/6 class and when I just 
have taught the first two lessons, she gave me very high appreciation and she think 
I’m a very good teacher, because she said I can engage their learning.  
2. But when I reflect...my teaching...actually, it’s not quite very smooth, but I just use 
Chinese animation cartoons to get the students [to] have the impression of what 
Chinese cartoons [are] like.  
3. The class teacher finds the kids very interested in that and she think that I’m a very 
good teacher. (Laughs). 
 
In stanza 1 Dequan’s use of three time markers “at the very beginning”, “when I started 
teaching”, and “when I just have taught the first two lessons” situated the I-position 
of “very good teacher” in time. In this stanza he also situated this I-position in dialogue 
with the classroom teacher. Repeated references to the teacher’s recognition of this I-
position (“she think I’m a very good teacher”, “she said I can engage their learning”) 
suggest Dequan distanced himself from this I-position. This was reinforced by his use 
of “But when I reflect” to commence stanza 2 and his use of “just” which down-plays 
his reference to using cartoons in the classroom. Dequan’s laughter at the end of stanza 
3 may be interpreted as surprise, light-hearted disbelief or dismissal of the teacher’s 
recognition of him as a “very good teacher”. 
 
Dequan’s discourse suggests that the I-position of “very good teacher” was not one he 
recognised for himself. Rather it was situated in and enacted through dialogue with 
the “very supportive classroom teacher”. Dequan’s response to the classroom 
teacher’s feedback may be in part explained with reference to later discourse, in which 
he related his uncertainty about his identity to teacher accreditation practices in China. 
1. When I come here, I’m still not sure whether education or teaching is what I like, but 
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gradually I developed a kind of professional knowledge, but I still find I’m not a 
professional teacher.  
2. I still think that, in China, you have to get two courses passed [to] get a Teaching 
Certificate and it is textbook based. (Laughs). A lack of the kind of knowledge in 
[those] books ... I think I’m not a confident ... not a practice certificate. I don’t know. 
In this segment of discourse, by foregrounding initial uncertainty as to whether he 
liked teaching, and lessening the significance of his learning by describing it as “a 
kind of professional knowledge”, Dequan distanced himself from the I-position of a 
“professional teacher”. Use of “still” as a qualifier at the end of stanza 1 and beginning 
of stanza 2, suggests his recognition of the I-position of “professional teacher” 
remained linked to his knowledge of teacher education and accreditation in China, 
reflecting Akkerman and Meijer’s (2011) idea of “local language” or “normative ways 
of talking and thinking” (p. 313), which Dequan applied to his Australian experience. 
This segment suggests his self-dialogue reinforced his uncertainty and constrained his 
self-identification as a teacher. Hermans and Hermans-Konopka (2010) distinguish 
five ways of reducing uncertainty outlined in Chapter 3, including the dialogical 
response of “going into” uncertainty rather than avoiding it” (p. 46). However, 
Dequan’s discourse suggests that his response was “giving the lead to one powerful 
position”, which he recognised as the requirement to pass two textbook based courses 
to get a teacher’s certificate in China (Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010, p. 45).  
 
5.2.5 He Ling: A friend of students  
He Ling (R3) was interviewed in 2012, the year following completion of her school 
experience. Her discourse was a reflection on her perceptions of contrasts between 
Chinese and Australian education. In her discourse she recognised but distanced 
herself from the I-position of “a good Australian teacher”. 
1. Firstly, when I went to the classroom, I’d try to teach as much as I can to the students. 
I want to give them as many information as I can to them and just let them to learn 
the vocabulary ... the grammar. I think it’s not the Australian way. It’s not a student-
centred teaching approach. 
2. I think that kind of education background kind of stops us to be a good Australian 
teacher.  
3. It also influences our expectation of school and the students, because in China we 
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think we don’t have to spend much attention on classroom management and they are 
just good students. They want to learn because they want to pass their exam,  
4. but Australian students are different, so we were kind of shocked when we first 
observed some schools. That experience really, kind led us to adjust to this new 
environment … 
 
In stanza 1 He Ling contrasted her initial teacher identity, enacted through references 
to pedagogy, “teaching as much as I can to the students”, “just let them to learn the 
vocabulary ... the grammar”, with the “Australian way”, referred to as a “student-
centred teaching approach”. In stanza 2 she reinforced this distinction by suggesting 
that her Chinese education background, “that kind of education background”, 
distanced her from the possibility of being a “good Australian teacher”. In stanzas 3 
and 4, the distance between Chinese and Australian education was extended to 
students, with Chinese students identified as “good students” and Australian students 
as “different”, the latter causing her and her colleagues to feel shock in their initial 
experiences of Australian classrooms. 
 
He Ling’s initial positioning of her teacher identity in relation to pedagogies she 
associated with Chinese education, her distancing of herself from the I-position of a 
“good Australian teacher”, and her paradoxical use of “good” to describe both an 
“Australian teacher” and Chinese students suggest she experienced uncertainty. Her 
discourse later in the interview (below) suggests that her attempt to reduce uncertainty 
was “adding instead of diminishing the number of positions in the self” (Hermans & 
Hermans-Konopka, 2010, p. 46). He Ling assumed an alternative I-position, that of a 
friend to students, enacted through references to social interaction. 
I think our interactions are more like friends, because after class they often come to me 
and talk with me about their favourite songs and the concerts they want to go [to] and 
what kind of albums they have buyed or they often also show the photos … the celebrity 
photos on their phones to me. I think I am really enjoying this kind of relation between 
us. 
He Ling’s statement that she enjoyed social interaction with students suggests the I-
position of friend was a response to the uncertainty evident in her previous discourse.  
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5.2.6 Conclusion  
This section provides evidence of five ROSETE participants’ experiences of teacher 
identity enacted through discourse. Evidence gained through discourse analysis 
suggests that three of these individuals (Annchi, Bai Jiao and Chun Zhen) dialogically 
positioned and repositioned multiple I-positions including Mandarin teacher, 
beginning teacher, volunteer, student, and teacher-researcher within their own 
experience, and in response to contextual factors, relationships and dialogue within 
themselves and with others. Their experience of shifting I-positions is consistent with 
research findings which emphasise the dynamic nature of identity within the 
individual and in response to contextual factors (Beauchamp & Thomas, 2009). 
Evidence from the discourse of one participant, Dequan suggests he distanced himself 
from a teacher I-position recognised in him by a teacher colleague. The fifth 
participant, He Ling’s discourse provides evidence suggesting she experienced 
uncertainty and distance from her perception of an Australian teacher identity, 
resulting in her assuming the I-position of a friend to students.  
 
In the next section this evidence will be built upon through examination of data from 
15 research participants.  
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5.3 Transitional identities: Category-centred analysis of ROSETE 
participants’ enactment of identity in discourse  
This section presents further analysis of the evidence and counter evidence of 
ROSETE participants’ experience of teacher identity enacted in their accounts of their 
school experience. As foregrounded in Section 5.1.1 of this chapter, identity was not 
an explicit focus of interview questions, but rather emerged as a theme in initial data 
analysis. Table 5.3 presents evidence of this theme, emerging from ROSETE 
participants’ accounts of their development as beginning teachers.  
 
Table 5.3 Initial evidence of teacher identity development in coded data category of 
self-development 
Themes evident 
in descriptions 
of development 
Related 
category and 
pattern code 
Sample data Respondent 
Developing a 
teacher identity: 
evidence 
Self-
development: 
developing self-
awareness as a 
teacher  
 
I developed a sense of a 
teacher 
 
I feel like a teacher 
 
I changed my view of myself 
- put myself in the role of a 
teacher … looking for 
professional identity 
 
I learned to act like a teacher 
not like a teacher student 
 
I presented my stance as a 
teacher in front of the students 
 
You can develop yourself in 
practice 
 
… my teaching philosophy 
was greatly transformed 
during this period 
 
The development was bit by 
bit 
 
… you know how can you 
teach 
 
Bai Jiao, 
Liling (R3),  
Mei Mei 
(R3), Nuan 
(R5),  
Chun Zhen,  
Ju Lei (R3),  
Guang (R2),  
Ya Fu (R6),  
Fen Bau 
(R2) 
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Themes evident 
in descriptions 
of development 
Related 
category and 
pattern code 
Sample data Respondent 
Developing a 
teacher identity: 
counter-evidence 
Self-
development: 
developing self-
awareness as a 
teacher – 
recognising 
problems 
I developed a kind of 
professional knowledge, but I 
still find I’m not a 
professional teacher 
 
… not … the real teacher in 
the school 
Dequan 
 
 
 
 
Nuan 
 
Coded data in Table 5.3 suggests nine ROSETE participants experienced teacher 
identity development during their school experience. This initial evidence inspired a 
deeper level of analysis focused on participants’ enactment of teacher identity in their 
discourse. Examination of segments of discourse extracted from interview transcripts 
of all 15 participants revealed evidence of various, sometimes dichotomous I-positions 
which were positioned and repositioned within individual experience in response to 
contextual factors such as relationships with students, institutional roles and 
structures, and in dialogue with others, such as mentors.  
 
The deictic phrase, “at the beginning” appears in many segments of discourse to signal 
I-positions experienced in the early stages of ROSETE. This phrase also signals a 
reflective stance, suggesting early I-positions were transitional and points of 
comparison, giving way to later I-positions which emerged with time and experience, 
and in response to pedagogical and contextual challenges. That each participant’s 
interpretation of the ROSETE experience was different reflected the uniqueness of 
her/his selfhood, the alignment of the individual’s past, present and future, processes 
of cultural and historical mediation (Akkerman & Meijer, 2011) and how these reacted 
and responded to the learning challenges embedded in school contexts, relationships 
with others and engagement with and in research. 
 
For most participants, self-recognition as a teacher was not their initial experience. For 
example, Mei Mei who was engaged in school experience at the time of interview, 
reflected on her initial I-position as “just a newcomer”. 
I still remember, when I first started to teach, I didn’t recognise myself as a teacher. I was 
just a newcomer to that school …  
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However, the transitional nature of her early identification was evident in later 
discourse in which Mei Mei self-identified as a “serious teacher”, enacted as one who 
gained the cooperation of students. 
 
The transitions evident in the discourse of Mei Mei and others leads to the 
conceptualisation of ROSETE participants’ identities as transitional, in the process of 
becoming. This is not intended to suggest a presupposition of linearity of experience, 
but rather the individual experience of a dynamic kaleidoscope of interconnected I-
positions in dialogue within the self. For example, Chun Zhen’s early self-
identifications profiled in the last section provided evidence of multiple conceptions 
of herself as a teacher, interrelated I-positions, enacted discursively to represent their 
positioning within her experience. Chun Zhen’s enactment of the I-position of a “real 
teacher”, a claim of authenticity of her experience, was connected through her 
discourse with that of “beginner teacher”, emphasising the importance of relationships 
and dialogue with mentors, and teacher-researcher which illustrated the illuminating 
effect of research on her teaching. Her self-identification as a “Mandarin teacher” and 
recognition of the I-position of “Australian teacher” added to the kaleidoscope of I-
positions enacted in her discourse. Central to all was the I-position of “teacher”.  
 
Figure 5.3 represents a sample of I-positions evident across the 15 ROSETE 
participants’ discourse conceptualised kaleidoscopically. Throughout the experience 
of becoming teachers these I-positions are positioned, repositioned and added to in 
dialogue within the self and with others. The interactions of multiple I-positions define 
the transitional identity of each individual, contributing to and impacting on the 
teacher self, which is never finalised but in a continual state of becoming. In her 
analysis of discourses of pre-service teachers, Alsup (2006) contends that “reaching 
the in-between ground, the place of becoming, the space of ambiguity and reflection 
is the goal – this is the space with which we want our preservice teachers to 
experiment” (Alsup, 2006, p. 9). 
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Figure 5.3 One who teaches: Kaleidoscope of a sample of I-positions enacted by 
ROSETE participants 
 
Conceptualising I-positions as a kaleidoscope reinforces the dynamic nature of 
ROSETE participants’ identity experience consistent with research findings by 
Beauchamp and Thomas (2009), Varghese et al. (2005), Beijaard et al. (2004) and 
others. Considering ROSETE participants’ identity experiences from a perspective of 
DST (Hemans and Hermans-Konopka, 2010) assists us to understand the varying I-
positions and at the same time recognise the unity of identity, “the feeling of being 
one and the same person throughout various situations” (Akkerman and Meijer, 2011, 
p. 312). Akkerman and Meijer’s (2011) dialogical conceptualisation of teacher 
identity is helpful in interpreting ROSETE participants’ experiences: 
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‘someone who teaches’ or ‘teacher identity’, cannot be seen as an end 
point, but instead should be defined as an ongoing process of negotiating 
and interrelating multiple I-positions in such a way that a more or less 
coherent sense of self is maintained throughout various participations and 
self-investments in one’s (working) life. (Akkerman & Meijer, 2011, pp. 
317-318)  
In ROSETE participants’ kaleidoscopic experience, each maintained her/his 
individual sense of self and applied it in the enactment of I-positions, many of which 
shared a conceptual link with a central I-position of teacher. It is in the enactment of 
transitional identities through multiple I-positions that the coherence of the individual 
self is revealed. Akkerman and Meijer (2011) explain the coherence of self as residing 
“in the continuous attempt to synthesise the different parts” (p. 312). They point out 
that the “natural desire of people to maintain a consistent and coherent sense of self is 
what motivates a self to create a dialogical space between different I-positions” 
(Akkerman & Meijer, 2011, p. 312).  
 
Whilst some ROSETE participants articulated I-positions linked to their institutional 
status as “student volunteers”, these were enacted as transitory states, emphasising 
their identities as transitional. This is evident in Bai Jiao’s discourse profiled in the 
last section, in which her initial self-identification as a student was transformed by her 
teacher-researcher I-position which in turn provided a bridge to her realisation of an 
I-position as a beginning teacher, enacted as “growing up as a beginning teacher”. The 
dichotomy of roles reflected in the institutional status as student and volunteer who 
supports teaching could conceivably cause confusion of identity as reflected in Trent’s 
(2014) study in which he found that positioning teacher assistants as providers of 
support could have the effect of distancing them from teachers and teaching (p. 29). 
However, evidence from ROSETE participants’ discourse suggests that all identified 
themselves as developing and practicing teachers, with the kind of teacher varying 
according to their understanding of practice.  
 
Examination of the I-positions evident in ROSETE participants’ discourse suggests 
their enactment of identity was associated with elements of practice. In developing a 
framework of language teacher identity Varghese et al. (2005) conceptualised 
“identity-in-practice” and “identity-in-discourse” (p. 39). Within these two 
conceptions of identity, agency is conceptualised differently: “In ‘identity-in-practice’ 
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teacher agency is seen as action-oriented and focusing on concrete practices and tasks 
in relation to a group and mentor(s). In ‘identity-in-discourse’, agency is discursively 
constituted, mainly through language, focusing primarily on critical reflexivity” (p. 
39). Trent (2013) conceptualises agency as the link which combines identity-in-
discourse with identity-in-practice. Whilst practice is not an analytical lens in this 
study, the analysis of participants’ discourse illuminates their practice. Table 5.3a on 
the following pages presents the transitional identities enacted in ROSETE 
participants’ discourse, and the associated elements of practice.  
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Table 5.3a I-positions evident in ROSETE participants’ discourse, linked to practice 
I-positions Enacted in 
discourse as 
Samples of discourse Associated 
practice 
Volunteer, 
newcomer 
Assuming role of 
assistant, passive, 
support role 
… at the beginning, I observed his (Chinese teacher’s) class ... his lessons, and 
took some notes and supported the teacher, when it is necessary. Annchi  
 
… as a volunteer Mandarin teacher’s assistant. My role there was to support 
teaching and learning of Mandarin language and Chinese culture. Guang  
 
Fulfilment of an 
institutional role  
Student, intern  Learning about 
teaching 
So, at the beginning, when we learn the teaching methodology or the teaching 
context in Australia, I feel like that I’m on the way to become a teacher and that 
is the first identification for me, because we learn how to teach and somebody 
teach us to teach. Bai Jiao  
 
Fulfilment of an 
institutional role 
Beginner 
teacher, 
beginning 
teacher 
Dialogue and 
relationships with 
others, including 
mentors, supervisors 
and classroom 
teachers 
But I think that sometimes, as a beginning teacher … I think sometimes I need 
more assistance. Bai Jiao  
 
There are mentors for me to talk about my lesson plans. After the class, they will 
comment on my lessons ... how I delivered my lessons. They observed my 
lessons, so they give me feedback. That’s very important for me to grow as a 
beginner teacher. Chun Zhen  
 
I think the most assistance I need is from the school and the classroom teacher.  
He Ling  
Need for support 
and assistance 
Mandarin 
teacher 
References to 
language, culture 
and learning 
To plan a lesson, I think it requires a knowledge of Mandarin, of course, both the 
linguistic knowledge and the cultural and historical knowledge. It also requires 
practical classroom strategies and English ability. Annchi  
 
Curriculum focus, 
area of learning  
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I-positions Enacted in 
discourse as 
Samples of discourse Associated 
practice 
… because they are at a very young age, especially K-6 students ... I think the 
language in English and Chinese is quite different and this could help them to 
build their way of thinking. They could think from another angle ... Fen Bao  
 
I learnt, in some ways, how to teach pinyin and how to teach the characters and 
how to teach grammar. Liling  
 
Sometimes when we are teaching language, like teaching the characters and some 
useful words, we will talk about something in China, talk about our life in China 
and they make links and … sometimes will ask a question … So, that’s the 
moment that I can teach the language and the culture together. What is culture? 
Sometimes, it is just our life in China, what we usually do, what we usually have 
in China. Nuan  
 
I know about Chinese culture and the Chinese language. Tu Liang (R6) 
 
Teacher-
researcher 
Relationship 
between research 
and teaching 
The study focuses on my development as a teacher/researcher. … so I think by 
research and also by the teachers’ observation, I know how well I was progressing 
as a teacher. Annchi  
 
… when I meet some problems in teaching and I wrote them in the research and 
then I would read some books or see what others solve these problems or how 
they see these problems. Then I can learn teaching is like this and I feel like I am 
progressing as a teacher.  Bai Jiao  
 
I think the research really helps me to make my lesson plans. The research is very 
high guidance. It’s very high to achieve that, but I use it as a guidance for me, 
Reflection on 
research 
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I-positions Enacted in 
discourse as 
Samples of discourse Associated 
practice 
just like climbing a ladder. It’s very hard for me to climb to the top, but I can 
climb it, step by step. Gradually, I can oversee what happens, like that (gesture). 
That really helps me to improve my teaching skills. Chun Zhen  
 
… if I only teach without doing the research, I shouldn’t be such successful as 
now, because research force you to think about your own teaching and then you 
got an opportunity to improve that. Ju Lei  
 
Australian 
teacher, good 
teacher 
References to 
pedagogy, classroom 
practices  
I must have the students involved in activities. That is the correct way in teaching 
in Australia so I try to make myself to prepare those activities… Bai Jiao  
 
I reflected on my teaching practice. I start to do more hands-on activities and 
group work and visual things. Yeah. I think that really make me feel, “Oh, I’m a 
good teacher!” Chun Zhen  
 
… the knowledge, the concept behind the teaching … I realised it’s important …. 
The concept behind the teaching … you could say it is more student centred - you 
are to create a supportive learning environment. Fen Bao 
  
Local pedagogy 
and practice 
contrasted with 
prior experiences 
of education in 
China 
Successful 
teacher 
Student learning 
outcomes 
… at one school I did the test … I found that there are an amount of students that 
they did really good, so I think that’s another success, because the students’ 
learning, their outcomes, is very important as a teacher. Bai Jiao  
 
Assessment of 
learning 
Serious 
teacher, formal 
teacher 
References to 
student behaviour  
I presented my stance as a teacher in front of the students, so they think you are 
a teacher so they will co-operate with you more. I think that’s serious. It’s not for 
fun. Mei Mei  
Classroom 
management 
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I-positions Enacted in 
discourse as 
Samples of discourse Associated 
practice 
 
I think to be a formal teacher, I should be serious with the students … because if 
you are too gentle to them, the students will get wild and they will be very, very 
noisy, so first of all, establish your authority and set up your own instructional 
rules. Shuhua (R6) 
 
Funny teacher 
 
Reference to 
maintaining student 
interest, excitement 
I think the students quite like my Chinese class and, in my opinion, the first reason 
is that they think I am funny! I am a funny teacher! They like to learn with me. 
Qiuyi (R5) 
 
I am able to keep them always be excited, be attracted to the class and also by the 
end, from their feedback, I know they have learned something. Ya Fu  
 
Student feedback, 
responsiveness 
Friend of 
students 
Social interaction I think our interactions are more like friends, because after class they often come 
to me and talk with me. He Ling  
 
I was also a very friendly person and when I was teaching high school … Nuan 
  
Relationships 
with students 
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Analysis of the I-positions evident in ROSETE participants’ transitional identities 
presented in Table 5.3a suggests that realising a teacher identity involved becoming a 
certain kind of teacher, and the “kind” was discursively linked to their perspectives on 
practice. Typically, developing capability in classroom management was linked to 
realising a teacher identity enacted through the I-position of “formal teacher” 
(Shuhua), “serious teacher” (Mei Mei), or “surviving stage” of becoming a teacher 
(Liling). Nuan’s discourse below illustrates her re-positioning of I-positions, from a 
“teacher student” enacted as treating students like friends to a teacher.  
1. At the beginning I was always smiling. I was always trying to be nice to the students, 
but Wendy tell me that they are saying that the new teachers should not be smiling 
before Easter. 
2. I remember that, so kind of changing myself in front of the students … I learned to 
act like a teacher, not like a teacher student, like treating like friends.  
Data suggests that participants’ school and research experience led to expressions of 
tension between their prior understandings and experiences of education and their 
reality in Australian classrooms. In He Ling’s discourse, profiled in the last section, 
she established a separation between her understanding of teaching linked to her 
Chinese education background enacted through “teaching as much as I can to 
students” and the need to “spend much attention on classroom management” in 
Australia. She expressed shock and suggested that her background was a factor which 
distanced her from being “a good Australian teacher”.   
 
In a study of the discourse of six pre-service teachers, Alsup (2006) identified 
borderland discourse as expressions of cognitive and emotional dissonance and 
tensions which arise when disparate cultural and contextual understandings of 
“teacher”, personal beliefs and prior experiences and situated identities come into 
contact. In ROSETE participants’ experiences, the tensions arising from disparate 
understandings of the identity of teacher, linked to their prior experiences of education 
led them to dichotomise their prior experiences of education in China and their 
experiences in Australia. They engaged in contrasting Discourses of Chinese 
education and Australian education, defined by references to disparate teaching and 
learning pedagogies and practices. Table 5.3b illustrates elements of these Discourses 
using excerpts from interview transcripts. 
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Table 5.3b Elements of contrasting Discourses of Australian and Chinese education 
evident in the data 
Chinese education Australian education 
Well-behaved students: Chun Zhen  
Good students: He Ling  
Naughty students: Dequan, Chun Zhen  
Students were not controllable: Guang, 
Mei Mei  
Noisy students: Liling  
 
Strict teachers: Annchi  
Teachers punish students: Guang  
Discouraging education: Mei Mei  
Teachers rarely scold students: Annchi  
(teachers give) positive feedback: 
Chun Zhen  
Encouraging education: Mei Mei  
 
Text-book oriented education: Mei Mei, 
Guang  
 
Test … assessment-oriented education: 
Chun Zhen, Guang  
 
Student-centred learning: He Ling, Fen 
Bao  
 
Australian students really like doing 
things, not speaking or reading: Bai 
Jiao  
 
Group work, hands-on activities, 
individual teaching, visual things: 
Chun Zhen  
 
need to make your class very active: 
Quiyi  
 
learning is very hard … takes a lot of 
effort: Dequan  
Students have different learning styles: 
Quiyi  
 
Develop students’ interest: Dequan  
 
Should use scaffolding: Quiyi  
 
(focus on) …behaviour engagement, 
emotional engagement and cognitive 
engagement: Chun Zhen  
 
 
Reflecting on the contrasts between their experiences of Chinese and Australian 
education and engaging in Discourses which reinforced difference, led to the 
articulation of I-positions such as “Australian teacher”, “good Australian teacher”, and 
“professional teacher”. This resonates with Kayi-Aydar’s study of a single pre-service 
language teacher’s professional identity, in which she found that “becoming a certain 
type of teacher is deeply rooted in the identities created in the past and present” (Kayi-
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Aydar, 2015, p. 156). The anxiety, uncertainty and confusion associated with the 
experience of dissonance between familiar and unfamiliar education practices engaged 
various responses across the group of research participants. Whilst Dequan and He 
Ling, profiled in the last section, distanced themselves from I-positions of 
“professional teacher” and “good Australian teacher”, others mobilised determination 
and resilience to enter the uncertainty, push through the cognitive barriers and 
construct teacher identities they associated with “Australian practices”. These 
experiences of identity construction are examined in the next chapter in which 
discourse analysis focuses on ROSETE participants’ accounts of practice.  
 
5.4 Conclusion  
This chapter presents analyses of ROSETE participants’ experience of teacher identity 
enacted through discourse extracted from interview transcripts. Informed by Gee’s 
(2014) discourse analysis tools and the theoretical framework of DST (Hermans and 
Hermans-Konopka, 2010), examination of the data suggests that ROSETE 
participants’ becoming involved the experience of multiple transitional I-positions in 
their school experience. These transitional I-positions were experienced 
kaleidoscopically. They were interconnected, shifting, positioned and repositioned in 
response to contexts, within relationships, and in dialogue within the self and with 
others. Analysis of data in this chapter suggests that participants’ kaleidoscopic 
experience of transitional I-positions was an element of their becoming. The  I-
positions revealed in data were linked by the common context of ROSETE and many 
retained a conceptual link with the central notion of teacher. ROSETE participants’ 
experience of transitional identities was enacted in discourse using associations with 
practice. Evidence suggests individuals’ perspectives on practice in the past and 
present impacted on their experience of identity, typically causing uncertainty, anxiety 
and conflict within the self. Participants’ responses to these emotions reflected the 
individuality inherent in their becoming, each one attempting to reduce uncertainty, 
synthesise I-positions and reach coherence of self. In the next chapter discourse 
analysis focuses on ROSETE participants’ experience of identity construction, to 
answer the research question: How were ROSETE participants’ experiences of teacher 
identity construction represented in their accounts of practice?  
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Chapter 6: The Process of Becoming: ROSETE 
Participants’ Experience of Teacher Identity Construction 
in Practice 
 
6.0 Introduction  
This chapter investigates ROSETE participants’ experience of teacher identity 
construction as a process of becoming. In the last chapter evidence from interview 
transcripts suggested that ROSETE participants’ transitional identities were 
characterised by the  enactment of multiple I-positions as a shifting kaleidoscope in 
response to contexts and relationships, and in dialogue within the self and with others. 
These transitional identities were conceptualised as an element of their becoming  
associated with aspects of practice.  
 
In this chapter the focus shifts to analysis of research participants’ accounts of practice 
to answer the research question: How are ROSETE participants’ experiences of 
teacher identity construction represented in their accounts of practice? Building on the 
theoretical framework discussed in Chapter 3, and the evidence presented in the last 
chapter, in the presentation of data analysis in this chapter, becoming is used 
synonymously with teacher identity construction. 
 
The chapter is organised in four key sections. Section 6.1 presents an overview of the 
organisation of data analysis and characteristics of respondents. Section 6.2 presents 
discourse analysis of excerpts of interview transcripts of three participants, informed 
by discourse analysis, Dialogical Self Theory (DST) (Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 
2010) and relevant literature. Section 6.3 presents analysis of data extracted from 
interview transcripts of all 15 research participants. This section provides a synthesis 
and discussion of the evidence presented in this chapter, informed by relevant 
literature. Section 6.4, the conclusion, provides a summary of the argument presented 
in this chapter and a link to the following chapter.  
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6.1 Overview of data analysis and participants  
This section presents an overview of the methods and theories that inform the analysis 
and presentation of data in this chapter, and related characteristics of respondents.  
 
6.1.1 Methodological and theoretical tools to inform data analysis   
In early category-centred analysis, teacher identity emerged as a theme in second cycle 
coding of interview data and informed case-centred analysis, refinement of research 
questions and overall directions for the study. Second cycle coding revealed the 
following themes, which provide insights into participants’ experience of learning 
how to teach:  
1. Developing skills in planning and classroom practice 
2. Engaging in a professional learning network 
3. Increasing confidence. 
These themes emerged from the analysis of participants’ responses to questions about 
their perceptions of success and development as beginning teachers. In this chapter 
case-centred analysis of participants’ discourse illuminated the interconnection 
between their language, practice and construction of teacher identity. Discourse 
analysis outlined in this chapter was informed by five of Gee’s (2014a) tools, namely: 
the stanza tool, the activities building tool, the significance building tool, the subject 
tool and the social languages tool (Appendix 9). Through the application of these tools, 
practice was analysed as a function of language.  
 
However, Wenger’s (1998) insights on the nature of practice were also useful. 
Wenger’s (1998) modes of belonging and identification within communities, 
engagement, imagination and alignment, provided a framework to assist in 
understanding the interrelationship of themes identified above and participants’ 
identity construction. Participants’ recognition of a community of Australian teachers, 
evident through their use of separate Discourses of Chinese and Australian education 
(Chapter 5), underpinned the analyses of their identification with the practices of this 
community, through Wenger’s (1998) modes of belonging.  
Theories of teacher identity construction highlight language and practice as 
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interrelated concepts. This is relevant to this study in which analyses of participants’ 
language used in accounts of practice illuminated their experience of teacher identity 
construction. Varghese et al.’s (2005) concepts of “identity in practice” and “identity 
in discourse” provided particular insights pertinent to this study (p. 39). The former 
concept, identity in practice, reflects Wenger’s (1998) modes of belonging in that it 
relates to the enactment of practices associated with a group and the processes of 
identification or non-identification with the group. The latter concept, identity-in-
discourse, refers to the use of language to construct and enact identity (Varghese et 
al., 2005). Trent’s (2013) integrated framework of teacher identity construction 
emphasises the exercise of agency as the link between identity enacted through 
practice and identity enacted through language.  
 
Analysis of the process of teacher identity construction was informed by findings of a 
number of studies. Izadinia (2013) theorises teacher identity construction as a process 
of learning how to teach. She defines changes in student teacher identity as 
fluctuations in their “perceptions of their cognitive knowledge, sense of agency, self-
awareness, voice, confidence and relationships with colleagues, pupils and parents, as 
shaped by their educational contexts, prior experiences and learning communities” 
(Izadinia, 2013, p. 708). In further research, Izadinia (2015, 2016b) highlights 
relationships with mentor teachers as an important influence in pre-service teachers’ 
identity construction. Studies which analyse the nature and contributions of mentoring 
relationships in the pre-service and early career years also informed this study 
(Ambrosetti et al., 2014; Brondyk & Searby, 2013; Izadinia, 2015, 2016b). In addition 
to mentoring, relationships with colleagues and students are also highlighted as 
important influences on teacher identity construction in findings of Beauchamp and 
Thomas (2009), Timoštšuk and Ugaste (2012), Malderez et al. (2007), McNally 
(2009), and others. These studies also recognise emotion as having a role in the 
construction of a teacher identity.  
 
The emotional cost and discursive struggle involved in teacher identity construction 
are also reflected in research by Alsup (2006) and Stronach (2010) who conceptualise 
teacher identity construction as becoming. Alsup (2006) identifies uncertainty, 
ambiguity, and cognitive and cultural dissonance as features of becoming evident in 
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the discourse of pre-service teachers. These bodies of research added further 
theoretical tools that informed data analysis in this chapter.  
 
6.1.2 Characteristics of respondents  
As international students from The People’s Republic of China, the research 
participants in this study represented an increasing trend of transnational student 
mobility and in particular, the rapidly increasing proportion of Chinese international 
students studying in Australian universities (Australian Government Department of 
Education and Training, 2016). Whilst ROSETE is not an initial teacher education 
program, evidence presented in the last chapter suggested many participants self-
identified as teachers throughout and as a result of their experience in Australian 
schools. In this chapter, application of DST enabled analysis of individuals’ responses 
to the uncertainty and dissonance of teacher identity construction within a global 
context, in which the complexity of cultures, values and practices impact directly on 
their practices and sense of self (Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010).  
 
Analyses of these participants’ experiences of teacher identity construction, or 
becoming, was informed by theoretical and methodological tools from relevant 
literature referred to in the foregoing discussion. The following section presents case-
centred analysis of data from interview transcripts of three participants.  
 
6.2 Learning how to teach: Case-centred analyses of three ROSETE 
participants’ accounts of teacher identity construction in practice  
This section presents analyses of excerpts of interview transcripts organised as 
segments of discourse. The selection of data for analysis was based on the following 
considerations: 
1. the selection includes participants from three different ROSETE cohorts 
2. interview transcripts provided sufficient detail to allow depth of analysis  
3. transcripts provided evidence of themes identified in early category-centred 
data analysis  
4. transcripts provided additional insights into individuals’ experiences of teacher 
identity construction. 
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Accounts of three ROSETE participants were extracted from interview transcripts of: 
Chun Zhen (R1), Liling (R3), and Nuan (R5). Whilst some data cleaning was 
conducted to maintain the flow of the discourse, grammatical inaccuracies used by the 
participants were maintained (Chapter 4, Section 4.4.4). 
 
Analyses of individuals’ experiences of teacher identity construction, evident in 
segments of discourse, are presented under pseudonym headings organised 
alphabetically: 
1. pseudonym and introductory information 
2. heading reflecting key experience(s) or theme(s) evident in the segment of 
discourse 
3. presentation of the segment in stanzas to assist in organisation and referencing 
4. analysis of participants’ experience of teacher identity construction 
illuminated by their use of language to: build the significance of processes, 
experiences and people; enact teaching practices; respond to uncertainty, 
ambiguity and discomfort.  
 
6.2.1 Chun Zhen   
Chun Zhen was interviewed in China more than two years after completing ROSETE. 
In the intervening time she was employed as a teacher in an international school in 
China. At the time of the writing, she had returned to Australia to complete a PhD. 
The analysis of segments of her discourse below reveals evidence of Chun Zhen’s 
engagement and increasing confidence in classroom practices she associated with the 
local community of teachers, and the support of a professional network, as 
interconnected themes in her becoming. There is also evidence that personal qualities 
of persistence and determination upheld her through the uncertainty and tension she 
experienced in Australian classrooms. 
 
The account below was told in response to interview question 4: Tell me about your 
development as a beginning teacher of Mandarin? What have been the significant 
milestones in your development? This narrative presents a reconstruction of Chun 
Zhen’s co-teaching of a lesson with her university supervisor.  
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A milestone for me as a beginning teacher 
1. At the beginning, I really don’t understand. People behave very differently from 
students who are in China. At that time, I don’t quite understand what happened? Is it 
because me? (Laughter) Why? I asked for help and, I think, after nearly one year, I 
still struggling with that question. (Laughter).  
2. After that, William came in my class and co-teach with me. He did that and that really 
give me a lot of strength.  
3. I know that maybe students, at that age, that’s their natural way of doing that. Maybe 
I need to approach them differently.  
4. I think that the lesson William co-teached with me, that’s a milestone for me as a 
beginning teacher.  
5. He helped me ... we talked about how to do that lesson and we came up with one idea 
... because students ... especially, I got a lot of boys. They like hands-on activities, so 
we make kites and, before they want to get to these materials, they have to learn what 
it is ... which coloured paper that you like and what materials that you need ... they 
have to learn that beforehand and they have to be able to speak that with me, so that 
they can get the materials.  
6. … that lesson was really nice and the students enjoyed it a lot. At the end of the lesson, 
we compete with each other ... which kite fly higher and we analyse why this kite fly 
higher and why this kite doesn’t work. We do that comparison ... that analysis.  
7. That lesson really met the behaviour engagement, emotional engagement and 
cognitive engagement. I did research and collected data from my students and they 
enjoyed it a lot and they told me they liked that kind of activities.  
8. So, after that, I reflected on my teaching practice. I start to do more hands-on activities 
and group work and visual things. Yeah. I think that really make me feel, “Oh, I’m a 
good teacher!”  
This account suggests that the experience of co-teaching with William, her university 
supervisor, was a significant event in Chun Zhen’s teacher identity construction. The 
strength she gained through William’s collaboration (stanza 2) enabled her to consider 
reframing her approach to students (stanza 3) and established the lesson as a milestone 
in her becoming. Stanza 3 in particular suggests this experience had a transformative 
impact in her trajectory of becoming a teacher. The details recounted in stanzas 5 to 8 
outline her engagement with the practices she associated with the I-position of 
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Australian teacher, enacted using social language, including “co-teach”, “hands on 
activities”, “analysis”, “data”, “behaviour engagement, emotional engagement and 
cognitive engagement”, and “hands on activities and group work and visual things”. 
Her use of this social language suggests she defined her teacher identity construction 
and belonging to the community of Australian teachers by engagement with these 
practices, justifying her self-identification as “a good teacher” (stanza 8). The contrast 
between the confusion reflected in stanza 1 and the renewed confidence and 
affirmation reflected in stanza 6 underscores the importance of the lesson in Chun 
Zhen’s becoming. 
 
In her account of this lesson, Chun Zhen represented her increasing confidence by a 
change in subjectivity relating to lesson planning and delivery, revealing her 
development of joint ownership of the lesson. In particular, Chun Zhen positioned 
William as the subject in stanza 2, but in stanza 4 “we” emerged as subject suggesting 
her shared responsibility in the lesson delivery. In stanza 7 Chun Zhen positioned 
herself as subject, a position intensified in stanza 8 by the use of reported speech in 
her affirmation, “Oh, I’m a good teacher!”. The cumulative change in subjectivity 
(William-we-I) reflected Chun Zhen’s perceived increase in confidence identified by 
Izadinia (2013) as a component of teacher identity construction.  
 
The narrative suggests that the lesson was an empowering influence in Chun Zhen’s 
becoming, enabling her to experience engagement and alignment, two modes of 
belonging identified in Wenger’s (1998) research on communities of practice. The 
lesson provided Chun Zhen with a supported space in which to engage with local 
teaching practices and negotiate meaning in her interactions with William, laying the 
foundation for the alignment of her practices with those of the community of local 
teachers. Further, her account provides evidence of the importance of supportive 
relationships in the process of becoming a teacher, consistent with research findings 
by Malderez et al. (2007), McNally et al. (2009) and Timoštšuk and Ugaste (2012).  
 
The reflective stance evident in Chun Zhen’s narrative about co-teaching with William 
continued throughout the interview. Reflection on practice emerged as a deliberate 
strategy used in her construction of a teacher identity. This is highlighted in the excerpt 
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below, her response to interview question 15: Tell me how you manage students’ 
learning and behaviour. The distress evident early in her account of co-teaching with 
William is also evident in the excerpt below. Using “at the beginning” Chun Zhen 
situated her emotional reaction to student behaviour early in her ROSETE experience. 
A good opportunity to … change myself as a teacher 
1. At the beginning, student behaviour is, like, my headache! (Laughter). I talked a lot 
about naughty boys!  
2. I think that kind of attitude … when I was educated … everyone knows how to sit 
properly, how to put up hand … We are trained to do this.  
3. I was thinking, “Why they don’t know that? Why they need me to teach them that?” 
I think that is very difficult for me to adapt to.  
4. But the more rapport I made with them, I think they are very real people in my class. 
They are not my robot! They have their own feelings. If they don’t like my lesson, 
they behave like this. That’s their real feedback for me.  
5. So, I start to think about … “Hmm. This is a very challenging task, but I need to be 
very persistent to learn. It’s a good opportunity for me to learn and change myself as 
a teacher, because if I do a good lesson ... less misbehaviour will happen in my class”. 
It’s just like a mirror … 
6. Also, I ask my mentors, “If that happens in your class, what will you do?” Those kind 
of mentor relationships really helps me a lot, to do the classroom management. 
In this excerpt the dissonance evident in stanzas 2 and 3 is followed by transformation 
in stanza 4. Chun Zhen’s reflection on her growing rapport with her students led her 
to frame them differently, suggesting she recognised a link between learning and 
behaviour. Thus, her students were no longer “naughty boys” but “real people” with 
“their own feelings”, whose misbehaviour represented “real feedback” on her lesson. 
In addition, her reframing of the “challenging task” of classroom management as “an 
opportunity to learn and change myself as a teacher” illustrates the intensity and 
determination with which she approached her construction of teacher identity. Chun 
Zhen positioned herself as the subject, the agent in her becoming. The references to 
seeking advice from mentors in stanza 6 suggest her engagement in and alignment 
with local practices were informed by a professional learning network. 
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The narrative about co-teaching with William and reflections on managing learning 
and behaviour underscore the emotional struggle inherent in Chun Zhen’s becoming, 
and also provide evidence of how she responded to discomfort and uncertainty. Her 
self-questioning and use of reported speech in these excerpts illustrate a dialogical 
response to dissonance (Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010; Yue, 2017). Her 
accounts provide evidence that she responded to the challenges to her pre-conceived 
I-positions of teachers and students by mobilising dialogue within herself and with her 
supervisor and mentors. For Chun Zhen, dialogue appeared to be a coping strategy 
through which she approached the confusion and discomfort she experienced in 
Australian classrooms. Rather than seeking to avoid the discomfort, she used dialogue 
to go into the discomfort, and push through it, emerging as a new I-position. This was 
evident in informal interaction in the wind-up phase of the interview where she 
confidently claimed her status as an experienced teacher, “I’m not a beginning teacher 
right now. I’m very confident to do the group work and to do individual work”. Chun 
Zhen emphatically stated her determination to “Never give up!”, thereby mobilising 
the inner strength which defined the essence of her becoming.  
 
In summary, Chun Zhen’s journey of teacher identity construction was underpinned 
by an attitude of “never give up” that involved enduring persistence to: 
1. cumulatively develop teaching skills and practices  
2. increase confidence through the support and encouragement of a professional 
network  
3. push through dissonance dialogically, and 
4. agentively reframe challenges as opportunities. 
The determination and persistence reflected in Chun Zhen’s accounts of teacher 
identity construction were also evident in the experience of Liling, analysed in the next 
section. Liling’s accounts highlight engagement in a professional learning network as 
a core element of her becoming. 
 
6.2.2 Liling   
Liling commenced ROSETE 3 in July 2010 and upgraded her Master of Education 
candidature to PhD. She was interviewed in her eighth term of ROSETE experience. 
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Liling’s extended narrative account of her experience of teacher identity construction, 
interpreted as learning how to teach, reveals evidence of interconnected themes of 
increasing confidence, independence and responsibility in her experience of 
becoming. Below, is her response to interview question 2: What have been your 
successes? Why were these experiences so successful? Liling defined her success in 
her first stage of teacher identity construction by learning to use the classroom 
language practiced by local teachers.  
My surviving stage 
1. When I first walk into the Australian classroom, I found the class is like a market. 
(Laughter) … a very big shock for me, compared to my teaching and learning 
experience in China. So my first stage is how to manage the students … my surviving 
stage …  
2. I have a mentor in one of the schools, I had one term, totally observation. She tell me 
three steps. The first is to observe the Chinese lesson and other subjects, to see what 
the local teachers would say to the students ... what classroom languages they will use 
… because this language is not something you can pick up and say it. You need time 
to get used to it. Then the students will know “that is the language that my teacher 
will use”. So they will get used to me as well.  
3. I take a note of this language, then the second step is you memorise them and do it in 
front of the mirror … I usually practised this … find some time when there is nobody 
in the room. I look at myself in the mirror and say these sentences very loudly and 
very angry, to pretend that there are a group of noisy students in front of me.  
4. The third step is I go back to the school and practise it … Then, I know, “Oh, that’s 
the language that students get used to it.” That’s when I use it, actually, when I say to 
the students, “Listen to me!” I think it’s useful.  
Liling intensified the emotional shock of her first encounter in an Australian classroom 
by framing her first stage of her teacher identity construction as “my surviving stage”. 
The reference to surviving in stanza 1 implies that Liling’s success in this stage was 
foundational to her becoming.  
 
This discourse provides evidence that Liling approached her teacher identity 
construction systematically, under the guidance of her mentor, introduced in stanza 2. 
In her discourse she enacted the practice of teaching through references to observing, 
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memorising and practising classroom language, thereby providing her access to 
preliminary identification with the local (teaching) community. In particular, her 
application of these steps enabled her to enact the first two of Wenger’s (1998) modes 
of belonging: engagement with local practices, by observing local teachers and 
practising their classroom language; and imagination, through her strategies of 
memorisation and practice in front of a mirror. This prepared her for future alignment, 
through the use of local classroom management practices, language and Discourses in 
her teaching practice (Wenger, 1998).  
 
Liling’s discourse suggests her teacher identity construction was a determined, 
effortful process. From the perspective of DST, her response to her initial shock was 
to follow her mentor’s lead, recognising the mentor as a dominant I-position with the 
power to influence her becoming and on which her success and survival depended. 
Student and teacher I-positions evident in Liling’s discourse reveal that her 
preliminary perceptions of Australian classrooms included “noisy” students (stanzas 
1 and 4), who needed to be managed (stanza 1) and disciplined by teachers (stanza 2). 
Furthermore, teaching practice was associated with being loud and angry (stanza 4). 
 
This segment of discourse suggests that in the first stage of Liling’s teacher identity 
construction, her relationship with her mentor aligned to that of a traditional model of 
mentoring, involving the transfer of skills to help Liling, as a novice, survive in her 
initial practice (Brondyk & Searby, 2013). Liling’s role was played out as that of an 
apprentice. She conscientiously followed a systematic, deliberate process to support 
her survival in an unfamiliar educational context. Despite Liling’s identity 
construction being closely monitored and directed by her mentor, Liling maintained 
her subjectivity in her discourse, suggesting that from the outset she exercised a strong, 
agentive position in her own becoming. 
 
The following two segments of Liling’s discourse were produced in response to 
question 4: Tell me about your development as a beginning teacher of Mandarin? 
What have been the significant milestones in your development?  
Then I have to teach … 
1. … Then I have to teach, deliver the lesson, but most of the teaching materials and the 
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teaching topics are decided by my mentors. I don’t have a lot of right to do my own 
work because I’m still learning how to teach.  
2. … after each lesson, we will have a short or longer discussion about our teaching 
today and my mentor will ask me, “Tell me three things that you think are successful 
or failed today.”  If I say I think it’s successful, she sometimes will agree with that or 
sometimes give me more ideas about that. If I think it’s failed, then she will ask me, 
“Why do you think it’s failed?”  
3. This inspire me to do comparison between my teaching and her teaching. … That’s 
the second stage. In the second stage, I do a little bit assessment, but most of the time, 
when she do assessment, I help her or I observe.  
In this excerpt Liling established the mentoring relationship as one directed and tightly 
monitored by the mentor. She built the significance of the mentor’s influence through 
references to the mentor deciding on teaching materials and topics. At the same time, 
she lessened the significance of her own teaching practice by placing herself in a 
subordinate position through “I don’t have a lot of right to do my own work because 
I’m still learning how to teach”. In this segment there is little evidence of Liling 
enacting teaching practices, other than her reference to “a little bit assessment” (stanza 
3).  
 
However, in this second stage, the post-lesson feedback sessions emerged as 
significant influences in Liling’s becoming. Her account of these sessions (stanza 2) 
suggests they provided a dialogical space after each lesson in which Liling and her 
mentor discussed her teaching practice. The account of dialogue with her mentor 
suggests a development in the mentoring relationship, related to her references to 
agreement and disagreement within the discussion. In terms of DST, the possibility of 
disagreement and agreement suggests evidence of a relationship in which “good 
dialogue” is practiced as a “developmental process and an active learning-via-
interchange that gives impetus to the self” (Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010, p. 
175). Thus, then I have to teach reveals Liling engaged in good dialogue as an active 
learning strategy in her second stage of teacher identity construction. Whilst the 
reported dialogue in stanza 2 includes references to binaries of success and failure 
which Coombs and Goodwin (2013) recommend avoiding in mentoring relationships, 
stanza 3 suggests the dialogue was a positive experience which inspired Liling. Her 
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discourse reveals that the mentor’s words and actions provided benchmarks against 
which Liling assessed her own performance as a teacher. Consistent with findings of 
Van Rijswijk et al. (2013), Liling’s discourse suggests she attributed authority to her 
mentor’s voice, as well as the embodiment and a marker of good teaching.  
 
The following segment of discourse, also part of her response to question 4, provides 
evidence of Liling’s increasing independence and responsibility in planning and 
classroom practice.  
I have to do all the planning by myself  
1. But the final stage, I have a Year 8 class ... only one class … I have to do all the 
planning by myself … kind of like ... I’m the mentor and she is my practice student.  
2. I said, “This is topic that I want to deliver and this is the content that I wanted to put 
in…” … days that I’m not in the school … she teach the lessons according to my plan.  
3. … I do assessment by myself and I write the report, also by myself, but still she give 
me a lot of advice.  
Through this account Liling enacted teaching practice through references to planning, 
joint delivery, assessment and reporting. She built the significance of her role by 
likening herself to “the mentor” and the mentor to her “practice student”. This was 
intensified in stanza 2 through her use of reported speech (“This is topic that I want to 
deliver and this is the content that I wanted to put in…”) and reference to the mentor 
teaching “according to my plan”.   
 
Through her discourse, Liling positioned herself as the subject and active agent, 
emphasised in stanzas 1 and 3 through the use of “by myself”. This segment reinforces 
Liling’s teacher identity construction as the exercise of responsibility, independence 
and agency, in a supportive environment in which the mentor continued to “give me a 
lot of advice” (stanza 3). This third stage in Liling’s account of teacher identity 
construction suggests evidence of the third of Wenger’s (1998) modes of belonging 
through alignment of her own practices, language and discourses with those of the 
community of local teachers. 
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The segment below underscores the influence of engaging in a professional learning 
network in Liling’s increasing independence and responsibility. This was told in 
response to interview question 3: How do you access assistance if you need it? 
You need to get help from others 
1. The majority of the help I will get from my mentor … I also get help from other staff, 
teachers in the office, in that department or other department, because in my mentor’s 
mind, she think she develop me as a real teacher in Australian context so she said, “If 
you want to be a teacher, you need to get help from others. I can’t tell that person that 
I get help for you.”  
2. So, if I need help, she tell me … to find this teacher. She give me the number or … 
email address or … name. I go to that office or contact her by myself. Then we kind 
of establish a personal relationship. Then, next time, if we encounter some problems, 
we can contact each other again.  
3. When people establish a relation to another and then another ... so, you can develop a 
very good relationship to every teacher in the schools. 
This excerpt reveals that Liling exercised active agency, by enacting practices of 
building and engaging in a professional network. Using reported speech in stanza 1, 
Liling positioned the mentor as the facilitator of her increasing independence, a 
position further developed in stanza 2. Liling enacted her development “as a real 
teacher” through the practice of building her network in the school. She did this by 
first positioning herself as subject and initiator of the (generic) relationship with the 
“other” teacher, and then strengthened the network by her use of “we” which was 
linked to a shared “personal relationship”. In the last sentence of stanza 2, her use of 
“we” as subject suggests a reciprocal relationship, implying that “problems” belonged 
to either party and solutions were shared. Thus, Liling positioned herself as an equal 
contributor within the professional network in the school. Her reference to developing 
“a very good relationship to every teacher in the schools” suggests that Liling’s active 
engagement in a professional network was an element of her becoming. 
 
Liling’s relationship with her mentor and experience of seeking assistance from other 
teachers exemplify the importance of relationship building in the process of becoming 
(McNally et al., 2009; Stronach, 2010). The I-positions Liling enacted in the 
relationships with her mentor and other teachers, revealed her progress in teacher 
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identity construction, from:  
1. novice and compliant apprentice in my surviving stage, to  
2. receptive protégé in then I have to teach, to 
3. confident collaborator and contributor, in I have to do all the planning by 
myself, to 
4. real teacher in you need to get help from others. 
 
Through the excerpts of discourse analysed above Liling, portrayed her teacher 
identity construction as a developmental process, highlighting four elements in her 
becoming:  
1. acquisition of local classroom management language and practices 
2. dialogue with her mentor in regular post-lesson feedback sessions which 
provided inspiration and guidance, and  
3. opportunity to exercise responsibility and independence in teaching 
practice 
4. building a professional network in which she was an equal contributor.  
The accounts of Chun Zhen and Liling analysed above highlight their engagement in 
local teaching practices, and the influence of a professional learning network in their 
experiences of teacher identity construction. Furthermore, their mobilisation of their 
inner selves, through Chun Zhen’s commitment to never give up and Liling’s 
determined and methodical interpretation of her teacher identity construction as 
learning how to teach, helped to define the particularity of each individual experience 
of becoming. The discourse of Nuan, analysed below, highlights the integration of her 
personal exploration of her cultural identity with the experience of learning how to 
teach. 
 
6.2.3 Nuan   
Nuan commenced ROSETE 5 in July 2012 and was interviewed during the fourth term 
of her ROSETE school experience. Her summary offered at the end of the interview 
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highlighted the core elements of her becoming:  
… this program is really very good opportunity for us to learn how to be a teacher and 
also learn more about our home culture and the motivation for us to learn more about our 
country, as well as here in Australia.  
In the segments of discourse below, learning about her own culture, learning how to 
teach and intercultural learning in Australia emerge as interconnected elements of 
Nuan’s becoming. With less than a year’s experience of Sydney schools, she portrayed 
her teacher identity construction as a complex, ambiguous process in which 
conflicting views of culture, teacher-student relationships, and their connections to 
student learning were interrelated themes. 
 
The first segment of discourse below was situated in China, prior to her 
commencement of ROSETE. This narrative was her response to interview question 6: 
Why did you apply for the Western Sydney – Ningbo Partnership? This question is 
included here because her response provides the personal-cultural context which was 
important in Nuan’s becoming. 
Only my culture will prove that I was Chinese 
1. When I was graduating from the university, I decided to … do a Masters and I applied 
for a simultaneous interpreter and I already got the offer, but my Dad was a professor 
in uni and he was studying Chinese culture, but I was always a little lazy and not quite 
interested in Chinese culture before the last year of my uni,  
2. and kind of everything changed, because in my last year of uni, I in charge of the 
program … teaching the foreigners Chinese in Ningbo in my uni … which changed 
me a lot.  
3. I started to think about how can I prove that I was Chinese when I go abroad? They 
would regard me as a Japanese or some kind of Asia, but only my culture will prove 
that I was Chinese.  
4. So I started to focus more on learning more Chinese stuff and my father encouraged 
me to learn English in an English-speaking country … he thought maybe I come here 
... in this program, because I’m teaching Chinese and teaching Chinese culture at the 
same time, I will push myself to learn some Chinese culture. The fact is I am doing 
that.  
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This account of Nuan’s experiences prior to her arrival in Australia provides 
background information relevant to her becoming. Having decided to study abroad, 
the experience of supervising a program teaching foreigners Chinese (stanza 2) and 
resulting dilemma of how she would “prove” her Chineseness were significant in 
Nuan’s decision to apply for ROSETE and, by implication, her teacher identity 
construction. From the perspective of DST, her dilemma about proving her cultural 
identity and related reference to “Japanese or some kind of Asia” (stanza 3) reflected 
her anticipation of the impact of globalisation on her own sense of self and the way 
she would be viewed by others (Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010). Nuan’s desire 
to prove her Chineseness suggests she was aware that in global contexts, the meeting 
of different cultural traditions, values and practices may give rise to contradictions and 
ambiguities (Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010). Her assertion that “only my 
culture will prove that I was Chinese” suggests she recognised the need to answer to 
the latter from her own agentive point of view (Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010).  
 
In Stanza 1 Nuan foregrounded the status and influence of her father. Through her 
reference to his role, she built his significance as a scholar and authority in Chinese 
culture. Thus, by referring to her father’s status she also built the significance of 
Chinese culture in her subsequent experiences. Naming her father as “a professor in 
uni” suggests he was based at the same university from which she was graduating, 
though this is not explicit. She intensified her father’s status and authority in this 
narrative by contrasting it to her own using the conjunction “but”. However, references 
to herself as being “always a little lazy” and “not quite interested … before the last 
year of my uni” situated her lack of interest as a precursor for attitudinal change, her 
renewed focus on “learning more Chinese stuff”. Her father’s influence in the decision 
to apply for ROSETE is consistent with research on the influence of family in Chinese 
young peoples’ decision making to study abroad (Bodycott & Lai, 2012).  
 
From the perspective of DST, Nuan’s narrative suggests her uncertainty relating to 
proving her cultural identity (stanza 3) was reduced through her recognition of, and 
attention to, a dominant I-position, one of authority, occupied by her father (Hermans 
& Hermans-Konopka, 2010). It was through her recognition of, and deference to, this 
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dominant I-position, that Nuan defined her own I-position as a teacher of Chinese 
culture. She portrayed the practice of teaching as dependent on her learning of Chinese 
culture, implying a view of teaching as the transfer of cultural information. Her 
reference to “Chinese stuff” implies that Nuan viewed her culture as a body of 
knowledge to be studied and learned. Thus, this narrative suggests that for Nuan, 
teaching Chinese in Australia was linked to a personal process of learning about and 
affirming her cultural identity.  
 
Following in this theme, her response to interview question 2: What have been your 
successes? and Why were these experiences so successful?, referred to her teaching in 
the primary school. In her discourse, classroom practice was enacted through 
references to “Chinese food, and Chinese Kung Fu and Kung Fu movies, ... the Great 
Wall” as “useful resources”, and “discussion and culture comparison, cultural 
introduction” and “class discussion with the students”. The lack of any reference to 
teaching language implies that at this stage in her teacher identity construction, Nuan 
defined her teaching as the sharing of cultural information, suggesting that her 
personal aim of exploring and reinforcing her cultural identity underpinned her 
practice.  
 
In addition to culture, teacher-student relationships and classroom management 
emerged as interrelated themes in Nuan’s interview. Teaching practice in high school 
was enacted through references to acquiring classroom management strategies, such 
as learning students’ names, using management language and ‘acting like a teacher’. 
The excerpt below was told in response to interview question 4: Tell me about your 
development as a beginning teacher of Mandarin? What have been the significant 
milestones in your development? 
I can remember all the students’ names 
When I first came here, I just observing the class and think they are like very interesting 
and, every time the teacher would have a kind of argument with some of the kids, everyone 
was so interesting. They just ignore all the things they learn in the class, so I found this 
might be very difficult to teach Mandarin here. But now, I can remember all the students’ 
names. 
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This segment underscores Nuan’s teacher identity construction as an exploratory 
process. By positioning herself as “just observing” (stanza 1) she separated herself 
from the happenings in the classroom. Nuan’s reference to student non-compliance as 
“interesting” portrayed a measured response, lacking evidence of her being 
emotionally affected by the experience. Her use of the modal in “it might be very 
difficult to teach Mandarin here” flagged her concern about her ability to teach 
Mandarin in the future. This excerpt provides evidence of Nuan’s early realisation of 
imagination, one of Wenger’s (1998) modes of belonging. Her expression of concern 
about teaching Mandarin suggests she was attempting to imagine her future belonging 
to the community of Mandarin teachers. However, her concern was balanced by self- 
assurance implicit in “But now, I can remember all the students’ names”, suggesting 
engagement in a practice she associated with teaching.  
 
The theme of teacher-student relationships continued in her response to question 15: 
Tell me how you manage students’ learning and behaviour. 
not the real teacher in the school 
1. … we are not … the real teacher in the school … the real teacher know … the school 
rules and they will find out some problems with the students … they will judge 
whether they need to write a report or something.  
2. Even though I have a local teacher in the classroom … dealing with some 
misbehaviour, I don’t know what should I do. Do I need to write a report? Do I need 
to ask the students to have a detention?  
3. … this is kind of teacher’s authority, teacher’s power in the class. They can ask you 
to have after class detention, but I can’t. They have the power to decide whether the 
whole class will have like one minute after class detention in the recess, but I don’t 
know how to do that and I’m not sure I have the authority. But now … trying or 
learning how to do that.  
Whilst this discourse underscores Nuan’s awareness of her role as a student volunteer, 
not solely responsible for classroom management, it also emphasises the tensions she 
experienced in the role. In stanza 1, through her use of “not”, she separated herself 
from the community of “real” teachers, defined as those with knowledge of “school 
rules” and authority to make judgements on consequences. In stanza 2, her use of 
“detention” and “report”, social language associated with classroom management, 
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suggests she recognised local practices. However, her questions suggest intensified 
uncertainty and tension arising from her institutional role as a ‘volunteer’. In stanza 3, 
her reference to “power” reinforced the separation between herself and “real” teachers. 
The last two sentences of this stanza suggest her becoming was a site of tension 
relating to her perceived confidence and skill (“but I don’t know how to do that”), and 
uncertainty about her role (“I’m not sure I have the authority”), yet recognition of her 
engagement in a learning process (“But now … trying or learning how to do that”). 
Thus, this excerpt suggests Nuan associated teacher-student relationships with 
authority and power, notions which defined her understanding of the I-position of ‘real 
teacher’, one she recognised in others, but from which she separated herself.  
 
The theme of culture emerged again in Nuan’s response to interview question 16: How 
do you assess students’ learning of Chinese language and culture? 
What is culture?  
1. Sometimes when we are teaching language … the characters and some useful words, 
we will talk about something in China, … our life in China and they make links and 
the students sometimes will ask a question, without raising their hands. So you ask 
them to raise their hands and ask questions. That is good. We encourage them to do 
it.  
2. So, that’s the moment that I can teach the language and the culture together. What is 
culture? Sometimes, it is just our life in China, what we usually do, what we usually 
have in China. 
 
This excerpt presents a contrast to the interpretation of teaching culture evident in the 
previous segments of Nuan’s discourse. Additionally, it provides further insights into 
both her understanding of language and culture, and of teacher-student relationships. 
Here, the use of “we” as subject suggests Nuan associated the practices referred to in 
this account with those of the group of ROSETE participants.  
 
This segment of discourse reveals links between teaching language and teaching 
culture. Nuan foregrounded the teaching of language by positioning it first in the order 
of clauses. In her discourse she enacted the practice of language teaching through 
references to “characters” and “useful words”. The teaching of culture was enacted 
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implicitly through references to talking “about China” and “life in China”. 
Furthermore, Nuan portrayed student learning as an active process enacted through 
the students making links and asking questions. This segment underscores a view of 
teaching culture as a facilitative, responsive process. Her reference to “the moment I 
can teach the language and the culture together” (stanza 2) suggests she had adopted 
an intercultural approach, in which culture was integrated in language teaching and 
learning. Furthermore, this stanza also suggests she had adapted her previous 
understanding of culture as knowledge, to one of culture as everyday practices and 
processes. 
 
Nuan’s references to classroom management Discourse in this segment suggest a 
further development in her professional learning. Reference to students being required 
to raise their hands was directly linked to learning processes of making links and 
asking questions. Nuan’s use of the verbs “ask” and “encourage” suggests she ascribed 
to a positive learning-focused view of teacher-student relationships, in which the I-
position of teacher was one of facilitator of learning. This view contrasts with the 
emphasis on control and power evident in not the real teacher in the school, in which 
classroom management was enacted through references to anger, detention and 
writing reports. Nuan’s discourse in What is culture?, is evidence that she experienced 
increased confidence in teacher-student relationships and a preliminary understanding 
of a relationship between classroom management practices and student learning.  
 
Further insights into Nuan’s becoming emerged in response to the last interview 
question: Do you have anything else to add? She reflected on her own process of 
intercultural learning in the school context, by identifying “language and Australian 
culture that I don’t know … the soccer … the football and the leagues ...”. These 
reflections revealed links between her own intercultural learning, teacher-student 
relationships and student learning, through her recognition that her increased 
intercultural understanding would result in students having “more confidence to raise 
questions and trying to communicate with me”.  
 
Nuan’s reflections on culture and teacher-student relationships throughout her 
discourse, suggest that in her experience the boundaries between the personal and 
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professional aspects of becoming were interwoven (Akkerman & Meijer, 2011). 
Affirmation of her cultural identity allowed her to maintain her coherence of self, and 
provided the foundation from which to explore divergence, and negotiate 
contradiction, ambiguity, and uncertainty associated with unfamiliar educational 
contexts and classroom practices.  
  
In summary, through her discourse Nuan portrayed her teacher identity construction 
as a complex, ambiguous process, involving:  
1. exploration of and engagement with notions of culture as knowledge, 
institutions and artefacts, as well as processes and practices  
2. her own trajectory of cultural exploration and identification focused on her 
Chinese traditions and her intercultural learning in Australia  
3. exploration of teaching practices enacted through I-positions of ‘strict teacher’, 
as well as teacher as facilitator of learning. 
 
6.2.4 Summary   
Sections 6.2.1 to 6.2.3 provided analyses of discourse of three ROSETE participants, 
focusing on their teacher identity construction, illuminated in their accounts of 
practice in schools. These accounts highlighted their teacher identity construction as a 
discursive process through their use of language to build significance, develop 
subjectivity, and enact Discourses associated with teaching in Australia, reflective of 
Varghese et al.’s (2005) concept of teacher identity in discourse. The accounts also 
illuminated the interplay between internal and external I-positions in participants’ 
dialogical experience. For example, I-positions of parent (Nuan), mentor (Liling and 
Nuan) and university supervisor (Chun Zhen) all emerged as significant influences in 
their teacher identity construction. In addition, these accounts provided insight into 
common elements of learning how to teach, including the emergence of agency, as 
well as the particular personal-cultural factors which defined each individual’s 
becoming. Analysis of the latter, participants’ mobilisation of their personal-cultural 
histories in their construction and enactment of teacher identity will be a focus in the 
next chapter. The next section provides further examination of the common elements 
of learning how to teach through category-centred analysis of interview transcripts of 
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all 15 research participants.  
 
6.3 You can develop yourself in practice: Analysis of ROSETE 
participants’ teacher identity construction   
In this section, evidence from case-centred analyses of three participants’ accounts of 
practice is built upon through analysis of segments of discourse extracted from 
interview transcripts of all 15 participants, and insights from literature.  
 
6.3.1 Initial themes in ROSETE participants’ becoming  
As foregrounded in Section 6.1, and illustrated in case-centred analyses in 6.2, initial 
insights into research participants’ experience of teacher identity construction 
emerged from their responses to interview questions relating to their development as 
beginning teachers, including milestones and successes. Second cycle coding 
identified: developing skills in planning and classroom practice; engaging in a 
professional learning network, and increasing confidence, as themes in early data 
analysis. These themes, with codes and samples of data are presented in Appendix 10. 
 
Data presented in Appendix 10 suggest that all 15 research participants interpreted 
their becoming as a process of learning how to teach, consistent with Izadinia’s (2013, 
2015) findings. Participants’ language use reflected a range of skills and practices 
which they interpreted as successful teaching, including planning and delivering 
lessons, selecting resources, organising learning activities, adapting lessons for 
different groups, incorporating language and culture in lessons, and managing 
behaviour. Classroom management, identified as a positive outcome of professional 
learning by all, was also highlighted by 10 participants as a practice which presented 
them with particular difficulties. In Section 6.2 the accounts of Chun Zhen, Liling and 
Nuan provided evidence of the intensity of ROSETE participants’ struggle related to 
classroom management. Their discourse articulated conflict between expectations of 
student behaviour informed by past experience of education in China and classroom 
cultures encountered in western Sydney schools. These data align with findings of Yue 
(2017) who linked the challenges for Chinese language teachers in the United States 
to inner conflict between educational values and beliefs underpinning schools in China 
and those of schools in the United States. However, Chun Zhen’s, Liling’s and Nuan’s 
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accounts also portrayed their teacher identity construction as a transformative process 
in which initial attention to classroom management was later replaced by concerns 
related to curriculum and pedagogy. The ROSETE experience resonated with 
Stronach’s (2010) findings that progress is characterised by a shift in the beginning 
teacher’s concerns from being predominantly focused on discipline and classroom 
management to pedagogy, curriculum and relationships.  
 
The emotion involved in becoming a teacher, reflected in the experiences of Chun 
Zhen, Liling and Nuan, is also highlighted in Guang’s (R2) framing of her becoming 
as a “bitter sweet” experience. Guang associated bitterness with “language 
difficulties” and the transformation of her teaching philosophy. The intensity of 
emotional effort involved in “developing my teaching profession” and adapting to the 
local “teaching and learning context” is reflected in the segment of discourse below.  
bitter sweet 
1. … I once had no knowledge of teaching second language at all, so I experienced a lot 
of mental work and physical work to improve my teaching skills, including lesson 
preparation, collecting teaching resources … also especially classroom management 
... is a bit obstacle for me to overcome. Also … I experienced emotional change during 
the self-reflection. That’s the bitter part.  
2. The sweet part is I gradually established very good relations with my students and my 
colleagues, so I feel really happy to build a friendship with them. This is very sweet 
part. Also, I was happy the moment students showed their interest in learning 
Mandarin and they made great improvement in using Mandarin … I also was proud 
of myself when I was getting familiar with teaching skills and being praised by my 
mentor as a professional teacher. So, that’s sweet part. 
Implicit in stanza 1 is a heaviness of tone in references to having had “no knowledge 
of teaching language at all”, “mental work”, “physical work”, “obstacle”, “self-
reflections” and “emotional change”. Guang directly related the bitterness of her 
transformation to the process of developing skills in planning and classroom practice, 
enacted here through social language of “lesson preparation”, “teaching resources” 
and “classroom management” (stanza 1).  
 
The contrast between the bitterness and sweetness of her experience is evident in 
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stanza 2. In contrast to the heaviness implied in the “bitter” process of developing 
skills in planning and classroom practice (stanza 1), is a lightness of tone and sense of 
achievement reflected in the pride she felt as a result of “getting familiar with teaching 
skills”. Her use of qualifiers to describe outcomes in stanza 2, such as “very sweet”, 
“very good”, feeling “really happy”, and students making “great improvement” 
emphasised the sweetness she experienced in her becoming. The emotional experience 
illustrated through Guang’s bitter sweet account is consistent with research findings 
which highlight emotional struggle as a component of becoming a teacher (Alsup, 
2006; Beauchamp & Thomas, 2009; Malderez et al., 2007; Stronach, 2010; Timoštšuk 
& Ugaste, 2012).  
 
Thirteen participants indicated that relationships with other professionals provided 
assistance and feedback, consistent with research findings, which highlight the 
importance of supportive relationships in teacher identity construction (Beauchamp & 
Thomas, 2009; Izadinia, 2013; McNally et al., 2009; Stronach, 2010). Mentors, other 
teachers, the Department’s methodology course presenter and university supervisors 
were identified as significant others, guides, advisors, role models, and the source of 
inspiration and feedback. The roles of these ‘others’ emerged as integral components 
of participants’ learning how to teach. Thus, engaging in a professional learning 
network is recognised here as an element of becoming.  
 
Nine out of 15 participants referred to increasing confidence as an element of their 
development as teachers, reflecting Izadinia’s (2013) finding that student teachers’ 
perceptions of increased confidence constitute evidence of teacher identity 
construction.  
 
Further analysis of participants’ discourse revealed interconnections between the 
themes presented in Appendix 10. Guang, Chun Zhen and Liling all directly linked 
their engagement in a professional learning network to their increasing skills and 
confidence in classroom practice. Further, Annchi’s (R1) discourse below suggests 
her discussions with other teachers helped to increase her confidence and develop 
skills in adapting lessons for different classes. 
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At the very beginning, I would discuss with the teachers about my lesson plans … because 
I think, after discussing with them, I have more confidence in my teaching. So gradually, 
I found that I was not relying solely on those lesson plans, because students are different; 
classes are different. So my teaching plans in those classes were not always the same. I 
usually made some change, according to the different classes.  
 
Thus, evidence suggests that, in the experience of ROSETE participants, developing 
skills in planning and classroom practice, engaging in a professional learning network, 
and increasing confidence were interconnected elements of their teacher identity 
construction.  
 
6.3.2 The role of agency in participants’ becoming  
Whilst agency was not an explicit theme in category-centred analysis, it emerged in 
case-centred analysis of individuals’ discourse. By developing their own subjectivity 
and explicitly relating this to elements of practice, Chun Zhen and Liling expressed 
their agency as empowerment in their teaching practice and realisation of control of 
their own professional development (Beauchamp & Thomas, 2009; Beijaard et al., 
2004). This was particularly evident in Liling’s account of building her own 
professional network in the school. A further example emerged in the discourse of Bai 
Jiao (R1) below, which reveals her exercise of agency through engagement with 
research and actively seeking assistance of her network in the school (stanza 2) as 
strategies that focused her professional learning and “progressing as a teacher” (stanza 
1), 
1. … when I meet some problems in teaching … then I would read some books or see 
what others solve these problems or how they see these problems. Then I can learn 
teaching is like this and I feel like I am progressing as a teacher, because I’m trying 
to work out what I need to teach tomorrow ... 
2. Before the lesson, if I realised there is some problems, I will email the principals or 
the person who is responsible for my teaching at this school and, when I’m in the 
school, if I need any assistance, I will tell my mentor 
 
In Dequan’s (R2) discourse, by positioning himself as subject he reflected his agency 
as his awareness and control of his teaching (stanza 2) linked to his professional 
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learning in the Department’s methodology course (stanza 1). 
1. … at very beginning … the DET’s methodology training is quite supportive and 
important and, during the process, I learned a lot of strategies that would fit in this 
school context ...  
2. I learned that to teach a language or learn the language, the input is more important 
than the output at the very beginning ... so I concentrated my teaching ... I put more 
input emphasis, at the very beginning. I teach them the words I want ... immediately, 
I am to say the words, but I let them listen to my voice again and concentrate … and 
they will gradually foster their language abilities. 
These action-oriented expressions of agency, focusing on tasks and practices, suggest 
that these accounts were expressions of Varghese et al.’s (2005) notion of identity in 
practice. Chun Zhen’s accounts also reflected her agency through critical reflexivity, 
discursively reframing her perspectives on students, teaching and learning, evidence 
of Varghese et al.’s concept of identity in discourse. 
 
Participants’ discourse suggests that in their practice, agency, a sense of professional 
empowerment and control, emerged from the interaction between their development 
of skills in planning and classroom practice, engagement in a professional learning 
network and increasing confidence. Thus, the exercise of agency emerged as an 
element that allowed each individual to move forward in her/his trajectory of learning 
and identity construction. The relationship between developing skills in planning and 
classroom practice, engaging in a professional learning network, increasing 
confidence and agency is represented in Figure 6.3.2. 
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Figure 6.3.2. Elements of ROSETE participants’ teacher identity construction 
 
6.3.3 Theorising ROSETE becoming as a process of identification with the 
community of local teachers  
The discourse of Chun Zhen, Liling and Nuan, analysed in Section 6.2, suggests their 
experience resonated with Wenger’s (1998) modes of identification with and 
belonging to a community of practice, namely engagement, imagination and 
alignment. Interrogation of discourse of all 15 research participants provided further 
evidence of engagement, imagination and alignment in the experience of ROSETE 
participants (Appendix 11). Firstly, their use of language revealed their engagement 
as the negotiation of meaning associated with planning and classroom teaching, 
supported by interactions with others and focused professional learning. Data in 
Appendix 11 suggest that participants engaged in local teaching practices by: 
observing other teachers’ practice (Shuhua R6, Tu Liang R6, Ya Fu R6); having others 
observe and give feedback and advice on their practice (Annchi R1, Bai Jiao R1, 
Liling, Mei Mei R3, Nuan, Quiyi R5); collaborative teaching (Chun Zhen); review of 
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materials (Ju Lei R3); and professional learning through the Department’s 
methodology program (Dequan, Fen Bao R2). This evidence suggests that the 
professional learning network which supported and facilitated their engagement may 
be construed as a community of practice, focused on participants’ learning how to 
teach, and within which they negotiated meaning and expanded their understanding of 
the practices of local teachers. The nature of this ROSETE community of practice is 
analysed further in the next chapter. 
 
Secondly, participants’ exploration of images of themselves through reflections on 
their past experiences of education, professional learning through ROSETE, and 
future development as teachers, provided evidence of their experience of imagination. 
Data in Appendix 11 revealed evidence of participants’ reflection on: the relationship 
between their teaching and student learning (Annchi, Chun Zhen, Fen Bao); the links 
between teaching and research (Bai Jiao, Ju Lei); their self-image and the effectiveness 
of their teaching (Dequan, Nuan, Quiyi R5, Mei Mei R3, Shuhua, Tu Liang); their 
professional learning (Guang, Liling); and past understandings of schools and 
language teaching and learning, in relation to their Australian experience (He Ling R3, 
Ya Fu). Exploration of past, present and future images of self, teaching and learning 
interacted with professional learning and practice to enhance participants’ 
understanding of and identification with their new educational context.  
 
Thirdly, participants’ explicit references to their adoption and achievement of specific 
classroom practices provided evidence of their alignment of their practices to those of 
local teachers. Data in Appendix 11 reveal evidence of aspects of practice, including: 
language teaching activities (Annchi); student-centred teaching practices (Chun 
Zhen); syllabus use (Dequan); planning for teaching and learning (Fen Bao, Ju Lei, 
Liling, Quiyi, Shuhua, Tu Liang, Ya Fu); use of praise and encouragement (Guang); 
intercultural language teaching and learning (Nuan).  
 
Considering ROSETE participants’ experience through the lens of Wenger’s (1998) 
modes of belonging, underscored the purpose and context of their developing skills in 
planning and classroom practice, engagement in a professional learning network, 
increasing confidence and agency. Framing the data using Wenger’s (1998) concepts 
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deepens our understanding of the interrelationships between these elements in the 
ROSETE experience. As expressions of expanding repertoires of teaching skills and 
practices, participants’ accounts were reflective of Varghese et al.’s (2005) notion of 
teacher identity in practice. Furthermore, evidence of ROSETE participants’ teacher 
identity in discourse and practice, and the role of agency in their experience, reflect 
elements of Trent’s (2013) integrated framework of teacher identity. Additionally, 
evidence of participants’ experiences of belonging to the community of local teachers 
and the interactions between internal and external I-positions highlighted the dynamic, 
social dimension of a dialogical experience of teacher identity construction explored 
by Annese and Traetta (2017).  
 
6.4 Conclusion  
Analysis of data in this chapter suggests that ROSETE participants’ teacher identity 
construction in practice, realised through interrelated processes of developing skills in 
planning and classroom practice, increasing confidence, engaging in a professional 
learning network, and agency, reflected their experience of identification with the 
local community of teachers. The next chapter builds on data analysis presented in this 
chapter, through examination of the factors that enabled and constrained teacher 
identity in the experience of ROSETE participants. This includes examination of the 
nature and influence of the ROSETE community of practice and participants’ 
mobilisation of their personal-cultural histories in their construction and enactment of 
teacher identity.  
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Chapter 7: Personal-Cultural Histories and Community: 
Sources of Enablement and Constraint in Becoming 
 
7.0 Introduction 
 
This chapter presents further investigation of the ROSETE experience to identify 
factors which enabled and constrained participants’ teacher identity. The last chapter 
presented evidence from participants’ discourse suggesting that developing skills in 
planning and classroom practice, engaging in a professional learning network, 
increasing confidence and agency were interconnecting elements of ROSETE 
participants’ teacher identity construction or becoming. Further interrogation of the 
data justified theorising their teacher identity construction as a process of 
identification with the community of local teachers through Wenger’s (1998) modes 
of engagement, imagination and alignment.  
 
In this chapter the focus of analysis is on the factors that influence ROSETE 
participants’ construction and enactment of a teacher identity, to answer the research 
question: What factors enabled and constrained ROSETE participants’ experiences of 
teacher identity? Consistent with the last four chapters, participants’ enactment and/or 
construction of a teacher identity are conceptualised as becoming. 
 
The chapter is organised in sections. Section 7.1 provides an overview of the 
organisation of data analysis. Section 7.2 presents analysis of data relating to the 
factors which enable and/or constrain ROSETE participants’ realisation of teacher 
identity within their professional learning network. Section 7.3 presents analysis of 
data relating to factors within their personal-cultural histories which enabled and/or 
constrained participants’ experiences of a teacher identity. Section 7.4 provides a 
summary and metaphorical representation of the argument presented in this chapter. 
Section 7.5, the conclusion, provides a link to the following chapter.  
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7.1 Overview of data analysis and characteristics of participants  
This section presents an overview of the organisation of data analysis in this chapter, 
including the theories and methods informing analysis. In addition, this section 
presents the particular characteristics of participants relevant to this analysis. 
 
7.1.1 Organisation of data analysis  
In this chapter, data analysis builds on evidence which emerged in the previous 
chapter. Specifically, evidence of participants’ experiences of the process of teacher 
identity construction was found to involve their engagement in a professional learning 
network. Interrogation of data provided further evidence to suggest that participants’ 
experience aligned with Wenger’s (1998) framework of identification in and 
belonging to communities of practice. Moreover, this evidence suggested that the 
ROSETE professional learning network which facilitated and supported participants’ 
identification and belonging may be construed as a community of practice. Analysis 
of the nature of this ROSETE community of practice is a focus of this chapter.  
 
Additionally, in the last chapter, discourse analysis informed by Dialogical Self 
Theory (DST) revealed that participants applied personal-cultural factors to help them 
deal with uncertainty, ambiguity and discomfort arising from cognitive and cultural 
dissonance between their understanding of educational practices based on their past 
experiences, and those they encountered in Australian classrooms. This aspect of their 
becoming is further analysed in this chapter. Thus, evidence from the last chapter 
suggested that in participants’ experience, the process of teacher identity construction 
was influenced by aspects of community and self.  
 
Examination of data relating to ROSETE participants’ professional learning network, 
was informed by the concept of communities of practice (Wenger, 1998). Evidence 
presented in Chapters 5 and 6 suggested that ROSETE participants recognised 
Australian teachers as a local professional group distinct from teachers in China. This 
recognition was evident in their use of language to enact teaching practices. Wenger’s 
(1998) definition of a community of practice as a site for the negotiation of meaning 
and belonging, provides insights into the nature of the ROSETE professional learning 
network. According to Wenger (1998), communities of practice include three 
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dimensions: mutual engagement, joint enterprise, and shared repertoire. It is mutual 
engagement which defines the community, creates relationships among people, and 
provides the source of coherence in a community of practice (Wenger, 1998). A joint 
enterprise, the second dimension of a community of practice, is defined by 
participants, not as stated goals, but rather by mutual accountability to common 
endeavours that become an integral part of practice (Wenger, 1998). A shared 
repertoire, the third dimension of a community of practice, relates to the routines, 
language, actions and concepts that are recognised and adopted by the community 
(Wenger, 1998). Wenger (1998) contends that “a community of practice need not be 
reified” (p. 84); it is through mutual engagement that the community is given form 
and realised in the experience of participants. 
 
Negotiation of meaning within communities of practice is realised through Wenger’s 
(1998) concepts of engagement, imagination and alignment, three modes of belonging 
which together provided a lens for the analysis of research participants’ experience in 
the last chapter. The combination and interaction of these modes of belonging are what 
gives a community its distinctive character (Wenger, 1998). In this chapter, 
understanding the character of the ROSETE community of practice and the factors 
that emerged as enablers or constraints in participants’ becoming is informed by 
Wenger’s (1998) insights. 
 
Analysing the influence of personal-cultural histories on participants’ becoming draws 
insights from a range of literature. Alsup (2006) identifies uncertainty, ambiguity, and 
cognitive and cultural dissonance as features of becoming evident in the discourse of 
pre-service teachers. Additionally, her concept of borderland narrative discourse, as 
the expression of ongoing dialogue within the self and with others in which personal 
and professional identities are merged and refined is relevant to the analysis of data in 
this chapter (Alsup, 2006). The expression of dissonance arising from the contact 
between disparate cultural and contextual understandings of ‘teacher’, personal 
beliefs, prior experiences and situated identities provides useful insights in 
understanding ROSETE participants’ discourse as evidence of their becoming (Alsup, 
2006). Cognitive and cultural dissonance is also reflected in Yue’s (2017) study of 
Chinese language teachers in United States schools. Yue (2017) identifies disparate 
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understandings of teaching and learning beliefs and practices in China and the United 
States and limitations in teachers’ understanding of aspects of the Chinese language 
as factors which manifest themselves in classroom challenges. In addition, Yue (2017) 
argues that a dialogical approach “gives voice to the novice teachers”, providing them 
with a space in which to reconcile the tensions in their experience (p. 616). Also 
relevant here is Van Rijswijk et al’s (2013) analysis of student teachers’ internally 
persuasive borderland discourse and the importance of others’ voices in the realisation 
of a teacher identity. DST provides useful insights to understand how participants’ 
personal-cultural histories help them to maintain a sense of coherence in the face of 
the dissonance and complexity they encounter in Australian schools (Hermans & 
Hermans-Konopka, 2010). Whilst a multiplicity of I-positions within an individual’s 
experience suggests flux and discontinuity, Hermans and Hermans-Konopka (2010) 
contend that the dialogical movement of I-positions is a process of striving for 
coherence. In a similar vein, Akkerman and Meijer (2011) argue that a sense of 
continuity is maintained through personal narratives, the alignment of the individual’s 
past, present and future, and processes of cultural and historical mediation.  
 
7.1.2 Characteristics of respondents  
The research participants in this study undertook higher degree research at Master of 
Philosophy or PhD level and presented a thesis in English, their second language. 
Throughout its history ROSETE has developed as a site in which international 
research students are encouraged to use their cultural and linguistic resources to 
theorise evidence of their Australian education.  
 
Singh (2017) defines post-monolingual research methodology as “a theoretic-
pedagogical framework” for multilingual higher degree research students: “(a) to use 
their full linguistic repertoire in their research; (b) to develop their capabilities for 
theorising and (c) to construct valuable theoretical tools using metaphors, images, 
concepts and modes of critique” (p. 1). 
 
Studies which include post-monolingual methodology provide evidence of ROSETE 
participants actively using concepts, images and metaphors in Chinese as critical 
theoretical tools to make sense of their educational experience in Australia (Singh, 
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2017; Singh & Huang, 2012). This concept of post-monolingual theorising assisted in 
understanding how research participants in this study drew on their personal-cultural 
and linguistic histories to make sense of their ROSETE experience. 
 
The next section presents data analysis investigating the nature of the ROSETE 
community of practice, and related factors that enabled and constrained participants’ 
becoming. 
 
7.2 The ROSETE community of practice: Factors that enabled and/or 
constrained becoming  
This section explores the nature of the ROSETE professional learning network, or 
community of practice, in the experience of research participants. Data is drawn from 
themes evident in second cycle coding, and excerpts of participants’ interview 
transcripts. Analysis is informed by concepts from Wenger’s (1998) theory of 
communities of practice. Table 7.2 presents a summary of data from participants’ 
responses to interview question 3: How do you access assistance if you need it? These 
data provide insights into the nature of the ROSETE professional learning network 
and its contributions to ROSETE participants’ becoming. 
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Table 7.2 The ROSETE professional learning network and its contributions to participants’ becoming 
Theme Categories and related 
pattern codes 
Source of 
assistance 
Data summarised from interview transcripts Respondent 
Professional 
learning 
focused on 
ROSETE 
participants’ 
teaching 
practice 
 
 
Planning and classroom 
practice 
• Planning for 
teaching and 
learning 
• Adapting 
teaching and 
learning for 
different 
students/classes 
• Managing 
teaching and 
learning activities 
• Managing 
behaviour Using 
instructional 
language 
• Motivating 
students 
 
 
Professional learning 
processes 
• Professional 
School-based 
classroom 
teachers and 
Mandarin 
teachers 
Observed lessons and gave feedback on practice and progress 
 
 
 
 
Helped with and modelled classroom organisation and 
management 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Made suggestions that influenced decisions on weekly 
teaching 
 
 
 
 
Provided assistance and advice on suitability of activities and 
resources to students’ age, cognitive levels 
 
 
 
Observation of teachers’ lessons provided strategies, 
Annchi (R1), Chun 
Zhen (R1), Mei Mei 
(R3), He Ling (R 3) 
 
 
Dequan (R2), Fen 
Bao (R2), He Ling, 
Quiyi (R5), Nuan 
(R5), Tu Liang (R6) 
 Shuhua ( R6),  
Ya Fu (R6) 
 
 
Annchi, Bai Jiao 
(R1), Ju Lei (R3), Ya 
Fu 
 
 
 
Dequan, Fen Bao, 
Guang (R2), Liling 
(R3), Nuan, Quiyi  
 
 
Shuhua, Tu Liang, Ya 
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Theme Categories and related 
pattern codes 
Source of 
assistance 
Data summarised from interview transcripts Respondent 
network 
• Professional 
learning 
 
 
 
instructional language and influenced weekly lesson planning 
and teaching 
 
 
Observation of teachers’ lessons helped with understanding of 
teaching in Australia 
Fu 
 
 
 
Chun Zhen, Fen Bao 
 
School-based 
mentor 
teachers 
Provided guidance and assistance with lesson planning 
 
 
Observed lessons and provided feedback on progress  
 
 
Provided advice on classroom management 
 
Provided a role model of an Australian teacher  
 
Chun Zhen, Guang, 
Liling 
 
Annchi, Chun Zhen, 
Guang, Nuan 
 
Guang, Liling 
 
Liling, Nuan 
Department of 
Education 
(Regional and 
State Office) 
staff and 
programs 
Orientation and methodology programs provided overview of 
the Department, schools and education in NSW, teaching 
strategies and resources  
 
 
 
 
Presenter of methodology program provided feedback on 
teaching  
 
Staff helped in planning and teaching lessons 
Annchi, Bai Jiao, 
Chun Zhen, Dequan, 
Fen Bao, Guang, 
Liling, Ju Lei, Mei 
Mei, Nuan, Shuhua, 
 
 
Fen Bao 
 
 
Shuhua 
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Theme Categories and related 
pattern codes 
Source of 
assistance 
Data summarised from interview transcripts Respondent 
 
Staff facilitated contact with NSW Chinese Teachers 
Association 
 
Language advisors provided teaching resources and materials 
and assistance with intercultural understanding 
 
 
Chun Zhen 
 
 
Guang 
 
Western 
Sydney 
University 
supervisors 
Facilitated weekly workshops, including reflection and 
feedback, and guided progress 
 
 
Provided individual advice on planning and teaching 
 
 
 
Collaborated in planning and team-teaching a lesson that 
engaged students 
 
 
Provided support for wellbeing 
Fen Bao, Nuan, 
Quiyi, Shuhua, Tu 
Liang, Ya Fu,  
 
Bai Jiao, Chun Zhen, 
He Ling, Tu Liang, 
Quiyi 
 
Chun Zhen 
 
 
 
Chun Zhen 
 
Other 
ROSETE 
participants 
Provided advice and feedback on lessons 
 
Suggested strategies for classroom management 
 
Shared teaching materials  
 
Quiyi, Shuhua, Nuan 
 
Nuan, Ya Fu 
 
Ya Fu 
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Theme Categories and related 
pattern codes 
Source of 
assistance 
Data summarised from interview transcripts Respondent 
Provided collegial support and collaboration 
 
Assisted in trialling activities  
 
 
In same school, collaborated to ensure they were teaching same 
language content and to avoid duplication of topics 
Ju Lei 
 
Annchi, Bai Jiao, 
Dequan, He Ling 
 
Chun Zhen, Dequan 
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The professional learning network represented in Table 7.2 included school, regional 
and state office personnel from the Department, research supervisors from the 
University and ROSETE participants. The source of most assistance was the school, 
with all 15 ROSETE participants indicating that they received support for their 
classroom practice from school-based classroom teachers. Of these, five highlighted 
the support provided by mentor teachers in schools. Eleven participants referred to 
assistance provided by Department non school-based staff and programs, particularly 
professional learning provided in the language teaching methodology and orientation 
programs. Nine participants referred to assistance provided by University supervisors 
and 10 highlighted assistance provided by other ROSETE participants.  
 
The responses of four participants explicitly linked the assistance of their professional 
network to their understanding of teaching practices in Australia, through observation 
of classroom teachers’ lessons (Chun Zhen and Fen Bao) and their mentors as role 
models of an Australian teacher (Nuan and Liling).  
 
Data in Table 7.2 suggest that all members of this ROSETE community of practice 
were mutually engaged in the joint enterprise of professional learning for ROSETE 
participants, with a focus on their teaching practice in the Australian context. This 
mutual engagement and joint enterprise reflected dimensions of Wenger’s (1998) 
notion of a community of practice. Wenger (1998) contends that it is not formal goals 
which reify, define and give coherence to a community of practice, but rather the 
participants’ mutual engagement in practice. Whilst belonging and membership, 
issues raised by Gee (2005) in his questioning of the notion of communities of 
practice, were addressed through a formal Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) 
between partners, the data in Table 7.2 suggest that it was not this formality alone 
which defined the ROSETE community of practice. Rather, data suggest it was the 
mutual engagement across all members of the network, the inherent relationships and 
the common focus, or joint enterprise, which gave form to ROSETE. Evidence of this 
mutual engagement and joint enterprise provide the justification for theorising it as a 
ROSETE community of practice (Wenger, 1998). The shared repertoire, the third 
dimension of Wenger’s (1998) notion of community of practice, emerged as the use 
of social language and enactment of teaching practices through application of 
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knowledge, skills, strategies and pedagogies, evident from data analysed in Chapter 6, 
and reinforced in Table 7.2. In Chapters 5 and 6 this repertoire was recognised as a 
reflection of the practices of Australian teachers. Wenger’s (1998) use of the analogy 
of stellar constellations is helpful in understanding the relationship between the 
ROSETE community of practice and the broader concept of practices of Australian 
teachers. In Wenger’s (1998) analysis, constellations are broad, diverse configurations 
too far removed from the day to day engagement of individuals to be considered a 
single community of practice. Thus, the practices of Australian teachers may be 
theorised as a constellation to which the ROSETE community of practice related. In 
the ROSETE community of practice it was the mutual engagement of Department, 
University and ROSETE participants and the joint enterprise of professional learning 
that provided the coherence of the community. Within this community each cohort of 
ROSETE participants was able to realise the processes of engagement, imagination 
and alignment, to identify with teaching practices which reflected those of Australian 
teachers, within their local school. Figure 7.2 outlines the components of the ROSETE 
community of practice. 
 
Figure 7.2 The ROSETE community of practice (adapted from Wenger, 1998)  
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Within this ROSETE community of practice several aspects emerge as enabling 
factors, which supported ROSETE participants’ enactment and construction of a 
teacher identity. In Table 7.2 receiving advice and feedback on their teaching practice 
are identified as important forms of assistance for all research participants. Analyses 
of Chun Zhen’s, Liling’s and Guang’s experiences in Chapter 6 suggested that 
receiving advice and feedback on their classroom practice was an enabling factor in 
their teacher identity construction. This is further exemplified in the experience of 
Annchi below. 
1. I imagined the classroom teachers to observe my lessons, so the observation took a 
period of five weeks, to capture my teaching performances. For example, according 
to the feedback, I was able to engage the students by a miming activity. I show respect 
to individual students from different cultural backgrounds and represent relevant 
concepts by using Powerpoint. I could identify and articulate the learning goals for 
student needs.  
2. Also, the feedback indicated the errors I most needed help, for example, how to 
manage pupil behaviours appropriately and how to communicate approval and 
disapproval. After each observation, my mentor and I would have a deeper 
conversation around the results of the observation. The mentor explained why she 
made the comments and gave her suggestions on how to deal with those problems.  
3. After we reflected on my weakness together, she listed what I needed to do, to get 
attention in the future. So the feedback and the conversation with the mentor helped 
me to see, more clearly, the problems in my teaching. 
In this segment Annchi linked her performance as a teacher to feedback from her 
mentor. Her explicit use of social language of teaching (marked by addition of italics) 
in stanzas 1 and 2, represents her engagement with and alignment to local practices. 
The post-lesson conversations with her mentor enabled her to imagine her future 
teaching practice (stanza 3). Thus, evidence suggests that receiving advice and 
feedback on classroom practice enabled ROSETE participants to enact and construct 
a teacher identity in Australia.  
 
Observation of other teachers as a source of assistance was highlighted by 11 of 15 
participants. The experiences of Liling and Nuan, profiled in the last chapter, 
highlighted observation as a source of instructional language and classroom 
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management strategies. Similarly, Shuhua indicated that she “observed a lot of the 
formal classroom teacher’s lessons and I record some instructional language and I 
tried to use them in the following lessons”. For Tu Liang, observation provided a 
valuable source of learning early in her ROSETE experience, “At the very beginning, 
when I teach the Chinese, I am not very confident. I’m not sure what I said, they can 
understand or not … the first term I observe my mentor and so I learn some things 
…”. The value of observing “real practice” was emphasised by Fen Bao in her 
discourse below: 
1. … at the beginning of the teaching, such as at Centennial High School, the head 
teacher there … offered me some opportunity to observe other courses. Also in 
Explorer’s Way Public School, Barbara gave me lots of opportunity to observe K to 
Year 6 students, how the classroom teacher teach in that class.  
2. After these observations, I gradually realised how the teaching really looks like in 
Western Sydney schools. Because theory is theory! There is a gap between the theory 
and the real practice, so if you could see both of that, it’s really, really helpful.  
Fen Bao’s response underscores the importance of observation which enabled her 
engagement with local teachers’ practices (stanza 1), reflection and imagination of 
possibilities of teaching (implied in stanza 2). Fen Bao’s use of repetition in the last 
clause intensified the significance of observation in her experience of becoming.  
 
Fen Bao’s account suggests that engagement with local practices through observation 
enabled her to critically reflect on the integration of theory and practice. Observation 
also provided a basis for exercising imagination through reflection on and exploration 
of past, present and future experiences of teaching (Wenger, 1998). This evidence 
reinforces the importance of observation as a specific component of the ROSETE 
Model in which theory, through the research orientation is integrated with classroom 
practice, through school engagement (Singh & Ballantyne, 2014). Thus, the data 
presented in Table 7.2 and the segments of discourse above suggest that observation 
was an enabling factor in ROSETE participants’ becoming. 
 
Further insights on participants’ identification with local teaching practices, as well as 
their understanding of the links between research and practice emerged in the 
assistance provided by University supervisors. In Table 7.2 this included general 
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references to weekly workshops, reflection and guidance. The segment of Chun 
Zhen’s discourse, profiled in the last chapter, outlined the significance to her becoming 
of her experience co-teaching with her university supervisor. Similarly, Bai Jiao’s 
account below, about preparing a test for her students provides evidence of her 
supervisor’s direct support for her classroom practice. 
… the paper test, is … the effect[ive] way to assess students … I also got suggestions 
from my supervisors and they support my decision or my ideas that maybe the test is a 
good way. But there is a problem when I prepare the test, because we can assess their 
writing or the words, the match or they can write down something, but how can we assess 
their listening and oral skills? That is the most difficult part for me. So, I also asked my 
supervisor and he just give me some suggestions ...   
The link between research (supervised and guided by University supervisors) and 
school experience emerged as important in a number of participants’ discourse. For 
example, in the segment below Ju Lei attributed her success to the interrelationship 
between research and teaching.  
I could say, if I only teach without doing the research, I shouldn’t be such successful as 
now, because research force you to think about your own teaching and then you got an 
opportunity to improve that. If you just engage in teaching and rarely think about or reflect 
on your teaching, you may also develop, but not as quickly as you do in a research ... 
because you are always thinking about what you are doing. 
In this segment, Ju Lei’s references to thinking about her teaching, linked with “an 
opportunity to improve”, emphasised the importance of reflective practice in her 
becoming.  
 
In Chun Zhen’s experience, reading research about beginning teacher development 
provided her with reassurance and confidence, by helping her to recognise that the 
challenges she faced in classroom management were normal for beginning teachers.  
I read a lot of articles and a lot of books about a beginning teacher and, once I read their 
words, it seems like that they have already read my mind. They know all about what am I 
thinking … I think, "Wow! That’s interesting! I want to know more about how the author 
know about me!" (Laughter) … I start to think, "Oh, it’s not only me. It’s every beginning 
teacher have come across that kind of challenging, so I need to accept. It’s not my fault, 
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but that’s the real thing that will happen in every beginning teacher." So, I need to be 
confident to accept it. Once that attitude is there, I think it’s much easier for me to be 
confident to manage them.  
The experiences of Chun Zhen and Ju Lei above, underscore the importance of 
engagement with research as part of the ROSETE Model. Borg’s (2009) findings 
highlight reading research and doing research as two modes of research engagement. 
The independent research project undertaken by ROSETE participants engaged them 
in doing research. Liling’s discourse below was an account of the challenges in her 
teaching which stimulated her independent research project. 
1. I encounter a lot of problems when I’m doing teaching.  
2. My first lesson is the micro-teaching in DET. I told the students and other volunteers 
about animals. I said, “lǎo shǔ is a mouse. Lǎo hǔ is tiger.” Megan [presenter of 
Department methodology program] doesn’t know anything about Chinese. She said, 
“Oh, lǎo shǔ and lǎo hǔ are totally different animal family. Why they share the same 
lǎo?” 
3. I don’t know how to respond to them. 
4. Later, I find that when I taught the same topic in the schools, because I had this 
impression that the students will ask me the same questions, I said, "Oh, you may find 
that these two characters are similar, but they are two different animals and just totally 
different." I said, "It looks like an English prefix. They share the same character to 
indicate that ... like you put a prefix to different words to indicate different words."  
5. Then, there arise another problem. A girl asked me, "Miss, you [should] have different 
words to describe old animals and small animals, so old tiger and small tiger, you will 
use the same word?" because lǎo literally means "old". "So, you will use the same 
word?" I said, "Oh, no! I don’t know!"   
6. A lot of such kind of episodes in my teaching, inspire me.  Sometimes, as a native 
speaker, we don’t know. It’s kind of a lack of knowledge in my mind, to teach in a 
different context. Even if we know that, we don’t know how is a specific way to 
explain to students, so that they can accept it. 
7. So my research is kind of about that. 
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By problematising the gaps in her native speaker knowledge of Mandarin that emerged 
during her teaching practice, Liling was provided with the stimulus for her research 
project. Her discourse explicates the reciprocal relationship between teaching practice 
and research, a fundamental component of the ROSETE Model. Liling’s experience 
suggests that her engagement in reading and doing research related to teaching allowed 
her to use imagination to reflect on her past and present knowledge and experience, 
and explore possibilities for her future teacher identity. Thus, reading and doing 
research were enabling factors in ROSETE participants’ becoming.  
 
The data presented in Table 7.2 provide evidence of the scope of support provided by 
the ROSETE community, including advice, feedback and guidance in lesson planning, 
classroom delivery of lessons, classroom organisation and management, learning 
activities, selection and sharing of resources, instructional language and support for 
wellbeing. The importance of support for wellbeing as a component of ROSETE was 
particularly emphasised by Chun Zhen in the segment of discourse below.  
1. … my supervisor, William … very helpful to, not only … how to do research, how to 
teach in schools, but also the more important parts … they give us comfort, especially 
when we are overseas. We got homesick. I think their help is like … treat us like 
family members. I still think about that idea ... the familyship is still there. 
2. … it’s like the more connected … with the people in Australia, the more close ... to 
feel that it’s like my home. I’m not the outsider in this country; I’m insider. That 
feeling really helps us a lot, to build up the confidence and to be persistent and resilient 
in our work … 
 
In stanza 1, Chun Zhen built the significance of her relationship with William by 
associating him with comfort as well as research and teaching. Her references to 
homesickness, family and “I still think about that idea” intensified the importance of 
the relationship in her account of her ROSETE experience. In stanza 2 Chun Zhen 
linked relationships (referred to as being “connected … with people in Australia”) to 
feelings of belonging (through references to “home” and being an “insider”). Thus, by 
highlighting feelings of belonging and “familyship” as important influences in the 
development of confidence, resilience and persistence in her work, Chun Zhen’s 
discourse suggests support for her wellbeing was an enabling factor in her becoming. 
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Evidence from Table 7.2 emphasises the importance of relationships in the ROSETE 
community of practice. In Wenger’s (1998) theory, interactions within and across 
relationships reflect mutual accountability, a component of mutual engagement within 
a community of practice. Interrogation of research participants’ discourse provides 
insights into the interactions across the ROSETE community. For example, Fen Bao 
referred to the presenter of the Department’s methodology program observing and 
providing feedback on her teaching practice in school. Chun Zhen outlined a lesson 
which her University supervisor co-planned and taught with her. Bai Jiao and Quiyi 
referred to their University supervisors’ direct input in their planning for teaching. In 
the experience of these ROSETE participants, interactions with both University and 
non school-based Department representatives influenced their school activities. These 
experiences provide evidence that the mutual accountability to ROSETE participants’ 
professional learning defined the interactions that occurred across the community of 
practice. Furthermore, this evidence underscores the integrated nature of the ROSETE 
Model, in which research orientation and school engagement are interconnected 
components. 
 
The nature of relationships within the ROSETE community of practice, emerged from 
the experiences of teacher identity construction of Chun Zhen, Guang, Liling and 
Nuan analysed in the last chapter. Analyses of segments of their discourse suggested 
that their engagement in professional learning relationships was an important 
component of their becoming. Table 7.a below provides a synthesis of data extracted 
from their interview transcripts, which provides insights into the nature of these 
relationships.  
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Table 7.2a The nature of professional learning relationships exemplified through the 
experiences of Chun Zhen, Guang, Liling and Nuan 
Respondent Data Insights into the nature 
of professional learning 
relationships 
Chun Zhen 
 
William came in my class and co-teach 
with me.  He did that and that really give 
me a lot of strength. 
 
… we talked about how to do that lesson 
… 
 
I ask my mentors, "If that happens in your 
class, what will you do?"  
Collaborative 
Source of strength 
 
 
Dialogical 
 
 
Dialogical, source of 
advice 
 
Guang 
 
… I was getting familiar with teaching 
skills and being praised by my mentor as a 
professional teacher 
 
My mentor’s comments after every lesson. 
She would give comments on my teaching 
and … tell me the good part I did and then 
the not good enough part and then, based 
on her comments, … doing self-
reflections … evaluate myself and 
compared myself with other experienced 
teachers to see why, facing the same 
conditions, we have different strategies 
Source of 
encouragement 
 
 
Dialogical, source of 
feedback 
 
Evaluative 
Stimulates self-dialogue, 
reflection, imagination 
Liling  I have a mentor in one of the schools, I had 
one term, totally observation. She tell me 
three steps … 
 
… after each lesson, we will have a short 
or longer discussion about our teaching 
today and my mentor will ask me, "Tell 
me three things that you think are 
successful or failed today."  If I say I think 
it’s successful, she sometimes will agree 
with that or sometimes give me more ideas 
about that. If I think it’s failed, then she 
will ask me, "Why do you think it’s 
failed?"… 
 
This inspire me to do comparison between 
my teaching and her teaching 
 
But the final stage … I have to do all the 
planning by myself … kind of like ... I’m 
the mentor and she is my practice student 
Provides direction 
 
 
 
Dialogical 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Provides a role model 
 
 
Collaborative, 
supportive, encouraging 
independence 
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Respondent Data Insights into the nature 
of professional learning 
relationships 
… she teach the lessons according to my 
plan … but still she give me a lot of 
advice.  
 
… in my mentor’s mind, she think she 
develop me as a real teacher in Australian 
context 
 
 
 
 
Focused on local 
teaching practice 
Nuan  … my mentor will record every lesson I 
teach and she will talk [with] me … after 
class” 
 
 
… Wendy gave me the chance to control 
myself, to manage the class myself … she 
is always following me … following my 
teaching …” 
Dialogical, source of 
feedback on teaching 
practice 
 
 
Collaborative, 
supportive, encouraging 
independence 
 
 
In summary, the ROSETE professional learning relationships exemplified in Table 
7.2a were dialogical, collaborative, supportive spaces, sources of feedback, advice, 
and encouragement, focused on teaching practice. These data suggest that supportive 
relationships within the ROSETE community provided safe spaces for learning 
through the practice of “good dialogue”, a developmental process that “gives impetus 
to the self”, by allowing for agreement, disagreement and self-reflection (Hermans & 
Hermans-Konopka, 2010, p. 175). Thus, supportive, collaborative relationships that 
focused on teaching and allowed for the practice of good dialogue, were enabling 
factors in ROSETE participants’ becoming.  
 
Counter to the evidence emerging in Table 7.2a, were experiences of a small number 
of ROSETE participants for whom relationships constrained their enactment of a 
teacher identity. In Annchi’s discourse, analysed in Chapter 5, there was evidence of 
a contrast between the nature of her relationship with the Chinese teacher in the 
secondary school and the mainstream teachers in the primary schools. 
1. There is a Chinese teacher in the secondary school, so at the beginning, I observed his 
class ... his lessons, and took some notes and supported the teacher, when it is 
necessary.  
2. As my teaching skills and my English skills improved, the teacher invited me to co-
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teach with him. 
3. There was no Mandarin teacher at the two primary schools, so I taught the whole 
lessons, since the very beginning.  
Annchi’s positioning of herself as an observer and support for the Chinese teacher in 
stanza 1, implied a hierarchical relationship which was further reinforced in stanza 2 
through references to being “invited to co-teach”. This power imbalance appears to 
have constrained her enactment of a teacher identity in the secondary school, which 
was contingent upon her acquisition of teaching skills and improvement in English 
ability (stanza 2). In contrast, stanza 3 suggests Annchi enacted a teacher identity in 
the primary schools from the beginning of her school experience.  
 
Ya Fu’s discourse below presents further evidence of a relationship which constrained 
her enactment of a teacher identity. 
1. in the first term, the high school I was in was kind of tough. The Chinese teacher at 
that point was not really positive and he was trying to interrupt my class.  
2. Well, he is the one who monitor my class, so it was really tough for me to really 
carry out, deliver any lecture  
3. and so I went to the head teacher to talk about the situation and, by the end of the 
term, they actually helped me to solve the problem … the school was really 
supporting, which is really good.  
In stanza 1 Ya Fu’s reference to the school as “kind of tough”, was further elaborated 
through her reference to the Chinese teacher as “not really positive” and “trying to 
interrupt” her class. The power imbalance in this relationship was emphasised by her 
reference to the Chinese teacher’s role as one of monitoring her class. Ya Fu’s 
discussion of the matter with the head teacher demonstrated her exercise of agency in 
the situation, leading to a resolution, implied but not explicated in stanza 3. 
 
In the experience of Annchi and Ya Fu, the impact of a power imbalance in their 
relationships appeared deeper than might be expected in the relationship between a 
novice and an expert. Afterall, the experiences of Chun Zhen, Liling and Nuan, 
synthesised in Table 7.a, reveal relationships in which they were novices and their 
counterparts were experts. The experiences of Annchi and Ya Fu, on the other hand, 
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suggest that in their relationships their counterparts exercised control, rather than 
collaboration and support, and that the practice of good dialogue was lacking. Thus, 
these data suggest that relationships of control, which lacked good dialogue, were 
constraining factors in ROSETE participants’ enactment of a teacher identity. In this 
study, the theoretical framework of DST extends our understanding of Communities 
of Practice (Wenger, 1998). Evidence of the nature of dialogical relationships across 
the ROSETE community of practice emphasises their impact on participants’ teacher 
identity construction. 
 
In summary, data analysis in this section has justified theorising the ROSETE 
professional learning community as a community of practice and identified factors 
which enabled participants’ teacher identity as:  
1. advice and feedback on teaching practice 
2. observation of teaching practice 
3. support for wellbeing 
4. reading and doing research 
5. collaborative, supportive relationships which allowed for the practice of good 
dialogue. 
Relationships based on control, which did not allow for good dialogue have been 
identified as constraints to becoming. The next section examines the impact of 
participants personal-cultural histories on their becoming and identifies related 
enablers and/or constraints. 
 
7.3 Personal-cultural histories: Factors which enabled and/or 
constrained becoming  
This section investigates how ROSETE participants’ used their personal-cultural 
histories in their enactment and construction of a teacher identity. Data is drawn from 
themes evident in second cycle coding, and excerpts from interview transcripts. The 
focus of analysis is on the particularity of becoming, extending on analyses in Chapter 
6 which identified evidence of individuals drawing on their personal attributes and 
cultural histories in the process of teacher identity construction.  
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In this chapter ‘mobilisation of personal-cultural histories’ refers to the implicit or 
explicit application of the inner self and past experience, rather than any essentialist 
notion of culture. Case-centred analysis revealed evidence that participants interpreted 
their experiences according to personal, cultural and linguistic frames, which 
synthesised and provided the essence of each person’s becoming.  
 
Evidence from case-centred analysis suggests that it was these personal-cultural 
histories which defined the character and coherence of each individual’s teacher 
identity construction. The process of mobilising personal cultural histories reflected a 
merging of personal and professional identities (Akkerman & Meijer, 2011), with each 
individual’s personal-cultural history defining the essence of her/his teacher self. 
Furthermore, the evidence suggests that mobilising their personal-cultural histories 
enabled many participants to deal with the uncertainties, confusion and discomfort 
associated with unfamiliar classroom contexts, interactions and practices in Australia. 
Their approach was a dialogical one, of drawing on the strength provided by their 
personal-cultural histories to empower them to push through discomfort and 
uncertainty, and realise a renewed sense of self, or a new combination of I-positions 
(Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010).  
 
The following presentation and analysis of data is organised according to two 
interpretations of mobilising personal-cultural histories in the ROSETE experience: 
1. making connections between past and present experiences of education  
2. theorising, or making sense of the ROSETE experience using concepts, words 
and phrases in Chinese.  
 
7.3.1 Mobilising personal-cultural histories: Making connections between past 
and present experiences of education   
This sub-section focuses on the connections between participants’ understandings of 
teaching practices, based on their past and present experiences of education, and the 
impacts on their becoming. Responses to interview questions 7 and 8 (Appendix 5) 
and excerpts from individual transcripts provided data for analysis in this sub-section.  
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Appendix 12 presents two tables of data derived from responses to: question 7, Tell 
me about your life and education in China and the knowledge, skills and experiences 
that helped you to prepare for teaching Mandarin in Western Sydney and studying at 
UWS; and question 8, Were there aspects of your life and education in China that were 
not helpful in preparing you for teaching Mandarin in Western Sydney and studying 
at UWS? Data in Appendix 12 Table 1 suggest that participants’ past experiences of 
education at university and school, as well as cultural and linguistic knowledge were 
regarded as helpful in their ROSETE experiences. Eleven out of 15 participants 
regarded their academic background as helpful, four referring to majors in Chinese 
language and literature or Mandarin as a Foreign Language and four to English majors. 
In addition, three recognised their academic learning in areas unrelated to education 
as sources of assistance. Six participants who regarded their academic background as 
helpful also identified past experiences of teaching and learning. A total of 10 
participants identified past experiences of teaching and learning as helpful factors in 
their ROSETE experience. Four participants identified their cultural and linguistic 
background as an additional helpful factor, and three stated that all life experience was 
helpful. These data suggest that all participants made positive connections between 
their past life experience, in particular education, and their lived experience of 
ROSETE. Thus, making positive connections emerged as an enabling factor in 
participants’ becoming. 
 
Appendix 12 Table 2 reveals aspects of their understandings of education and teaching 
practice, gained from past experience, which caused dissonance and tension in their 
ROSETE experience. Twelve out of 15 participants referred to unhelpful beliefs or 
practices they experienced as students in China, which influenced their understanding 
of teaching and learning and their expectations of classroom practice in Australia. Of 
the three participants not represented, Ju Lei and Fen Bao indicated that everything in 
their past made a helpful contribution, and Nuan referred to her lack of teacher training 
as an unhelpful factor. Data presented in Appendix 12 is synthesised in Figure 7.3.1. 
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Figure 7.3.1 Making connections between past and present experiences of education 
 
The data synthesised in Figure 7.3.1 underscore the complexity and 
interconnectedness of navigating ROSETE, represented by yin yang, the metaphor 
Fen Bao used to theorise her ROSETE experience. These data suggest the ability to 
make positive connections between past and present educational experiences existed 
alongside the dissonance and tension arising from the disparity between past and 
present experiences of teaching practice. Interrogation of individual participants’ 
discourse provides further insights into how participants made positive connections 
and at the same time managed the tensions and uncertainties of classroom practice. 
The excerpts from interview transcripts analysed below include reflections of 
ROSETE participants during and after completion of school experience.  
 
Fen Bao was one of two research participants who indicated that all life experience 
was helpful. She was interviewed more than a year after completing ROSETE. Her 
response to question 7 below represents the integration of the themes evident on the 
left side of Figure 7.3.1.  
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1. I will start from the Chinese part, because I’m quite interested in the Chinese culture 
and actually, when I was a student, I did quite well in Chinese, so that’s part of my 
interest and I learn quite a lot about the Chinese culture, including Chinese 
calligraphy. I could do that and I’m really quite into it!  
2. The second thing is the English language and I chose English as my major in 
university studies. I think it prepared me for studying abroad and I also met some very 
good teachers in that university. Actually, when I come to Australia, I didn’t even 
experience culture shock. I feel quite flexible. 
3. One thing I would like to mention is that my high school education is really important 
to me. I could say it’s a bit Westernised. It’s very open and … in many Chinese 
schools, you cannot challenge teachers, but in our school, you can. You could have 
debate or discussion with the teachers so it’s quite flexible for me to adapt to the 
Australian study life.  
4. After this experience and when I came back to China and worked for a while, I realised 
everything connects. Everything has a contribution. You learn from every experience. 
Maybe you just don’t see it at the moment, but gradually you will realise, at some 
critical time, you realise that this sort of experience is really valuable and helpful. 
The segment of discourse above is a reflective account through which Fen Bao 
consolidated the elements of her personal-cultural history which positively influenced 
her ROSETE experience. Her discourse integrated her past experience as a successful 
student of Chinese culture (stanza 1), her English major at university (stanza 2), and 
her ‘westernised’ high school education (stanza 3) as interconnected positive 
influences on her ROSETE experience. More than a year after completing ROSETE, 
her discourse was an expression of her realisation of the value of these experiences 
and their interconnections (stanza 4). Fen Bao’s expression of her realisation that 
“everything connects. Everything has a contribution. You learn from every 
experience” foregrounded her response to the optional second last question in which 
she identified yin yang as an aspect of her personal-cultural history which helped her 
to make sense of her ROSETE experience.  
 
Ya Fu, involved in school experience at the time of interview, articulated the positive 
influence of her academic background on her teacher identity in Australia.  
1. My undergraduate course, I was doing English of education … I was English major 
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and, at the same time, I am also in education major and, when I graduate, I am a 
certified English teacher, able to carry out class in high school and actually ... the 
course about education I received … actually helped me to be more like a teacher, to 
think like a teacher when I am here teaching Chinese.  
2. My English major helped me to express myself better in class and the students are 
able to understand me better when I’m delivering class, especially because they are 
beginning learners …  
Ya Fu’s discourse suggests that her undergraduate training as an English teacher in 
China equipped her to enact a teacher identity in Australian classrooms, by being 
“more like a teacher”, thinking like a teacher (stanza 1), and expressing herself as a 
teacher (stanza 2).  
 
The unhelpful aspect identified by Ya Fu below, related to teacher-student 
relationships and caused her to adjust her expectations. 
… the Chinese classroom … would be more disciplined. Student will respect the 
teachers a lot, but it is different [here]. It … give me different expectation. You are 
probably expecting to receive the same amount of respect from your students here, 
but actually they won’t, so I need to adjust my expectation and suit into the classroom 
here.  
In this segment Ya Fu defined teacher and student I-positions by notions of discipline 
and respect. Readjusting her expectations implied an agentive, dialogical process of 
rethinking the connections between her past and present experiences, and recognising 
new teacher and student I-positions. Ya Fu’s discourse implies a sense of awareness 
of her ongoing professional learning, a self-evaluative tone. In her experience, making 
positive connections between her past and present experiences of education emerged 
as an enabling factor in her becoming. 
 
Counter to Ya Fu’s experience of making positive connections between past education 
and classroom practice was the experience of Liling. Like Ya Fu, Liling completed an 
English major in her undergraduate degree. However, whilst her English major helped 
her to “feel more confident to deliver the lessons in foreign country context”, in her 
experience “classroom language is a totally different concept”. According to Liling, 
“even if you are very competent in English, it doesn’t mean that you can have a very 
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good knowledge of classroom languages. English is the basic of delivery, but you still 
have to learn the local way to teach it”. Liling’s discourse here implies that the inability 
to make connections between English ability and the language of classroom practice 
was a constraint in her enactment of teacher identity. 
 
Analysis of Annchi’s response to question 8 provides insights into the impact on her 
becoming of the dissonance resulting from disparate understandings of classroom 
practice in China and Australia. The segment of discourse below illuminates the 
empowering influence of confronting these disparities head-on. 
birthday happy 
1.  … the different linguistic system. For example, in Chinese, shēng rì kuài lè literally 
means "birthday happy".  
2. So, when I teach the students shēng rì kuài lè and translate it to them "birthday happy", 
a student asked me, "Miss, why do you put words in front of ‘happy’ in Chinese?"  
3. I was stunned, because that was an unexpected question and I don’t know how to 
answer that.  
4. So I ask him, "I also have a question for you. Why do you say, ‘Happy Birthday!’ in 
English?" The student said, "I don’t know. I just say that."  
5. So I turned to the class and I said, "I don’t know either. We just say that in Chinese." 
Then I told the students that language is a part of the culture. Because our ancestors 
developed different life habits, because they lived in different places, that’s why 
people speak a different language and we call this “cultural differences”.  
6. I think maybe my explanation seems not as professional as a language teacher.  
7. However, that question led me to realise that students do think critically when they 
are learning. So, I feel that ... before that class, I’m just lecturing all along. 
8. After that, I think maybe I should stop to listen to them.  
 
In this segment Annchi positioned herself as the active agent, the teacher. The 
unexpected question from a student directly impacted on Annchi’s teacher identity. 
Annchi’s reaction in stanza 3 suggests the question challenged her expectations of 
students and classroom interaction, as well as her linguistic knowledge. Whilst the 
question and her reaction highlighted Annchi’s limitations in linguistic knowledge, 
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her ability to deflect it, admit to not knowing the answer and embed it within a 
reference to cultural differences demonstrated her agency and confidence in the 
classroom, components of pre-service teacher identity identified in Izadinia’s (2013) 
review of research. 
 
This account revealed Annchi’s developing awareness of student learning within an 
Australian classroom context. The significance of the account is not in the adequacy 
or otherwise of Annchi’s response to the student’s question, but rather in the impact 
on her teacher identity. By articulating her realisation that “students do think critically 
when they are learning”, Annchi positioned the event as a milestone in her becoming. 
The inclusion of “do” in her statement suggests this was a new awareness, which 
replaced an implicit previous belief that students ‘do not think critically when they are 
learning’. Through this account Annchi highlighted her developing ability to critically 
reflect on and evaluate herself as a teacher, locating her development using temporal 
markers, “before that class” and “After that”. This account exemplifies the role of self-
dialogue in reconciling disparate beliefs and practices (Yue, 2017).  
 
Implicit in the segment analysed above are conflicting I-positions, reflecting Annchi’s 
recognition of I-positions she encountered in her past and present: the ‘student’ who 
does not ask questions in class and the ‘student’ who thinks critically; the ‘teacher’ 
who uses a teacher-centred approach, “just lecturing”; and the (implied) ‘teacher’ who 
uses a student-centred approach, recognising that students think critically in their 
learning. Her experience reflects Hermans and Hermans-Konopka’s (2010) view of 
“different cultures … meeting each other in the life of one and the same individual” 
(p. 2) posing a challenge to her view of herself as a teacher in Australia and suggesting 
her teacher identity could not be modelled on her prior experience of teaching practice 
and classroom interaction in China. Her response was a dialogical one, of pushing 
through discomfort and uncertainty, to realise a renewed sense of self, a new 
combination of I-positions (Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010). Thus, Annchi’s 
experience revealed her dialogical response to uncertainty as an enabling factor in her 
becoming. 
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Annchi’s account above is an example of borderland discourse (Alsup, 2006; Van 
Rijswijk et al., 2013). Her expressions of dissonance reflected her internal dialogue 
and the transformative effect of engaging in borderland discourse (Alsup, 2006). For 
Annchi, the borderland was a discursive space in which she confronted her past and 
present experiences of education. Furthermore, her account revealed her increasing 
agency, confidence, self-awareness and self-evaluation which align with Izadinia’s 
(2013) components of pre-service teacher identity. Thus, in Annchi’s experience, 
confronting dissonance through discourse had a transformative, empowering effect, 
and emerged as an enabling factor in her becoming. 
 
Counter to the experience of Annchi, who was empowered by unexpected student 
responses, the latter had a constraining influence on Dequan’s enactment of a teacher 
identity.  
1. It’s the whole of the language and the cultural backgrounds is very important, but in 
the short term … even in the longer time, it is still very difficult for me to change into 
very Aussie ways!  
2. For example, when I designed a board game and I have set up the students into four 
groups and they have the winner, the second place and the third place and the fourth 
place and I gave the winners two stickers ... each member ... and I gave the second 
place, one sticker each member and the third place and the fourth place students, they 
don’t have any stickers and some students in the third and the fourth places ... they 
complained. "That’s not fair!" “This is not sharing!” 
3. I don’t get the kind of background knowledge. I don’t expect these kinds of things. I 
can’t have the kind of knowledge to give them feedback. But I learned from the 
classroom teacher ... the classroom teacher say that, "Well, you will be learning to be 
a good learner .... to be a good loser." She also get one winning team student out, 
because she is not respecting the other losers, but I think this kind of way ... I can’t 
empower myself to do these kinds of activities alone.  
4. It’s quite a challenge for me. So my strategy I have is try to use interesting games or 
singing for the younger kids and colouring pictures more focused on the content, 
rather than the communications. 
Dequan’s reference to “the whole of the language and the cultural backgrounds is very 
important” and the emphatic statement “it is still very difficult for me to change into 
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very Aussie ways!” foregrounded the intercultural challenges expressed in stanza 2. 
Despite his careful planning of prizes for winners and place getters (stanza 2), 
responses from losing students challenged his expectations and understandings of 
practice relating to board games. His repetition of “I don’t” in the first two sentences 
of stanza 3, followed by “I can’t” in the third sentence, intensified his lack of 
empowerment in this classroom situation.  Whilst he acknowledged learning from the 
classroom teacher’s responses, his lack of empowerment was further reinforced in the 
last sentence of stanza 3. In terms of DST, Dequan’s response to the uncertainty and 
dissonance he experienced in this classroom encounter was to avoid further 
occurrences by focusing on “content rather than communications” (Hermans & 
Hermans-Konopka, 2010). Unlike Annchi, whose discourse suggests her experience 
of dissonance and tension was enabling, Dequan’s discourse suggests his enactment 
of a teacher identity was constrained. Thus, avoidance of dissonance and tension 
emerged as a constraint to his experience of a teacher identity. 
 
7.3.2 Mobilising personal-cultural and linguistic histories: Theorising the 
ROSETE experience using concepts, phrases and metaphors in Chinese   
This sub-section focuses on participants’ use of concepts, words and phrases in 
Chinese to theorise or make sense of their ROSETE experience. Responses to an 
optional interview question (Appendix 5) and excerpts from individual transcripts 
provide data for analysis in this sub-section.  
 
As an optional question near the end of the interview participants were asked: When 
you reflect on your experience in western Sydney, is there a Chinese concept that you 
would relate to your experience of ROSETE? Seven participants offered responses to 
this question. Their responses and translations are included in Table 7.3.2 on the next 
page. Whilst it is acknowledged that there may be interpretations of concepts and 
phrases which differ from those included in this table, this analysis is informed by the 
interpretation offered by participants themselves and the assistance of a native speaker 
of Mandarin who had no knowledge of research participants.  
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Table 7.3.2 Concepts in Chinese participants used to make sense of (theorise) their ROSETE experience 
Respondent Concepts in Chinese  Translation and explanation 
Annchi  
 
dú wàn juàn shū xíng wàn lǐ 
lù 
“Read 10,000 books and travel 10,000 miles”; dú [read] wàn [ten thousand] juàn [volume of 
books] shū [book], xíng [travel] wàn lǐ [Chinese unit of length equal to half kilometre] lù [road, 
route].   
 
This phrase is often used to express the view that both reading (knowing from others) and 
experiencing (knowing through experiencing by oneself) are significant to better understand the 
world (H. Shen, personal communication, January 18, 2017). 
 
Chun Zhen  tiě chǔ mó chéng zhēn “An iron rod [can] be ground into a needle”; tiě [iron] chǔ [pestle, rod] mó [grind] chéng [become] 
zhēn [needle].  
 
There is a first half of this Chinese saying, that is, zhǐ yào gōng fu shēn 只要功夫深. This part 
can be translated as “as long as you make a lot effort”. Thus, the complete saying is translated: 
“As long as you work hard enough, you can grind an iron rod into a needle”. It is frequently used 
to highlight persistent diligence as the key to success (H. Shen, personal communication, January 
18, 2017). 
Fen Bao  yin yang It’s yin and yang and it tells you … everything is interactive … and interrelated 
Nuan  Xún xù jiàn jìn  
 
 
 
 
 
jú shēng huái nán zé wéi jú, 
sheng huái běi, zé wéi zhǐ  
  
“Proceeding in an orderly way, step by step”; xún [follow] xù [sequence, order] jiàn [gradual] jìn 
[proceed, improve]. 
 
Used in relation to pedagogy, this phrase refers to learning with gradual improvements (H. Shen, 
personal communication, January 18, 2017). 
 
“When an orange tree is planted in the area south of Huai River, it grows into a sweet orange; 
when it is planted in the area north of Huai River, it grows into a sour, bitter orange-like fruit”; 
jú [tangerine, orange] shēng [grow] huái [Huai River, often regarded as a dividing line between 
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Respondent Concepts in Chinese  Translation and explanation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
xué wú zhǐ jìng 
 
the Northern and the Southern China] nán [south, southern] zé [auxiliary word] wéi [is/are] jú, 
sheng huái běi [north, northern] zé wéi zhǐ [trifoliate orange, a plant that is similar to orange but 
smaller, more sour and bitter].  
 
This saying highlights that things may change according to the environment (H. Shen, personal 
communication, January 18, 2017). 
 
“Learning is endless”; xué [learning] wú [without] zhǐ [end, stop] jìng [boundary, situation]. This 
phrase is always used to emphasise that learning is an endless process (H. Shen, personal 
communication, January 18, 2017). 
Quiyi  Zǐ fēi yú ān zhī yú zhī lè 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Jiào xué yǒu fǎ jiāo wú ding 
fǎ 
 
“You are not a fish, how could you know the joy of a fish”; zǐ [you] fēi [not] yú [fish], ān [how] 
zhī [know] yú [fish] zhī [auxiliary word used as a possessive] lè [joy].  
 
This is a sentence in a Daoist classical book titled Zhuangzi (zhuāng zǐ, which is also the name 
for a representative Daoist philosopher). This sentence is frequently used to express the idea that 
an individual should not impose one’s own ideas onto others (H. Shen, personal communication, 
January 19, 2017). 
 
“Teaching has models, but is without fixed methods”; jiào [teach] xué [learn] (Together jiào xué 
refers to teaching, education) yǒu [have] fǎ [method, model], jiāo [teach] wú [without] ding 
[fixed] fǎ [method].  This refers to the view that there are different teaching models and methods, 
but the methods used in actual teaching should be selected flexibly (H. Shen, personal 
communication, January 19, 2017). 
Shuhua  shí jiàn chū zhēn zhī 
 
Practice makes perfect. The 
same meaning. I come from 
the theoretical level and now 
“Practice makes genuine/real knowledge” or “True knowledge comes from practice”; shí jiàn 
[practice] chū [produce, make] zhēn [genuine, true, real] zhī [knowledge].   
 
This phrase is frequently used to refer to the significance of practice and experience in knowing 
the world (H. Shen, personal communication, January 19, 2017). 
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Respondent Concepts in Chinese  Translation and explanation 
I’m in the practical level. So 
I use "Practice Makes 
Perfect". 
 
 
Ya Fu  xǐ yōu cān bàn  
 
This fixed phrase in Chinese refers to a mixed feeling of joy and worry; xǐ [happiness, joy, 
delight] yōu [worry, anxiety, sorrow, concern] cān bàn [half-and-half] (H. Shen, personal 
communication, January 19, 2017). 
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The variety of concepts included in Table 7..2 underscores the particularity of 
ROSETE participants’ becoming. Participants represented in these data used their 
personal-cultural and linguistic histories to interpret an aspect of, or the entirety of 
their ROSETE experience. Annchi, offered wàn juàn shū xíng wàn lǐ lù (Read 10,000 
books and travel 10,000 miles) in response to the optional question as well as question 
6: Why did you apply for the Western Sydney-Ningbo Partnership?  Thus she 
theorised her motivation for applying for ROSETE, as her desire to expand her 
knowledge and experience of the world. Fen Bao’s reference to yin yang, as the 
concept which described her experience, is consistent with the view portrayed in an 
excerpt of her discourse analysed in Section 7.2.1. Yin yang reflected her view that 
“everything connects. Everything has a contribution. You learn from every 
experience”, reinforcing her opinion that there were no unhelpful impacts on her 
ROSETE experience. Thus for Annchi and Fen Bao, their personal-cultural histories 
provided them with theoretical tools which enabled them to make sense of their 
becoming. 
 
In responding to the optional question Chun Zhen first contextualised the Chinese 
concept in relation to her education and life experience, which “tells me more about 
the importance of being persistent to challenges. Never give up!” Her use of tiě chǔ 
mó chéng zhēn, which she translated as “this metal is this shape, but if you cut it every 
day and grind it every day, that metal can be a needle” directly related to her 
persistence, hard work and diligence evident in her experience of teacher identity 
construction profiled in Chapter 6. Whilst she did not refer to the first half of this 
phrase zhǐ yào gōng fu shēn, translated as “as long as you make a lot effort” (H. Shen, 
personal communication, January 18, 2017), the effort reflected in her discourse 
suggests the first half was implied. Chun Zhen’s personal-cultural references are 
consistent with notions of continuous growth, perseverence and reflection, elements 
of developmental discourse evident in the findings of Van Rijswijk et al (2013). 
Additionally, her personal-cultural references resonate with notions of self-cultivation 
and continuity, reflected in Confucian views of the self and identity explained by Yao 
(1996) and outlined in Chapter 3.  
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Chun Zhen made additional references to Chinese concepts in her interview transcript. 
Referring to the link between teaching and research, she stated “I do a little bit research 
and internalise what teaching’s about ... some parts give me a new concept, a new 
insight for the education. It’s just like opening a new door for me to see, ‘Oh, there is 
another way to do it!’ Here, Chun Zhen’s reference to “a new door” suggests 
metaphorical usage, related to her experience of confronting new, positive insights on 
education (H. Shen, personal communication, January 18, 2017). 
 
Chun Zhen’s accounts suggest that mobilising her personal-cultural history, including 
her education, cultural tradition and linguistic resources, provided her with the 
theoretical, intellectual and emotional tools to sustain her, providing coherence of 
identity as she dealt with the uncertainties, confusion and discomfort encountered in 
her school practice in Australia (Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010). Personal-
cultural concepts of “never give up”, “tiě chǔ mó chéng zhēn” (“An iron rod [can] be 
ground into a needle”), and the use of metaphor, provided Chun Zhen with tools to 
assist her in making sense of that which was unfamiliar and uncomfortable in her 
ROSETE experience. These concepts represented the enduring and essential force in 
the transformations she experienced in her becoming. 
 
Nuan’s and Shuhua’s responses to the optional question reflected their particular 
experiences of learning through ROSETE. Nuan’s personal trajectory of becoming, 
profiled in Chapter 6, involved the interwoven processes of cultural affirmation and 
learning how to teach. Originating in her undergraduate years, strongly influenced by 
her father, her personal professional learning journey traversed two continents, 
multiple environments and continues. Nuan theorised her becoming through 
references to Xún xù jiàn jìn (gradual improvements), zé wéi zhǐ (environmental 
influences), and xué wú zhǐ jìng (endless learning), the latter acknowledging the 
continuous, never-ending feature of identity work (Wenger, 1998).  
 
Similarly, Shuhua’s discourse revealed a learning process in which she gradually 
applied her theoretical knowledge and refined her classroom practice, captured in the 
following excerpts from her transcript: “from the very beginning, I was very nervous 
and I can’t do very well”; “I’m making progress and it is really meaningful to apply 
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the theory into the reality”; I think I can manage the class quite well now”; “now I 
started to enjoy my own lessons and also the students, they all told me, ‘Yes, Miss, we 
love your lessons!’”. Shuhua drew on Chinese concepts of shí jiàn chū zhēn zhī 
(practice makes perfect) to theorise this process, and her becoming. 
 
For Quiyi, her personal-cultural insights, suggested links to other segments of her 
interview transcript. Zǐ fēi yú ān zhī yú zhī lè (You are not a fish, how could you know 
the joy of a fish) enabled her to understand the importance of student feedback within 
a student-centred approach to learning, evident in the segment of discourse below. 
we should really focus on student-centred. In China, there is a sentence, ‘You are not the 
fish, how do you know the fish is not happy?’ So I want to say, ‘I’m not the student, how 
can I know whether the student learnt or not?’ So it is very important for us to get the 
feedback from the students 
Her reference to Jiào xué yǒu fǎ jiāo wú ding fǎ (Teaching has models, but is without 
fixed methods) suggests a link to her process of engaging with and understanding local 
teaching practices reflected in her interview transcript as “you should use scaffolding”, 
“must be based on the student-centred [approach]”, “teaching content I choose now is 
always related to their school life, such as playground language”. Thus, Quiyi’s 
personal-cultural references emerged as her interpretations of elements of her teacher 
identity construction in the Australian context. Finally, Ya Fu’s response to the 
optional question reflected the emotional experience of becoming, consistent with 
research literature (Beauchamp & Thomas, 2009; Izadinia, 2013). 
 
Data summarised in this section suggests that the personal-cultural histories 
participants drew on to make sense of their ROSETE experience, defined the 
character, coherence, and indeed the essence of each individual’s teacher identity, 
reflecting a merging of personal and professional selves (Akkerman & Meijer, 2011). 
Furthermore, the evidence suggests that mobilising their personal-cultural histories 
enabled participants to deal with the uncertainties, confusion and discomfort 
associated with unfamiliar classroom contexts, interactions and practices in Australia. 
The particular factors which emerged as enablers were: 
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1. Making positive connections between past and present experiences of 
education 
2. Responding to dissonance and tension dialogically by pushing through and 
realising a renewed sense of self 
3. Engaging in discourse as a means of confronting uncertainty and ambiguity 
4. Using concepts, phrases and metaphors in Chinese as theoretical tools to make 
sense of the experience of becoming. 
Factors which constrained individuals’ construction and enactment of a teacher 
identity were: 
1. Inability to make positive connections between past and present experiences 
of education 
2. Responding to dissonance and tension by avoiding further occurrences. 
 
7.4 Summary  
This chapter presents analyses of the influences of the ROSETE community of 
practice and individuals’ personal-cultural histories to identify the factors that enabled 
and constrained participants’ experiences of a teacher identity. Analyses were 
informed by theoretical insights from DST (Hermans and Hermans-Konopka, 2010), 
communities of practice (Wenger, 1998) and teacher identity research by Alsup 
(2006), Izadinia (2013), Van Rijswijk et al (2013), Varghese et al (2005) and others. 
The metaphor of a tree is used in Figure 7.4 to represent the influence of personal-
cultural histories and the community of practice in the construction and enactment of 
ROSETE participants’ teacher identities. 
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Figure 7.4. The influence of personal-cultural histories and the community of practice 
in the construction of ROSETE participants’ teacher identities 
 
As the roots of a tree stabilise it in the earth and provide a source of nourishment to 
sustain its growth, aspects of personal-cultural histories stabilised ROSETE 
participants’ identity experiences and provided resources which enabled them to 
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maintain coherence and reflect the uniqueness of their experiences. Analyses of 
individual experiences of mobilising personal-cultural histories revealed factors which 
enabled becoming as the ability to: make positive connections between past and 
present experiences of education; respond to dissonance and tension dialogically; 
engage in discourse as a means of confronting uncertainty and ambiguity; and use 
concepts, phrases and metaphors in Chinese to theorise the experience of becoming. 
Factors which constrained individuals’ sense of a teacher identity were: the inability 
to make positive connections between past and present experiences of education; and 
the tendency to respond to dissonance by avoiding further occurrences. Enabling 
factors revealed evidence of ROSETE participants as active agents in their own 
process of becoming, whereas constraints suggested avoidance and resistance.  
 
As the trunk of a tree provides support, the ROSETE community of practice provided 
experiences that supported participants in their identity work. Analysis of the 
ROSETE community of practice revealed factors which enabled becoming as 
interactions with others that focused on participants’ professional learning, namely: 
advice and feedback on teaching; opportunities to observe others’ classroom practice; 
support for well-being; engagement with and in research; and collaborative, 
supportive relationships in which good dialogue through disagreement, agreement and 
self-reflection is practiced as a learning strategy. These interactions reflected the 
mutual engagement and joint venture of the ROSETE community of practice. 
Relationships based on control in which the practice of good dialogue was lacking 
were identified as constraints to becoming. Such relationships did not reflect mutual 
engagement and were inconsistent with the joint venture of ROSETE.  
 
Emerging from the trunk of a tree are branches which help to define the shape of the 
tree’s foliage. In the ROSETE experience, the community of practice (trunk) enabled 
participants to shape their identity according to local teaching practices through 
Wenger’s (1998) modes of belonging, engagement, imagination and alignment.  
 
Completing the tree metaphor, the leaves are conceptualised here as the expression of 
the tree’s identity. In Figure 7.4 leaves represent the expression or enactment of 
ROSETE participants’ teacher identities in practice. Just as the foliage of a tree is not 
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static, but is continually renewed, enactment of teacher identity in practice is a 
continually changing process of becoming throughout the ROSETE experience.  
 
As a tree contends with forces of nature that enable and constrain its growth, ROSETE 
participants in this study experienced factors which enabled and constrained their 
becoming. It is important to note here that enabling and constraining factors were 
evident in the experience of one and the same individual. For example, the discourse 
of Ya Fu, Annchi and Liling revealed enablers and constraints as situated occurrences 
within particular classroom settings or relationships. This emphasises the complexity 
and particularity of ROSETE participants’ experience of teacher identity as 
continuous, shaped by dialogue within self and with others, and individual responses 
to circumstances. 
 
7.5 Conclusion  
This chapter is the last of the three evidentiary chapters in this study. Each evidentiary 
chapter has presented data analysis focused on one of three contributory research 
questions.  
 
The next chapter will draw together the evidence revealed in the last three chapters to 
answer the main research question and present the findings, implications for practice 
and recommendations for further research of this case study of teacher identity in the 
experience of ROSETE participants.  
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Chapter 8: The Dialogical Self in Becoming a Teacher: 
Findings, Conclusions and Recommendations 
 
8.0 Introduction  
This chapter reports on the findings, conclusions and recommendations of this case 
study of teacher identity in the experience of 15 student volunteers from mainland 
China who supported the teaching and learning of Chinese language and culture in 
primary and secondary schools in western Sydney, Australia whilst undertaking higher 
degree research at Western Sydney University. These international students were all 
participants of a NSW–China Partnership, implemented through a model of Research 
Oriented School Engaged Teacher Education (ROSETE) between 2008 and 2013. The 
purpose for undertaking this local knowledge case study was to explore and interpret 
participants’ lived experiences of ROSETE, through the theoretical frame of teacher 
identity, the object of study (Chapter 4). The previous three chapters presented 
evidence of participants’ experiences of teacher identity, enacted and constructed in 
discourse and practice, including the factors that enabled or constrained their teacher 
identity.  
 
As discussed in Chapter 3, the theoretical frame or object was sharpened by 
interpreting identity as multiple I-positions in a continuous state of becoming, 
reflecting two important analytical lenses applied in this study. Firstly, Dialogical Self 
Theory (DST) (Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010) provided a framework which 
combines the conception of identity as unitary and continuous with the conception of 
identity as discontinuous. With its foundations in the work of Bakhtin (1981) and 
Mead (1934), DST conceptualises identity as consisting of multiple I-positions 
continuously being positioned and repositioned in response to circumstances and 
dialogue (Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010). Contextualised in the globalised 
world where individuals confront and experience multiple cultural beliefs and 
practices, DST contends that coherence of identity is maintained by historical and 
cultural alignment as well as by the individual’s attempts to synthesise the multiplicity 
of I-positions within her/his experience (Akkerman & Meijer, 2011).  
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Secondly, the concept of becoming was used in this study to refer to both the process 
and status of participants’ identity work. Like DST, the notion of becoming has its 
origins in the writing of Bakhtin (1981) and is reflected in a range of educational 
literature as an analytical lens for theorising pre-service and early career teachers’ 
discursive enactment and construction of a teacher identity (Alsup, 2006; Beauchamp 
& Thomas, 2011; Moloney & Wang, 2016; Scarino, 2013; Stronach, 2010; Trent, 
2014). The analyses of ROSETE participants’ discourse presented in Chapters 5 to 7, 
used the concept of becoming as a verb to theorise the processes of constructing and 
enacting a teacher identity, and as an adjective to refer to participants’ status as 
becoming teachers. 
 
These lenses framed the analysis of interview data using two complementary 
methodological approaches: 
1. Case-centred, descriptive discourse analysis of segments of language extracted 
from interview transcripts  
2. Category-centred analysis of interview transcripts through first and second 
cycle coding and identification of categories and themes. 
The overarching research question this study aimed to answer was: How did ROSETE 
participants enact and construct a teacher identity in Australian schools? Typical of 
emergent research designs, this question evolved from early data collection and 
analysis suggesting that ROSETE participants self-identified as teachers during their 
school experience. In order to answer this question, three contributory research 
questions were formulated. Presentation and discussion of data analysis based on these 
contributory questions were the focus of evidentiary Chapters 5 to 7.  
 
In this chapter, evidence from Chapters 5 to 7 is presented as findings related to the 
contributory research questions. Consolidation of these findings provided the answer 
to the main research question, presented as conclusions to this study. The chapter is 
organised in sections. Section 8.1 presents a discussion of findings relating to 
contributory research question 1: What I-positions were enacted in ROSETE 
participants’ discourse? Section 8.2 presents a discussion of findings relating to 
contributory research question 2: How were ROSETE participants’ experiences of 
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teacher identity construction represented in their accounts of practice? Section 8.3 
presents a discussion of findings relating to contributory research question 3: What 
factors enabled and constrained ROSETE participants’ experiences of teacher 
identity? Section 8.4 presents a consolidation of findings from Sections 8.1 to 8.3, 
presented as conclusions in response to the main research question: How did Chinese 
volunteers enact and construct a teacher identity in Australian schools? Section 8.5 
presents the implications and limitations of this case study, as well as 
recommendations for further research. Section 8.6 provides a final statement relating 
to the contributions of this research. 
 
8.1 Contributory research question 1: What I-positions were enacted 
in ROSETE participants’ discourse?  
Finding 1: 
ROSETE participants enacted multiple I-positions in their discourse, many of which 
were conceptually linked to the notion of teacher. They included I-positions 
participants accepted for themselves and those they recognised in others, in their past, 
present and imagined futures. 
 
In their discourse, participants enacted multiple I-positions, including student, intern, 
newcomer, friend to students, teacher, beginner teacher, teacher-researcher, formal 
teacher, serious teacher, funny teacher, good teacher, successful teacher, Australian 
teacher, Chinese teacher, and Mandarin teacher. These I-positions were enacted as 
fleeting self-identifications linked to circumstances, contexts, confidence, skills and 
relationships. Many reflected a common conceptual link to the notion of teacher, 
through references to participants’ interpretations and re-interpretations of teaching 
practice, influenced by their past and present experiences. However, some I-positions, 
such as friend to students and newcomer, were more peripheral. It was the common 
social context for participants’ discourse, the ROSETE Model, and in particular the 
school experience component, which linked all I-positions, reflecting the reflexivity 
between language and context (Gee, 2011).   
 
The continuously changing combinations of I-positions enacted in participants’ 
discourse suggested a kaleidoscopic experience particular to each individual. Some I-
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positions (student, intern, newcomer, friend of students, teacher-researcher) were 
explicitly linked to participants’ institutional status as student volunteers. There was a 
tendency for participants to situate these self-identifications early in their ROSETE 
school experience, replacing them with I-positions relating to teacher, situated later in 
their school experience and linked to increases in confidence and skills. For these 
participants, I-positions linked to institutional status were experienced as part of the 
journey towards self-identification as a teacher.  
 
However, some participants’ discourse suggested they self-identified as teachers from 
the beginning of their school experience. For these participants, their initial teacher I-
positions were contingent, influenced by the school context and nature of relationships 
therein, and reshaped in response to increases in confidence, skills and length of 
experience, as well as by local educational Discourses. Typically, these participants’ 
discourse suggested they self-identified as interns or beginning teachers from the 
commencement of their school experience, and successful teachers, good teachers, 
Mandarin teachers or Australian teachers as they gained experience, skills and 
confidence. As further reinforcement of the individuality of the ROSETE experience, 
there was evidence of some participants distancing themselves from particular teacher 
I-positions that others recognised for themselves, for example Australian teacher.  
 
Evidence of participants’ discursive enactment of multiple I-positions underscored the 
discontinuity inherent in their becoming. This finding reflects research of the early 21st 
century which describes teacher identity as dynamic, shifting, unstable, discontinuous, 
influenced by contexts and relationships, and constructed through discourse 
(Beauchamp & Thomas, 2009; Beijaard et al., 2004; Day et al., 2006; Stronach, 2010; 
Varghese et al., 2005).  
 
In addition to the discontinuity reflected in discourse, evidence of a conceptual link 
between I-positions and the notion of teacher suggested participants recognised a 
unitary, continuous sense of a teacher. This simultaneous enactment of discontinuity 
and continuity is consistent with the view of identity offered by DST (Hemans and 
Hermans-Konopka, 2010). Interpreting ROSETE participants’ discourse through the 
lens of DST, highlighted I-positions being continuously positioned and repositioned 
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in response to school contexts and dialogue within themselves and with significant 
others, including mentors, classroom teachers and University supervisors. Thus, in 
ROSETE participants’ discourse, their teacher identities were constructed through the 
continuous process of enacting multiple I-positions linked to their institutional role 
within ROSETE and their understandings of teacher, consistent with Akkerman and 
Meijer’s (2011) explanation of the coherence of self as residing “in the continuous 
attempt to synthesise the different parts” (p. 312). Akkerman and Meijer’s (2011) 
dialogical definition of “one who teaches” was helpful in interpreting participants’ 
teacher identities not as end points, but as continual states of becoming throughout 
their ROSETE experience, ongoing processes of “… negotiating and interrelating 
multiple I-positions in such a way that a more or less coherent sense of self is 
maintained …” (p. 315). 
 
The individual experiences of enacting multiple I-positions defined ROSETE 
participants’ transitional identities resonating with earlier research findings. For 
example, in Trent’s (2014) study of the identity of English language teaching 
assistants in Hong Hong, his participants conceptualised their identity as a transitory 
phase in the process of becoming a teacher. Furthermore, the concept of transitional 
identities may be likened to Beijaard et al.’s (2004) notion of sub-identities in the 
experience of pre-service teachers. Like sub-identities, transitional identities reflected 
participants’ interpretations and re-interpretations of their experiences in different 
contexts and relationships (Beijaard et al., 2004). Additionally, like sub-identities, the 
I-positions reflected in many participants’ transitional identities, such as formal 
teacher, reflected a core identity of teacher, whilst others, such as newcomer, were 
more peripheral (Beijaard et al., 2004). However, a point of difference between 
Beijaard et al.’s (2004) findings and this study lies in the relationships between sub-
identities. Beijaard et al. (2004) noted that it is essential for sub-identities to exist in 
harmony. However, in this study discourse analysis revealed discord within 
transitional identities. This was enacted through participants: distancing themselves 
from particular I-positions, such as professional teacher; recognising dichotomous I-
positions such as Chinese teacher and Australian teacher; expressing disruption to 
their understanding of teacher; and changing between two I-positions perceived as 
disparate, such as friend to students and serious teacher. These disruptions to and 
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discord between I-positions, a feature of ROSETE participants’ kaleidoscopic 
experience of transitional identities, is a finding of this study which is not reflected in 
Beijaard et al.’s (2004) review. Rather, the range of I-positions evident in participants’ 
transitional identities reflected dichotomous experiences, consistent with findings of 
studies of pre-service teachers, conducted by Coward et al. (2015) and Trent (2012).  
 
In ROSETE participants’ discourse, their experiences of a teacher identity were 
unstable and experimental, reflecting changes to I-positions in response to student 
feedback, classroom contexts, dialogue with others and dialogue within themselves. 
Participants referred to adopting new I-positions, such as changing from students’ 
friend to a serious teacher, practising and improvising classroom management 
strategies, and experimenting with student-centred approaches. The shifting and 
experimental nature of ROSETE participants’ becoming resonated with Stronach’s 
findings. Stronach (2010) identified fragmented identities, described as “shards of 
self-accounting” in the experience of beginning teachers, which reflect the complexity 
of individual experience (p. 75). Participants’ discourse resonated with Stronach’s 
(2010) finding relating to the “peculiar dialectic” between doing and becoming in 
teachers’ early experience, in which classroom improvisation and experimentation are 
seen as preparation for a future professional identity (p. 108). Whilst Stronach’s (2010) 
research focused on teachers in their first two years of occupational experience, 
evidence from ROSETE participants’ discourse suggested their transitional identities 
were ongoing rehearsals for their future teacher selves. Furthermore, their discourse 
reflected Van Rijswijk et al.’s (2013) notion of developmental discourse in which 
becoming and being a teacher are linked to continuous growth, perseverance and 
reflection.  
 
The transitional identities enacted by ROSETE participants reflected their beliefs and 
understandings of teaching practice gained from past and present educational 
experiences. Their discourse revealed confrontation between beliefs and 
understandings of teaching gained in the past, and encounters with new practices in 
Australian classrooms. These discursive confrontations were accompanied by 
expressions of uncertainty, ambiguity, anxiety and conflict within the self, consistent 
with findings of Alsup (2006) who theorised the expression of emotional and cognitive 
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dissonance between past and present experiences and understandings of teaching, as 
borderland discourse, characteristic of a pre-service teacher’s “place of becoming” (p. 
9). Participants’ discursive reconstructions of their ROSETE experience constituted 
their ‘borderland place of becoming’. This evidence is counter to Korthagen’s (2004) 
findings, which suggest that teacher identity is slow to emerge and is experienced later 
in one’s career. 
 
Participants’ responses to the emotional states reflected in their discourse provided 
evidence that most were able to mobilise their dialogical selves and personal-cultural 
histories to push through barriers caused by uncertainty and discomfort to adapt, refine 
and establish coherence in their experience of a teacher identity. However there was 
one exception, Dequan, whose discourse revealed that his knowledge of teacher 
education and accreditation in China constrained his enactment of a teacher identity 
in Australia.  
 
These findings reinforced ROSETE participants’ experience as becoming teachers, a 
dialogical process involving the positioning and repositioning of multiple I-positions 
in response to circumstances, contexts and dialogue within themselves and with 
others. Throughout this process, coherence of each individual’s teacher identity was 
maintained through continual attempts to reconcile and synthesise conflicting I-
positions, influenced by her/his recognition of a sense of a teacher and alignment of 
personal-cultural histories (Akkerman & Meijer, 2011).  
 
The next section presents and discusses findings related to contributory research 
question 2. 
 
8.2 Contributory research question 2: How were ROSETE 
participants’ experiences of teacher identity construction represented 
in their accounts of practice?   
Finding 2: 
ROSETE participants’ accounts of practice represented their teacher identity 
construction as learning how to be a teacher in Australia, through interconnected 
processes of developing skills in planning and classroom practice, engaging in a 
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professional learning network, increasing confidence and exercising agency. 
Collectively, these processes allowed participants to identify with the community of 
local teachers. 
 
Research participants’ accounts of practice revealed professional learning as teachers 
to be the core focus of their teacher identity construction. Their accounts suggested 
that learning how to be a teacher involved developing a repertoire of skills and 
practices, which they interpreted as successful in Australian classrooms. Broadly, 
these related to lesson and unit planning, student-centred approaches to classroom 
teaching and learning, strategies for giving feedback to students and managing 
behaviour, adaptation of lessons for different student groups, and integration of 
language and culture in learning activities. For these ROSETE participants, teaching 
skills and practices were explicitly or implicitly contextualised in Australian 
classrooms and used to define the identity of an Australian teacher, one that was 
reinforced through contrasting Discourses of Australian and Chinese education.  
 
In ROSETE participants’ accounts of practice, a professional learning network, 
involving classroom teachers, teacher mentors, University supervisors, other ROSETE 
participants and non school-based Departmental personnel, was identified as the 
source of advice, support and modeling of skills in planning and classroom practice. 
This is consistent with research findings which highlight the importance of supportive 
relationships with significant others, including mentors, in teacher identity 
construction (Beauchamp & Thomas, 2009; Izadinia, 2013, 2015, 2016b; McNally et 
al., 2009; Stronach, 2010). ROSETE participants attributed respect and authority to 
members of their network, resonating with Van Rijswijk et al.’s (2013) findings in 
which student teachers referred to the voices of significant others for authorisation, as 
embodiment of the nature of teaching and as a marker of good teaching.  
 
Participants’ accounts provided evidence that the professional learning network 
enabled them to engage with local teaching practices, imagine future possibilities for 
their own practice, and align their skills and practices to those of local teachers, 
realising Wenger’s (1998) modes of identification with and belonging to the local 
community of teachers.  
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ROSETE participants’ discourse provided evidence of teacher identity construction as 
a process involving emotional struggle, philosophical conflict, mental and physical 
effort, as well as determination, persistence, reflective practice, and transformation, 
consistent with research findings which highlight the emotional and cognitive tensions 
and challenges in becoming a teacher (Alsup, 2006; Barkhuizen, 2017; Beauchamp & 
Thomas, 2009; Stronach, 2010). In the face of such challenges, many participants also 
referred to gradually increasing confidence as evidence of their growth as a teacher, 
reflecting Izadinia’s (2013) finding that student teachers’ perceptions of increased 
confidence constitute evidence of teacher identity construction.  
 
Participants’ discourse illuminated the experiential components of constructing a 
teacher identity in practice. Their use of social language related to student learning, 
teaching skills and practices, reflected Trent’s (2011) finding which linked his 
participants’ identity in practice to their repertoire of classroom activities and 
understanding of students. Agency, a sense of professional empowerment and control, 
emerged from the interaction between participants’ development of skills in planning 
and classroom practice, engagement in a professional learning network and increasing 
confidence. This evidence of agency is consistent with research findings which 
identify agency as a component of teacher identity construction (Beauchamp & 
Thomas, 2009; Izadinia, 2013; Trent, 2013) and an outward expression of the teacher 
identity of pre-service teachers (Beauchamp & Thomas, 2011). Agency was expressed 
discursively through participants’ use of language to build significance and develop 
their own subjectivity, and was also linked to particular actions. Evidence of action-
oriented agency is consistent with Varghese et al.’s (2005) description of agency as it 
is reflected in identity in practice. Thus, for ROSETE participants, their accounts of 
learning how to teach illuminated their teacher identity construction in practice.  
 
Whilst professional standards for language teachers and annotations specific to 
teachers of Chinese language (Australian Federation of Modern Language Teachers 
Associations, 2005, 2008), and early drafts of the Australian Professional Standards 
for Teachers (Australian Institute of Teaching and School Leadership, 2011) provided 
stimuli for ROSETE participants’ reflections during the years of this study, their 
professional learning was not organised as a systematic, linear process of acquiring 
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knowledge, competencies and outcomes. Evidence suggested that workshops 
conducted by University personnel and the Department’s Methodology Program 
supported, rather than determined, individuals’ progress. Processes of teacher identity 
construction evident from individuals’ accounts of practice, represented an holistic 
approach in which professional learning and personal growth were interconnected 
processes driven by individual needs and progress, reinforcing the value of studies 
which explicitly focus on teacher identity from the perspective of the teacher 
(Akkerman & Meijer, 2011; Cohen, 2010). Investigation of the tensions between this 
approach and one driven by the assessment of capabilities against predetermined 
standards was not a focus of this research. 
 
In summary, participants’ teacher identity construction as becoming involved learning 
how to teach in Australia. The interaction of skills development, increasing 
confidence, agency and the focused support of a professional learning network, 
allowed individuals to engage in, imagine and align their practices with those of local 
teachers. 
 
The next section presents and discusses findings related to contributory research 
question 3. 
 
8.3 Contributory question 3: What factors enabled and constrained 
ROSETE participants’ experiences of a teacher identity?   
Finding 3: 
The ROSETE professional learning network operated as a community of practice, a 
source of enablement and constraint in participants’ experiences of teacher identity. 
 
The ROSETE community of practice provided experiences and interactions with 
others that enabled participants’ enactment and construction of a teacher identity. 
These included: advice and feedback on teaching; opportunities to observe others’ 
classroom practice; collaborative, supportive relationships; reading and doing research 
related to teaching; and support for well-being. Across the ROSETE community, 
mutual effort reinforced through relationships, and a common endeavour, focused on 
participants’ professional learning as teachers, enacted through social language 
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associated with classroom practice, reflected the mutual engagement, joint enterprise 
and shared repertoire, which constitute Wenger’s (1998) concept of a community of 
practice. Participants’ discourse provided evidence of relationships and perceptions of 
belonging. This evidence, combined with the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) 
between partners that formally addressed membership, justified the conception of 
ROSETE as a community of practice.  
 
As recipients of professional learning within the ROSETE community of practice, 
participants regularly received advice and feedback on their teaching and 
opportunities to observe others’ practice. These supported teaching experiences and 
interactions were enabling factors in their construction and enactment of a teacher 
identity in the Australian schools where they volunteered on a weekly basis. The 
nature of their experiences was consistent with Coward et al.’s (2015) concept of 
enactive experiences, defined as events or incidences student teachers engage in 
during the practicum, which are related to the process of becoming a teacher, and 
integral to the development of a professional identity. Whilst ROSETE school 
engagement did not satisfy the criteria of a practicum, participants’ weekly school 
attendance and evidence of the proactive support of the community of practice, 
underscored the value of the ROSETE Model of professional learning in the process 
of teacher identity construction. 
 
Evidence suggested that dialogue was an enabling factor in participants’ experiences 
of learning how to teach. Participants’ accounts of practice referred to many 
incidences of dialogue with significant others, such as classroom teachers, mentors 
and University supervisors, which directly influenced their teaching practice in 
positive ways. These incidences involved two-way communication, 
misunderstandings and different perspectives, elements of Hermans and Hermans-
Konopka’s (2010) notion of “good dialogue” which, when used as a learning process, 
allows participants to express their points of view, recognise others’ perspectives and 
take these into account in the further development of their own views (p. 175). This 
concept of good dialogue implies reciprocal learning through dialogue. However, the 
extent to which dialogue within the ROSETE community of practice involved two-
way learning is unclear. Whilst participants’ discourse provided evidence that 
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dialogue with others was an enabling factor in their teacher identity construction, any 
gains in mentors’, classroom teachers’ and University supervisors’ learning, through 
dialogue with ROSETE participants, were not evident in data, and not a focus of 
investigation in this study.  
 
The evidence that dialogue with significant others had a positive influence in ROSETE 
participants’ professional learning as teachers reflected Coombs and Goodwin’s 
(2013) finding relating to the importance of a dialogical relationship between mentor 
and pre-service teacher. This evidence also underscored the importance of positive, 
supportive relationships in the process of becoming a teacher (Beauchamp & Thomas, 
2009; Izadinia, 2013, 2015, 2016b; McNally et al., 2009; Stronach, 2010). However, 
evidence from the discourse of two participants, Annchi (R1) and Ya Fu (R6), 
suggested that controlling relationships, which emphasised the power difference 
between participants and others, constrained both their ability to participate in 
dialogue, and their enactment of a teacher identity in particular schools. This evidence 
is consistent with Hermans and Hermans-Konopka’s (2010) view that some 
circumstances, including power differences between parties and formal relationships, 
may constrain dialogue. 
 
In addition to dialogue with others, participants’ discourse also involved self-dialogue, 
in which different voices within the self reflected multiple and conflicting teacher and 
student I-positions from the past, present and imagined future. The positioning and re-
positioning of these I-positions, through the kaleidoscopic experience of transitional 
identities discussed in Section 8.1, reflected the link between experiences of identity, 
contexts and situations (Akkerman & Meijer, 2011; Gee, 2001; Hermans & Hermans-
Konopka, 2010). Consistent with Akkerman and Meijer’s (2011) finding, the different 
I-positions in ROSETE participants’ discourse reflected both their dialogical 
positioning of themselves, as well as their responses to others in various situations 
throughout their ROSETE experience. This self-dialogue enabled them to confront 
and reconcile disparate values and beliefs relating to teaching (Yue, 2017) as well as 
to imagine and explore their teacher identities as ongoing processes of becoming.  
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Evidence of a number of participants making direct links between their professional 
learning as teachers and their research engagement, emphasised the value of the 
ROSETE Model. Reflecting Borg’s (2009) conceptions, evidence suggested that 
ROSETE participants’ experiences of reading research about teaching, and doing an 
independent higher degree research project, were enabling factors in their becoming. 
Participants’ discourse suggested that research engagement enabled them to realise 
Wenger’s (1998) mode of imagination, by providing reassurance, as well as 
stimulating reflection and exploration of future possibilities related to their teacher 
selves. This is consistent with Trent’s (2012) finding in a study of how a compulsory 
research project shaped Hong Kong, final year student teachers’ construction of 
professional identities. However, unlike Trent’s (2012) participants, who regarded the 
identity of teacher-researcher as problematic, evidence from this study suggested 
ROSETE participants’ self-identifications as teacher-researchers were integral in their 
construction of a teacher identity.  
 
Evidence from only one participant, Chun Zhen (R1), explicitly highlighted support 
for her well-being as an enabling factor in her becoming. This finding uncovered a 
focus for further development in the ROSETE Model, and an area for further research. 
As discussed in the last section, emotional shock and ongoing struggle, reflected in 
participants’ discourse, are consistent with research findings on the experience of 
becoming teachers (Beauchamp & Thomas, 2009). However, ROSETE participants’ 
unique situation as international research students with little or no experience of 
teaching, who are required to volunteer in schools to support teaching of Chinese, may 
exacerbate the emotional cost of ROSETE on participants. Investigation of the impact 
of this emotional cost on participants’ well-being could provide insights and 
recommendations to strengthen the Model’s holistic focus on teacher identity into the 
future. In the context of a positive learning strategy, explicitly addressing the tensions 
experienced by future ROSETE participants may assist them to recognise tension and 
conflict as integral elements of learning and transformation, consistent with findings 
of Pillen et al. (2013) and Fecho (2013).  
 
In summary, the ROSETE community of practice enabled participants’ becoming 
through experiences, supportive relationships, research engagement, and dialogue 
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with significant others and within themselves. However, relationships that emphasised 
power and control were found to be constraining factors in their becoming.  
 
Finding 4: 
Participants’ personal-cultural and linguistic histories were sources of enablement 
and constraint in their experiences of teacher identity. 
 
The complexity and individuality of ROSETE participants’ becoming was particularly 
evident in their experiences of mobilising personal-cultural histories. The twelve 
participants who explicitly made positive connections between past and present 
experiences of education also identified elements of their past experiences which they 
considered problematic in their adjustment to their school engagement in Australia. 
Whilst cognitive and cultural dissonance between understandings of education gained 
in the past and present was evident in all participants’ discourse, the nature of 
individual responses reflected the extent to which this enabled or constrained their 
becoming. Participants who responded dialogically to the ambiguity and uncertainty 
associated with conflicting I-positions experienced dissonance and tension as a source 
of enablement. These participants pushed through the discomfort and overcame 
constraints to realise new I-positions (Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010). 
However, the experience of Dequan who responded to uncertainty by modifying his 
practice to avoid further occurrences, suggested he resisted new teacher I-positions in 
his Australian experience.  
 
The interplay between enablement and constraint, evident in participants’ discourse, 
emphasised the dynamic nature of their identity experiences, and the transformative 
power of discourse in the process of becoming, consistent with Alsup’s (2006) 
research. In the enactment and construction of ROSETE participants’ teacher 
identities, discourse emerged as an active, agentive learning process, which allowed 
for dissonance between past and present experiences of education to be confronted, 
and understandings to be transformed. Discourse illuminated ROSETE participants’ 
practice in schools through Wenger’s (1998) processes of identification with and 
belonging to the local community of teachers. For the ROSETE participants in this 
study discourse was an enabling factor which allowed them to position and reposition 
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I-positions in response to contexts and dialogue within themselves and with others, 
and represent their teacher identity construction as a transformative process.  
 
For the seven participants who responded to the optional question, offering Chinese 
knowledge frameworks such as metaphor and sayings to articulate and understand 
their experience (Singh, 2010b; Singh & Han, 2010) emerged as an enabling factor 
which provided strength and coherence of identity, reflecting the merging of personal 
and professional selves (Akkerman & Meijer, 2011). Whilst participants did not 
explicitly link their responses to particular cultural traditions, notions of self-
cultivation and continuity, underpinning Confucian views of the self and identity 
explained by Yao (1996) (Chapter 3), were implicit in responses which emphasised 
persistence and diligence (Chun Zhen), practice (Shuhua), gradual improvement and 
endless learning (Nuan). Any suggestion that this is evidence of participants’ capacity 
to use post-monolingual theorising by drawing on their personal-cultural and linguistic 
histories as the source of theoretical tools in their own research projects (Singh, 2017; 
Singh & Huang, 2012), was beyond the scope of this study.  
 
The foregoing discussion of enablers and constraints experienced by ROSETE 
participants emphasised the individuality of becoming. Evidence suggested that each 
individual’s response to contexts, circumstances and dialogues defined the particular 
enablers and constraints that influenced her/his unique experience.  
 
The next section consolidates the findings discussed thus far, as conclusions in 
response to the main research question. 
 
8.4 Conclusions  
How did ROSETE participants enact and construct a teacher identity in 
Australian schools? 
Reaching conclusions to this research involved the consolidation of findings of three 
contributory research questions discussed in Sections 8.1 to 8.3 above. Drawing 
together the key concepts emerging from these findings led to five conclusions, 
presented in response to the main research question. 
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1. The 15 ROSETE participants of this study enacted and constructed a teacher 
identity through a dialogical process of continuously positioning and 
repositioning internal and external I-positions in response to their own 
emotional states, school contexts, circumstances and relationships with 
significant others.  
2. Participants’ dialogical processes of teacher identity construction involved the 
interaction of self (informed by DST) and a community of practice.  
3. Processes of enacting and constructing a teacher identity were interwoven, 
inseparable elements of participants’ experiences as becoming teachers, 
involving discourse and practice. 
4. Personal-cultural and linguistic histories provided the essence and coherence 
of participants’ identity experiences in new, unfamiliar and confusing 
educational contexts. 
5. Participants’ enactment and construction of a teacher identity in discourse 
revealed a powerful, agentive learning process, which allowed for dissonance 
between past and present experiences of education to be confronted, and 
understandings to be transformed. 
6. The ROSETE Model supported participants’ enactment and construction of a 
teacher identity in practice through a community of practice focused on 
participants’ professional learning as teachers in Australia.  
 
8.5 Implications, limitations and recommendations for further 
research  
In this section, implications for the ongoing implementation of ROSETE are outlined, 
along with acknowledgement of the limitations of this research and recommendations 
for further investigation. 
 
8.5.1 Implications for programs using the ROSETE Model  
Based on the findings and conclusions of this research, it is recommended that: 
1. Participants of ROSETE be recognised as becoming teachers, defined 
by their ongoing engagement in a dialogical process of enacting and 
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constructing a teacher identity. This may also apply to participants of 
other partnership programs which involve higher degree research 
students volunteering to support teaching and learning in schools. 
2. ROSETE participants’ professional learning as teachers continue to be 
the core focus of the Model, supported by engagement in reading and 
doing research related to teaching.  
3. Teacher identity be incorporated as an explicit focus in ROSETE 
participants’ professional learning, through regular activities to engage 
them in explicit dialogue focusing on: their ongoing perceptions of 
their identities; the past, present and imagined future influences on the 
I-positions they enact and recognise in others; their personal-cultural 
and linguistic histories that provide them with strength and coherence 
in unfamiliar educational contexts; enablers and constraints emerging 
from their school experience; and tensions they experience as 
becoming teachers.  
4. As part of 3 above, ROSETE participants be encouraged to keep 
regular records of their identity work, as oral or written discourse, to 
be used as the basis of reflection and learning. 
5. The ROSETE community of practice, evident in findings of this study 
of ROSETE cohorts commencing between 2008 and 2013, be 
explicitly acknowledged and supported by partners through activities 
to: enhance mutual engagement through University–school–
Department relationships; strengthen the common focus on ROSETE 
participants’ professional learning as teachers; and further develop 
shared repertoires for use in ROSETE participants’ professional 
learning.  
6. The ROSETE Model as outlined in 2 to 5 above, be formally accredited 
as a preliminary phase of initial teacher education in Australia.      
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8.5.2 Limitations of this case study  
The design of this case study, and the nature of evidence it generated, give rise to both 
its contributions and limitations.  
 
The boundedness of the case and context dependent knowledge generated by this study 
are both strengths and limitations. The findings reflect the experiences of the 15 
ROSETE participants who commenced the program in 2008 (R1), 2009 (R2), 2010 
(R3), 2012 (R5), and 2013 (R6), and any attempts to generalise findings beyond the 
Ningbo Student Volunteer Program and ROSETE Model should be approached with 
caution. This particularity of focus enabled the generation of rich, context dependent 
knowledge, a strength of this study and of case study design outlined in Chapter 4 
(Flyvbjerg, 2006). 
 
The varied orientations of the participants to ROSETE at the times of interview (see 
Chapter 4, Figure 4.4.1) could be regarded as posing a risk to the cohesiveness of the 
group and validity of findings. Participants from ROSETE 1 and 2 completed the 
Program two years and one year prior to their interviews, respectively. For these 
participants, their discourse represented reconstructions and interpretations of their 
past ROSETE experiences. Participants from ROSETE 3, 5 and 6 were participating 
in the Program at the time of their interviews. Their discourse represented reflective 
and interpretive accounts of their current realities. Acknowledging this variability 
across the group, a contribution of this study lies in the depth of analysis of 
participants’ language-in-use, and findings that reflected deep learning about the 
complexities, ambiguities and contradictions of the range of ROSETE experiences 
represented.  
 
Participants’ enactment and construction of a teacher identity were theorised as 
processes of becoming. This interpretation was based on a combination of category-
centred and case-centred analysis of interview transcripts, supported by insights from 
theoretical literature reviewed in Chapter 3. Additional data collection strategies and 
sources, such as feedback from mentor teachers and/or research supervisors, and 
observation of participants’ classroom practice may have enhanced findings and/or 
generated interpretations that differed from those in this study. However, as a local 
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knowledge case, the researcher’s proximity to ROSETE participants’ reality, and 
collaboration in the interview process, strengthened the study’s value and contribution 
as a “force of example” of the 15 participants’ lived experiences of ROSETE 
(Flyvbjerg, 2006, p. 228). 
 
In the interview process, questions were asked and responses provided in English, 
participants’ second language. It needs to be acknowledged that conduct of interviews 
and analysis of discourse in Mandarin may have generated different interpretations, 
findings which reflected cultural and linguistic foundations, and conclusions that 
differed to those of this study. However, in this study, evidence that seven participants 
mobilised their personal-cultural and linguistic resources to make sense of their 
ROSETE experience reflected these participants’ ability to recognise the relationship 
between their perspectives framed by their first language and culture and their 
educational experience in Australia. Further examination of ROSETE participants’ 
experience of teacher identity in Australia, using Mandarin to collect and analyse data, 
may be an area for further investigation. 
 
8.5.3 Recommendations for further research arising from this study  
This research represents one case study of teacher identity in one international 
partnership program. Further investigation of this program and others that involve 
international students volunteering in schools would add to knowledge about 
ROSETE, international partnerships, and teacher identity construction. 
 
Findings of this study indicated that for ROSETE participants, their becoming 
involved emotional shock, tensions, uncertainty, and discomfort. Emotional tensions 
and conflicts are acknowledged in research as part of becoming a teacher. However, 
the particular structures and contexts of international partnerships, and ROSETE in 
particular, suggest the need for research focusing on the emotional costs and 
adjustments in international students’ experiences of unfamiliar educational settings. 
Findings from such research could further inform future implementation. 
 
Additionally, the findings of this study suggested that ROSETE participants learnt 
about teaching through dialogue with significant others. Whilst there was evidence of 
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this dialogue including misunderstandings and different perspectives, the extent to 
which it facilitated two-way learning was unclear from this study. Further 
investigation of how classroom teachers, mentors, University and Department 
personnel learn from teacher professional learning models such as ROSETE is an 
unexplored area of research. 
 
The contextual influences on this NSW-Ningbo Partnership, ROSETE and its 
participants give rise to questions that could inform future research directions, 
including but not limited to, investigations into factors influencing participants’ 
decisions to apply for ROSETE and the gender representation of ROSETE 
participants. 
 
In some schools, ROSETE is implemented alongside NSW Department of Education 
Confucius Classrooms. Comparative research analysing the philosophical 
foundations, approaches and influences of these models, the pedagogical harmony or 
tensions that exist within these schools, and the influence of Chinese models of 
language education embedded in the ICCLE on ROSETE participants’ school 
experience would provide information to inform future planning and implementation. 
 
Furthermore, in this study the explicit focus on teacher identity from the perspective 
of the participants themselves rather than by systematic assessment of their 
capabilities against predetermined standards, implies a tension which warrants further 
investigation. 
 
Seven participants drew on concepts, sayings and metaphors in Chinese to theorise 
their ROSETE experience. This added a cultural richness to their experiences of 
becoming, suggesting their personal-cultural and linguistic histories provided them 
with inner strength and coherence of identity. Further investigation of this area in the 
context of future implementation of ROSETE or other similar partnerships, may 
illuminate how personal-cultural and linguistic histories could be harnessed to 
increase two-way knowledge flows and cultural synergy in participating schools.  
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8.6 Closing statement  
This study makes important contributions to advance our understanding of teacher 
identity, the workings of the dialogical self and communities of practice. The 
combination of analytical lenses of DST (Hermans & Hermans-Konopka, 2010) and 
Communities of Practice (Wenger, 1998) illuminated the interaction between 
personal/psychological and social elements in the experience of teacher identity 
construction.  
 
The interaction of internal and external I-positions evident in this study underscored 
the social dimension of the dialogical self as it emerges within communities. Wenger’s 
(1998) model of Communities of Practice emphasises identity construction as a social 
process of negotiation and participation within communities through mutual 
engagement, joint enterprise and shared repertoire. In this study, exploration of the 
internal workings of the self as the positioning and repositioning of I-positions, 
revealed these internal processes as important and complementary to the social 
processes identified by Wenger (1998). Thus DST provided a lens through which to 
deepen our understanding of the operations of communities of practice. 
 
Another contribution of the study relates to the unique context of ROSETE. The 
study’s findings had specific implications for future implementation of ROSETE. 
However the findings also added to the existing body of knowledge relating to the 
nature of teacher identity construction in the context of international programs 
requiring engagement in schools. The depth of analysis through case-centred and 
category-centred methods provided rich context-dependent knowledge and a model of 
implementation which could be adapted and extended in other international 
partnership contexts. Evidence of the scope and kaleidoscopic experience of I-
positions within transitional identities and the interrelationship between 
personal/cultural histories and the community of practice provided insights worthy of 
note in the development of new international educational partnerships. 
 
That participants engaged in teacher identity construction through ROSETE, a clear 
finding of this study, underscored the value of the ROSETE Model and justified 
recommendation 6 above, that it be formally accredited as a preliminary phase of 
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initial teacher education in Australia.  
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Appendix 1: Components of ROSETE 
 
The ROSETE Model consisted of three interrelated components: research, school engagement and teacher professional learning. These components 
are described in detail in the table below. 
 
Component Implementation Supported by Assessed through 
 
Research  
 
ROSETE participants were enrolled full-time as 
higher degree research students undertaking an 
independent project at Master of Philosophy or 
Doctor of Philosophy level in the School of 
Education at Western Sydney University.  
 
ROSETE participants were required to make their 
regular school engagement the focus of their 
research. 
 
Western Sydney University research 
supervisors provided formal guidance in 
the research process and methods. 
 
Schools provided the context for data 
collection. 
 
 
 
Formal submission of a thesis of 
up to 40,000 words for Masters 
candidates and 100,000 for 
Doctoral candidates. 
 
School 
engagement 
 
All ROSETE participants were required to volunteer 
in schools to support the teaching and learning of 
 
School principals, school ROSETE 
coordinators, classroom teachers and 
 
Weekly reflection and end of 
term review meetings with 
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Chinese language and culture.  
 
The frequency and duration of volunteering required 
of ROSETE participants were: 
• up to 10 hours per week (two school days) 
over six school terms for Masters candidates 
• up to 10 hours per week (two school days) 
over nine school terms for Doctoral 
candidates. 
 
Participating schools were identified by an annual 
expression of interest process managed by the 
Department of Education. The number of schools 
participating in the program varied between 12 and 
25 over the years of this study.  
 
ROSETE participants were allocated to schools to 
meet the schools’ requirements for support in 
Chinese language and culture. For example, a high 
teacher mentors assisted ROSETE 
participants in their weekly school 
engagement. 
 
School principals and ROSETE 
coordinators provided leadership and 
support in the ROSETE participants’ 
induction to and regular attendance at 
school. This included the provision of a 
timetable of classroom observations and 
support, and access to relevant 
curriculum programs. 
 
Classroom teachers provided modelling 
of teaching and learning in local NSW 
classrooms and feedback to ROSETE 
participants on their classroom practice. 
 
teacher mentors. 
 
Teacher mentors provided 
written comments on ROSETE 
participants’ classroom practice 
at the end of each school term. 
 
ROSETE team members and 
Department of Education 
personnel convened review 
meetings with individual 
participants each term or more 
frequently if needed. 
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school with an established Chinese language 
program and qualified Chinese language teacher on 
staff may have required only one ROSETE volunteer 
for one day per week. In contrast a primary or 
secondary school with no established Chinese 
language program and no qualified Chinese language 
teacher on staff may have required one or two 
ROSETE volunteers for one or two full days per 
week. 
 
Allocating ROSETE participants to meet school 
requirements resulted in variation across individual 
volunteers’ weekly school attendance. Some 
attended two different schools over two days and 
others attended the same school over two days. 
 
ROSETE participants’ classroom practice involved 
observing experienced teachers as well as supporting 
Teacher mentors provided ongoing 
support and regular verbal and written 
feedback on ROSETE volunteers’ 
classroom practice. 
 
Teacher mentors also supported and 
scaffolded ROSETE participants’ data 
collection for their higher degree 
research projects. 
 
The *Department of Education Manager 
provided annual training for teacher 
mentors. 
 
As ROSETE was not designed as an 
initial teacher education program, the 
school engagement component and 
teacher mentor role were not aligned to 
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the delivery of teaching and learning through 
working with small groups of students within the 
classroom and team teaching with the classroom 
teacher. 
teacher education programs within the 
university. 
 
 
Teacher 
professional 
learning 
 
ROSETE participants attended weekly professional 
learning workshops designed to support their school 
engagement and research.  
 
In the years of this study the focus of professional 
learning included: 
 
• One-semester language teaching 
methodology program delivered by 
Department of Education personnel 2008-
2011 
• Intercultural language teaching and learning 
2012-2014 
• School engaged service learning 
• Using Chinese concepts to interpret and 
analyse school engagement experiences 
 
Western Sydney University ROSETE 
team and NSW Department of 
Education personnel, including the 
*Department of Education Manager 
delivered weekly professional learning 
workshops. 
 
Western Sydney University research 
supervisors also provided advice on 
teaching and learning strategies and 
relevant research.  
 
Whilst not a formalised part of 
 
These professional learning 
workshops did not constitute 
course work for assessment. 
Rather they contributed to, and 
extended on the learning 
ROSETE participants gained 
learning through research and 
school engagement. 
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• Engagement with Australian education 
reforms relevant to Chinese language 
teaching and learning such as AFMLTA 
Standards for Language Teachers, Australian 
Professional Standards for Teachers, 
Australian Curriculum, Languages Shape 
Paper. 
• Research methods. 
 
In addition, ROSETE participants engaged in weekly 
reflective writing based on their school engagement 
and research. Where reflections pertained to research 
projects they were collected and analysed as data. 
ROSETE, in some cases individual 
supervisors visited schools to observe 
and support ROSETE participants’ 
classroom practice. 
 
*During the years of this study the researcher was in the role of the ROSETE Department of Education Manager. 
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Appendix 2: Letter of invitation 
 
Dear  
 
Ningbo Volunteer Teacher-researchers engaged in ROSETE in 2009-2010 (ROSETE 
2) are invited to participate in a research project to investigate the contributions a 
Teacher-researcher program can make to the teaching and learning of Chinese 
(Mandarin) to non-background learners in primary and high schools. Participation is 
entirely voluntary and no follow-up discussion will occur if you choose not to 
participate. If you choose to participate, you may cease your involvement at any time. 
 
Participation will involve an audio-recorded interview of approximately 60 minutes 
duration. The interview questions will explore the knowledge, skills and experiences 
that influenced your classroom practices in teaching Chinese to non-background 
learners in Western Sydney primary and secondary schools. It is anticipated that 
interviews will be conducted during semester 1, 2012. If you are in Australia at the 
time of your interview it will be conducted at the Centre for Educational Research, 
University of Western Sydney. If you are in China at the time of your interview, it will 
be conducted via Skype.  
 
An information sheet is attached. If you wish to ask questions to clarify the 
information provided, please contact me on telephone 0409 846 382. 
 
If you decide to participate in the research project please contact me by email within 
two weeks of receipt of this letter. I will then send you a participant consent form to 
sign and return. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
Cheryl Ballantyne 
Telephone: 0409 846 382 
Email: 99228893@student.uws.edu.au
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Appendix 3: Information for participants 
 
Participant Information Sheet (General) 
 
Project Title: The contributions a Chinese teacher-researcher program can make 
to the teaching and learning of Chinese language and culture to non-background 
learners in Australian schools 
 
Who is carrying out the study? 
You are invited to participate in a study conducted by Cheryl Ballantyne, PhD student, 
Centre for Educational Research, College of Arts, University of Western Sydney. 
 
What is the study about? 
The study will investigate the impact of the Western Sydney-Ningbo Chinese 
Volunteer Teacher-researcher Partnership on the teaching and learning of Chinese 
language and culture in the participating primary and secondary schools. 
 
What does the study involve? 
The study involves confidential interviews with Chinese Teacher-researchers 
undertaking the Master of Education Honours at UWS, Centre for Educational 
Research through Research-oriented, School-engaged Teacher Education (ROSETE) 
and volunteering in Western Sydney schools. Students in ROSETE 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 
have been invited to participate in the research. Interview questions will invite 
ROSETE students to reflect on and describe the knowledge, skills and experiences 
that have influenced their development as beginning teachers, their pedagogical 
choices and teaching practices.  
 
As a means of triangulating data from interviews with Volunteer Teacher-researchers, 
coordinators of the Western Sydney-Ningbo Chinese Volunteer Teacher-researcher 
Partnership in participating schools will be invited to complete rating scales on 
dimensions identified by students in interviews as influential in their school practice. 
School-based coordinators will be invited to rate the competence of students on a scale 
of 1 to 10 for each dimension and provide additional (voluntary) comments.  
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Interviews will also be conducted with: 
• Principals of a sample of schools that have hosted Volunteer Teacher-
researchers over the six years of the Partnership 
• A parent and student from each sample school (joint interview). 
 
All interviews will be audio-recorded with prior consent of interviewees. Information 
gathered will be stored confidentially without any identification linking it to 
interviewees.  
 
In addition, evaluation data collected by the Department of Education and 
Communities, publicly available Master of Education Honours theses produced by 
ROSETE students and publicly available policies, plans and reports produced by 
participating schools and partner organisations will be analysed. 
 
How much time will the study take? 
Interviews with Teacher-researchers will each take approximately 60 minutes. 
Interviews with principals, parents and students will take approximately 30 minutes 
each. 
School-based coordinators’ completion of the rating scales will take approximately 15 
minutes. 
 
Will the study benefit me? 
Yes. The interview questions will invite ROSETE students to reflect on and describe 
the knowledge, skills and experiences that have influenced your teaching of Chinese 
language in schools, including your development as beginning teachers, your 
pedagogical choices and teaching practices. Your reflections during the interview will 
complement and enhance the broader reflective processes you engage in as ROSETE 
students. 
 
Interviews with principals, parents and students will enable these groups to provide 
valuable feedback on the Volunteer program. 
 
Participation by school-based coordinators will provide valuable feedback on 
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ROSETE students’ professional learning and their contributions to teaching Chinese 
in Western Sydney schools.  
 
This research will contribute to knowledge about the teaching and learning of Chinese 
language and culture to non-background learners in Western Sydney schools and the 
particular contributions to Chinese learning made by Teacher-researchers 
participating in the Western Sydney-Ningbo Chinese Volunteer Teacher-researcher 
Partnership. 
 
The thesis will provide all stakeholders involved in the Western Sydney-Ningbo 
Partnership, including Teacher-researchers, with empirical information on the benefits 
of the Program for schools and partner organisations, as well as for Teacher-
researchers. 
 
Will the study involve any discomfort for me? 
No 
 
How is this study being paid for? 
There is no funding associated with this study. 
 
Will anyone else know the results? How will the results be disseminated? 
The results of the study will be disseminated in a thesis submitted for assessment. The 
final thesis will be a publicly available document. In the thesis, interview data will be 
reported anonymously, without any reference to information which could reveal the 
identity of informants.  
 
In addition, summary reports will be provided for all participants. Summary reports 
will not include any references that identify individual participants. 
 
Raw data from interviews will be transcribed, analysed and stored separately from 
participant consent forms. Raw data will only be available to the principal researcher 
and her supervisors. 
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Can I withdraw from the study? 
Yes. Participation is entirely voluntary. You are not obliged to be involved and, if you 
do participate, you may withdraw at any time without giving any reason and without 
any consequences. 
 
Can I tell other people about the study? 
Yes. You may tell other people about the study by providing them with the principal 
investigator’s contact details. You may provide the participant information sheet to 
interested individuals. 
 
What if I require further information? 
When you have read this information, Cheryl Ballantyne will be available to discuss 
it with you further and answer any questions you may have. If you would like to know 
more at any stage, please feel free to contact Cheryl Ballantyne, principal investigator, 
on telephone 0409 846 382 or by email on 99228893@student.uws.edu.au 
 
What if I have a complaint? 
This study has been approved by the University of Western Sydney Human Research 
Ethics Committee. The Approval number is H9444. 
 
If you have any complaints or reservations about the ethical conduct of this research, 
you may contact the Ethics Committee through the Office of Research Services on Tel 
+61 2 4736 0229 Fax +61 2 4736 0013 or email humanethics@uws.edu.au. 
 
For further information, please contact Cheryl Ballantyne on 8808 4912 or 
0409846382 or by email 9228893@student.westernsydney.edu.au 
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Appendix 4: Participant consent form 
 
Participant Consent Form 
 
This is a project specific consent form. It restricts the use of the data collected to the 
named project by the named investigator. 
 
Project Title: The contributions a Chinese teacher-researcher program can make 
to the teaching and learning of Chinese language and culture to non-background 
learners in Australian schools 
 
I,…………………………, consent to participate in the research project titled: The 
contributions a Chinese teacher-researcher program can make to the teaching and 
learning of Chinese language and culture to non-background learners in Australian 
schools. 
 
I acknowledge that: 
 
I have read the participant information sheet and have been given the opportunity to 
discuss the information and my involvement in the project with the researcher. 
 
The procedures required for the project and the time involved, have been explained 
to me, and any questions I have about the project have been answered to my 
satisfaction. 
 
I consent to the interview through audio tape recording. 
 
I understand that my involvement is confidential and that the information gained 
during the study may be published but no information about me will be used in any 
way that reveals my identity. 
 
I understand that I can withdraw from the study at any time, without affecting my 
relationship with the researcher now or in the future. 
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Signed: ______________________ 
 
Name: ________________________ 
 
Date: _________________________ 
 
 
For further information contact Cheryl Ballantyne on 0409 846 382 or email: 
99228893@student.westernsydney.edu.au 
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Appendix 5: Interview questions with prompts 
 
Interviews with ROSETE participants - questions  
 
NOTE: Samples of prompts used by the interviewer are included in italics below 
relevant questions. 
 
Introductions 
 
Context: The context for this interview is a research project on the contributions a  
Teacher-researcher program can make to the teaching and learning of Chinese to non-
background students in Australian schools.  
 
In this interview I’d like to ask you about the knowledge, skills and experiences you 
draw on to assist you in teaching Mandarin language and Chinese culture to non-
background students. 
 
Questions: 
1. Tell me about your experiences of teaching Mandarin in Western Sydney 
schools. 
2. What have been your successes? Why were these experiences so successful? 
What were the most successful experiences that you had? 
What was it about them that was so successful? 
3. How do you access assistance if you need it? 
Help…how do you get help if you need it? 
4. Tell me about your development as a beginning teacher of Mandarin? What 
have been the significant milestones in your development? 
The milestones are the points along the way where you noticed that 
development or change happened. 
 
5. How do you know how well you are progressing as a teacher?  
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How do you know how well you are doing? 
6. Why did you apply for the Western Sydney-Ningbo Partnership?  
7. Tell me about your life and education in China and the knowledge, skills and 
experiences that helped you to prepare for teaching Mandarin in Western 
Sydney and studying at UWS. 
8. Were there aspects of your life and education in China that were not helpful in 
preparing you for teaching Mandarin in Western Sydney and studying at 
UWS? 
9. After you arrived in Sydney and before you started volunteering in schools, 
how did you prepare for participating in the Program? (prompt) How was this 
preparation similar to and different from your preparation in China? 
What did you do to get ready for volunteering in schools? 
10. How do you decide what to teach each week? 
11. Tell me about your weekly lesson planning and the documentation involved. 
What knowledge, skills and experiences assist you to plan lessons?  
Do you understand what I mean by the documentation? The way that you 
recorded your planning. 
 
How did you document what you were going to teach each week? 
12. This question relates to questions 10 and 11. (Omit if responded to in question 
10 or 11) Tell me how you develop teaching and learning activities. If you 
need assistance with planning lessons how do you get it? 
The actual activities that you had the students do in classrooms, how did you 
develop those? 
The activities you used with the students in the classroom, to help them to learn 
Chinese 
How did you work out those activities? 
 
13. Tell me how you source and select resources for your weekly lessons. What 
knowledge, skills and experiences assist you in selecting resources? 
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Teaching materials I mean.  
Where did you find the resources you needed and how did you select which 
ones were the right ones for your weekly lessons? 
14. Now I’d like to focus on your delivery of lessons (prompt – your classroom 
practice and behaviour as a teacher). What knowledge, skills and experiences 
assist you in your weekly lesson delivery or teaching practice, including your 
interactions with students? 
By that I mean your classroom practice and behaviour as a teacher…how you 
behaved, what you did in the classroom when you were conducting a lesson. 
 
How you taught a lesson, what you did in the classroom 
15. This question relates to and may overlap the last one (Omit if responded to in 
question 14) – Tell me how you manage students’ learning and behaviour? 
What strategies have you learned to assist with classroom management? 
16. How do you assess students’ learning of Chinese language and culture? What 
knowledge, skills and experiences do you draw on to assist you in this process? 
17. When you reflect on your experience in western Sydney, is there a Chinese 
concept or phrase that you would relate to your experience of ROSETE? 
Perhaps a Chinese word, saying or metaphor that describes the influence of 
the experience on you? 
18. Do you have anything else to add?  
 
Thank you for your participation in this interview. 
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Interview question Structural code  Definition 
Tell me about your experience volunteering in western Sydney 
schools 
Abstract Overview of experience  
What have been your successes? Success 
 
 
Area for improvement 
Particular experience or event 
perceived as successful; an 
achievement. 
 
Area perceived as requiring further 
work in order to achieve success. 
Why were these experiences so successful? Indicator of success 
 
 
Reason for success 
 
 
Improvement strategy 
Event, experience or feedback 
which provide evidence of success. 
 
Event, experience or feedback to 
which success is attributed.  
 
Action taken to improve practice. 
How do you access assistance if you need it? Source of assistance  Person or place from whom/which 
respondent accesses assistance. 
Tell me about your development as a beginning teacher of 
Mandarin. 
Development strategies Actions taken to enable growth in 
teaching skills. 
What have been the significant milestones in your development? Milestone Particular event or experience 
which is considered a marker of 
growth in teaching skills. 
How do you know how well you are progressing as a teacher?  Progress indicator 
 
Event, experience or feedback 
which provide evidence of 
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Interview question Structural code  Definition 
 
 
Contributor to progress 
ongoing development of teaching 
skills. 
 
Event, experience or feedback 
which have caused or led to 
ongoing development of teaching 
skills. 
 
Why did you apply for the Western Sydney-Ningbo Partnership?  Reasons for applying Factors which motivated 
respondent to apply for the Ningbo 
Volunteer Program. 
Tell me about your life and education in China and the 
knowledge, skills and experiences that helped you to prepare for 
teaching Mandarin in Western Sydney and studying at UWS. 
Helpful background experiences  Knowledge, skills and experiences 
gained throughout respondent’s 
life prior to coming to Australia 
and which have had a positive 
contribution to experience here. 
Were there aspects of your life and education in China that were 
not helpful in preparing you for teaching Mandarin in Western 
Sydney and studying at UWS? 
Unhelpful background experiences  Knowledge, skills and experiences 
gained throughout respondent’s 
life prior to coming to Australia 
and which have in some way 
hindered experience here. 
After you arrived in Sydney and before you started volunteering 
in schools, how did you prepare for participating in the Program? 
Preparation in Western Sydney
  
Actions and experiences engaged 
in, in western Sydney, to prepare 
for volunteering. 
How was this preparation (in Sydney) similar to and different 
from your preparation in China? 
Similarities with preparation in 
China 
Areas of similarity to preparation 
program hosted by Ningbo 
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Interview question Structural code  Definition 
 
 
 
Differences to preparation in China 
Municipal Education Bureau. 
 
Areas of difference from 
preparation program hosted by 
Ningbo Municipal Education 
Bureau. 
How do you decide what to teach each week? Decisions on weekly teaching 
influences 
Factors which contribute to 
decisions about weekly lesson 
content and teaching strategies. 
Tell me about your weekly lesson planning and the 
documentation involved. 
Lesson planning process Mental and physical preparations 
for weekly teaching, including 
recording of intentions. 
What knowledge, skills and experiences assist you to plan 
lessons? 
Lesson planning influences Factors which contribute to 
preparations for weekly teaching, 
including recording of intentions.  
Tell me how you develop teaching and learning activities Activities development process 
 
 
 
Activities development influences 
Mental and physical actions to 
design teaching/learning activities. 
 
Factors which contribute to design 
of teaching/learning activities. 
If you need assistance with planning lessons, how do you get it? Source of assistance Person or place from whom/which 
respondent accesses assistance. 
Tell me how you source and select resources for your weekly 
lessons. 
Resource selection process Methods used to identify materials 
to inform and/or use in classroom 
teaching and learning. 
What knowledge, skills and experiences assist you in selecting Resource selection references Areas from which teaching and 
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Interview question Structural code  Definition 
resources?  
 
Resource selection influences 
learning materials are sourced. 
 
Factors which contribute to  
identification of materials to 
inform and/or use in classroom 
teaching and learning. 
What knowledge, skills and experiences assist you in your 
weekly lesson delivery or teaching practice, including your 
interactions with students? 
Lesson delivery strategies  
 
 
 
 
Lesson delivery influences 
 
 
Classroom actions and behaviours 
used to teach.  
 
 
 
Factors which contribute to 
classroom actions and behaviours 
used to teach.  
Tell me how you manage students’ learning and behaviour? What 
strategies have you learned to assist with classroom 
management? 
Behaviour management strategies 
 
 
Behaviour management issues 
 
 
Behaviour management influences 
 
 
Learning management strategies 
 
 
Learning management issues 
Classroom actions to manage 
student behaviour. 
 
Problems relating to management 
of student behaviour. 
 
Factors which contribute to 
management of student behaviour. 
 
Classroom actions to organise 
learning activities. 
 
Problems relating to organisation 
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Interview question Structural code  Definition 
 
 
Learning management influences 
of learning activities. 
 
Factors which contribute to 
organisation of learning activities. 
How do you assess students’ learning of Chinese language and 
culture? 
Assessment strategies Methods of assessing student 
learning. 
What knowledge, skills and experiences do you draw on to assist 
you in this process? 
Assessment references 
 
 
Assessment influences 
Areas from which information 
about assessment is sourced. 
 
Factors which contribute to 
assessment of student learning. 
Do you have anything else to add?  
 
Other information offered at end of 
interview 
Any further information offered by 
respondent. 
Do you have a Chinese concept or idea that describes your 
experience in Australia? 
Chinese concept describing 
experience  
Chinese phrase or concept which 
respondent feels is related to 
her/his experience. 
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Appendix 7: Second cycle coding – Pattern coding 
 
Second cycle codes reflect the themes emerging from the interview responses. They 
have been organised under category headings to assist in future analysis. 
 
Helpful background knowledge, skills and experiences: those that contributed to 
development as beginning teachers  
Academic background: Preparation for study outside of China 
Academic background: Preparation to teach Mandarin 
Previous teaching experience  
Previous experience as a learner  
Childhood experiences of play 
Inspired by teachers in China 
Chinese cultural knowledge, skills and experience  
Mandarin knowledge and understanding 
All life experience was useful  
Family  
Experience as interpreter/translator  
 
Unhelpful background knowledge, skills and experiences: those that did not 
prepare for volunteering in schools and did not contribute to progress 
NMEB training program in China 
Culture of teaching and learning in Chinese education system  
Teacher-centred Chinese classrooms 
Grammatical focus of language teaching in China 
Textbook orientation of Chinese education  
Academic background not related to teaching  
Lack of understanding of Australian classroom practices 
Limitations in English ability 
Limitations in knowledge of Mandarin 
Limitations in knowledge of linguistics 
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Knowledge and understanding of students and learning 
Student learning needs 
Student diversity 
Student interests 
 
Problems associated with knowledge and understanding of students and learning 
Problems in relating to students 
 
Planning and classroom practice 
Planning for teaching and learning 
Referring to syllabus 
Consulting with teachers and other ROSETE participants to plan learning programs 
and lessons 
Adapting teaching and learning for different students/classes 
Managing teaching and learning activities 
Managing behaviour 
Relevance to students and appealing to their interests 
Using instructional language 
Motivating students 
Supporting student participation 
Using language teaching and learning strategies 
Selecting and using resources 
Assessing student learning 
Using Chinese teaching practices 
 
 
Problems associated with planning and classroom practice 
Problems planning for teaching and learning 
Problems planning activities that support student participation 
Problems arising from no fixed textbook 
Problems managing behaviour 
Problems assessing student learning 
Problems with classroom language use 
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Problems managing teaching and learning activities 
 
Self-development 
Developing self-awareness as a teacher  
Developing knowledge and understanding of student learning 
Developing positive teacher student relationships/student feedback 
Developing knowledge and understanding of pedagogy 
Developing understanding of assessment 
Developing knowledge and understanding of second language teaching and learning 
Evaluating practice 
Intercultural development 
Mental preparation 
Increasing confidence 
 
Identifying problems associated with self-development 
Developing self-awareness as a teacher – recognising problems 
Problems relating to students 
Problems developing knowledge and understanding student learning  
Problems developing knowledge and understanding of pedagogy 
Teaching philosophy/culture of teaching and learning challenged 
Emotional reaction 
Mental effort to change philosophy 
Problems with intercultural understanding 
 
Professional learning processes 
Using research to inform teaching practice 
Reflective practice 
Professional network 
Mentoring 
Professional learning  
Teacher-student relationships 
 
Identifying problems associated with professional learning processes  
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Problems with teacher-student relationships 
 
Motivating factors influencing decision to undertake program 
Influenced by family or friends 
Financial influences  
Aspiration to gain new learning and cultural experience 
Aspiration to learn about education abroad 
Opportunity to promote and/or learn more about Chinese culture 
Interest in teaching or aspiration to be a teacher 
Employment prospects 
Government program 
Ad hoc decision 
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Appendix 8: Condensed data profile: Guang (R2) 
 
Profile condensed from interview transcript organised according to structural 
codes 
 
Abstract 
 
My name is [Name]. I was allocated to Western Sydney region public schools. There 
are two schools - [High School] and [High School] - as a volunteer Mandarin teacher’s 
assistant. My role there was to support teaching and learning of Mandarin language 
and Chinese culture. As required by NSW DET, I experienced face-to-face classroom 
teaching, up to ten hours per week, usually on Tuesday and Thursday.  
 
To think about my experience of teaching Mandarin there, I would describe it as 
bitter/sweet!  
 
(Laughter). I [was] faced with many difficulties in developing my teaching profession 
and to adapt to the teaching and learning context there. The bitter part is 
first...language difficulties, because I need to improve my English abilities, which 
influenced my communication with students and other teaching colleagues. The 
second is my teaching philosophy was greatly transformed during this period. 
Secondly, I once had no knowledge of teaching second language at all, so I 
experienced a lot of mental work and physical work to improve my teaching skills, 
including lesson preparations, collecting teaching resources…also especially 
classroom management...is a bit obstacle for me to overcome. Also, the last but not 
the least, I did a lot of self-reflections. I experienced emotional change during the self-
reflection. That’s the bitter part.  
 
The sweet part is I gradually established very good relations with my students and my 
colleagues, so I feel really happy to build a friendship with them. This is very sweet 
part. Also, I was happy the moment students showed their interest in learning 
Mandarin and they made great improvement in using Mandarin as a language. I also 
was proud of myself when I was getting familiar with teaching skills and being praised 
by my mentor as a professional teacher. So, that’s sweet part. 
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Success 
 
I would mention two things. The most successful thing is I successfully gained 
classroom management skills. The first time I went to Australian classroom, I was so 
shocked! (Laughter). I don’t know what to do at all and standing there, I know nothing 
about that. I saw those students were not controllable, but after one and a half year’s 
experience, I managed to control them and giving good instruction and guide them to 
follow my teaching instructions. So, this is the most important aspect.  
 
I also making progress in teaching students appreciatively. By this, I mean my 
knowledge about teaching I gained from my Chinese experience...a teacher teach the 
students by punishing them, if they made mistakes. I seldomly say, "You are doing 
good!" But after one year experience, I get used to praise other people...praise my 
students, I mean...encourage them and motivate them to study a difficult foreign 
language. So, this is a big change that happen to me. 
 
Source of assistance 
 
Most time, I would ask my mentor, [Name]. She was very nice to me. She sometimes 
invite me to her home and discuss teaching experience. So I feel no difficulty in 
communicate with her. I would most likely to ask her, if I need help, usually through 
emails or directly...phones, dialogues.  
 
Also, I may ask language advisers from NSW DET, such as [Name] and [Name], 
mainly for teaching resources and materials. I also ask [Name] and you, when faced 
with cultural differences, because I preferred to ask the two of you when I feel 
confusing about the ways how people react differently.  
 
Development / Milestones 
 
I feel every time I attended the class is a turning point for me, because I always 
learning new knowledge and skills, through every class. It’s really hard to say which 
one is most important.  
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I described fifteen narratives in my dissertation and these fifteen narratives are critical 
instance or moment for me. I feel emotionally shocked in mainly three aspects - the 
are classroom management and organisations; teaching preparations and knowledge 
of students; and pedagogical content knowledge. These three aspects are the main area 
I feel I developed more and more professional in teaching Mandarin. 
 
Progress indicator 
 
My mentor’s comments after every lesson. She would give comments on my teaching 
and say…tell me the good part I did and then the not good enough part and then, based 
on her comments, I doing self-reflections…evaluate myself and compared myself with 
other experienced teachers to see why, facing the same conditions, we have different 
strategies. Through comparing these differences, I gradually recognised my change.  
 
Also, I would recognise my progressing as a teacher through students’ reactions. For 
example, first the students seem to not want to accept me, because for them I’m a 
foreigner. I don’t speak well English. They may not understand me, but gradually they 
view me as a friend and a teacher and really like to communicate with me, tell me their 
thoughts and their feelings about lessons, so through their reactions, I could see I am 
progressing as a teacher. 
 
Reasons for applying 
 
First is my parents…both of my parents are teachers, so influenced by them, I really 
like the education things and my dream is to be a teacher in future and to take teaching 
as my career. This program is just for me! I really like it! 
 
Also, what is special of this program is it is a cross-culture program, so I had the 
chance to gain insight into another…into education in another culture, so that’s really 
interesting, you know. When I think about it, I feel excited, because it is like exploring 
another world and to see how other people educate their children and why they grow 
up differently. In my understanding, people were born the same, but different nurture 
ways make them different people, so for me it’s an adventure...explorations...that’s the 
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second reason I liked this program. 
 
The third is this partnership provide subsidy and scholarships. It reduce my financial 
pressures. Also a factor [that] let me choose this program… 
 
Also, I thought maybe I would have better position to get a job, after participating in 
this program but in fact, the Ningbo Educational Bureau didn’t offer job opportunities, 
but initially I thought that this program would. 
 
Helpful background experiences 
 
I grow up as other Chinese students. What is different is I did my undergraduate in a 
British university, the University of Nottingham, Ningbo, China. I guess that this 
experience may help me to…easier to understand Australian educational way than 
other Chinese students.  
 
Also, I had very short experience of teaching English in a Chinese primary school as 
a volunteer, so these experiences helped me to prepare for teaching Mandarin in 
Western Sydney region. 
 
Preparation in Western Sydney / Preparation in Ningbo 
 
The Centre for Educational Research in UWS provided me with a supervising teacher, 
[Name]. Also, at the same time, I was arranged to undertake a degree of Master of 
Education study in this Centre for Educational Research. So, with the help of my 
supervising teacher, I did lots of literature review about teaching a second language. 
Also, I was given training in the aspects of research methodology and writing. I was 
encouraged to integrate my teaching practice with my educational research in 
university, under the teacher/researcher frame. These are theoretical preparations, I 
think. Also, the NSW DET provided professional training for us in teaching 
methodology. [It] also organised school visits and guide us to do real classroom 
observations and also communicate with several...you... …and other experienced 
language advisers. These are very useful…very helpful preparation. 
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The Ningbo Educational Bureau also provide preparations for us, before we went to 
Australia. Those courses include classical Chinese literature and understanding of 
Chinese culture, Chinese linguistic knowledge…such and such…but the difference is 
our preparation in China is more theoretically oriented. But the preparation we 
received in Australia is more school engaged and more practical, I think. 
 
Decisions on weekly teaching 
 
In my case, the classroom teacher decided what to teach each week. I just followed 
her program, but when preparing the lessons, the classroom teacher often asked for 
my ideas and opinions about her lesson program or unit program, so it could be argued 
that we jointly decided what to teach each week.  
 
Lesson / activities planning process 
 
At the very beginning, I have no knowledge at all. In China, teachers often have fixed 
textbooks, so the teacher just follow the textbook to teach. It’s much easier. But in my 
classroom in Australia, we don’t have a fixed textbook. We may have many textbook, 
but I don’t know which I should follow. I’m confused and anxious about lesson 
preparation and lesson planning at first. Then my mentor taught me, step-by-step. She 
said to me, "A teacher need to set objectives first...a teaching goal,” and then, as 
language teachers, we need to be concerned about four parts...listening, speaking, 
reading and writing and usually language lessons start from listening and speaking and 
then go deeper and deeper to reading and writing.  
 
Also we have a template. The template is mainly concerned about...we have time...a 
column for time and a column for the content, the teaching content. Another column 
for the teacher’s instruction. Also a column for the purpose of doing the activities. 
These are very clear for a prospective teacher to learn how to plan a lesson. This is 
very useful.  
 
As to the experience, I progressed from knowing nothing about planning lessons to 
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recognising the importance of lesson planning and I did lots of mental work when I’m 
planning a lesson, taking resources, students’ curriculum...syllabus into consideration, 
all together. Also, I learn how to reflect on my lesson planning. By this, I mean I do 
not just plan a lesson, but I will reflect on my lesson plans and maybe adjust, during 
my real teachings. 
 
Lesson / activities planning influences 
 
My mentor will tell me, because she was more experienced teacher. 
 
Resource selection influences 
 
I basically got teaching resources from my mentor. I also resourced textbooks from 
language advisers from NSW DET. They built up a small library which contains lots 
of textbooks and language teaching resources. I list some textbooks here, like "Hai 
Yu", "Chinese Treasure Chest", Chinese picture cards, "Go Chinese!" or [Chinese 
word] -nthese kinds of resources. These are very important resources for me. Also, I 
create my own teaching resources, like I bought some materials from stores and do 
some handcraft...make my own resource. 
 
Resource selection  
 
I would set my objectives first and, according to my objectives, then I go to find some 
proper resources, to fit my objectives. I will make sure that the resources I select were 
not too difficult for them (students) or not too simple for them. I would choose 
something between them. It just depends on daily experience. 
 
Also, I was concerned with my students’ interests and their habits, when I select my 
resources. 
 
Lesson delivery / Classroom practice 
 
The knowledge includes classroom management knowledge, like how to use my voice 
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and gestures to attract the students’ attention and by giving good instructions, to work 
them into learning. Also, I am also using appreciative teaching methods, like giving 
gifts and encouragement to them, to promote...to motivate them to learn. Secondly, 
those skills also include knowledge of students. I would know the students’ interests, 
habits and their feelings and learning levels in advance, which helps me to deliver the 
lessons. Also, the pedagogical content knowledge… I mean I would think about (how) 
to teach this part of Chinese language, what difficulties my Australian students face. 
They are different from Chinese students. For example, when I was teaching...in 
Chinese classroom, we may emphasise the difference between the sounds [sound] and 
[sound], because Chinese students have difficulty in telling the differences between 
the two sounds, [sound] and [sound]. But I found Australian students don’t have such 
difficulties in pronouncing the two sounds. So, I wouldn’t take this part as important. 
That’s example of pedagogical content knowledge. In my experience, during my 
teaching, I found some Chinese pedagogy is useful in Australian classroom; some are 
not. So, after reflecting on my teaching, I adjust my teaching strategies and 
pedagogical strategies to improve my deliveration. 
 
Management of learning and behavior strategies 
 
I mentioned that I prefer [to] use my voice and my body language. This is because my 
English language is not as perfect as local teachers. So, I prefer to use other ways, 
rather language or English itself, so voice is a good way. When I raise voice, I may 
attract students’ attention. Also I found, when I keep quiet, I could also attract the 
students’ attention. This is very useful strategy to manage classroom and I use eye 
contact to show my feelings to them. Students will recognise my emotion, to see if I 
am really angry or happy. That’s very helpful. Also, activities itself could be used as 
a tool to make all students engaged...involved...because they are easily attracted by 
interesting activities, so won’t be distracted by other things. 
 
Assessment 
 
I assess my students’ learning of Chinese language and culture through exams, mainly 
oral and writing exams. I could see their progress, after one term’s study. Also, I 
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recognised their learning through homework and in classroom work, through 
activities. When I ask them to type Chinese emails, I could see some learned really 
well and use the language well and know the culture and some are not.  
 
My experience is to devote myself to the teaching and communicate a lot with 
students, sometimes being friendly to them and trying to know their feelings. Also, do 
some test. Sometimes I use some Chinese ways to teach them, to see if they would 
like to accept my way or not. For example, I begin my class by greeting teachers and 
bow to them. I ask my students to greet and bow to me back. It seems to really work 
and the students accept. During this [?], I found they accepted the Chinese cultures. 
Examples like this, similar examples, I did some tests, to see if they accept or not. 
That’s my way. 
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Appendix 9: Explanation of discourse analysis tools, following Gee (2014a) with illustrations from interview data  
Tool Explanation  Illustrations from interview data 
Broad, overarching tools related to purpose of the study 
1. Identities 
building tool 
The focus of analysis is on how the speaker uses words and grammatical devices to 
express her/his sense of who she/he is in relation to ROSETE. What are the identities 
the speaker is trying to enact or to get others to recognise? How does the language 
express the speaker’s recognition and positioning of others’ identities in relation to 
her own?  
 
“… I got real teaching experience. On a weekly basis, I teach 
students. I teach them Chinese …” 
 
The speaker enacts teacher identity by positioning herself as 
subject, supported by references to authenticity (“real”) and 
frequency (“on a weekly basis”). 
 
“… I met a very supportive classroom teacher … she gave me 
very high appreciation and she think I'm a very good teacher, 
because she said I can engage their learning.”  
 
The speaker’s identity of “a very good teacher” is enacted 
through the relationship with “a very supportive classroom 
teacher” 
 
2. Relationships 
building tool 
The focus of analysis is on how the speaker uses words and grammatical devices to 
build and sustain relationships among her/his self, other people, social groups, and/or 
institutions. 
 
“…also, my supervisor, William … very helpful to, not only give us 
how to do research, how to teach in schools, but also the more 
important parts…they give us comfort, especially when we are 
overseas. We got homesick. I think their help is like … treat us like 
family members. I still think about that idea ... through that family ... 
so the familyship is still there.” 
 
The speaker’s use of “comfort” and “family” in this segment of 
discourse deepens the relationship with the supervisor. The 
relationship is sustained through repeated reference to family in “the 
familyship is still there”. 
 
3. Activities 
building tool 
The focus of analysis is on how the speaker uses words and grammatical devices to 
enact activities or practices, including how she/he gets others to recognise these as 
being accomplished. Activities here refers to practices that hold social or institutional 
“I must have the students involved in activities. That is the correct 
way in teaching in Australia so I try to make myself to prepare those 
activities …” 
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Tool Explanation  Illustrations from interview data 
meanings. 
 
 
The speaker’s use of verbs such as “must”, “try to make” and her 
reference to “the correct way in teaching in Australia” call on the 
hearer to recognise her efforts to adapt her teaching practices to 
incorporate student activities. 
4. Significance 
building tool 
The focus of analysis is on how the speaker uses words and grammatical devices to 
build up or lessen the significance of things, such as identities, relationships, activities. 
What information is foregrounded in main clauses and backgrounded in subordinate 
clauses? 
 
“There was no Mandarin teacher at the two primary schools, 
so I taught the whole lessons, since the very beginning.”  
 
The speaker lessens the significance of her teaching in 
primary schools by backgrounding this information in a 
subordinate clause, making it contingent upon there being no 
Mandarin teacher, information foregrounded in the main 
clause. 
5. Topic and 
theme tool 
The focus of analysis is on the topics and themes evident in the discourse and their 
purpose and relationships. 
“I think a lot of the languages and the communications 
happening in school via the local teachers with the students, 
most of them are the language and Australian culture that I 
don't know ... so I just listen and trying to learn … because 
when I was using the knowledge that the students are familiar 
with to communicate with, they will think, ‘Oh, you're a part 
of us and … I will respect you and I will regard you as a 
teacher here’” 
 
In this segment the speaker draws together themes of culture 
and teacher-student relationships, which had been previously 
evident in separate segments of discourse. 
6. Social 
languages tool 
The focus of analysis is on how words and phrases are used to enact the language 
associated with a socially recognised identity, such as a teacher. 
“… I experienced a lot of mental work and physical work to 
improve my teaching skills, … lesson preparation, collecting 
teaching resources … also especially classroom management 
...  
 
In this segment “teaching skills”, “lesson preparation”, 
“teaching resources” and “classroom management” all 
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Tool Explanation  Illustrations from interview data 
constitute the socially recognised language of teaching.  
Grammatical devices evident in language that enhance identities, relationships, practices and significance  
7. Diexis tool Diectics are pointing words or phrases linked to context and time, that relate to what 
listeners already know or can work out. How has the speaker used “diectics” to enact 
identities, relationships, practices and significance?  
“At the beginning” is a deictic phrase commonly used in interview 
data to refer to past identities or practices 
 
8. Subject tool How has the speaker used choice of subject in sentences to enact identities, 
relationships, practices and significance?  
“I think my development is all about a process of putting myself in 
the role as a teacher. I was looking for professional identity in the 
whole process. I still remember, when I first started to teach, I didn't 
recognise myself as a teacher. I was just a newcomer to that school. 
I was curious about all the surroundings.” 
 
By positioning herself as the subject in these sentences, the speaker 
builds the significance of her development of identity. 
9. Cohesion tool How has the speaker used cohesive devices to enact identities, relationships, practices 
and significance? 
 
“There are mentors for me to talk about my lesson plans. After 
the class, they will comment on my lessons...how I delivered 
my lessons. They observed my lessons, so they give me 
feedback.  
 
That's very important for me to grow as a beginner teacher.”  
 
There are two strings of cohesive devices in this segment, 
which enact the practices of mentors and the significance of 
the mentor-mentee relationship. The first string includes 
“There are mentors” which is connected cohesively to the 
pronoun “they” in the second and third sentence. The 
practices of mentors are linked through references to lessons, 
including “talk about my lessons” “comment on my lessons” 
“give me feedback”. These references are linked cohesively 
to “that’s very important” in the last sentence which builds 
the significance of the mentoring role and the relationship 
between the speaker and mentor. 
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Tool Explanation  Illustrations from interview data 
Tools related to context, values, issues 
10. Big “D” 
Discourse tool 
How is the speaker using language and her/his interpretation of contexts, ways of 
acting and valuing to enact a certain socially recognisable identity? 
 
Discourse of Chinese education enacted through references to “well-
behaved” students, “strict” teachers, “text-books”, “assessment-
oriented education”. 
 
Discourse of Australian education enacted through references to 
“naughty” students, “encouraging” teachers, “student-centred” 
practices. 
Organisational tool  
11. Stanza tool This is an organisational tool used by the discourse analyst. The segment of language 
is organised in numbered stanzas to assist in interpretation of the information. 
 
1. “At the beginning I was always smiling. I was always 
trying to be nice to the students, but Wendy tell me that 
they are saying that the new teachers should not be 
smiling before Easter. 
2. I remember that, so kind of changing myself in front of 
the students … I learned to act like a teacher, not like a 
teacher student, like treating like friends.” 
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Appendix 10: Themes in data which provided insights into participants’ teacher identity construction 
 
Themes evident in 
descriptions of 
development 
Related category and pattern codes Sample data Respondents 
Developing skills in 
planning and classroom 
practice: evidence  
Planning and classroom practice: 
Planning for teaching and learning 
Managing teaching and learning activities  
Adapting teaching and learning for different 
students and classes 
Supporting student participation 
Managing behaviour 
 
I planned and taught lessons independently 
 
… improve my teaching skills, including lesson 
preparation, collecting teaching resources … 
 
when I tried to develop … my own activities … the 
learning outcome is quite good and the students are 
highly engaged … 
 
I learned how to do group work and rotate activities 
 
I learnt to balance language and culture in lessons 
 
my teaching plans … were not always the same. I 
usually made some change, according to the different 
classes. 
 
… able to direct and maintain focus of class 
 
… developed classroom management skills 
Bai Jiao, He Ling, Liling, Ya Fu, 
Guang, Shuhua, Ju Lei, Tu Liang, 
Fen Bau, Chun Zhen, Nuan, Mei 
Mei, Annchi, Dequan 
Developing skills in 
planning and classroom 
practice: counter evidence 
Problems associated with planning and 
classroom practice: 
Problems managing behaviour 
 
 
 
… people behave very differently from students who are 
in China 
 
… student behaviour … my headache 
 
… dealing with some misbehaviour, I don't know what 
should I do 
 
Guang, Nuan, Chun Zhen, Liling, 
Ya Fu, Fen Bau, He Ling, Annchi, 
Bai Jiao, Ju Lei  
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Themes evident in 
descriptions of 
development 
Related category and pattern codes Sample data Respondents 
Engaging in a 
professional network: 
evidence 
Professional learning processes: 
Professional network 
Mentoring 
Professional learning 
 
… observed a lot of teaching and teachers … how they 
teach in class.  
 
… the lesson William co-teached with me … a 
milestone for me as a beginning teacher 
 
… ask the classroom teachers how they control the 
students in class, how I can improve  
 
… [classroom teachers] gave me feedback about how I 
should progress … 
 
… after each lesson, we will have a short or longer 
discussion about our teaching …  
 
 … comparison between my teaching and her [mentor’s] 
teaching 
 
I was … praised by my mentor as a professional teacher 
… 
 
DET methodology … provided a lot of strategies that 
were useful in school context 
Tu Liang, Chun Zhen, Mei Mei, 
Bai Jiao, Fen Bau, Guang, 
Dequan, Liling, Nuan, Annchi, 
Quiyi, He Ling, Ju Lei 
Increasing confidence: 
evidence 
Self-development: 
Increasing confidence 
… experienced attitudinal change - confidence that all 
beginning teachers are challenged 
 
… gained confidence 
 
I became less reliant on detailed lesson plans 
 
Annchi, Chun Zhen, Dequan, Fen 
Bao, Liling, Qiuyi, Shuhua, Ya Fu 
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Appendix 11: Samples of discourse which suggest evidence of research participants experience of Wenger’s (1998) 
modes of belonging 
 
Participant Evidence of engagement Evidence of imagination Evidence of alignment 
Annchi … the classroom teachers … 
observe my lessons … according 
to the feedback, I was able to 
engage the students by a miming 
activity … I could identify and 
articulate the learning goals for 
student needs.  
… a student ask me "Miss, why do you 
put words in front of 'happy' in Chinese?"  
… that question led me to realise that 
students do think critically when they are 
learning. So, I feel that ... before that 
class, I'm just lecturing all along. After 
that, I think maybe I should stop to listen 
to them. 
When I teach the topic of "animals", I will 
create a conversation which involves new 
words of animals, so the students can 
communicate with each other, with the 
language structures. They also learn the 
words and phrases at the same time. 
 
Bai Jiao … when I prepare the test … how 
can we assess their listening and 
oral skills? That is the most 
difficult part for me. So, I also 
asked my supervisor and he just 
give me some suggestions ... 
… if I just teach … then do nothing for 
this teaching, I won't get such 
development as a beginning teacher. Only 
if we have the research … that I really feel 
my development … 
 
Chun Zhen William came in my class and co-
teach with me … He helped me ... 
we talked about how to do that 
lesson … 
… the more rapport I made with them, I 
think they are very real people in my 
class. They are not my robot! They have 
their own feelings. If they don't like my 
lesson, they behave like this. That's their 
real feedback for me. 
I start to do more hands-on activities and 
group work and visual things … that really 
make me feel, "Oh, I'm a good teacher!"  
 
Dequan … when I arrived here, the DET's 
methodology training is quite 
supportive and important and, 
during the process, I learned a lot 
… when I reflect ... my teaching ... 
actually, it's not quite very smooth … 
I look at the syllabus … but I don't feel like 
I just stick to the syllabus, to teach exactly 
what the syllabus taught us, but it gives us 
a reference to some basic topics. … when 
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Participant Evidence of engagement Evidence of imagination Evidence of alignment 
of strategies that would fit in this 
school context.  
 
I try to introduce a topic, I will think about 
its relevance to their communication 
abilities or their meaning or significance. 
Fen Bao … the main assistance I received is 
from Megan …  She conducted the 
language methodology course and 
… taught us how to teach a lesson 
and organised several observations 
and even come to our classrooms, 
to see how we go … in our 
teaching ...  
English and Chinese is quite different and 
this could help them to build their way of 
thinking … So, I think it would be good 
for students to build their logical thinking 
… 
I design a scope and sequence for each 
term and … use syllabus as a reference.  
 
Guang I once had no knowledge of 
teaching second language at all, so 
I … improve my teaching skills, 
including lesson preparation, 
collecting teaching resources … 
classroom management 
I feel every time I attended the class is a 
turning point for me, because I always 
learning new knowledge and skills, 
through every class.  
After one year experience I get used to ... 
praise my students, ... encourage them and 
motivate them to study a difficult foreign 
language … a big change that happen to 
me. 
He Ling … we need to gain and practise our 
skills and strategies of classroom 
management and I learn a lot [of] 
strategies from classroom teacher 
and also … colleagues 
Before we came to Australia … we 
thought we can automatically to teach 
Mandarin, because it's our mother 
language … then I thought it's not true … 
We need explore more beyond that … 
 
 
Ju Lei … reviewed a lot of teaching 
materials … to develop activities 
 
If you just engage in teaching and rarely 
think about or reflect on your teaching, 
you may also develop, but not as quickly 
as you do in a research ... because you are 
I do the lesson plan …  organise the 
classroom … the lesson sequence. 
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Participant Evidence of engagement Evidence of imagination Evidence of alignment 
always thinking about what you are 
doing. 
 
Liling … after each lesson, we will have 
a short or longer discussion about 
our teaching today … This inspire 
me to do comparison between my 
teaching and her teaching 
… I don't know how to define the success 
... in different stages, you have different 
focus. So, your focus remains a problem 
you have already solved … then you will 
think, "Oh, I'm successful in that stage." 
Then you move into the next stage. 
 
I have a Year 8 class ... only one class … 
I have to do all the planning by myself … 
I do assessment by myself and I write the 
report, also by myself, but still she give me 
a lot of advice.  
 
Mei Mei I realised that classroom 
management is really important. 
So, I started to ask the classroom 
teachers how they control the 
students in class, how I can 
improve … they observed my 
lesson, they gave me feedback 
about how I should progress …  
… I was curious about the students as 
well, so I'd rather be friends with them, 
rather than being a teacher … But later 
on, I didn't think that worked very well, 
because the students would get that point 
... they thought that you are not a teacher, 
so they may lose their attention in class. 
So, I just changed my view about myself. 
 
Nuan Wendy gave me the chance to 
control myself, to manage the class 
myself, so the majority comments 
are from Wendy, because she is 
always following me ... following 
my teaching  
I found this might be very difficult to 
teach Mandarin here. 
… when we are teaching language … the 
characters and some useful words, we will 
talk about something in China, … our life 
in China and they make links and the 
students sometimes will ask a question, 
without raising their hands. So you ask 
them to raise their hands and ask 
questions. That is good. We encourage 
them to do it.  
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Participant Evidence of engagement Evidence of imagination Evidence of alignment 
Qiuyi I think if you want to be a good 
teacher, first you should use 
scaffolding, because in China I 
never know this concept and so 
Sam teach me … the student-
centred [approach] and the 
scaffolding is explained very well 
… 
… I first teach Chinese in the schools, so 
the first lesson I failed and I was so 
surprised why I failed … What I need to 
do is to rethink about it.  
… you must know their [students’] 
characteristics of learning … different 
students have different learning styles. 
Some of them like seeing or listening or 
speaking or even touching, so in my class, 
I will involve these elements as much as 
possible. 
 
Shuhua … observed a lot of the formal 
classroom teacher's lessons and I 
record some instructional language 
and I tried to use them in the 
following lessons. I think I can 
manage the class quite well now. 
 
I think to be a formal teacher, I should be 
serious with the students … so first of all, 
establish your authority and set up your 
own instructional rules. That's what I 
thought. 
 
… I do lesson plans every week … The 
first part … is the warming up activities 
and then I will do the leading, then I will 
teach the new knowledge and that's called 
building new knowledge. Then, after 
learning this, we will do a little practice 
and then I will ask students to do some 
games, activities and I call that knowledge 
transfer.  
Tu Liang … first term I observe my mentor 
… and learn some things … after 
one term, I can teach them ... I 
think I can control the pace of the 
whole class  
I will observe sometimes the class is not 
very successful or as successful as I 
imagined before, so after the class, I write 
down some reflective journal. I will talk 
with my supervisor, so she will give me 
some advice and I reflect it, so next class, 
although the same topic, but faced with a 
different classroom, I will do it better. 
 
… in Eucalyptus Public School we have 
the scope - according to the scope, I will 
choose … a topic … it depends on their 
[students’] … level and their stage year. 
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Ya Fu I think the skills and experience, 
most of them I learned from my 
observation. How the classroom 
teacher or the … Chinese teacher 
are teaching in the class, what 
language they will use, what trick 
they will use, what strategy they 
will use and also I watched a 
sample Chinese teaching video 
online. 
… at the beginning, I've got no idea what 
I'm going to face ... what the school is 
probably like 
I can work out a whole plan for a whole 
term and really stick to it ... I have a 
blueprint in my mind first and … I notice 
during the class … I am able to … stick to 
whatever I want to teach them. 
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Appendix 12: Background knowledge, skills and experiences regarded by participants as helpful and unhelpful in 
their ROSETE experience 
 
Table 1: Background knowledge, skills and experiences regarded by participants as helpful in their ROSETE experience  
Themes Category and related 
pattern codes 
Sample data  Respondent 
 
 
 
 
 
Undergraduate university 
education  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Previous experience as a 
teacher or learner 
 
 
 
Helpful background 
knowledge, skills and 
experiences: those that 
contributed to 
development as beginning 
teachers  
 
Academic background: 
Preparation for study 
outside of China 
 
Academic background: 
Preparation to teach 
Mandarin 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Previous teaching 
experience  
 
Previous experience as a 
learner  
 
Chinese language and literature or Mandarin as a Foreign Language 
major provided foundation for teaching Mandarin as a second language  
 
 
English major / training to teach English in China gave confidence, 
influenced teaching methodology, and use of instructional language.  
 
 
University education in China used English as medium of instruction, 
provided English language preparation and helped adapt to academic 
study, understand Australian education system 
 
Critical thinking and experience of Finance degree useful in Masters 
degree 
 
Communication major provided foundation study of western culture 
 
 
 
 
Volunteer or part time teaching during bachelor degree 
 
 
Experience learning English influenced understanding of pedagogy and 
practice  
 
Shuhua, Tu Liang, Fen Bao (R2), 
Mei Mei (R3)  
 
 
Ya Fu (R6), Chun Zhen (R1), 
Liling (R3), Nuan (R5) 
 
 
Guang (R2), He Ling (R3), Ju 
Lei  
 
 
Ju Lei (R3) 
 
 
He Ling 
 
 
 
 
Dequan (R2), Guang, He Ling, 
Nuan, Qiuyi (R5), Tu Liang (R6) 
Bai Jiao (R1), Ju Lei, Ya Fu, 
Dequan, Fen Bao 
 
Chun Zhen, Fen Bao, Mei Mei, 
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Themes Category and related 
pattern codes 
Sample data  Respondent 
Cultural and linguistic 
background 
 
 
All life experience 
 
Chinese cultural knowledge, 
skills and experience  
 
Mandarin knowledge and 
understanding 
 
All life experience was 
useful  
What I know about Chinese culture and language influenced classroom 
practice 
 
 
Every experience is positive and useful 
 
Tu Liang 
 
 
Fen Bao, Guang, Ju Lei 
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Table 2: Background knowledge, skills and experiences participants regarded by participants as unhelpful in their ROSETE experience 
 
 
Theme Category and related 
pattern codes 
Sample data Respondents 
Understandings of 
classroom practice 
influenced by past 
experiences of 
education 
Unhelpful background 
knowledge, skills and 
experiences: those that 
did not prepare for 
volunteering in schools 
and did not contribute to 
progress 
 
Culture of teaching and 
learning in Chinese 
education system  
 
Teacher-centred Chinese 
classrooms 
 
Grammatical focus of 
language teaching in China 
 
Lack of understanding of 
Australian classroom 
practices 
 
Textbook orientation of 
Chinese education  
Ideology of education is different – influenced approach to teaching and 
expectations of school and students  
 
 
Traditional …assessment-oriented education …  
 
I received discouraging education – seldom received praise 
 
Chinese belief that learning is hard 
 
Teacher-oriented Chinese classrooms 
 
In China we think we don't have to spend much attention on classroom 
management and they are just good students… but Australian students are 
different 
 
Teachers in China are strict and scold students 
 
 
Text book orientation of Chinese classrooms, no fixed textbook in Australia 
 
 
Bai Jiao (R1), He Ling (R3), Ya Fu 
(R6), Shuhua (R6) 
 
 
Chun Zhen (R1) 
 
Mei Mei (R3) 
 
Dequan (R2) 
 
Mei Mei 
 
He Ling, Ya Fu, Dequan, Liling (R3) 
 
 
 
Annchi (R1), Guang (R2) 
 
 
Mei Mei, Guang, Qiuyi (R5), Tu Liang 
(R6), Chun Zhen 
 
